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  3. VOLUME  III 



B.     SARAJEVO COMPONENT 

1. Facts 

 a.  Chronology of events in Sarajevo 

3526.   In this section of the Judgement the Chamber will discuss the situation in the city of 

Sarajevo and the relevant events that occurred therein during the conflict in BiH.  The 

section also refers to various shelling and sniping incidents, including the casualties 

resulting therefrom.  Some of these are specifically charged in the Indictment under 

Schedules F and G while others are not.  Those that are listed in Schedules F and G are 

discussed in later parts of the Judgement in more detail.  The Chamber notes that shelling 

and sniping incidents not listed in Schedules F and G of the Indictment are only relevant to 

the pattern and the nature of the campaign.
11204

 

3527.   The city of Sarajevo, capital of BiH, lies in a valley, stretching from east to west along 

both banks of Miljacka River.
11205

  Hills and mountains overlook Sarajevo to the south and 

the north; from these elevations, it is possible to have unobstructed and clear views of the 

distinguishable features of the city and to see into its streets.
11206

   

3528.   In 1991, Sarajevo was made up of ten municipalities: Stari Grad (Old Town), Centar 

(Centre), Novo Sarajevo, Novi Grad, Vogošća, Ilidţa, Pale, Ilijaš, Hadţići, and Trnovo.
11207

  

According to the 1991 census, Sarajevo had 527,049 inhabitants of whom approximately 49% 

were Bosnian Muslims, 30% were Bosnian Serbs, and 7% were Bosnian Croats.
11208

  Before 

the conflict, it was the largest and most important political, cultural, industrial, and 

commercial centre of BiH.
11209

  Citizens of Sarajevo took pride in the city‘s diversity, 

referring to themselves as ―Sarajlijas‖ or Sarajevans.
11210

  Sarajevo was well-known as a 

multi-ethnic, multi-religious city, with a long history of religious and cultural tolerance.
11211

  

The great majority of the urban areas of Sarajevo were ethnically mixed.
11212

  (Nothing of 

that is true, and those witnesses couldn’t have known that. In all and every 

war Sarajevo was a prison for the Serbs. The First World War started in 

Sarajevo, because the Austro-Hungarian occupational authorities prepared 

a war against the rest of the Balkans, and there were four decades of a 

terror over the Serbs. It had been supported by many prominent Muslims 
                                                            
11204  Hearing, T. 5479–5481 (19 July 2010); T. 7670–7672 (11 October 2010); T. 10932 (31 January 2011).  See also Prosecution Rule 73 bis 

Submission, para. 16 (wherein the Prosecution stated that it ―will not present evidence in order to secure a conviction in respect of any 

crime sites or incidents not listed in the Schedules to the Indictment).  
11205  P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), para. 17; Aernout van Lynden, T. 2398 (19 May 2010); 

P5926 (Map of Sarajevo); Herbert Okun, P776 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Krajišnik), T. 4356; David Harland, T. 2017–2018 

(6 May 2010); P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen dated 10 August 2009), para. 14.  
11206  P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), paras. 17, 46; Aernout van Lynden, T. 2398 (19 May 2010); 

P1154 (Witness statement of KDZ088 dated 27–29 April 2010), p. 26 (under seal). 
11207  See Adjudicated Fact 2.  
11208  P5964 (Census data for BiH by municipality in 1971, 1981, and 1991, April 1995), e-court p. 2.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2885. 
11209  D3864 (Radovan Radinović‘s expert report entitled ―The Control Authority of Dr. Radovan Karadţić in the Strategic Command System 

of the VRS‖, 2012), para. 176.  See also Adjudicated Fact 1. 
11210  Vitomir Ţepinić, T. 33651 (14 February 2013); P2007 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript). 
11211  Adjudicated Fact 2776. 
11212  David Harland, T. 2107–2108 (7 May 2010); P1154 (Witness statement of KDZ088 dated 27–29 April 2010), p. 72 (under seal). 



and masses, although many prominent Muslims considering themselves as a 

Serb, or Yugoslavs fought agains this terror. In both, WWI and WWII the 

#Serb community sustained a genocide#, and that was how the Serbs fell 

down to 32% in population of BiH. Neither is true that majority of 

municipalities were multi-ethnic. Namely, some municipalities had been re-

aranged and redesigned, so that the Serbs lose majority, through a process 

known in USA as “Gerimanderism”. But, the settled places were rarely 

mixed, but almost entirely enthnically homogenous.  It is the best way to see 

the census in the local communes. But anyway, the mixture of the 

population should also be an argument against the forceful and illegal 

secession of the entire BiH. Why there wouldn’t be a decentralisation of 

BiH, still with the central organs, while the illegal secession against the 

million and five hundred thousands Serbs?)  

3529.    A  number of important JNA installations, including the Viktor Bubanj Barracks, the 

Maršal Tito Barracks, the Jusuf Dţonlić Barracks, and the Jajce Barracks, were located in 

Sarajevo.
11213

  The Command of the 2
nd

 Military District of the JNA was located in Bistrik, at 

one end of Dobrovoljaĉka street, across from the Gavrilo Princip Bridge.
11214

  

3530.   Starting in September 1991, various JNA units withdrew from Slovenia and parts of 

Croatia and subsequently assumed position in barracks throughout BiH, including those 

located in and around Sarajevo; the retreating JNA units brought a significant amount of 

weaponry and ammunition.
11215

  The Bosnian Muslim leadership did not look at this 

development favourably.
11216

  (#Their attitude was illegal#! Why, if they didn’t 

have a hostile intentions towards this Army and the Serbs that supported 

the JNA, due to the laws and Constitution? Is it possible in the USA that 

one of the states sabotage the movement of the federal US Army? Or that 

Wales, or Scotland prevent the British Army to move throughout the 

country? Would the Prosecution rather depict the national defence issues as 

a humanitarian matter?) 

                                                            
11213  KDZ310, T. 9201 (29 November 2010); P950 (Agreement on withdrawal of JNA from BiH), p. 1; John Wilson, T. 3919 (21 June 2010), 

T. 4035 (22 June 2010); P1029 (Witness statement of John Wilson dated 4 November 2008), para. 30. 
11214  KDZ310, T. 9201 (29 November 2010); D825 (Manojlo Milovanović‘s book entitled ―My View of the War in Bosnia 1992–1995‖), p. 

4; D2341 (Witness statement of Dušan Škrba dated 14 October 2012), para. 5. 
11215  Dušan Kovaĉević, T. 39643 (10 June 2013); P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), para. 10; KDZ310, T. 

9200–9201 (29 November 2010); P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 4; Colm Doyle, P918 

(Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25271, 25341; P1029 (Witness statement of John Wilson dated 4 November 2008), para. 

30.  See also Section IV.A.1.c: Sarajevo area.  

11216  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25341.(What would Doyle say for the same situation 

in Great Britain? Is it allowed that the provincial governments limit the movement of the Army, while 

the country is in war?) 



3531.   While nationalist propaganda increased during the course of 1991,
11217

 up until late 1991, 

the inhabitants of Sarajevo lived relatively peacefully together.
11218

  Inter-ethnic tensions 

started to appear in late 1991 and gradually escalated.
11219

 (Whose nationalist 

propaganda did it? Why it was not important to the Prosecution and 

Chamber? Or #we should presume that it was a Serb propaganda#?)  

3532.   In the early months of 1992, the JNA, which by then had become a Serb-dominated 

army, began distributing weaponry and ammunition to Bosnian Serbs at the barracks around 

Sarajevo.
11220

  In the same period, Bosnian Muslims in Sarajevo also armed themselves, 

though to a lesser extent.
11221

  (This is not correct. First, the Muslim side 

organised it’s own #Muslim secret army as of 31 March 1991# (a decision) 

and as of 31 April 1991 (formation of the Patriotic league, and that is the 

date from which the veteran status is recognised to the combatants. Then, 

on 19 June 1992 the SDA formed a political Committee for this secret army, 

called the Council for defence of the Muslims. Mr Izetbegovic, the presiding 

of the BiH Presidency, presided to this Committee, which was an abuse of 

the state institutions! It happened that before the JNA withdrew to BiH, the 

Muslim secret Army, the Patriotic League and the Green Berets, 

established a complete coverage of the territory by their units, with the nine 

(9) regional and 104 municipal headquarterd, units and their commands, 

see:  Halilovic#@   In many of these municipalities the Serbs had been a 

vast majority, or a significant minority, close to 50%, and the Serb 

population saw what their neighbours had been preparing. Why it is not 

important for this Court, and a false data are important to be built in the 

Judgment?) 

3533.    On or about 1 March 1992, during a Serb wedding ceremony held at a historic Orthodox 

Church located in the old part of Sarajevo, Ramiz Delalić and Suad Šabović, two Bosnian 

Muslims, shot and killed the father of the bridegroom who was carrying a Serb flag and 

                                                            
11217  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), para. 19; KDZ310, T. 9172–9179 (29 November 2010); P1866 

(Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 6; D2418 (Witness statement of Boţo Tomić dated 5 November 

2012), para. 4.  
11218  P1217 (Witness statement of Milan Mandilović dated 24 February 2010), para. 15; P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 

February 2010), para. 3; P2007 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); D2418 (Witness statement of Boţo Tomić dated 

5 November 2012), para. 4.  
11219  P1217 (Witness statement of Milan Mandilović dated 24 February 2010), paras. 17–18; Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor 

v. S. Milošević), T. 25249; D2443 (Witness statement of Ţeljka Malinović dated 9 November 2012), paras. 3, 6; D3645 (Witness 

statement of Nenad Kecmanović dated 27 May 2013), para. 38. 
11220  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), para. 10; KDZ310, T. 9201–9203 (29 November 2010); Colm Doyle, 

T. 2848, 2864–2865, 2890 (27 May 2010).  On 20 March 1992, the JNA General Staff was informed that in Sarajevo, 300 automatic 

rifles had been distributed by the JNA to retired officers and that another 100 individuals would be armed in a matter of days.  P979 

(Report from JNA 2nd Military District to JNA General Staff, 20 March 1992), p. 6.  See also Section IV.A.1.c: Sarajevo area.  As 

mentioned above, the Presidency of SRBiH immediately denounced the JNA‘s mobilisation order of 28 September 1991 and most 

Bosnian Croat and Bosnian Muslim reservists did not respond.  See paras. 45, 52. 
11221  Colm Doyle, T. 2737, 2739–2740 (26 May 2010), T. 2889–2890 (27 May 2010); D4865 (Report of BiH Ministry of Defence, 24 

December 1999); D2344 (Witness statement of Miloš Škrba dated 14 October 2012), para. 2; D2665 (Witness statement of Izo Golić 

dated 15 December 2012), para. 20.   



wounded a priest.
11222

  Soon after, on the orders of Rajko Dukić, the President of the SDS 

Executive Board, barricades were erected at strategic locations in and around Sarajevo by 

armed Serbs in civilian clothes and black masks.
11223

 (#None of those witnesses could 

have known that there was any “order” by Rajko Dukic#. The barricades 

were erected spontaneously, and Dukic and others joined them in order to 

be able to influence the course of events!)  Muslims for their part erected barricades 

in front of the Assembly building later that evening.
11224

  The barricades blocked all passages 

in and out of the city and cut off parts of the town.
11225

  Soon after the erection of the 

barricades, Momĉilo Mandić asked Ĉedomir Kljajić, the Chief of Police Affairs in Sarajevo, 

to accompany him to the office of the Accused and the headquarters of the SDS, located in the 

Holiday Inn at the time.
11226

  After arriving at the Holiday Inn, Kljajić observed that Dukić 

was issuing instructions to those manning the Serb barricades via the telephone.
11227

  In the 

early afternoon, Serbs who were manning a barricade near the main entrance to the city came 

under gunfire from a nearby building.
11228

  When Colm Doyle, the head of the ECMM in 

Sarajevo,
11229

 approached one of the Serb barricades and asked for it to be dismantled, he was 

told that the barricade would be dismantled only on the orders of the Accused.
11230

 (Before 

this incident, the President and his associates went to Belgrade, and were 

absent from Sarajevo the entire period of barricades. What is alluded by 

this sentence that only the President may order dismantle?)  At another 

barricade, while negotiating the passage of ECMM monitors to the airport, Doyle came under 

                                                            
11222  D385 (SRBiH MUP Report on Sarajevo, 13 March 1992), p. 2; Momĉilo Mandić, T. 4877 (8 July 2010); Momĉilo Mandić, C3 

(Transcript from Prosecutor v. Stanišić and Župljanin), T. 9692–9693; D2923 (Witness statement of Vitomir Ţepinić dated 11 February 

2013), para. 58; P1940 (Interview with Radovan Karadţić from Naša Borba entitled ―Yugoslavia or Three Bosnians‖, 16 March 1992), 

p. 1; Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25333–25334; P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), p. 1; 

D214 (Minutes of 56th SRBiH Presidency session, 2 March 1992), p. 2; D215 (Excerpts from Ljubo Grcković‘s diary), p. 118; Dragan 

Šojić, T. 31768 (19 December 2012); D2665 (Witness statement of Izo Golić dated 15 December 2012), para. 7; Martin Bell, T. 9856 

(15 December 2010); D2379 (Witness statement of Momir Garić dated 2 November 2012), para. 8; Mirsad Kuĉanin, P17 (Transcript 

from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 28972; P1353 (Shorthand record of 10th session of SerBiH Assembly, 11 March 1992), e-court p. 6; 

D3864 (Radovan Radinović‘s expert report entitled ―The Control Authority of Dr. Radovan Karadţić in the Strategic Command System 

of the VRS‖, 2012), para. 191. 
11223  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), para. 6; Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. 

Milošević), T. 25264; P920 (ECMM report, 13 March 1992), p. 1; Colm Doyle, T. 2848–2849, 2854–2855 (27 May 2010); D2923 

(Witness statement of Vitomir Ţepinić dated 11 February 2013), para. 59; Vitomir Ţepinić, T. 33611 (13 February 2013); D2443 

(Witness statement of Ţeljka Malinović dated 9 November 2012), para. 4; D3671 (Witness statement of Dušan Kovaĉević dated 7 June 

2013), para. 47; D3070 (JNA 2nd Military District report, 12 March 1992), p. 3; P2444 (Witness statement of KDZ354 dated 5 February 

2011), para. 4 (under seal).  See also Adjudicated Fact 6.  On Serb barricades, see Section IV.A.1.C: Sarajevo area.  
11224  P5612 (Intercept of conversation between Mićo Stanišić and Rajko Dukić, 2 March 1992), p. 2; D2443 (Witness statement of Ţeljka 

Malinović dated 9 November 2012), para. 4; D3070 (JNA 2nd Military District report, 12 March 1992), p. 3. 
11225  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25338–25340; P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), p. 1. 
11226  P6468 (Excerpts from Ĉedomir Kljajić‘s interview with OTP), e-court p. 2; Ĉedomir Kljajić, T. 42197–42198 (30 July 2013); P1996 

(Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), paras. 19, 21; P1029 (Witness statement of John Wilson dated 4 November 

2008), para. 25; P927 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Aernout van Lynden); Aernout van Lynden, T. 2393 (19 May 2010).  

During the early months of 1992, the Holiday Inn also hosted a number of foreign journalists.  See Martin Bell, T. 9810 (14 December 

2010). 
11227  Ĉedomir Kljajić, T. 42199 (30 July 2013).   
11228  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25265. 
11229  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25248.  
11230  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25267–25268, 25341; P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), e-

court p. 2; Colm Doyle, T. 2659–2660 (21 May 2010), T. 2695 (26 May 2010). 



Serb gunfire.
11231

  During the night of 1 March 1992, there was considerable shooting in the 

city and as a result, three people were killed.
11232

   

3534.   The following day, the SDS leadership formally demanded that the BiH government 

(i) arrest the perpetrators of the killing of the Serb at the wedding ceremony;
11233

 (ii) divide 

Sarajevo RTV into separate Muslim, Serb, and Croat channels and crack down on the 

Sarajevo-based broadcaster JUTEL; (It was #a usual practice, that the ethnic 

group have their own TV channel, such as Hungarians in Novi Sad, 

Albanians in Kosovo, and every other ethnic group in Serbia always had 

their own channel and program.)   (iii) stop seeking international recognition for BiH 

until such time that all three parties reach agreement with respect to the constitutional 

arrangement of BiH; (iv) order an immediate halt to the media campaign which describes the 

independence and sovereignty of BiH as a fait accompli; (v) urgently resume participation in 

the Peace Conference on Yugoslavia, under the auspices of the EC;
11234

 (vi) immediately 

effect personnel changes in the MUP so as to comply with the inter-party agreement on the 

division of power; (vii) order MUP to avoid violent confrontation with Bosnian Serbs, in 

particular those manning the barricades; and (viii) dissolve the BiH Presidency Crisis Staff 

headed by Ejup Ganić.
11235

  Later that day, Plavšić instructed Velibor Ostojić, the Minister of 

Information of BiH, to prevent confrontation at the barricades as negotiations were 

underway.
11236

  (All of these demands were legal, legitimate Serb presentation, 

and the demands were a way out of the crisis! #COMMENDABLE and 

#EXCULPATORY#!) 

3535.   On 2 March 1992, in an intercepted telephone conversation, Dukić informed Mićo 

Stanišić that he and Plavšić had spoken to Ĉengić and Izetbegović, respectively, about the 

Muslim barricades in front of the Assembly building; Dukić then told Stanišić that Serb 

barricades in Sarajevo should not be removed so long as the Muslim barricades remained in 

place.
11237

 (So what? What is that? It is #rather commendable# that the 

highest Serb representatives acted responsible in a crisis which had been 

#caused by a famous Muslim extremist#! To kill a Serb in a wedding 

ceremony in front of the oldest Serb church, which didn’t happen during 

the Turkish occupation, the war in Sarajevo could have been initiated, and 

instead to be gratefull to the Serb representatives for joining the riots, it is 

taken as an aggravating element against this President , who didn’t have 

anything to do with it, but is proud of his associates and their handling of 

                                                            
11231  Colm Doyle, T. 2848, 2861 (27 May 2010). 
11232  P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), e-court p. 1.   
11233  Ţepinić stated that Delalić was eventually arrested by the MUP and that he told the crime inspectors that the killing had been ordered by 

Izetbegović.  Ţepinić believed Delalić‘s claim, particularly after Delalić was released and no charges were filed against him.  See D2923 

(Witness statement of Vitomir Ţepinić dated 11 February 2013), para. 58.   
11234  On EC Peace Conference on Yugoslavia, see Section  II.E.1. 
11235  P5729 (Intercept of conversation between Biljana Plavšić, Rajko Dukić, and Radovan Karadţić, 2 March 1992), pp. 1–2; P924 (ECMM 

report, 1–2 March 1992), p. 1; D214 (Minutes of 56th SRBiH Presidency session, 2 March 1992), pp. 2–3; Colm Doyle, T. 2701 

(26 May 2010); P5553 (Conditions for Negotiation of the Crisis Staff of the Serb People in BiH, 2 March 1992), pp. 1–2. 
11236  P5726 (Intercept of conversation between Rajko Dukić, Biljana Plavšić, Ostojić, and Ĉengić, 2 March 1992), pp. 2, 4. 
11237  P5612 (Intercept of conversation between Mićo Stanišić and Rajko Dukić, 2 March 1992), p. 2. 



the crisis!)  In the same conversation, Stanišić informed Dukić that he had visited all the 

check-points and commented that ―Sarajevo is ours […] a hundred percent‖.
11238

  Dukić 

replied to this by saying ―Mićo, we have done a big thing.‖
11239

 (By doing what? By 

joining and regulating the event! Or maybe the Serb officials arranged the 

killing of the father of groom, in order to have a chaos and exploit it for the 

common purpose of JCE?) 

3536.   On the same day, a special meeting of the BiH Presidency was convened during which it 

was decided that many of the demands made by the SDS should be met.
11240

  The Presidency 

also called for the barricades to be dismantled and for citizens to return to everyday life.
11241

  

After the special meeting of the BiH Presidency, Plavšić, Franjo Boras, the Bosnian Croat 

member of BiH Presidency, and Vitomir Ţepinić, the Deputy MUP Minister, spoke with 

Dukić and convinced him to make arrangements for the removal of the Serb barricades.
11242

  

On 2 March 1992, more people were killed or injured in Sarajevo, some of them in close 

vicinity of the barricades.
11243

  

3537.   On 3 March 1992, the decision of the BiH Presidency on the demands of the SDS was 

published; shortly after, the Serb barricades began to be dismantled.
11244

 (Now, it appear 

that the President  was not necessary to dismantle the barricades. There 

was a demand that the Presidency dismantle the illegal “Crisis Staff”, that 

served to the Muslim side to avoid the two Serb representatives (Plavsic 

aand Koljevic) to exercise their constitutional duties, and to remove other 

irregularities. The President was still in Belgrade!) On the same day, however, 

upon receiving reports that Arkan‘s and Šešelj‘s men were on their way from Pale to 

Sarajevo, Bosnian Muslims set up barricades in predominantly Muslim inhabited parts of 

Sarajevo.
11245

  Later that day, the Accused and Izetbegović agreed to meet that same night 

with the 2
nd

 Military District Commander, Lieutenant-General Milutin Kukanjac, in order to 

diffuse the unfolding crisis.
11246

  In this meeting, based on Kukanjac‘s proposal, it was agreed 

that in order to control the situation, mixed units, involving Bosnian Muslims, Bosnian Serbs, 

and JNA troops would patrol Sarajevo.
11247

 Not really Muslims and Serbs, but the 
                                                            
11238  P5612 (Intercept of conversation between Mićo Stanišić and Rajko Dukić, 2 March 1992), pp. 2–3. 
11239  P5612 (Intercept of conversation between Mićo Stanišić and Rajko Dukić, 2 March 1992), p. 3. 
11240  P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), e-court pp. 2, 4–5; D214 (Minutes of 56th SRBiH Presidency session, 2 March 1992), p. 4. The 

BiH Presidency refused to accept the proposed division of Sarajevo RTV.  P5602 (Intercept of conversation between Jovanović, 

Stanišić, and Radovan Karadţić, 2 March 1992), pp. 3–4. 
11241  D214 (Minutes of 56th SRBiH Presidency session, 2 March 1992), p. 4; P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), e-court pp. 2, 4–5; 

D3070 (JNA 2nd Military District report, 12 March 1992), p. 3. 
11242  D2928 (Intercept of conversation between Biljana Plavšić, Rajko Dukić, Franjo Boras, and Vitomir Ţepinić, 2 March 1992). 
11243  D385 (SRBiH MUP Report on Sarajevo, 13 March 1992), pp. 2–4; Momĉilo Mandić, T. 4886–4887 (8 July 2010); P5602 (Intercept of 

conversation between Jovanović, Stanišić, and Radovan Karadţić, 2 March 1992), p. 2; P5725 (Intercepts of conversations between (i) 

Rajko Dukić and ―Dragan‖ and (ii) Rajko Dukić and Biljana Plavšić, 2 March 1992), p. 1. 
11244  P924 (ECMM report, 1–2 March 1992), e-court p. 3. 
11245  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25269; Colm Doyle, T. 2713 (26 May 2010); P5605 (Intercept of 

conversation between Radovan Karadţić, Goran Milić, Alija Izetbegović, and an unidentified woman, 3 March 1992), p. 6; D4522 

(Intercept of conversation between Radovan Karadţić and Todor Dutina, 3 March 1992), e-court p. 1.  See also Adjudicated Fact 6. 
11246  P5605 (Intercept of conversation between Radovan Karadţić, Goran Milić, Alija Izetbegović, and an unidentified woman, 3 March 

1992), pp. 10–14; D1523 (Notes of meeting between Cyrus Vance and Hans-Dietrich Genscher, 8 March 1992), e-court pp. 4–5 (under 

seal). 
11247  D3070 (JNA 2nd Military District report, 12 March 1992), pp. 3–4; Martin Bell, T. 9813 (14 December 2010). 



MUP crews composed of both the Serbs and Muslims. The following day, 

Muslim barricades were dismantled.
11248

  

On 20 March 1992, representatives of the SDA concluded that division of Sarajevo RTV into 

ethnic channels as well as any appointment of non-Muslims to the posts of general 

manager and editor-in-chief of Sarajevo RTV would run contrary to the interests of 

Bosnian Muslims.
11249

  (Here is the D213:  

          
#The Serb side, indicted and sentenced, have never made such a 

dicriminatory order#? This was the #new Islamic Fundamentalist 

approach#: only the Muslims could keep the crucial positions in the 

society. Even communists didn’t pursue this kind of discrimination: they 

used to distribute the power among the ethnic groups, but the Muslim 

communist decided who of the Serbs and Croats would represent them. 

Even now the main problem in the Federation BiH is the fact the 

Muslims want to decide who would be in Presidency on behalf of Croats. 

The International community will hear more in the comming times!) 

Around the same time, Serb units began moving artillery onto the hills around Sarajevo.
11250

 

(#Before VRS established# This is an arbitrary statement, since nobody 

could deploy such a heavy weaponry without the JNA approval. There 

was some heavy weaponry in the possession of the TO, but the TO was 

under the control of the JNA whenever the JNA was present. It had 

already been presented to the court that this removal of the weapon was 

due to an order of the Federal Ministry for defence, because in Croatia 

they couldn’t deploy weapons after being encircled by the Croatian 

illegal army. See: D3679, Issued by Gen. Kukanjac, the Commander of 

                                                            
11248  Colm Doyle, P918 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. S. Milošević), T. 25270; Colm Doyle, T. 2713 (26 May 2010).  After these events, 

people in Sarajevo organised and armed themselves in order to guard their homes.  See D3321 (Witness statement of Milorad Skoko 

dated 1 April 2013), para. 6. 
11249  D213 (SDA letter re Sarajevo TV personnel changes, 20 March 1992). 
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the 2
nd

 Military District:    

 

 

There is no dilemma: #only the JNA on one, and the Muslim secret Army 

(Patriotic league and Green Berets#) had a possibility to mobilise and use 

armament. The municipal TO units were authorised by the Constitution 

and Law on Al-Peoples Defence to act independently, if the JNA is not 

present. The JNA displaced their units and weaponry for their security, 

but the choice of the Serb areas was because only the Serbs weren’t 

hostile against the JNA. Let us see the next document of the same 

Command, D1386:  



Therefore, the #President didn’t have any role or influence in the 

beginning of the war#. However, the Prosecution witnesses knew that, 

look what C. Doyle said, in P941: 

)    Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Serbs once again set up barricades in and around 

Sarajevo, inhibiting the movement of the population.
11251

 

3538.   At the end of March or the beginning of April 1992, JNA forces took control of 

Sarajevo airport and began using it exclusively to move JNA personnel and their families out 

of BiH.
11252

  By this time, the activities of JNA personnel in the barracks contributed to the 

tensions.
11253

  In early April 1992, residents of Sarajevo demonstrated for peace in large 

numbers in front of the Assembly building.
11254

  However, during the protest they came under 
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sniper fire which was said to have come from the direction of Holiday Inn.
11255

  (#Not at 

all, Juka Prazina was seen shooting.# This kind of hear-say should not be a 

basis for any inference. The Prosecution/Chamber never miss an 

opportunity to present any event, incident or document so to looks like the 

Serb responsibility!) 14/15. 01. 18 

3539.    During the night of 4 April 1992, Bosnian Muslim units attacked and took control of 

the MUP building in Sarajevo, expelling the Bosnian Serb employees.
11256

 (For the sake 

of truth and accuracy, prior to those hostile and criminal acts, Mr. 

#Izetbegovic announced the general mobilisation, despite the opposition of 

the Serb members of Presidency#. And the Muslims didn’t only expel the 

Serb employees, but #they killed a policemen#, last name Petrovic, whyle 

working in his police station.)  Soon after, BiH police and TO forces surrounded the 2
nd

 

District Command building complex and the Sarajevo Military Hospital which was at the time 

run by the JNA.
11257

  Around the same date, Bosnian Muslims began attacking JNA forces 

and installations in Sarajevo.
11258

  On 6 April 1992, extensive gunfire erupted, with each side 

accusing the other of having started the hostilities.
11259

  Armed Muslims detained and 

mistreated Ţepinić on several occasions, prompting him to eventually leave for Belgrade.
11260

  

A number of Serbs had their houses searched and ransacked, were mistreated by armed 

Bosnian Muslim units, faced harassment at their workplace, were purged from employment, 

or were prevented from entering and departing Sarajevo.
11261

  Following these events, some 

Serb families left for parts of Sarajevo where Serbs were in the majority while others moved 

to Pale.
11262

  Around the same period, a large number of Bosnian Muslim civilians began 

moving into areas of Sarajevo which were under the control of the BiH government.
11263

  

(And that was #exactly what was envisaged by the President  in October 

1991#, an unfavourable but inevitable consequence of the civil war, that 

had been seen in Croatia prior to the war in BiH. But, what had happened 

in Sarajevo was a real terror by the Muslim armed forces, and it can not be 
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said more polite. All of that happened in the common capitol of BiH, in 

front of the entire Muslim authority and elite! Nobody warned, let alone 

arrested or punished the terrorists, who to the contrary had been 

celebrated, and a notorious criminals promoted to the rank of General!)   

3540.    By 10 April 1992, the security situation in Sarajevo had deteriorated; the command of 

the 2
nd

 Military District reported that mortar fire had again been directed against features in 

the city and that all movements and all roads to the city were being controlled by Green 

Berets, armed civilians, and BiH MUP forces.
11264

 (Certainly, till that times the Serb 

side wasn’t prepared for any action, relying upon the JNA to protect the 

peace and security, but the JNA couldn’t protect itself properly. The 

Muslim side had been prepared much better. The “armed civilians” when 

killed in a combat, had immediately reported to the internationals as a 

civilian victims! According to the Muslim sources, up to 80% of the Muslim 

Army (ABiH) fought the entire 1992 in their civilian clothing, and all such a 

combat casualties had been presented as a civilian!) On 12 April 1992, the leaders 

of all three parties agreed to an immediate and total cease-fire in BiH, including in 

Sarajevo.
11265

  They also agreed that Bosnian Serbs should have a greater role with respect to 

Sarajevo RTV broadcasts.
11266

  The following day, however, during a meeting with Doyle and 

Sarajevo RTV management, Bosnian Serb representatives claimed that the agreement 

concerning Sarajevo RTV essentially required that all the assets which belonged to the station 

be divided between the three ethnic groups.
11267

  As a result, the meeting did not lead to any 

progress.
11268

  The next day, Serbs from Pale warned the employees at Sarajevo RTV that if 

the station did not get off the air, it would be targeted.
11269

 (That was a lie. Since no 

Serb called #Doyle, he was “informed” by his Muslim hosts about 

something that hadn’t happen!#)  Doyle, having been informed of this threat, 

immediately contacted the Accused who then assured him that this attack would not take 

place.
11270

 (It doesn’t require so high intelligentsia to conclude what 

happened. First of all, Pale was too far to fire against the TV. Second, the 

President  at that moment didn’t command to any formation. Third, Mr. 

Doyle himself reported to his superiors about a huge number of the rogue 

elements without any political control. And, finally, fifth, this was so simple 

trick that such an experienced military man could have been deceived only 
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if wanted to be! See what Mr. Doyle said at a high meeting about the April 

in Sarajevo, P941, p. 2: 

  
#Contra documents#! As a rule, the #international officials of the middle to 

low rank testified opposite to their contemporaneous official reports#, and 

that was the same with Mr. Doyle. Beside the fake assertion that the Serb 

paramilitaries “had started the fighting” all other is accurate. But these 

paramilitaries backed by the JNA were a reserve units of the very same 

JNA, due to the Law on Al-Peoples Defence! But, certainly, Mr. Doyle was 

aware of the fact that the President  was not in charge in April 1992!)  
Shortly after, however, mortar fire targeted the Sarajevo RTV building, killing a number of 

people.
11271

  The Accused later admitted to Doyle that the bombing had been carried out by 

Bosnian Serbs but insisted that the attack did not have his permission.
11272

 (It was obvious 

that the #President at that time didn’t control any armed forces#. The 

President didn’t admit that the Serbs bombed, but that he knew nothing 

about that, but could not deny before he checked. As it can be seen from 

D4272, neither the Serb police fired against the TV, and it appears to be 

another trick of the Green Berets.)     

3541.   On 16 April 1992, the Accused told Herbert Okun, who was an adviser to the Special 

Envoy of the Secretary General at the time,
11273

 that the situation in Sarajevo was urgent and 

that people were fighting because the ethnic groups could not and did not want to live 

together.
11274

 (Not accurate: see P941, what Karadzic had said in front of the 

top international presentation: (#Testimony contra document#!  The very 

same witness, Okun was present when Karadzic explained to Mr. Vance the 

exact Serb position, see P941: 
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 #Therefore, the issue was not whether to live together or not, but whether 

to be a national minority, subjugated to a hostile Islamic regime, or to have 

an autonomy!   tNot entirely accurate: a lack of willingness to live together 

cause by an illegal secession led to the Conference, not to the war. But, the 

Muslim denial of the Serb demands for appointed “high autonomy” led to 

the war! And this is a prominently European solution, while denial of this 

rights was a “Middle East” solution, backed by the Western powers!#!) A 

lack of willingness to live together cause by an illegal secession led to the 

Conference, not to the war. But, the Muslim denial of the Serb demands for 

appointed “high autonomy” led to the war!)   Around the same time, the JNA‘s 

216
th

 Mountain Brigade was relocated to Grbavica in anticipation of the withdrawal of JNA 

units from the barracks in the city.
11275

  In the preceding months, on the basis of Kukanjac‘s 

directives, the JNA had already moved most of its heavy weaponry, ammunition and 

explosives from Sarajevo to Serb-held positions on the elevations outside the city.
11276

  (The 

JNA did it because of their security reasons, and only the Serb areas 

weren’t hostile against the JNA!) 

3542.    On 20 April 1992, Kukanjac reported that BiH MUP and TO forces had made specific 

plans to attack JNA installations in Sarajevo.
11277

  On the same day, SerBiH Prime Minister 

Branko Đerić prohibited Bosnian Serb units from firing heavy arthillery                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

at the city unless the SerBiH Minister of Defence authorised such fire due to ―exceptional 

conditions‖.
11278

 (The Chamber should have noticed that this order and all the 

matters relating to a firing #were in hands of the Prime Minister and the 

Defence Minister. Why? Because the President at that time didn’t have any 
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capacity of ordering the armed people#, which as a mater of fact was the 

Serb TO, under the command of every president of a respective 

municipality, and with the Government limited competence. That meant 

that the Government could ban any beginning of firing, while responses, 

defence and retaliatory fire was as always in the hands of the soldiers that 

were attacked!) Despite this order, Serbs engaged in the shelling of Sarajevo.
11279

  Two 

days after Đerić‘s order concerning the use of heavy artillery and the day before his planned 

meeting with Carrington, Cutileiro, and Izetbegović, the Accused issued his so-called ―peace 

platform‖.
11280

 (The Chamber didn’t check whether the Serbs had been 

responsible for this firing, whether they initiated the incident, or the 

Muslim side fired to get a response and denigrate the Serbs before the high 

internationals. Why would the Serbs fire against the city, while there had 

never been any intention to advance toward the city? And the treatment of 

the President “so called” platform shows what was the Chamber’s attitude 

towards the “so called” Serbs!)  With this document, the Accused proposed, amongst 

other things, (i) an unconditional and immediate cease-fire; (ii) the continuation of the EC 

Peace Conference on Yugoslavia; (iii) prioritisation of drawing of maps of Sarajevo and the 

constituent states; and (iv) clarification of the role of the JNA in BiH.
11281

 (#Skipping the 

crucial#! The Chamber missed to mention maybe the most important 

commitment, which made any armed conflict unnecessary. D00220 

   
If that was accepted and supported by the EC, there wouldn’t be any 

reason to fight, since the territorial matters were to be settled down by the 

political means. In addition to many other anti-war actions of the President 

, this one guaranteed a peaceful solution at the beginning of the conflict, 

and would spare so many lives and prevent destructions. As a matter of 

fact, the territorial matters had been settled down by the political means. 

For instance, the Serbs had lost five municipalities in Sarajevo, defended 

throughout the war (Hadzici, Vogosca, Ilidza, Ilijas Rajlovac) and Grbavica 

and parts of Dobrinja, lost by the political means.  

3545.   On 25 April 1992, after giving Martin Bell, a BBC war correspondent,
11282

 a tour of 

the frontlines in Trebević, the Accused stated: ―If we didn‘t have hope for political 

solutions we would already free Sarajevo‖.
11283

  In late April 1992, Bosnian Serbs, backed 
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by the JNA, again shelled various neighbourhoods in and around the city.
11284

  (How this 

witness could have known who fired? #Not established#! ) At the same time, 

armed Serb units, (What the Serb units, #before the VRS# was established? 

It could have been only a TO unit, without any President influence!) 

supported by JNA tanks, attacked Muslim neighbourhoods around the airport, forcing the 

inhabitants of the affected areas to seek refuge in Sarajevo.
11285

  (The Chamber 

neglected that the #Muslim side attacked first# from the very same 

“neighbourhoods”. This is a regular feature, that the Serb side is accused 

for defending itself. The Serb side didn’t have any interest in fights 

around Sarajevo, but only in a political settlement. The Chamber 

neglected a several facts of the crusial significance: first, the Muslim 

chairman of the common Presidency proclaime the general mobilisation 

on 4 April; the Muslim side formed another TO on 6 April, replacing the 

Commander of the Republic TO general Vukosavljevic, because he was a 

Serb; on 12 April, at the same time the ceasefire agreement was 

concluded, Hasan Efendic, the new Commander of the new TO, and only 

a day after “so called peace platform” of President Karad`i},  issued a 

very mean order for initiation of hostile actions against the JNA and the 

Bosnian Serbs, see D222. on 23 April, naming “the enemies” as the JNA 

and the Serbian TO in the SAO-s: 

 

 Together with the “state of imminent war” it was as a matter of fact a 

state of #war proclaimed against “the enemies” that had been named: the 

JNA, the Serbs, the Serb autonomous regions, the Serb TO, and the SDS 

members. In other word,  the entire Sebr community in BiH#!    
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 Here Mr. Hasan Efendic, i.e the Muslim-Croat authorities  declared the was against 

everyone that belonged to the JNA and the Serbs in Bosnia, with their “strategic 

objective” to expel all the “enemies” out of BiH territory. This “strategic objective” 

had been confirmed in the testimony of the Muslim General Asim Dzambasovic in the 

courtroom! However, the most important part of this Order was TASKING THE 

CIVILIANS TO CARRY OUT A #“MASS ARMED RESISTENCE BY THE 

POPULATION”#  This way the Muslim TO Commander REMOVED THE ENTIRE 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMBATANTS OF MILITARY AND CIVILIAN 

PROVENANCE#! See again D222!#!    

It is worthy to mention that the Agreement on withdrawal of the JNA from BiH hadn’t 

been reached yet, but an ovear attack on the JNA had been ordered! Only a day after 

the “peace platform of President Karadzic had been published, this order facilitated a 

mass attackes on the JNA and the Serbs in BiH, by all and everyone, thus removing a 

civilian capacity from the embattled civilians! Six days later the Serbs in Prijedor 

intercepted the BiH MUP telex order to the Muslim police station in Prijedor, to take-

over Prijedor and capture all the JNA soldiers and the Serb territorials. The Muslim 

MUP in Prijedor had, on 16 April 92,  already mobilized a substantial part of the 

Muslim reserve police against the law and rules, responding to the Banja Luka CSB as 

in D4667:   



D4667: 

  Finally, on 29 april 1992 the rump Bosnian Predisency issued an 

unbelievable Order for an overall attack on such a formidable legal force 

while withdrawing, as described in the very next paragraph of this 

Judgment, see D399: 



 

 

3546.    Around the same period, Hasan Efendić, the Commander of the BiH TO, ordered his 

forces to capture weapon and ammunition depots in BiH territory, blockade the JNA barracks, 



and capture JNA personnel.
11286

 (This Efendic’s Order had been distributed to all the 

municipalities, and caused the JNA “take-over” of the control of armed people in the 

town of Prijedor! All the events appeared after the Muslim actions!) Soon after, Bosnian 

Muslims blockaded the JNA barracks and installations in Sarajevo, including the complex in 

Bistrik where Kukanjac and his entire staff, numbering 400 persons, were still stationed.
11287

 

(A very naïve confidence in the Muslim authorities!) By the end of April 1992, Bosnian 

Muslim and Bosnian Serb military formations as well as criminal bands were engaged in 

fierce clashes in the city; the shelling and sniping activities by both sides also increased 

exponentially.
11288

  The fighting ebbed somewhat when Lord Carrington arrived in the city to 

broker a cease-fire.
11289

  (Which of the crimes committed by these “criminal bands” – if 

not all – had been allocated to the President , who didn’t have any command at the 

time?#!)  

3547.   On 2 May 1992, in a letter to Doyle, Đerić indicated that given the attacks launched by 

the BiH TO, the Bosnian Serbs were unwilling to remove heavy artillery from around 

Sarajevo and threatened to take possession of radio and television relays which were being 

used by broadcasters from the Muslim side to propagate ―informative terror‖.
11290

 (Why it 

was Prime Minister Djeric, and not the President ? Because the President didn’t have 

the official post prior to 12 May!) 

3548.   On the same day around noon, Green Berets and HOS units attacked the JNA social 

centre in downtown Sarajevo, seriously wounding its director.
11291

  Subsequently, units from 

the 65
th

 Motorised Protection Regiment of the JNA were dispatched to the social centre in 

order to evacuate the JNA personnel there, some of whom were wounded.
11292

 (These 

personnel weren’t combatants, nor they had been armed, since it was so called “Home of 

the Army” – Dom Armije – which meant a cultural institution.) However, these units 

were ambushed by Bosnia#!n Muslims.
11293

  An armoured battalion from Grbavica as well as 

an anti-sabotage detachment, which had been hitherto securing the Military Hospital, were 
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dispatched to rescue the ambushed units but they too were attacked on their way.
11294

  (#And 

all killed and butchered!#) 

3549.    During the evening of 2 May 1992, after arriving from Lisbon, Izetbegović, his daughter, 

and his bodyguard were taken into custody by the JNA at the Sarajevo airport and taken to the 

Lukavica Barracks.
11295

 (Unlike the President,  Mr. Izetbegovic at that moment was a 

Supreme Commander of the illegal Army that tacked and butchered the units of the 

same JNA!) At around the same time, the Military Hospital also came under Bosnian Muslim 

attack.
11296

  In response to the attacks against the JNA social centre and the Military Hospital, 

Kukanjac ordered the use of artillery against the city centre.
11297

 (#Thererfore, not the 

President ?Why the President was charged for this?#) 

3550.   In the morning hours of 3 May 1992, members of the 65
th

 Motorised Protection Regiment 

were captured by Green Berets and the HOS.
11298

   

3551.   On 3 May 1992, General MacKenzie, the Commander of UNPROFOR Sector Sarajevo, 

Doyle, Ganić, and General Aksentijević of the JNA began negotiating the release of 

Izetbegović.
11299

  During these negotiations, it was agreed that under the supervision and 

guarantee of the ECMM and UNPROFOR, Izetbegović would be released by the JNA and 

that in return, Bosnian Muslim forces would allow Kukanjac to leave his headquarters in 

downtown Sarajevo and move to Lukavica Barracks, on the Serb side of the confrontation 

lines.
11300

   

3552.   MacKenzie and Doyle then travelled to Lukavica Barracks where Izetbegović had been 

detained in order to persuade him to accept the exchange agreement.
11301

  While MacKenzie 

and Doyle were at the barracks, Kukanjac contacted Izetbegović by telephone and indicated 

that there would be no exchange unless his entire staff, along with their equipment, were also 

removed from Bistrik and taken to safety.
11302

  Despite the reservations expressed by 

MacKenzie and Doyle as to the feasibility of the plan to move such a large number of JNA 

personnel through Muslim-controlled parts of the city, Izetbegović accepted Kukanjac‘s 

proposal, assuming personal responsibility for their safety.
11303

  Later that day, Izetbegović 

and MacKenzie, along with a large convoy of empty trucks belonging to the 2
nd

 Military 
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District, departed for downtown Sarajevo in order to pick up Kukanjac and his personnel; 

after the convoy arrived in Bistrik, the trucks were loaded with JNA personnel and 

equipment.
11304

  It was then decided that the convoy should drop off Izetbegović and his 

daughter near the Presidency building and then proceed to the Lukavica Barracks with 

Kukanjac and his personnel.
11305

  Shortly after embarking on its route on Dobrovoljaĉka 

street, however, Muslim forces intercepted and attacked the convoy‘s rear, killing at least 14 

JNA members, including two Colonels, and taking a large number of prisoners.
11306

  At this 

point, Izetbegović emerged from the vehicle he was in and addressed the attackers, explaining 

to them that he had promised safety to the convoy.
11307

  Following Izetbegović‘s intervention, 

the convoy proceeded to a location where Izetbegović and his daughter were transferred to an 

APC bound for the Presidency building.
11308

  From there, the rest of the convoy travelled to 

Lukavica Barracks.
11309

  Soon after, a battalion from the 216
th

 Mountain Brigade of the JNA 

was ordered to move from Lukavica Barracks to Dobrovoljaĉka street where the incident had 

taken place; before the battalion arrived, however, Bosnian Muslims took away the dead and 

the captured JNA soldiers and disappeared from the scene.
11310

  In the days that followed, 

Doyle and MacKenzie successfully negotiated the release of the JNA personnel.
11311

 

(Everybody could have imagined what would be an international reaction if 

the Serb side committed this horrifying crime over unarmed and innocent 

members of the JNA while withdrawing!) 

3553.   After the events of 3 May 1992, the situation in Sarajevo deteriorated further.
11312

  The 

trams which connected the eastern and western parts of the city and which were regarded as 

symbols of normalcy stopped running.
11313

  (No wonder!!! It had nothing to do with 

the Serb side or the President .all of it was caused by the Muslim criminal 

acts!) 

3554.   Sometime later, representatives of the BiH Presidency and the JNA reached an agreement 

for the withdrawal of all JNA units from BiH.
11314

  With this agreement, the JNA undertook to 
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return all equipment, armament, and ammunitions of the TO which had been left in its 

custody and stored in the military barracks around town.
11315

  Soon after, the JNA units were 

evacuated from the Military Hospital; medical equipment and medicines were, however, left 

behind.
11316

  (Therefore, not only the Serb side got some of the JNA 

equipment and officers. The Muslim and Croat sides got the same!) 

3555.   On 11 May 1992, the JNA declared that its personnel would be evacuated from the 

Maršal Tito Barracks, Viktor Bubanj Barracks, Jusuf Dţonlić Barracks, and Gavrilo Princip 

Barracks and that the following day the weaponry and ammunition in these barracks would be 

handed over to the TO forces from each the four municipalities in which these barracks were 

located.
11317

   

By mid-May 1992, after several weeks of intense urban combat, the frontlines in Sarajevo were 

established.
11318

 (#Before VRS#! The President was elected as a President of the 

Presidency on 12 May, but the VRS stepped up only on 20 May, or rather afret 15 

June, after the President issued an Order on Formation and organisation of the VRS. 

Further forming of the VRS took the entire 1992. All the deliberations of the Chamber 

should have taken this fact into account, but didn’t!) ―Serb irregulars‖ completely 

surrounded the city and controlled all the traffic.
11319

  Using the heavy artillery and sniper 

rifles made available to them by the JNA, they regularly targeted the city, including its 

civilian areas, from the surrounding hills.
11320

 (Not established! It couldn’t have been 

properly established without evidence on the conduct of the other side, which was 

prevented by the Chamber, under the code of unacceptable “tu quoque”! At least, the 

Chamber saw and quoted the Secretary General Report, P937, published on 12 May 92, the 

same day Karad`i} was elected in the Presidency for the first time, while before that he was not 

in any body of authority. The Chamber “is not satisfied” with the Secretary General Report, 

according to which the irregular units members had been a Serb by nationality, but not the 

Army of Serbia or the Republic of Srpska. Also, the Chamber neglected the fact that this 

endangered minority wouldn’t have any reason to fire, unles extremely jeopardized. Finally, 

the official assessment of the United Nations of the period iz in the exhibit P937, and it should 

jhad been of some relevance for this UN Court: P937:  This para describes the chaos, but it is 

clear that #President Karad`i} was never mentioned as a responsible person, because he WAS 
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NOT IN CHARGE#!  

 

p.8 This para confirms the nature of conflict and the manner of naisance of the armies. 8 

p.9

 

The Chamber shouldn’t in any circumstances neglect this UN Report depicting that even this 

“irregular Serb groups” had been extremely endangered! And if endangered, they may not 

be responsible# #AND THIS IS THE RESULT OF PREVENTING THE DEFENSE TO 

DEPICT CONTEXTES AND CONDUCT OF THE OTHER SIDE#! ! The shelling became 

particularly intense and widespread on 14 May 1992, prompting John Wilson, the Chief of 

the UNMOs in Sarajevo,
11321

 (While the President was in Belgrade, meeting Mr. 
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Zimmerman, see Zimmerman’s book! But, even from Belgrade, the President got 

information by telephone, and suggested that the Serb side doesn’t fire, see: D4506: 

As could be seen, #the Serb side fired back ONLY#!, and was advised by the 

President to refrain, and inform the UNPROFOR!)  to conclude that several thousand 

shells had fallen on the city that day.
11322

 (Whose shells? Never established!) As a result 

of the continued shelling, the number of civilian casualties increased significantly; 

economic life came to a halt and there were growing shortages of food, medicine and other 

essential supplies.
11323

  The heavy shelling also forced the UNPROFOR mission in 

Sarajevo, which had hitherto been located in the Post Office building (PTT), to be 

temporarily relocated to Belgrade.
11324

  Wilson, along with seven UNMOs and a French 

protection unit nevertheless stayed in Sarajevo in order to provide humanitarian assistance 

and to facilitate dialogue between the warring parties.
11325

  The remaining UN personnel 

could only venture out of the PTT building in armoured vehicles, and even then, were 

frequently and deliberately targeted by both sides.
11326

  On 18 May 1992, a UN convoy was 

organised to take Plavšić who had been in Sarajevo for negotiations back to her residence; 

Bosnian Muslims targeted the convoy with gunfire and prevented Plavšić from leaving the 

city that day.
11327
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3557.   On 12 May 1992, Mladić was appointed as the Commander of the newly-established VRS 

and by late May was interacting with representatives of the international community.
11328

  On 

19 May 1992, Mladić appointed Colonel Tomislav Šipĉić as the SRK Commander and the 

SRK was assigned to the greater Sarajevo area, the former zone of responsibility of the 4
th

 

JNA Corps.
11329

  The SRK‘s main forces were positioned around what was colloquially called 

the inner ring of Sarajevo, in particular in the areas of Ilidţa, Nedţarići, and Grbavica.
11330

  

The inner ring extended from the northern bank of Miljacka River in Marin Dvor, across the 

river and westward to Dobrinja, then upwards to the neighbourhood of Alipašino Polje, 

nearing the Stupska Petlja in the west of city of Sarajevo, northward to the areas of Sokolja 

Dol and Zuca, and following eastward to complete the circle near Grdonj and Debelo Brdo 

near Grbavica.
11331

  (But, wouldn’t it be fair to say that #Grdonj on the north 

side, and #Debelo Brdo on the south side of the City had been #controlled 

by the Muslim forces#? So, whenever these forces fired artillery grenades, it 

was counted as if the Serbs fired, “because it came from hills”!)  Auxiliary 

forces of the SRK were positioned on the so-called exterior ring of the Sarajevo front.
11332

  

During this period, the SRK had about 200 pieces of artillery of many different calibres in its 

possession whereas the Bosnian Muslim forces inside the city had only a dozen pieces of 

heavy weaponry, including a few tanks, and a number of mortars.
11333

 (However, it 

appeared to be sufficient to kill the civilians and soldiers on the Serb parts 

of city, and #to cause a Serb response#! None of these heavy weapons must 

have been in the residential areas!)  Frontlines were not shifting much from that 

moment on, and after 1992, were more or less set.
11334

  The SRK held the high ground around 

the city and could often see directly what its forces were firing at, while the ABiH held the 

lower ground in most parts.
11335

  The SRK‘s forward command post was in Lukavica while on 
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the opposing side, the 1
st
 Corps of ABiH had its headquarters in downtown Sarajevo (until it 

moved to Visoko in March 1994).
11336

  The ABiH 1
st
 Corps troops were positioned mostly on 

the confrontation lines.
11337

  In addition, there were a number of their command posts and 

military targets within the city.
11338

 (There was #275 headquarters of the 1
st
 Corps 

ABiH units in the Muslim part of Sarajevo#! (see the testimony of General 

Milosevic and other Sarajevo commanders!) in the very centre of Sarajevo, 

all of them a legitimate targets, but rarely aimed by the Serb soldiers. The 

Serbs rather #silenced the firing positions from which they sustained fire#, 

but it had been qualified as a “non-discriminatory fire!) The frontline within 

Sarajevo city was between 42 and 64 kilometres long, depending on the period.
11339

   

3558.   During the latter part of May 1992, Bosnian Serbs on average fired several hundred shells a 

day at Sarajevo.
11340

  In late May and early June 1992, the city of Sarajevo was subjected to 

heavy shelling by the SRK, with a variety of artillery and from various positions.  The events 

immediately preceding and following these bombardments, as well as the related findings, are 

outlined in more detail in another section of the Judgement.
11341

 (It had #never been 

accurately established who fired#, who shelled, and why! It will be commented there! 

But, if it was true, there wouldn’t be any building in the city after a few weeks. The 

grenades that hed been allocated to the Serbs were at least a half of the Muslim 

grenades, aon both sides fired mainly the front lines on the other side of the city. So the 

shells were flying over the city, but didn’t hit the city itself. Otherwise, Sarajevo would 

look like Mostar after three months of fights, or Dresden, or the places in Siria and 

other countries in Middle East! But, it was far from it, and everyone could compare it!)  

3559.   Following the above mentioned shelling incidents, the city of Sarajevo continued to be 

subjected to shelling and sniping attacks.
11342

 (By whom? Or the Chamber is “satisfied” if 
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confirmed that the command post of the 1st Corps was located in Danijela Ozme street, at number 7.  See Asim Dţambasović, T. 15192–

15193 (22 June 2011); D617 (Map of Sarajevo).   
11337  P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 83 (under seal); KDZ185, T. 4241 (28 June 2010) (private session) (testifying also that 

because of the lack of weapons many of these soldiers would go home leaving their weapons at the frontlines for the other soldiers to 

use).  But see Stanislav Galić, T. 37239–37240 (15 April 2013) (who testified that, judging by the ABiH maps, the ABiH forces were 

located at least one to three kilometres deep within their territory).   
11338  See e.g. David Fraser, T. 8006, 8088–8092 (18 October 2010); D772 (ABiH General Staff list of ABiH units in Sarajevo, 10 April 

1995); KDZ185, T. 4384 (30 June 2010).  
11339  Francis Roy Thomas, T. 6903 (16 September 2010).  Stanislav Galić testified that the confrontation line in Sarajevo was 65 kilometres 

long during his time as the SRK Commander.  See Stanislav Galić, T. 37185 (15 April 2013), T. 37343–37344 (16 April 2013).  

Dragomir Milošević, noting that it was not possible to be exact, testified that the SRK estimated that the frontline in Sarajevo and 

surrounding areas was about 50 kilometres long.  See Dragomir Milošević, T. 32516 (23 January 2013); D2788 (Map of Sarajevo 

marked by Dragomir Milošević).   
11340  Herbert Okun, P776 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Krajišnik), T. 4202; Herbert Okun, T 1655–1656 (26 April 2010), T. 1678 

(27 April 2010); John Wilson, T. 3915–3916 (21 June 2010). 
11341  See discussion on Scheduled Incidents G.1 and G.2. 
11342  P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), paras. 71–72; P2005 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); 

P2031 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); P2035 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); Martin Bell, T. 9793–9795 

(14 December 2010). 



it is understood to be the Serb side?) These attacks persisted throughout the summer of 

1992, which was deemed by Bell to have been one of the worst periods of the conflict in 

Sarajevo.
11343

  At the same time, the food had become scarce in Sarajevo.
11344

  The markets 

were empty and the humanitarian operations were very limited.
11345

 (But, before “jumping” 

to June 1992, let us see what evidence had the Chamber about events till June: see: D36, 

of 17 May 1992:    

 
Nota bene! From where Pofali}i had been attacked? On the first place from Vele{i}i, an 

extremely militarized Muslim concentration, for which General Mladi} was accused for 

shelling a civilian settlement, two weeks after this carnage of the innocent Serbs. Pofalici 

was a Serb settlement deep into the Muslim part of Sarajevo, it wasn’t militarised in any 

sense, nor it presented any jeopardy to the Muslims, but on the morning of 16 May 1992 

there had been #killed and butchered between 230 and 250 Serb civilians#. In front of 

the Muslim authorities and the international monitors! See also:P2792: (The Chamber, 

however,  sais that the Serbs in the same period have attacked the Muslim settlements 

around Sarajevo Airport. But, the Prosecution and the Chamber always “forget”  to 

notice the crucial difference: the Serbs had been attacked from these Muslim 

settlements, and the Serbs conveyed a counter-offensive, and didn’t kill any civilian, 

while the Muslims attacked unarmed and a undefended Serb settlement in the middle of 

the Muslim controlled part of Sarajevo, in front of the Government and Presidency, and 

massacred everyone, including children, women and elderlies. Why this difference was 

not of any relevance?)  

                                                            
11343  Martin Bell, T. 9797 (14 December 2010); P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), para. 78; P2026 (BBC news 

report re Sarajevo, with transcript); P2030 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); D228 (Report re humanitarian activity, 12 

June 1992), para. 13 (under seal).  See Adjudicated Fact 8.  See also P4997 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled ―Persons Killed and 

Wounded in Sarajevo During the First Months of the ‗Siege‘ from 1 April to 9 September 1992‖, 1 May 2009), pp. 6, 52–53 (indicating 

that June and August were months with high numbers of killed and wounded civilians); P5002 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled 

―Killed and Wounded Persons from the Siege of Sarajevo: August 1994 to November 1995‖, 19 March 2007), pp. 58–59.   
11344  P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), para. 27; Youssef Hajir, T. 8786 (1 November 2010); D228 

(Report re humanitarian activity, 12 June 1992), para. 13 (under seal). 
11345  See P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), para. 27; P928 (SKY news report re Sarajevo, with 

transcript); P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 52.  Jeremy Bowen recalled that there were some 

aid flights in the early months of the war but that they were coming on an ad hoc basis.  See P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen 

dated 10 August 2009), para. 21.  Youssef Hajir testified that food shortages were especially severe at the beginning of the war, but 

improved once UNPROFOR and other humanitarian organisation arrived.  See Youssef Hajir, T. 8786 (1 November 2010). 



3560.   On 29 June, the Sarajevo airport in Butmir, which up until that point had been under the 

control of the Bosnian Serbs, was handed over to UNPROFOR, to be used by UNPROFOR 

exclusively.
11346

 (#EXCULPATORY#!!!, The Serb side handed it over to the UN, in spit 

of the tactical disadvantage for them!) On 17 July 1992, a 14-day cease-fire agreement was 

signed in London by the representatives of three warring sides, including the Accused.
11347

  

On 22 July, Mladić issued Directive 2, referring to the cease-fire agreement and instructing all 

units to ―respect the agreed fortnight cease-fire‖ but to stay in full combat readiness.
11348

   

(#EXCULPATORY#!!!) 

3561.   On 3 August 1992, Directive 3 was issued by Mladić in which he instructed the units to 

―keep Sarajevo firmly under blockade and prevent its breaking‖ and then ordered the SRK 

specifically to ―gradually tighten the encirclement of Sarajevo‖.
11349

  Hussein Abdel-Razek, 

the Sector Sarajevo commander between 21 August 1992 and 20 February 1993,
11350

 testified 

that, upon his arrival in Sarajevo, he immediately assessed the city as a dangerous place, with 

constant sniping and shelling and no working infrastructure and utilities.
11351

  Following the 

London Conference,
11352

 the Accused and Koljević agreed, on 28 August 1992, to group 

together Bosnian Serb heavy weapons around Sarajevo and place them under the supervision 

of UN monitors, regardless of the actions of the other side.
11353

 (#EXCULPATORY#!!!)  

However, this agreement was never fully implemented.
11354

  (However, this is not entirely 

correct. Namely, not “regardless of the actions of the other side” but regardless of the 

fact they submitted their weaponry to the same supervision, or not. However, the Serb 

side accepted not to initiate any firing from those weaponry, but never accepted not to 

respond. See: P01259, the Agreement: 

    
As can be seen, the #Chamber neglected the proper wording and sense of the 

Agreement#. It was a complete failure of the UN to control what the other side was 

                                                            
11346  See para. 339.  See also P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 118. 
11347  D4710 (Agreement signed by Mate Boban, Radovan Karadţić and Haris Silajdţić, 17 July 1992), e-court pp. 1–2 (providing that all 

heavy weapons were to be placed under international supervision).   
11348  D593 (Directive 2, 22 July 1992).  See also P1478 (Ratko Mladić‘s notebook, 27 May–31 July 1992, pp. 357–358 (wherein the Accused 

informs Mladić on 21 July 1992 of the cease-fire agreement, and tells him that the Bosnian Serbs are to not respond to provocations, and 

that it would be important for them to observe the cease-fire).  
11349  D235 (Directive 3, 3 August 1992).  The orders relevant to Sarajevo in this directive were relayed the next day to the SRK units by the 

SRK Command.  See P5979 (SRK Order, 4 August 1992). 
11350  P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 2.  
11351  P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court pp. 3–4.  
11352  See Section II.E.4: London Conference.  
11353  P1259 (UNPROFOR report re heavy weapons in BiH, 28 August 1992), e-court p. 2; Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5487–5488 (19 July 

2010).   
11354  Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5489–5491 (19 July 2010); T. 5563–5566 (20 July 2010), T. 5647–5650 (21 July 2010) (also testifying that the 

Accused told him during their meeting that he was misinterpreted and that the UN would not be involved in handling weapons 

physically); P1260 (SRK information on ICFY, 30 August 1992) (Abdel-Razek testifying that this order was never implemented on the 

ground); P1261 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Colonel Šiber, 13 September 1992); D503 (Marrack 

Goulding‘s note to UNSG, 7 September 1992), para. 14; D3384 (SRK report, 13 September 1992), p. 1. 



doing. #No offensive around Sarajevo was initiated by the Serbs#. All the offensives as 

well as a daily incidents had been initiated by the Muslims, and the Serb side had to 

respond in a defense! However, it is hard to believe that the Chamber didn’t find worthy 

to notice that the Muslim side #decraled the war against the Serbs#, i.e. SR Yugoslavia, 

against the Serbs in SAOs and the Serb TO. Although prior to this declaration of war of 

22 June, there was a state if imminent war, also naming the same subjects as enemies! 

So, the Muslim side decided that it was going to be a long war, not a crisis to be settled 

soon. In such a case, the encirclement of Sarajevo was a completely legal and necessary 

operation, since there was blocked around 40,000 Muslim combatants!)    

In mid-September 1992, Sarajevo was also shelled indiscriminately.
11355

  (Who shelled 

indiscriminately? Who established? Who knew a deployment of the armament and 

firing position in the city, so to exclude a returning fire? #Nothing of it was clarifies 

and established, and therefore must not be on the account of the President, because 

“In dubio pro reo” is not suspended officially yet!# Without the knowledge about 

deployment of the two opposed forces, this kind of conclusion is irresponsible#! ) 

When Pyers Tucker, a military assistant to Morillon,
11356

 arrived in Sarajevo in October 

1992, life in the city was ―very unpleasant‖ and there was daily random shelling of various 

parts of the city.
11357

  (#”Very unpleasant life in a city with the street fights”#! Why 

anyone should assume that it was the Serb side that shelled? This may be an 

argument against a civil war, not against any of sides, because it was not established 

who was responsible!) In early October 1992, following the resumption of humanitarian 

flights, aid was slowly starting to arrive in Sarajevo; however, it was being delivered far 

below the minimum required to satisfy basic needs.
11358

  The difficulties in delivery arose 

because the city was subjected to heavy shelling and sniping at this time and because 

Bosnian Serb forces blocked UNHCR convoys.
11359

  On 7 October UN officials protested 

to Koljević and Plavšić about ―recent‖ artillery attacks on Sarajevo.
11360

  The UN reported 

on 8 October that the mood of people in Sarajevo has reached the lowest level since April 

1992 due to the continued shelling and lack of utilities.
11361

 (Whose shelling? Left such 

unspecified, it is expected to assume that it was the Serb side who shelled, and this is 

far from truth! Was it much better in the Serb side of the city? See what had 

concluded the UN Officer visiting Grbavica, D2424: 

                                                            
11355  P1271 (UNPROFOR report re letter sent to Ratko Mladić, 15 September 1992), para. 3; P1258 (Witness statements of Hussein Ali 

Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court pp. 15, 22 (testifying that when he tried to send a letter of protest to the Accused about this 

particular shelling, it was refused because he did not address the Accused as the RS President).  See also D3385 (SRK combat report, 17 

September 1992), paras. 1–2 (in which Galić reports that an ABiH infantry attack was successfully repulsed and that offensive 

operations will continue throughout the day).   
11356  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 6.  
11357  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 21–22.  See also P4998 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled 

―Population Losses in the ‗Siege‘ of Sarajevo 10 September 1992 to 10 August 1994‖, 10 May 2002), pp. 80, 96 (indicating high 

numbers of civilian casualties in September and October). 
11358  D1502 (Report of humanitarian organisation, 7 October 1992) (under seal), para. 8.  
11359  KDZ240, P2935 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Krajišnik), T. 6784–6785 (under seal); P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 

12 May 2010), para. 21.  
11360  P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 23; P1272 (UNPROFOR report re meetings with 

Presidency, HVO, and SDS, 7 October 1992), p. 3. 
11361  P1262 (UN report on Sarajevo, 8 October 1992); Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5501–5502 (19 July 2010).  See also Adjudicated Fact 133. 



Although not under an “encirclement” a gray situation in the Serb territory too! Or 

another Muslim intelligence document, about a General Rose visit to Grbavica, D163: 

 On 9 October 1992, the RS Presidency held a session in which it decided to halt the 

bombing of Sarajevo and do so through the Main Staff.
11362

  Thus, on 10 October, Galić 

issued an urgent order to all SRK units to stop firing on Sarajevo as of 3 p.m. that day, 

instructing them they could open fire only in case of ―great necessity‖, and not before 

having been given permission from him or his deputy.
11363

  However, on 26 October, Galić 

reported on the fighting between the ABiH and the SRK around Hrasnica.
11364

 (But, 

these fights were initiated by the Muslim side, and the manner the 

Chamber present it, looks like only the Serbs were fighting - against 

whom? Also, Hrasnica was not part of the city proper, and not in the 

inner circle!)   On 31 October, a major attack was launched by the Bosnian Serbs from 

the north and south of the centre of Sarajevo; the first few rounds caught people in the open 

and caused a number of casualties.
11365

  However, on the same day the SRK 

issued an order banning the use of a calibres bigger than 12,7 see: 

D02810 

  
According to Tucker, this attack had the objective of cutting the city into eastern and 

                                                            
11362  D431 (Minutes of RS Presidency session, 9 October 1992), p. 2. 
11363  P1264 (SRK Order, 10 October 1992); Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5507–5508 (19 July 2010).     
11364  Stanislav Galić, T. 37216–37217 (15 April 2013); D3386 (SRK combat report, 26 October 1992). 
11365  P4212 (UNPROFOR report, 31 October  1992), paras. 1–2; P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 37–

38.   



western halves and relieving the pressure on Grbavica.
11366

 (If there was a pressure 

on Grbavica during a ceasefire agreement, the Serb Army reaction was 

legal and legitimate. But, the same, and even worse intentions are 

reflected in the Muslim Commander Order to squise Grbavica and other 

Serb parts of Sarajevo. Let us first see the VRS documents from this 

time, and then we will see D2425 on the same subject! The Chamber 

completely neglected the contemporaneous reports of the SRK, indicating 

a long lasting violation of the CF by the Muslim forces, see:D03478 of 14 

October 1992: 

Further, Gen. Galic reported to the Main Staff of a heavy violations of 

the CF Agreement: 

 

 

 

And this was a “Strictly confidential” report on 14 October 1992. At the same 

period the Muslim side unobstructed by any criticism continued to attack 

the Serb Sarajevo, see: D4563: 

                                                            
11366  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 37–38, 44–45, 49 (also stating that this was the last attempt by the 

Bosnian Serbs during his time in Sarajevo to capture the city or to cut it in half); Pyers Tucker, T. 23198 (17 January 2012), T. 23222–

23224 (18 January 2012).   



     
The #VRS was aware of the ABiH tricks aimed to blame and denigrate the 

Serb side#! The Chamber continued to neglect the facts that the other side 

was attacking and forcing the Serb side to respond! But, let us see what a 

Muslim Commander ordered his units to do to the Serb civilians on 

Grbavica and other Serb parts of Sarajevo, see D:2425, of 31 December 

1992:  

   
What would the Prosecution pay for a similar Serb document. Let us see what the 



Muslim intelligence report said about Grbavica as a part of Sarajevo: D2426, p.5 

   
After that attack, which according to Tucker was a major military offensive, the Bosnian 

Serbs carried out mainly defensive or retaliatory operations, trying to pressure the other side 

to accept the status quo.
11367

  

3562.   In 10 November 1992, a cease-fire agreement was signed among the three parties, 

which was followed two days later by Galić‘s order to all SRK units to refrain from firing and 

to ask for his permission to respond to fire.
11368

  (#EXCULPATORY#!!!) According to 

Abdel-Razek, while the shelling incidents were numerous in the period of August through to 

October, November was relatively quiet.
11369

  On 19 November, Mladić issued Directive 4, in 

which he instructed the SRK to keep Sarajevo and Igman under ―full blockade‖ and ―tighten 

the circle‖.
11370

  (Nothing unusual for the war that had been declared to the Serbs and the 

Mladic’s Army!) 

3563.    In a meeting on 20 November 1992 with the Accused, Morillon of UNPROFOR 

protested the ―deliberate obstruction‖ of UNHCR and UNPROFOR convoys by Bosnian Serb 

forces over the previous three weeks.
11371

  The Accused responded that the Bosnian Serbs (At 

all levels, because they saw the UN agencies as an enemy!) were ―predisposed to be 

obstructive‖ because UNPROFOR was smuggling weapons and rations to the ABiH and 

UNHCR was delivering more aid to the Bosnian Muslims than the Bosnian Serbs.
11372

  On 22 

November, the SRK lodged a protest with the UN, complaining about the ABiH putting 

pressure on SRK positions and causing civilian casualties.
11373

  On 27 November, Morillon 

and Tucker met with the Accused, Koljević, and Mladić.
11374

  Morillon had a private 

discussion with the Accused, during which the latter agreed that the demilitarisation of 

                                                            
11367  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 49.   
11368  D3388 (SRK Order, 12 November 1992); Stanislav Galić, T. 37221–37227 (15 April 2013).  Another cease-fire then took effect on 27 

November 1992.  See D3389 (SRK Order, 26 November 1992).  But see D3390 (Response by Stanislav Galić to UNPROFOR protest, 

28 November 1992) (indicating that the UN protested to Galić about a number of SRK activities in this period, which Galić denied any 

SRK responsibility for).   
11369  P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 23.  See also Stanislav Galić, T. 37217–37219 (15 

April 2013) (testifying that the SRK refrained from firing on 10 November due to a cease-fire that was in place and because of the 

potential repercussions in the media); D3387 (SRK combat report, 10 November 1992). 
11370  P976 (Directive 4, 19 November 1992), p. 5.  
11371  P4216 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić, 20 November 1992), para. 2. 
11372  P4216 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić, 20 November 1992), para. 2.  See also D1514 (Minutes of meeting 

between Radovan Karadţić and a member of a humanitarian organisation, 28 November 1992), paras. 9, 12 (under seal) (the Accused 

raising concerns that food was not being equally distributed between the Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Muslims in Sarajevo). 
11373  D3467 (SRK protest letter to UNPROFOR, 22 November 1992).   
11374  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 72; Pyers Tucker, T. 23243–23247 (18 January 2012); D539 

(UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Ratko Mladić, 27 November 1992). 



Sarajevo could be a catalyst for peace throughout BiH.
11375

 (#EXCULPATORY#!) Morillon 

also noted his belief that the Bosnian Serb authorities were interested in progress.
11376

 

(#EXCULPATORY!#) Concerning the obstructions, the very same document confirms 

that it was not always the VRS bad will or action, but the local population was 

protesting, and the next para of the P04216 shows it: 

The Chamber successfully skipped anything that was in favour of the President , such 

as: 

   If we remember the President’s action in Bratunac in Dec. 92, persuading the civilian 

population to let the convoys pass, see: D03119: 

The Chamber completely #neglected the President efforts to facilitate the humanitarian 

aid#, as well as that it wasn’t always the VRS, but the people who made an obstacles.   

3564.   In December 1992, during the fight for Oteš, the fighting and the shelling in and around 

Sarajevo was intensifying, prompting Abdel-Razek to hold a press conference in which he 

stated that the UN mandate was weak and that he was struggling to fulfil it as none of the 

parties was co-operating with the UN.
11377

  Tucker also confirmed that the period between 1 

and 10 December ―involved the worst sustained shelling of Sarajevo since the start of the 

war‖ by the Bosnian Serbs; while it concentrated around Oteš and Stup, in the west of 

Sarajevo, the city was also shelled by the Bosnian Serbs with the aim of breaking the people‘s 

and their leaders‘ will to resist.
11378

  (How possibly the Chamber could accept this kind of 

                                                            
11375  D539 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Ratko Mladić, 27 November 1992), para. 4. 
11376  D539 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Ratko Mladić, 27 November 1992), para. 12; Richard Mole, T. 5875 

(17 August 2010). 
11377  P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court pp. 10–11, 12–13, 17, 27; P1269 (UNPROFOR 

report re Sarajevo, 6 December 1992); Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5535–5536, 5573–5576 (20 July 2010), T. 5639–5640 (21 July 2010); 

D519 (SRK combat report, 23 December 1992); D505 (Article from Independent entitled ―UN Chief in Sarajevo Calls for Intervention 

to End Conflict‖, 18 January 1993).  See also D3391 (SRK combat report, 6 December 1992); D3392 (SRK combat report, 6 December 

1992) (both indicating heavy fighting between the two sides); Stanislav Galić, T. 37171–37172 (15 April 2013) (testifying that capturing 

Oteš was a military necessity as the ABiH forces nearly surrounded Ilidţa Brigade in the area); P1435 (UNMO report, 

11 December 1992), paras. 13–30.  Following the conference Abdel-Razek also made it clear to his superiors that he wanted to leave 

Sarajevo as he was unable to make progress.  See Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5536 (20 July 2010). 
11378  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 82–83, 86 (testifying also that in an attempt to break the siege of 

Sarajevo the ABiH attacked Ilidţa which made the SRK panic, pummel the area from which the attack came with heavy weapons, and 

then also counter attack and shell the city persistently in order to ―punish‖ the other side); P936 (SKY news report re Sarajevo, with 

transcript); D534 (Article from AFP entitled ―Fierce Fighting Raging Around Sarajevo‖, 3 December 1992).  See also P1481 (Ratko 

Mladić‘s notebook, 5 October–27 December 1992), pp. 261–262 (wherein General Nambiar expresses his deep concern about the 

escalation of the conflict in the Sarajevo area in a meeting with Mladić on 8 December 1992).  



#guessing of a UN officer, who couldn’t know what was in the heads of the SRK 

officers?#)  According to Tucker, more than 1,500 rounds of explosives were fired per day at 

that time and the fight for Oteš involved house to house fighting as well as support by 

Bosnian Serb infantry and artillery.
11379

  By 7 December, Oteš and parts of Stup were 

captured by the Bosnian Serbs but the fighting in the surrounding areas petered out only 

around 19 December.
11380

  Thereafter, the intensity of the shelling in the city reduced.
11381

  On 

13 December, a three year old, Anisa Pita, was shot and wounded in her right leg on the porch 

of her residence in Širokaĉa.
11382

  In mid-December, the UN attempted to negotiate a 

cessation of hostilities agreement, which involved the withdrawal of heavy weapons around 

Sarajevo, but while signed by Mladić and Petković on 22 December, it was eventually not 

accepted by the Bosnian Muslim side.
11383

  At midnight on 24 December, Bosnian Serbs 

opened a 20 minute barrage of fire on Sarajevo from all around the city, and against random 

civilian targets.
11384

 But, let us see what the #contemporaneous documents of the VRS# 

said, having in mind that the President  gor the same information, though concised and 

on a level of the entire VRS. See D04625, of 24 Dec. 92: 

 
(#Abuse of the school objects#! Both schools were on the Muslim side of the front line, 

which indicates that the Muslim side opened fire against the Serb settlements.The same 

happened at midnight on 7 January 1993.
11385

  But, look what the UN reported on 9 Jan. 

93,   (D00523                        

 

                                                            
11379  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 83–85, 89–90 (claiming also that this figure was probably an 

understatement); P4219 (UNMO daily situation report, 6 December 1992); P4218 (UNMO daily situation report, 5 December 1992); 

P1428 (UNMO report, 4 December 1992).  See also Adjudicated Fact 133 (providing that fire into Sarajevo was intense between 

September and December 1992. 
11380  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 87–88; Stanislav Galić, T. 37163 (15 April 2013), T. 37475 (22 

April 2013); D3381 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Stanislav Galić); D536 (Article from AFP entitled ―Serbs Cut Airport Road‖, 

8 December 1992).  
11381  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 88.  
11382  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.1. 
11383  Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5631–5638 (21 July 2010); D518 (Cease-fire agreement between Ratko Mladić and Milivoje Petković, 22 

December 1992). 
11384  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 109–114 (this sort of co-ordinated fire indicated to Tucker that it 

must have been approved by Galić).  See also D2452 (Report of Ilidţa Brigade, 25 December 1992) (noting that ABiH was opening fire 

on Ilidţa during the day on 25 December 1992). This is obvious that the Serb artillery tried to neutralize the 

Muslim artillery, D02452: 

 
11385  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 109–110.   



Also, other reports, such as D2476 of 7 Jan. 93 show an increased Muslim activity, and that 

was reported to the Mains Staff as a strictly confidential, D2476: 

 

This is how it must be, since the Chamber didn’t allow the Defence to point out  many 

necessities, caused by the Muslim Army#!                                                                     

3565.    In January 1993, the ABiH was preparing for an offensive
11386

 and the city continued to 

be shelled, including the Old Town where a shell fell on people queuing for water, killing a 

number of people.
11387

  KDZ185 testified that when he arrived to Sarajevo, the shelling was 

heavy, with a daily average of 1,200 shells being fired.
11388

  In January and February, the 

winter was at its coldest, with severe shortages of electricity, gas, and oil, and morale in the 

city was at its lowest.
11389

  Humanitarian convoys ―continued to be harassed‖ and prevented 

from reaching the civilian population.
11390

 (By whom? Left as such, unspecified who was 

                                                            
11386  D336 (John Wilson and Graham Messervy-Whiting‘s report to ICFY, 22 January 1993) (in which Wilson also predicted, in paragraphs 

6, 8–9, 11, and 13(d), that the SRK would continue to ―maintain the siege‖ without taking the city while the ABiH would be launching 

an offensive if its position in negotiations was weak and it needed to provoke international intervention); John Wilson, T. 4135–4138 (23 

June 2010).  Wilson‘s prediction came true as the ABiH launched an attack on SRK positions on 31 January 1993.  See D349 (SRK 

combat report, 31 January 1993). Finally, the Chamber brought the other side conduct. This was a civil war, 

and if anything is clear about Sarajevo, it is the Serb position not to iniciate any firing. 
11387  P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), paras. 59, 83; P2007 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); 

P2004 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); Martin Bell, T. 9799–9800 (14 December 2010). 
11388  P6060 (Record of interview with KDZ185), e-court p. 14; KDZ185, T. 4187–4188 (28 June 2010).  See also D3395 (SRK combat report, 

11 January 1993) (indicating that some 200 shells were fired by the ABiH on various SRK positions and that the SRK units opened fire 

on ABiH positions in the Mojmilo and Hrasnica sectors); D3396 (SRK combat report, 15 January 1993); D3397 (SRK combat report, 24 

January 1993) (stating that the ABiH opened infantry fire and fired a small number of shells on the SRK-held territory).  As it can be 

seen, not all of those shells were Serbian. It was of a crucial importance that the UN finds out #who was 

initiating the fire, as the Accused asked Gen. Morillon, P04216:# 

 
 
11389  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 116–117.  See also P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen 

dated 10 August 2009), para. 42 (testifying that by 1993 the civilian population was ―fully engaged in the grind of survival‖); D1140 

(Letter to UN Secretary General, 2 February 1993), e-court p. 1 (under seal) (the author stating that the ―ongoing destruction of 

Sarajevo‖ and the ―suffering of its people‖ was deeply moving). 
11390  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 140. 



responsible, it remains open to a conclusion that it was a Serb responsibility!)  In an 

attempt to escape the deprivation in the city at this time, hundreds of civilians attempted to 

cross the airport to Butmir and Mt. Igman each night and would be shot at by Bosnian Serbs 

and killed or injured.
11391

  (#No siege#! But we know exactly that the entire military units 

went out from the city to the other areas, to attack the SRK from the outer ring. The UN 

reports suggested different conclusion, see D523: 

The #Serb side handed over the Airport to the UN exclusively for a humanitarian flights 

and the use of UN#, giving up a significant strategic and tactical advantage. The Muslim 

side abused this situation to  gain a military advantage, and the Serbs were right when 

shooting in an enemy using a foggy night to change position!) 

3566.   According to the SRK report of 4 February 1993, the ABiH fired ten shells on Ilidţa, 

resulting in the wounding of a child; however the SRK did not respond.
11392

 

(#EXCULPATORY#! Obviously, it was aimed to get the Serb legitimate respons and 

depict it as an illegal fire!) On 11 February 1993, the Bosnian Muslim authorities announced 

that they would refuse to accept further aid in Sarajevo because the Bosnian Serbs were 

refusing to allow relief convoys into the eastern enclaves.
11393

  UNHCR immediately 

suspended all aid flights into Sarajevo.
11394

  On 12 February, the SRK reported that after the 

ABiH fired another ten shells on SRK-held territory, its units responded to the attack.
11395

  On 

14 February, the ABiH launched an infantry attack on the Slaviša Vajner Ĉiĉa Barracks also 

resulting in the SRK response.
11396

   

                                                            
11391  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), paras. 116–120 (testifying that 5 to 30 people were killed or injured 

each night during these airport crossings); P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 18; 

Youssef Hajir, T. 8841 (2 November 2010); John Hamill, P1994 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 6176–6177.   
11392  Stanislav Galić, T. 37336–37338 (16 April 2013), T. 37925–37927 (8 May 2013); D3410 (SRK combat report, 4 February 1993).  See 

also D2776 (SRK combat report, 3 February 1993), para. 1. 
11393  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 132.  
11394  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 132; KDZ240, T. 16124–16125 (5 July 2011) (closed session). 
11395  D3403 (SRK combat report, 12 February 1993), paras. 1–2; Stanislav Galić, T. 37338–37340 (16 April 2013).   
11396  D3404 (SRK combat report, 14 February 1993).  See also D3487 (SRK combat report, 25 February 1993). 



3567.   By 3 March 1993 the warring parties had signed a BiH-wide cease-fire agreement,
11397

 

according to which (i) the hostilities in Sarajevo and elsewhere were to cease, (ii) 

UNPROFOR was to monitor the confrontation lines in Sarajevo and the removal of heavy 

weapons (weapons above 12.7 mm calibre) from Mojmilo, Dobrinja, Lukavica, Gornji 

Kotorac, Vojkovići, Hrasnica, Sokolovići, Butmir, Ilidţa, Oteš, Stup, and Nedţarići, (iii) civil 

infrastructures were to be restored, and (iv) Blue Routes were to be established in order to 

ensure freedom of movement for civilians and humanitarian aid.
11398

 

(#EXCULPATORY#!) This cease-fire was signed contrary to Galić‘s wishes.
11399

  

Additionally, the ABiH never intended to respect it.
11400

  Instead it mounted an attack 

designed to cut the SRK‘s main re-supply line along the Pale road in response to which, on 21 

March 1993, the SRK shelled the whole of Sarajevo, including civilian targets and the Old 

Town; around 2,400 shells fell that day.
11401

  The next day the ABiH shelled Ilidţa while the 

SRK was engaging in an offensive operation in Stup.
11402

 (This is so illogical to accept this 

kind of #the assessments of the people who were hidden somewhere and couldn’t know 

who fired and at what targets#! If even 10% of those shells landed in the City residential 

areas, there would be a horrible effects of destruction, and many, many casualties. All of 

those grenades fell on the c/l of each side. It is difficult to rebut so many arbitrary 

assertions, except by drawing the Appeal’s Chamber attention on this illogics and to 

compare Sarajevo with Dresden, which probably sustained less bombs than Sarajevo, 

according to this assessments.)  

 On 2 April 1993, General Manojlo Milovanović, Chief and Deputy Commander of the VRS 

Main Staff,
11403

 issued an order setting out in detail the procedures for checking UNPROFOR 

and humanitarian aid convoys.
11404

  On 11 April 1993, the RS Prime Minister Vladimir Lukić 

                                                            
11397  The Accused and Mate Boban signed the agreement in January 1993, while Izetbegović only signed it in March, once the UN agreed to 

place the heavy weapons under its control.  See D924 (ICFY Agreement for Peace in BiH, 3 March 1993), p. 2; P2538 (Patrick Treanor's 

research report entitled ―Radovan Karadţić and the Serbian Leadership 1990-1995‖, 1 May 2009), para. 155.  See also para. 366.  
11398  D924 (ICFY Agreement for Peace in BiH, 3 March 1993), pp. 6, 9, 19–21.  See also para. 366. 
11399  P1055 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Stanislav Galić, 27 March 1993).   

11400  D343 (ABiH Supreme Command Staff Order to 2nd Corps, 16 March 1993); KDZ185, T. 4295–4296 (29 June 2010).  (It should also 

be noticed that the ABiH attacked the Serb lines, and the French bat. post too, on the very same day of 

16 March, see D01497. Having all that in mind, how possibly there could have been drawn any 

inference that the Serbs wanted to terrorise the City?   
11401  P1048 (Record of interview with KDZ185), e-court pp. 5, 19 (under seal); P5908 (Record of interview with KDZ185), para. 5; KDZ185, 

T. 4184–4185 (28 June 2010) (private session), T. 4225–4226 (28 June 2010), T. 4239–4241 (private session), T. 4295–4296 (29 June 

2010), T. 4305–4306, 4309–4318 (29 June 2010) (partly private session); P1065 (UNPROFOR report re shelling in Sarajevo, 21 March 

1993); P1066 (SRK combat report, 22 March 1993); P1050 (UNPROFOR daily report, 21 March 1993); D344 (SRK combat report, 19 

March 1993); D346 (ABiH 1st Corps combat report, 20 March 1993); D347 (SRK combat report, 21 March 1993); D348 (ABiH 1st 

Corps combat report, 21 March 1993); D3405 (SRK combat report, 15 March 1993); D3406 (SRK combat report, 18 March 1993).   
11402  D3407 (SRK combat report, 22 March 1993); Stanislav Galić, T. 37348–37349 (16 April 2013).  See also D3476 (SRK combat report, 

24 March 1994); D4566 (SRK combat report, 28 March 1993); D3438 (SRK combat report, 29 March 1993). 
11403  Manojlo Milovanović, T. 25431–25432 (28 February 2012). 
11404  D2163 (VRS Main Staff Order, 2 April 1993).  See also Dragomir Milošević, T. 32894–32895 (30 January 2013), T. 33237–33238 (5 

February 2013); Milenko InĊić, T. 32423–32424 (22 January 2013).  According to those procedures, before a convoy could move, a 

request had to be made to the VRS Main Staff via the VRS Liaison Group headed by InĊić and had to list, inter alia, the number of 

personnel and the type of vehicles in the convoy, the type and quantity of cargo transported, the route the convoy was taking, and the 

convoy‘s expected time of arrival.  If the VRS Main Staff approved the convoy, the VRS Liaison Group would inform the relevant SRK 

units and its soldiers at relevant check-points would inspect the convoy ―completely and thoroughly‖ to ensure that it was carrying only 

the type and quantity of cargo specified in the request.  If a convoy appeared at a check-point unannounced, or without a declaration of 

what it was carrying, or using a different route to the one requested, it would ―not be allowed to pass‖ and would be turned back until it 

complied with the correct procedures. But, it wasn’t only because of the procedure, it was impossible to a 

soldiers that hadn’t been notified by the Main Staff to accept the convoy, to let it passed.   See D2163 (VRS 

Main Staff Order, 2 April 1993), paras. 3, 5; Stanislav Galić, T. 37573 (23 April 2013), T. 38025 (9 May 2013); Dragomir Milošević, T. 



wrote a letter to the UN Secretary General protesting the use of humanitarian convoys to 

transport ammunition to ABiH units in Butmir, Sokolović Kolonija, and Hrasnica and stating 

that the RS government had issued an order to ―strictly control all humanitarian convoys‖.
11405

  

(There should be mentioned that the SRK of the VRS discovered a quantity of 

#ammunition smuggled by the UN to the Muslims in Sarajevo. See D242:# 

  
And here is an excerpt from the Lukic’s letter to the UN SG: 

on one hand, the pressure over the Serb side to facilitate a free flow of the humanitarian 

convoys, and on the other – such a #flagrant abuse of it with a detrimental effects to the 

peace efforts of the same UN agencies!#)  

3568.   On 4 April 1993 the ABiH forces fired six shells on Grbavica resulting in the VRS 

protesting to the UN about cease-fire violations by the ABiH.
11406

  On 17 April, a nine year 

old girl was shot and wounded while playing in front of her house in Sedrenik.
11407

 

3569.   In early May 1993, fighting between the ABiH and the SRK along the confrontation line 

continued.
11408

  On 6 May, the Security Council passed Resolution 824 which established 

Sarajevo as one of the safe areas, along with Tuzla, Ţepa, Goraţde, Bihać, and Srebrenica; it 

also provided for an immediate cease-fire and declared that the safe areas should be free from 

armed attack by all parties or any other hostile acts.
11409

  Further, it declared that all parties 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
32894–32895 (30 January 2013), T. 33237–33238 (5 February 2013); D2774 (Witness statement of Milenko InĊić dated 19 January 

2013), paras. 161–162; Milenko InĊić, T. 32423–32424 (22 January 2013); KW570, T. 32218–32219 (18 January 2013); D2845 (SRK 

instructions, 22 August 1993), p. 1; Adrianus van Baal, T. 8419–8420, 8439 (27 October 2010); P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus 

van Baal dated 26 October 2010), para. 69; D2164 (VRS Main Staff Order, 9 April 1993); D3408 (SRK combat report, 5 April 1993), 

para. 7; D3261 (VRS Main Staff Order, 27 February 1994); D3469 (SRK combat report, 24 April 1993), para. 5. 
11405  D3575 (TANJUG news report, 11 April 1993), p. 1; D3563 (Witness statement of Vladimir Lukić dated 18 May 2013), para. 38. 
11406  D345 (VRS protest to UNPROFOR, 6 April 1993); D3408 (SRK combat report, 5 April 1993); D4567 (SRK combat report, 4 April 

1993).  See also D3468 (SRK combat report, 8 April 1993) (reporting that ABiH opened fire from Dobrinja and that SRK returned small 

arms fire in the Dobrinja sector); D3469 (SRK combat report, 24 April 1993) (reporting that one of the SRK brigades was engaged in 

intense combat). 
11407  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.2. 
11408  D3409 (SRK combat report, 5 May 1993); D3441 (SRK combat report, 4 May 1993). 
11409  P984 (UNSC Resolution 824, 6 May 1993).  See also P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 102; 

P897 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 15 July 1995), p. 3; Michael Rose, T. 7523 (8 October 2010).  



should respect the rights of UNPROFOR and international humanitarian agencies to free and 

unimpeded access and demanded full co-operation with UNPROFOR.
11410

  Nevertheless, the 

ABiH launched a number of attacks on 15 May, which were responded to by the SRK.
11411

  

Galić testified that on that day the SRK response was restrained as one of the neighbourhoods 

from which the ABiH opened fire was a densely populated area.
11412

 

(#EXCULPATORY#!) On the same day, Galić ordered the SRK to ensure the 

unhindered passage of humanitarian aid to Sarajevo and to adhere to the Geneva Conventions 

and Additional Protocols.
11413

 (#EXCULPATORY#!)    

3570.   When David Harland, a Civil Affairs Officer for the UNPROFOR and later a political 

advisor to the Commander of the UNPROFOR BiH Command in Sarajevo,
11414

 arrived in 

Sarajevo in June 1993, the city seemed eerily empty, with burnt out cars on the streets, anti-

sniping barricades made of containers and constant background noise of gunfire; its buildings 

were peppered with damage from shelling and gunfire.
11415

  On 1 June, two shells exploded in 

the suburb of Dobrinja during a football game resulting in a large number of casualties.
11416

 
(This incident is contested, and the Serb side never accepted it as their act. But, Harland came to 

Sarajevo after 17 months of a street fights, and if he was a competent officer, he shouldn’t 

wonder what he saw. Rather, he had a reason to conclude quite opposite, since Sarajevo was 

only scratched superficially in comparison with the other similar cases. There was more that 

80% of the city inhabited territory that never sustained any shell whatsoever, because there was 

no any military installation! The Chamber didn’t notice such an exceptions, as two third of 

municipalities without crimes, or so huge areas of Sarajevo without shelling! These examples 

entirely rebut ald the allegations about a systemic terror and other crimes!)   On 3 June, the 

SRK command reported that the ABiH opened sniper and mortar fire on a number of SRK-

held areas, including civilian targets in Ilidţa, resulting in the wounding of four soldiers and 

the killing of two women; Galić testified that the SRK did not respond to the attacks due to 

the cease-fire in force at the time.
11417

  On 15 June, another general cease-fire was signed and, 

on 17 June, the SRK command reported that the ABiH shelled SRK positions and that the 

ABiH forces would not be observing the cease-fire.
11418

  In a meeting with Andreev of 

UNPROFOR on 22 June 1993, Mladić acknowledged the urgency of ―unblocking‖ Sarajevo 

for both sides and promised that all humanitarian convoys would be able to pass across RS 

territory but that the Bosnian Serbs would continue to check convoys at Sarajevo airport.
11419

  

On 25 June, Mladić issued Directive 5, in which he instructed VRS units to thwart the 

―unblocking of Sarajevo‖ to be followed by ―quick and rigorous operations to liberate the axis 

                                                            
11410  P984 (UNSC Resolution 824, 6 May 1993), p. 2. 
11411  D3411 (SRK combat report, 15 May 1993).  See also D3470 (SRK combat report, 21 May 1993). 
11412  Stanislav Galić, T. 37358–37359 (18 April 2013).  See also D3442 (SRK combat report, 17 May 1993); D3412 (SRK combat report, 19 

May 1993); D3413 (SRK combat report, 28 May 1993). 
11413  D3482 (SRK Order, 15 May 1993), p. 1; Stanislav Galić, T. 37616–37618 (23 April 2013); D2561 (SRK Order, 15 May 1993), p. 1; 

D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 December 2012), para. 97. 
11414  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 5.  
11415  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 25–27.  
11416  See discussion on Scheduled Incident G.4.  
11417  D3443 (SRK combat report, 3 June 1993); Stanislav Galić, T. 37487–37489 (22 April 2013).  See also D3471 (SRK combat report, 10 

June 1993). 
11418  D629 (SRK Order, 16 June 1993); D3415 (SRK combat report, 17 June 1993); Stanislav Galić, T. 37381–37383 (18 April 2013).  See 

also D3444 (SRK combat report, 23 June 1993); D3416 (SRK combat report, 24 June 1993); D3420 (SRK report, 11 June 1993).   
11419  D1499 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Ratko Mladić, 22 June 1993), pp. 1–2 (Mladić also promised to co-operate on making 

Sarajevo a safe area so long as safety assurances were found for Lukavica and Grbavica). 



Sarajevo-Kijevo village-Trnovo village-Rogovo pass-Kalinovik‖ and the area around Igman 

and Bjelašnica; the code-name for the operation was ―Lukavac 93‖.
11420

  Lukavac 93 was thus 

launched by the SRK, Drina Corps, and Herzegovina Corps, with the SRK engaged in the 

area of Jahorina-Igman-Bjelašnica axis.
11421

  The SRK launched attacks with the aim of 

capturing Mt. Igman as the connection between Sarajevo and the rest of the BiH went across 

and underneath Sarajevo airport through to Mt. Igman.
11422

 Pertaining the crossing of the 

Airport, let us see what had been said in the UN report, D00523:  

 
Therefore, the #Airport had been abused#, and the UN didn’t prevent it!)   Due to these 

attacks, Izetbegović asked that the talks in Geneva, set for July, be postponed, while NATO 

threatened the Bosnian Serb side with air strikes.
11423

  Michael Rose, who was the 

Commander of the UNPROFOR BiH Command in Sarajevo from January 1994 to January 

1995,
11424

 testified that the capture of Mt. Igman by the SRK was considered a full 

encirclement of Sarajevo and that therefore the Bosnian Serbs were given an ultimatum to 

withdraw.
11425

 (After this assertion, there should be no more talks about “encirclement of 

Sarajevo” and a siege of the City, since there was a ground connection between the City 

and the rest of BiH. So, both, this finding and the finding of the siege can not be in the 

same Judgment. The Muslim side had a great privilege in the protection of the UN and 

other international organisations, so that they could initiate all the fights, and once they 

failed, they call the UN to help them, see this ultimatum, as well as: D01497 :  

   
That is how it went always: the #Muslim side starts a battle, and if they are successful, 

nobody intervene, but if they start to lose, they cry for the UN mediation. As expected, 

the Serbs were blamed!#) 

                                                            
11420  P843 (Directive 5, 25 June 1993), paras. 2, 4. 
11421  Stanislav Galić, T. 37390 (18 April 2013), T. 37604 (23 April 2013) (although Dragomir Milošević testified that the operation started 

between 6 and 7 June); P5981 (SRK Order, 26 June 1993), para. 2; Savo Simić, T. 30040–30043 (12 November 2012) (testifying that 

the main objective of the operation was to establish a link between the south and southeastern part of the RS); D568 (Speech of 

Dragomir Milošević, 30 March 1996), p. 4.  
11422  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 43–46; Michael Rose, T. 7572 (8 October 2010); Francis 

Roy Thomas, T. 6849–6850 (15 September 2010).   
11423  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 49; David Fraser, T. 8152 (19 October 2010).  
11424  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 5.  
11425  Michael Rose, T. 7572–7573 (8 October 2010). 



3573.   On 5 July 1993, the SRK command reported to the VRS Main Staff that the ABiH 

opened fire on a number of frontlines resulting in three dead and two wounded soldiers; Galić 

testified that SRK units did not respond in this instance as they were ―preparing‖.
11426

  On 10 

July, the SRK command reported that the ABiH opened infantry and mortar fire; it also noted 

that SRK units in all sectors were in full combat readiness and firing.
11427

  On 11 July, Munira 

Zametica, a 48 year old woman was shot dead while collecting water from the Dobrinja river 

in Dobrinja.
11428

  On 12 July, a shell exploded in Dobrinja near a water pump where people 

were queuing for water, resulting in a number of casualties.
11429

 (Both incidents #not proven 

to be a Serb liability#, see there!) On 18 July, the SRK command reported that its units were 

engaged in the Lukavac 93 operation while the ABiH opened infantry and mortar fire on a 

number of SRK-held positions, as well as on Grbavica and Ilidţa, killing two civilians.
11430

  

According to Galić, the ABiH was at this time trying to attack on the confrontation lines 

within Sarajevo and slow down the Lukavac 93 attacks taking place outside Sarajevo.
11431

  On 

30 July, in a meeting with UNPROFOR, Milovanović expressed concern about the smuggling 

of weapons and ammunition in humanitarian convoys.
11432

  That day, UNPROFOR reported 

that its freedom of movement across RS territory was being affected by ―misunderstandings, 

bureaucracy and over zealous check-points‖.
11433

  (Generally speaking, #none of this 

pertained to the President  at all. The VRS was entitled to take care of it’s 

own safety#, and no president or any other authority could have ordered 

them to neglect it and behave as ordered and against it’s security interests!)  

3574.    The SRK eventually managed to capture and take control of Mt. Igman and 

Bjelašnica.
11434

  Following a meeting with Briquemont, Andreev, Mladić, Plavšić, and 

Krajišnik on 5 August 1993, the Accused agreed to the withdrawal of the SRK forces from 

Mt. Igman, despite Mladić‘s protests, and on 14 August an agreement was signed according to 

which UNPROFOR was to monitor the vacated territory, which, together with the airstrip, 

became a demilitarised zone (―DMZ‖).
11435

  However, neither party respected the DMZ—the 

ABiH was present in the northern part of the zone while there were some Bosnian Serb troops 

                                                            
11426  Stanislav Galić, T. 37384–37386 (18 April 2013); D3417 (SRK combat report, 5 July 1993) (indicating that the SRK units were to 

continue preparing for the Lukavac 93 operation). 
11427  D2819 (SRK combat report, 10 July 1993), paras. 1–2; Dragomir Milošević, T. 32802–32804 (29 January 2013).  See also D2820 (SRK 

combat report, 16 July 1993). 
11428  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.3.  
11429  See discussion on Scheduled Incident G.5.  
11430  D3421 (SRK combat report, 18 July 1993). 
11431  Stanislav Galić, T. 37405–37408 (18 April 2013); D3422 (SRK combat report, 25 July 1993) (indicating exchange of fire between the 

two sides); D3465 (SRK combat report, 24 July 1993); D2798 (SRK combat report, 28 July 1993); D3423 (SRK combat report, 29 July 

1993); D4631 (Letter from Manojlo Milovanović to UNPROFOR, 2 August 1993); D3446 (SRK combat report, 2 August 1993); D3447 

(SRK combat report, 8 August 1993). 
11432  D3579 (UNPROFOR fax, 30 July 1993), p. 2; D3563 (Witness statement of Vladimir Lukić dated 18 May 2013), para. 51. 
11433  D3579 (UNPROFOR fax, 30 July 1993), p. 2 (adding, however, that the Bosnian Serb leadership did not appear to have a ―genuine 

policy‖ of obstructing convoys at this time). 
11434  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 43–46; Michael Rose, T. 7572 (8 October 2010); Francis 

Roy Thomas, T. 6849–6850 (15 September 2010). 
11435  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 50–55; P824 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan 

Karadţić, 5 August 1993), pp. 2–3; Michael Rose, T. 7573 (8 October 2010); D722 (UNPROFOR report re letter from Ambassador 

Sacirbey, 19 October 1994), e-court p. 4; P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 87 (under seal); KDZ182, T. 13160–13161 (10 

March 2011); D1135 (Map of Sarajevo marked by KDZ182); Stanislav Galić, T. 37604–37605 (23 April 2013); D4645 (Letter from 

Radovan Karadţić to Boutros Boutros Ghali, Bill Clinton, Lord Owen, and Stoltenberg, 7 August 1993); D2755 (Fax from Vere Hayes, 

undated).  See also Adjudicated Fact 2783. 



in the southern part; the DMZ was properly demilitarised only at the beginning of 1995.
11436

 

(It should be not only fair, but inevitable to mention a #drastic abuse of this zone by the 

ABiH#, when it intruded and killed two dosen of the medical military people, i.e. non-

combat personnel. Had the Serbs done such a thing, there would be an alarm all over 

the world. Thus, the story about this war, particularly around Sarajevo is a history of 

the UN failure to exercise it’s task, to be an impartial peacekeeper, and a history of a 

bias in favour of the Muslim side, and no court deliberation could annul it! Particularly 

the testimonies of ssuch a biased UN representatives must not be valued as impartial!) 

3575.    On 11 August 1993, the military commanders of the three warring sides in BiH signed 

the Military Agreement for Peace in BiH, eventually leading to a follow-up agreement 

allowing UNMOs freedom of movement throughout BiH and turning the administration of 

Sarajevo, with the exclusion of Pale, to the UN.
11437

  This was followed up by an order from 

Galić to all SRK units not to open fire on Sarajevo ―at any cost‖ and to remove ―possible 

troublemakers‖ and ―soldiers eager for adventure and provocations especially against 

UNPROFOR‖ by giving them secondary duties.
11438

 (#EXCULPATORY#!) On 13 August, 

SRK command reported that the ABiH was launching mainly infantry attacks along various 

axes but that SRK units were not responding to provocations, ―except for repulsing heavier 

attacks‖.
11439

  On 19 August, the SRK command, having listed ABiH activities, reported that 

all units were in full combat readiness and were ―not responding to provocations unless forced 

to do so, and then only with infantry weapons and sniper rifles.‖
11440

  On 31 August, 

Dragomir Milošević proposed opening several routes for the delivery of humanitarian aid to 

Sarajevo.
11441

 (#All EXCULPATORY#!) 

3576.   On 2 September 1993, the SRK command again reported on the ABiH opening small 

arms and sniping fire on SRK positions and on Grbavica from, inter alia, Sedrenik; the SRK 

units returned fire on Sedrenik using a 12.7 mm anti-aircraft machine gun.
11442

  On 3 

September, Nafa Tarić, a 35 year old woman and her eight year old daughter were shot and 

wounded by a single bullet in the centre of Sarajevo.
11443

  On 4 September, Galić reported to 

the VRS Main Staff that some of the soldiers were exhausted and that ―considering that they 

respond only in exceptional circumstances, the question […] is, how long can they restrain 

themselves‖.
11444

   

                                                            
11436  P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 57, 88 (under seal); P2447 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 62; P1774 (UNPROFOR 

report re meeting with Ejup Ganić, 2 October 1994); Milenko InĊić, T. 32465 (22 January 2013); D2784 (ABiH 1st Corps minutes of 

meeting at Sarajevo airport, 5 January 1995). 
11437  P5041 (Military Agreement for Peace in BiH, 11 August 1993) (Mladić representing the Bosnian Serbs, Rasim Delić the Bosnian 

Muslims, and Milivoj Petković the Bosnian Croats); P2538 (Patrick Treanor's research report entitled ―Radovan Karadţić and the 

Serbian Leadership 1990-1995‖, 1 May 2009), para. 191.  See also para. 379.  
11438  P2665 (SRK order, 11 August 1993).  But see D4617 (SRK Order, 11 August 1993). 
11439  D3424 (SRK combat report, 13 August 1993).  See also D3447 (SRK combat report, 8 August 1993). 
11440  D2827 (SRK combat report, 19 August 1993).  Dragomir Milošević testified that this order clearly did not instruct the troops to open 

sniper fire on civilians.  Dragomir Milošević, T. 32836–32837 (29 January 2013).  See also D4570 (SRK combat report, 20 August 

1993). 
11441  D2849 (SRK proposal, 31 August 1993), p. 1; Dragomir Milošević, T. 32899 (30 January 2013). 
11442  D3425 (SRK combat report, 2 September 1993); Stanislav Galić, T. 37410–37411 (18 April 2013) (testifying that this weapon is a more 

precise weapon).   
11443  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.4. 
11444  D3429 (SRK combat report, 4 September 1993), p. 2; Stanislav Galić, T. 37424–37429 (18 April 2013) (testifying that the SRK 

command was warning the Main Staff that there could be unauthorised and random fire from SRK soldiers and that he personally took 

measures to prevent that from happening).  See also D2809 (SRK combat report, 13 September 1993) (in which the SRK command 



3577. KDZ450 testified that the period between October 1993 and February 1994 was a 

―very difficult period‖ for the city for a number of reasons, including the volume and intensity 

of shelling and sniping activity, which impeded the supply of humanitarian aid to the city.
11445

  

Following the rejection of the Owen-Stoltenberg plan by the Bosnian Muslim side at the end 

of September 1993,
11446

 (Look what the Chamber did: #an opinion of the witness 

(KDZ450) the Chamber promoted to a “fact” and “evidence”. Let us see what KDZ450 

really said: T. 10549# “So the operations had resumed, and I think that they had resumed 

because there was failure, the failure of the agreement Owen-Stoltenberg in September. So 

this was for the first period)    the situation in Sarajevo deteriorated and shelling was on the 

increase.
11447

 The witness KDZ450 continued on the same page T.10549:  As far as the 

second period is concerned, between the 5th February and the end of the month of July, I 

will tell you that this was a period of relative stability.  There was the total exclusion area 

for heavy weaponry, a cease-fire after the 5th of February, and the opening of the blue 

routes, which enabled to stabilise the humanitarian situation, and the military situation.  

There was no more shelling during that period.  The town was not shelled any more, and 

there were some sniping activities which were very few and which started again towards the 

end of the period but not in a heavy way. Why was it? Because both sides were monitored 

by the UN, and the Muslim side had been given a hint that the UN know that they staged 

Markale I, see:      Gen. Rose, and only if both sides respected the CFAs there was no 

firing. (#First, it was his “thinking”, and not an established fact as it is suggested in this 

para of the Judgment.# This shelling was a two way street, wasn’t it? For that reason the 

only way to allocate a responsibility would be to find out who initiated the fire, and that 

was what the President  asked from Gen. Morillon to be done by the UN, see: P04216)  

Francis Roy Thomas, a senior UNMO in Sarajevo between 15 October 1993 and 14 July 

1994,
11448

 testified that, upon his arrival in Sarajevo on 15 October 1993, there was an 

unsuccessful attempt by the ABiH to take the Pale road, which was the Bosnian Serb‘s 

connection between Pale and Lukavica.
11449

 Certainly, the firght that followed had been 

initiated by ABiH, not the VRS!)  On 16 October, UNPROFOR reported that convoy 

deliveries to Sarajevo had increased recently; however, distribution to the civilian population 

had been very limited because large quantities of aid had been diverted to the military or 

stockpiled by Bosnian Muslim authorities while a smaller amount had been diverted to the 

black market.
11450

 (That happened all the times. And how then the Serb side was 

responsible for tha lack of food in the City?)  On 19 October, ABiH soldiers, disguised as 

Bosnian Serbs, shot at the UNPROFOR BiH Commander and also began using tanks to fire 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
reports that, given the frequency of ABiH operations, he foresees that certain units will not be able to tolerate the consequences of those 

operations and will be forced to return fire); D3426 (SRK combat report, 22 September 1993); Dragomir Milošević, T. 32719–32720 (28 

January 2013). Absolutely out of the reach of the Accused.  
11445  KDZ450, T. 10549 (19 January 2011), T. 10652–10654 (20 January 2011); D632 (Order of ABiH 1st Corps, 8 December 1993).  See 

also P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 61; David Harland, T. 2038–2039 (6 May 2010); 

Adjudicated Fact 134.  
11446  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 56–59.  See also para. 382. 
11447  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 60–63; P845 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan 

Karadţić, 15 October 1993); P830 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 16 October 1993), p. 5.  See also D3427 (SRK combat 

report, 13 October 1993) (in which SRK command reports that ABiH troops opened fire on a number of axes and that SRK units 

―periodically opened fire‖ when their positions were threatened); D3450 (SRK combat report, 24 October 1993).   
11448  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 13. 
11449  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 46, 82.  
11450  P830 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 16 October 1993), p. 2.   



from the city in an attempt to draw retaliatory fire.
11451

 (There were #two constant motives 

of the ABiH to make this kind o tricks: to denigrate the Serbs in the eyes of the 

internationals, to increase the daily pressure on the Serbs, and another, to gain an 

international military intervention#! The Internationals knew it all the time, but it was 

not sufficiently reflected in this Judgment. At least, all the incidents that hadn’t been 

successfully investigated – couldn’t be charged and allocated to the Serbs and the 

President!)   On 29 October, Dragomir Milošević issued an order to the SRK units to 

intensify sniping against ABiH forces and that each brigade should set up a platoon-strength 

sniper group of 31 soldiers, each of whom should be supplied with sniper rifles.
11452

 (The 

entire period of more than a year and a half, the SRK didn’t have snipers in its units. 

However, the snipers are legal when used against exclusively military objects!) In late 

October and early November 1993, Sarajevo was heavily bombarded, with some 500 shells 

falling on the Old Town on 27 October alone.
11453

  The old town had an 80% of the rural 

and unsettled territory. If those shells had fallen into the urban core, there wouldn’t be 

any “old town”, all would be ruined to trashes!)  

3578 .   On 3 November 1993, UNPROFOR reported that the Bosnian Serbs were causing 

more difficulties for the humanitarian aid supply to Sarajevo than they had for some time, and 

that convoys carrying food, medicine, and equipment had been delayed.
11454

  (Let us see 

P823: 

       
Taking into account the fact that the Serbs invested a lot in the Owen-Stoltenberg pleace 

plan, see the same doc.p.6, and all together it is clear that the Muslim side, a widely 

protected by the UN and other internationals caused all of the problems, forcing the 

                                                            
11451  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 88–89 (testifying also that he only saw ABiH using tanks 

once or twice during his time in Sarajevo, while there were numerous occasions where he observed Bosnian Serbs using tank fire); 

Francis Roy Thomas, T. 6813 (15 September 2010).   
11452  D2902 (SRK Order, 29 October 1993).  Milošević denied that this order could have been a basis for the firing on civilians in Sarajevo.  

Dragomir Milošević, T. 33272–33274 (6 February 2013). 
11453  P823 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 3 November 1993), p. 7; P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 

September 2009), para. 71; P1569 (UNMO report, 18 October 1993).  See also D3428 (SRK combat report, 26 October 1993), para. 8 

(reporting that ―[d]espite disturbances and the chaos in Sarajevo, the enemy forces are firing various types of weapons on our positions 

as the line of contact‖ while the SRK is assessing ―the possibilities of moving [their] forward line‖); Stanislav Galić, T. 37416–37418 

(18 April 2013).  In contrast, the SRK report of 5 November notes that the ABiH fired around 800 shells in the whole month of October.  

The report also notes that in the area of Grbavica, 101 shells fell in the period from September to November.  See D3431 (SRK report, 

5 November 1993). 

11454  P823 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 3 November 1993), p. 7.  However, the same document #confirms the 

Serb suspicions about the UN abuses#, see P00823: also, just to say that the Serbs made a new obstacles 

to the HA is not correct unless added at least what had been said in the same document, see belowe: 

 
 



Serb side to be cautious about the smuggling the war stuff to the Muslims. 

 

On 11 November, the Accused issued Directive 6, in which he ordered the VRS to create 

objective conditions for the achievement of the VRS ―war goals‖, including the ―liberation of 

Sarajevo‖; one of the tasks of the SRK units was to ―prevent the deblockade of Sarajevo‖.
11455

  

This was followed up by a supplement to the directive, sometime in December of the same 

year, in which the Accused ordered the VRS to seize Ţuĉ and Mojmilo in order to ensure ―the 

most favourable position for dividing the town‖.
11456

  (Taking into account all the facts, 

primarily that the Muslim side declared a war to the Serbs, then that the Muslim side 

didn’t accept the Serb proposals to demilitarise Saraje, to give the city under the UN 

administration, and didn’t respect any of the ceasefires, the Serbs had been entitled to 

win and liberate the entire city. The President  didn’t issue a final executive order for 

this move!) 

3579. The shelling of the city, including on heavily populated areas, continued in November and 

December, often reported by the UNMOs as random SRK fire with no discernible target.
11457

 

(However, none of the UNMO-s reports could be of any help, since they didn’t know 

who was where, which forces were deployed around the city, and the UNPROFOR 

officers also confirmed that the UNMO reports were “useless”. They had been informed 

by their Muslim interpretors, and these information were not accurate at all!)  On 

2 November, Ramiza Kundo, a 38 year old woman, was shot and wounded while carrying 

water in the west end of Sarajevo.
11458

  UNPROFOR reported that in mid-December the ABiH 

was launching ―heavy infantry attacks‖ from Sarajevo on Serb-held territory.
11459

  On 26 

                                                            
11455  P3039 (Directive 6, 11 November 1993), para. 3(1)(a) and p. 9.  
11456  P4925 (Supplement to Directive 6, 12 December 1993), para. 2(a); P3052 (VRS Main Staff Order, 14 December 1993); P5045 (Interim 

Report from Stanislav Galić to the VRS Main Staff, 27 December 1993).  See also Dragomir Milošević, T. 33092–33099 (4 February 

2013). 
11457  P1571 (UNMO report, 21 November 1993); P1572 (UNMO report, 30 November–1 December 1993); P1573 (UNMO report, 2–3 

December 1993); P1574 (UNMO report, 4–5 December 1993); P1575 (UNMO report, 6–7 December 1993); P1576 (UNMO report, 13–

14 December 1993); P1577 (UNMO incident report, 19–26 December 1993); P1578 (UNMO report, 24–25 December 1993); P1579 

(UNMO report, 26–27 December 1993); P1580 (UNMO report, 27–28 December 1993); P1581 (UNMO report, 30–31 December 1993); 

P1582 (UNMO incident report, 25 December 1993–1 January 1994); P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 

2009), paras. 33, 93–95; P5906 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), para. 24; D2804 (SRK combat report, 8 

December 1993) (indicating that SRK opened mortar fire on 8 December).  On the other side, the SRK reported that in the month of 

November around 140 shells landed on its territory.  See D3431 (SRK report, 5 November 1993).  
11458  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.5.   

11459  D3490 (UNPROFOR report, 15 January 1994), p. 3. This very document is completely exculpatory fot the Accused 

and the Serbs, and after this document, it is required that every single incident be investigated an 

undoubtedly proven who did it and why. See some of it. 

 
          And this is how the new commander concieved the UN mandate in the SZ-s 

 



December UNMOs also reported increased sniping activity in the city resulting in the 

wounding of women and children.
11460

 (But the UNMO reports “suggested” that the Serb 

side was acting, not the Muslim side, as the UNPROFOR reported. But let us see some of 

the paragraphs of the UNPROFOR document-report D3490 from January 1994: And 

that is what happened from the “demilitarized” Srebrenica: 

 

And what happened in Sarajevo as a “Safe zone”, on a daily basis: 

No reasonable Chamber would neglect this evidence, and no reasonable chamber would 

accept all the allegations against the Serbs and their conduct in Sarajevo!)  

3580.     In early January 1994, Sarajevo, including many of its residential areas, experienced 

heavy shelling again, resulting in a large number of civilian casualties.
11461

  In a meeting with 

the Accused on 3 January 1994, De Mello of UNPROFOR stated that the Joint Declaration on 

the provision of humanitarian relief, signed by the Accused,
11462

 was being ―totally 

disregarded‖ by Bosnian Serb forces at check-points and that the ―petty harassment‖ of 

convoys had become intolerable, indicating that the Bosnian Serbs had a deliberate strategy to 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
 

11460  P1561 (UNMO report, 25-26 December 1993); P1560 (Map of Sarajevo showing shelling sites, 25-26 December 1993); Francis Roy 

Thomas, T. 6800–6806 (15 September 2010).   

11461  D178 (Annex VI to UNSG‘s Report, 6 June 1994); Let us see where these shells lended: see D00178: 

 

Therefore, “#most of them (hit) the Jewish cemetery#, (in the Serb hands) and Grbavica, (the Serb 

settlement. It was clear that the shells weren’t of the Serb origin since they never shelled their areas.).  
P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 93, 96; Francis Roy Thomas, T.6860–6864 (15 September 

2010); P1583 (UNMO report, 2–3 January 1994); This, P01583 confirms only an exchange of fire, not any 

unilateral Serb actions. It is worthless unless established who initiated and who wanted the fire. P1584 

(UNMO report, 3–4 January 1994); P1585 (UNMO report, 4–5 January 1994); ); P01585, only an exchanges of fire. Who 

is to be blamed? How the Serbs would be liable for this event? P1586 (UNMO report, 4–5 January 1994); P1587 

(UNMO report, 7–8 January 1994); D631 (UNMO report, 10-11 January 1994); P1588 (UNMO incident report, 1–8 January 1994); 

P1589 (UNMO incident report, 8–15 January 1994); P1590 (UNMO incident report, 22–29 January 1994); P1591 (UNMO summary of 

incident reports, January 1994), p. 1; P1592 (UNMO summary of shoot reports, January 1994); P1598 (UNMO summary of victims, 

December 1993 to February 1994), p. 2; P5906 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), para. 24. 
11462  See para. 384.  



―grind UNPROFOR to a halt‖.
11463

  The Accused denied that this strategy existed but 

reiterated that humanitarian convoys had to be checked for weapons and ammunition.
11464

  On 

6 January, Sanija Dţevlan, a 32 year old woman, was shot and wounded while riding her 

bicycle in Dobrinja.
11465

 (A rather peculiar incident, see there!) On 22 January, three shells 

landed in Alipašino Polje, resulting in the deaths of six children.
11466

  On his arrival in 

Sarajevo, on 23 January 1994,
11467

 Rose was told that there was indiscriminate shelling within 

the city centre by the Bosnian Serbs.
11468

  At that time, the intensity of the shelling was 

approximately 1,500 to 2,000 shells per day, going both ways, and sniping was also 

common.
11469

 (“Going both ways” is the crucial information. Why the Serbs are blamed 

for it, particularly since the Serbs didn’t have any intention to change the confrontation 

line?)   According to Thomas, the high casualty rate in this period was partly caused by the 

fact that the Bosnian Serbs were shelling areas known to be used by civilians to avoid 

dangerous areas exposed to sniper fire.
11470

 (Pure speculation, without any valuable 

corroboration!) 

3581.    On 26 January, Galić issued an order in which he outlined a two-stage operation in 

Sarajevo; in the first stage the SRK units were ordered to prevent the ―de-blocking‖ of 

Sarajevo and the linking of ABiH units from Sarajevo with ABiH units outside of Sarajevo by 

engaging in ―decisive defence‖ and through improving the SRK‘s strategic-tactical position 

by capturing features such as Debelo Brdo, Mojmilo, Grdonj, Hum, and Ĉolina Kapa.
11471

 

(All of these locations were a dominant spots, a top of hills, for which the international 

rarely knew that were occupied by the Muslim forces. For that lack of knowledge, all the 

shells fired from hills were allocated to the Serb side!) In the second stage, which was to 

start in the spring of 1994 and last 20 to 30 days, the SRK was to continue the above 

activities, prevent any supplies from getting into the city, prevent any medical evacuation, and 

―liberate the Serb part of the City of Sarajevo‖.
11472

 (According to the circumstances, it was 

legitimate. The Muslim side insisted on the continuation of the war until their total 

victory!)  Despite the above, the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo began to improve; during 

a meeting with Rose on 30 January, the Accused stated that he had in the preceding days 

instructed the civilian and the military authorities to ―ease further‖ the movement of UN 

convoys.
11473

  (#EXCULPATORY#, had this been taken into account. The President  was 

doing many other jobs, and he use to deal with the humanitarian issues only when asked 

                                                            
11463  P5034 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić, 4 January 1994), paras. 2–3 (adding that UNPROFOR personnel were 

often personally searched at Bosnian Serb check-points, making it impossible for them to escort UNHCR convoys). 
11464  P5034 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić, 4 January 1994), para. 3. 
11465  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.6.   
11466  See discussion on Scheduled Incident G.6.   
11467  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), paras. 5, 21.   
11468  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 23 (conceding that there was also shelling directed at the 

Bosnian Serbs in Grbavica).  See also David Harland, T. 2317–2318 (11 May 2010); D178 (Annex VI to UNSG‘s Report, 6 June 1994).  
11469  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 30.  See also P1584 (UNMO report, 3–4 January 1994); P1586 

(UNMO report, 4–5 January 1994); P1588 (UNMO incident report, 1–8 January 1994); D3452 (SRK combat report, 6 January 1994). 
11470  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 96; P1587 (UNMO report, 7–8 January 1994), para. 9.   
11471  P5968 (SRK Order, 26 January 1994), pp. 5, 8. 
11472  P5968 (SRK Order, 26 January 1994), pp. 6, 8. 
11473  D700 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Ratko Mladić, 30 January 1994), para. 2; Michael Rose, T. 7484 (7 

October 2010) (testifying that when he arrived in BiH in January 1994, the flow of aid was ―clearly not too bad‖); D691 (TANJUG news 

report, 30 January 1994), p. 1; P1485 (Ratko Mladić‘s notebook, 9 January–21 March 1994), p. 90. 



by the internationals. However, the President nominated the Vice President Koljevic to  

lead the Committee for coordination of actions with the UN agencies!) 

3582.    On 4 and 5 February 1994, two shelling incidents took place, one in Dobrinja and the 

other at Markale market in the centre of Sarajevo, resulting in a large number of 

casualties.
11474

  On 9 February, as a result of these two incidents and particularly the Markale 

incident,
11475

 a cease-fire negotiated by Rose was agreed upon by both sides whereby WCPs 

would be established, as well as a TEZ, a 20 kilometre circle around the city, from which both 

sides would withdraw all heavy weapons by 21 February.
11476

  The cease-fire was to start on 

10 February and UN troops were to be positioned on key terrain between the warring 

parties.
11477

  In subsequent negotiations, the Accused and Yasushi Akashi, Special 

Representative of the Secretary General from January 1994,
11478

 agreed that there would be 

seven WCPs for SRK weapons, which would be located at the outskirts of the city, while one 

WCP would be set up in the city itself for ABiH weapons; all would be monitored by the 

UNPROFOR soldiers.
11479

  While the Bosnian Serbs attempted to negotiate a protocol to the 

agreement, under which they would be entitled to redeploy the weapons in case of an attack 

by the ABiH, this was not accepted by the UN.
11480

  This is# not entirely true#. Gen. Rose 

said that if the Serbs are attacked, the UN can do nothing to prevent them taking their 

weapons in order to defend. Hadn’t there be the Mamorandum, the Serb side would 

have never accepted this Agreement. See:D842     

 

                                                            
11474  See discussion on Scheduled Incidents G.7 and G.8. 
11475  Harland testified that the overall effect of the Markale shelling was the stabilisation of the situation around Sarajevo.  See P820 (Witness 

statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 76.  See also P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 

2009), para. 40; Michael Rose, T. 7338–7340 (6 October 2010).   
11476  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 79–80; P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 

March 2009), paras. 40–44 (testifying that the Bosnian Serb side was threatened with NATO air strikes if it did not pull out its guns 20 

kilometres away from Sarajevo); Michael Rose, T. 7256, 7263–7264 (5 October 2010), T. 7338–7340 (6 October 2010), T. 7547–7550, 

7562–7563 (8 October 2010); D718 (Map of Sarajevo and surrounding areas); P1642 (SRK Order, 10 February 1994); D162 (Michael 

Rose‘s book entitled ―Fighting for Peace: Bosnia, 1994‖), p. 48; D713 (UNPROFOR report re talks with Radovan Karadţić and Alija 

Izetbegović, 6 February 1994); Yasushi Akashi, T. 37691–37692 (24 April 2013); Adrianus van Baal, T. 8477–8480 (28 October 2010); 

D830 (UNPROFOR report re cease fire negotiations in Sarajevo, 8 February 1994); P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas 

dated 13 May 2009), paras. 97–98; P2119 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), para. 86 (under seal); P2121 

(UNPROFOR report re Joint Commission meeting, 10 February 1994); Stanislav Galić, T. 37446–37448 (18 April 2013); Milenko 

InĊić, T. 32446–32448 (22 January 2013).  KDZ450 testified that Galić was eventually relieved of his duty as the SRK Commander 

because he had agreed to the TEZ and the WCPs, all of which was against Mladić‘s wishes.  See P5906 (Witness statement of KDZ450 

dated 17 January 2011), paras. 38–39; Stanislav Galić, T. 37449 (18 April 2013).  All weapons above 81mm were considered heavy 

weapons for the purposes of the agreement.  See P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal dated 26 October 2010), para. 15.  See 

also Adjudicated Facts 2784, 2785. 
11477  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 97.  
11478  Yasushi Akashi, T. 37665 (24 April 2013).  
11479  D842 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Alija Izetbegović, 21 February 1994), paras. 11–12; P2120 

(UNPROFOR report re meeting with Stanislav Galić, 16 February 1994); P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 

2009), paras. 46–49; P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 104–105; P1593 (SRK map of 

Sarajevo showing weapon sites); P1594 (SRK map of Sarajevo showing weapon sites); P1595 (SRK map of Sarajevo showing weapon 

sites); P1596 (SRK map of Sarajevo showing weapon sites); P1654 (Agreement between Yasushi Akashi and Radovan Karadţić, 18 

February 1994; P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal dated 26 October 2010, para. 11; P1762 (Witness statement of David 

Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 20–21; P2119 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), paras. 89, 91 (under seal); 



Therefore, the Serb side had all the rights to protect itself, if the UN do not to that! 

But, let us first see what had been said in this D00716 document, pertaining to this 

issue, D716: 

Was there any guarantee?  #The UN didn’t prevent the ABIH attacks on the Serb 

settlements#? There is no agreement that can survive if one side violate it and 

jeopardize the very survival of the other side to the agreement.  Also, this heavily 

compromised the UN and it’s guaranries, as  happened on Sinai, or Western Slavonia, 

or on Igman Mt. 1993, when the Muslim forces passed freely through the UN 

territory and butchered the Serb medical personnel!)  

As a result of the above cease-fire agreement, delivery of aid to Sarajevo improved.
11481

  On 17 

February, UNPROFOR reported that the humanitarian situation was relatively good, with a 

steady flow of food; however, the civilian population was receiving less than a third of the 

aid delivered as some of it was diverted to the military, some appeared on the black 

market, and the majority could not be accounted for.
11482

  (So, the Serb side was under a 

permanent pressure to facilitate the flow of the humanitarian aid, because the Muslim 

civilians were starving, but as a matter of fact, the Serbs were facilitatinf the aid to 

their militant enemy Army! The Serb Main Staff knew that, and developed a very 

tense relation with the President, who was too trustful of the internationals and their 

demands!)  

3583.   As agreed, by 21 February, the sites suspected of containing heavy weapons were 

inspected and found to be clear; according to Rose, during the withdrawal process, the Serbs 

produced a far greater number of weapons than the other side, reflecting the disparity between 

the two sides.
11483

  However, both sides were also disingenuous in complying with the 
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too was later agreed as a WCP.  See P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 99.   
11480  D717 (UNPROFOR report re weapons collection points in Sarajevo, 16 August 1994), e-court p. 4; P2118 (UNPROFOR report re 

weapon collection points in Sarajevo, 12 September 1994); Yasushi Akashi, T. 37693–37695 (24 April 2013), T. 37753–37757 (25 April 

2013); Michael Rose, T. 7556–7562 (8 October 2010); D716 (UNPROFOR report re meetings with Radovan Karadţić and Alija 

Izetbegović, 20 February 1994); KDZ450, T. 10563–10565, 10591–10593 (19 January 2011) (private session), T. 10577–10583 (19 

January 2011); D842 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan Karadţić and Alija Izetbegović, 21 February 1994), paras. 5–7; 

KDZ304, T. 10501, 10509–10510 (18 January 2011), T. 10534–10537 (19 January 2011).  But see Adrianus van Baal, T. 8473–8474 (27 

October 2010), T. 8496–8497 (28 October 2010); Dragomir Milošević, T. 33249–33251 (5 February 2013). 
11481  P827 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 17 February 1994), pp. 1, 3; Michael Rose, T. 7484 (7 October 2010).  See also 

D3466 (SRK Order, 16 January 1994) (ordering that ―full protection and unhindered movement‖ be given to humanitarian convoys in 

order to avoid conflicts with UNPROFOR, especially during the Geneva talks); Stanislav Galić, T. 37570–37571 (23 April 2013). 
11482  P827 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 17 February 1994), p. 3.   
11483  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 50; Michael Rose, T. 7549 (8 October 2010) (testifying that the 
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provided by the agreements which the Serb side respected!) P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal dated 26 

October 2010, paras. 14, 16; P2132 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Stanislav Galić, 15 February 1994); P1558 (Witness statement 



agreement; for example, the SRK positioned a number of inoperative weapons around 

Sarajevo for the purpose of handing them over to WCPs
11484

 while the ABiH had a number of 

heavy weapons on Mt. Igman to which the UN was never given access.
11485

 

3584.   On 24 February 1994, Andreev, De Mello, and Koljević agreed in principle to the creation 

of Blue Routes within Sarajevo for the delivery of humanitarian aid.
11486

  The routes included 

the Dobrinja-Butmir route for Bosnian Muslim civilians, the Lukavica-Ilidţa route for 

Bosnian Serb civilians, and the pedestrian crossing in downtown Sarajevo at the Bratstvo 

Jedinstvo Bridge.
11487

  (#EXCULPATORY#! the Serb side didn’t have any need for the 

opening of the Blue Routes, on the contrary, they exposed their safety to jeopardy, but 

they opened the routes!) 

3585.   As a result of the cease-fire agreement, Sarajevo was relatively calm for the rest of 

February; there were almost no war-related civilian deaths in the city in the last three weeks 

of February and few casualties later on.
11488

  While the ABiH continued to fire at SRK 

positions immediately following the cease-fire, the SRK forces kept abiding by the cease-fire 

and eventually the ABiH stopped its firing as well.
11489

  To Rose and Thomas, this indicated 

that the Bosnian Serb side had absolute control over its heavy weaponry.
11490

  (At that time 

certainly the level of control was very high, but it is not the point: it have shown that the 

Serb side was frank about the ceasefire!) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 100, 104; P2119 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), para. 93 
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T. 37952–37959 (8 May 2013); P6303 (SRK Order, 9 February 1994); D2802 (SRK combat report, 20 February 1994).  Accordingly, 
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3586.    March 1994 was an encouraging time for Sarajevo as the cease-fire continued to 

hold.
11491

  By 15 March, the trams started operating again, which signified the beginning of 

better living conditions.
11492

  Life in Sarajevo improved as utilities were restored, including 

running water, and for the first time people started hoping for a return to normality.
11493

  On 

17 March, the Blue Routes Agreement was negotiated between the parties under which 

several routes, including the Airport Routes, were opened on 23 March for the movement of 

civilians from both sides and to re-supply the city with humanitarian aid.
11494

  KDZ450 

testified that the combination of the cease-fire, the TEZ, and the opening of the Blue Routes 

contributed to a significant improvement in the freedom of movement of convoys.
11495

 (Due 

to the Serb needs and intentions, namely not to advance towards the city and not to 

conquer any additional territory, since committed to the return of a substantial amount 

of the areas already kept, #this condition could have been maintained throughout the 

war, and Sarajevo wouldn’t suffer a bit#! The same would be in a case #Sarajevo was 

demilitarised and handed over to the UN for administration, both proposed and 

supported by the Serbs and the President, but rejected by the Muslims#!) Rose 

confirmed that the flow of aid ―improved immensely‖ in February as a result of the TEZ.
11496

  

He recalled that aid came to a halt during the crisis in Goraţde in April 1994,
11497

 Not to 

forget that at that time the UN again employed the NATO to bomb the Serb positions. 

The people were very angry and any movement of the UN and its agencies could have 

resulted in an uncontrolled outrage and hostilities.) but that after April 1994 aid flowed 

into Sarajevo ―more or less unblocked‖.
11498

  Harland also agreed that the opening of the Blue 

Routes led to ―substantial relief of the humanitarian situation‖ in Sarajevo.
11499
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3588. By 19 March, however, the level of sniping in the city started increasing.
11500

  

According to Adrianus van Baal, the Chief of Staff of UNPROFOR BiH Command at the 

time,
11501

 sniping activity continued during this time despite the cease-fire agreement––it was 

specifically directed at trams in Sarajevo.
11502

  Both Thomas and KDZ450 testified that after 

the creation of the TEZ, sniping became an important factor in the war and that the Serbs 

resorted to sniping because they lost the advantage of their heavy weapons and because the 

ABiH was undertaking ―tunneling‖ towards the Serb lines at the time.
11503

 (So, it was a 

#legitimate action, because the UN didn’t prevent the Muslim side in this violation of the 

Agreement#. Otherwise, what would be a Serb interest for a deterioration of situation in 

Sarajevo? None whatsoever. The other, Muslim side did have its interests to keep the 

fron pages of media dedicated to Sarajevo!) 

3589.   In March 1994, Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats formed a federation which tilted 

the military balance against the Bosnian Serb side; this signified a massive change in the 

strategic situation in BiH, leading in particular to the unwillingness of the Bosnian Muslims to 

sign up to any peace accord which they felt was unjust and would reward the Bosnian 

Serbs.
11504

 (This was their manipulation, since their objective was to “liberate the entire 

territory, to the last feet, as the Muslim General Dzambasovic testified!) On 21 March, 

Galić complained to the UN about violations of the cease-fire agreement by the ABiH, 

consisting mostly of infantry fire.
11505

  On 27 March, UNPROFOR protested to the ABiH 

about an attack on SRK positions, calling it a direct violation of the cease-fire.
11506

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
the Blue Routes); Michael Rose, T. 7258 (5 October 2010) (testifying that after the Blue Routes were opened people could buy fresh 

food again).   
11500  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), paras. 63, 65; P1656 (Letter from Radovan Karadţić to Yasushi 

Akashi, 21 and 28 March 1994), e-court p. 5; P1564 (UNMO report on sniping victims from March to June 1994); P1558 (Witness 

statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 119; Francis Roy Thomas, T. 6808–6810 (15 September 2010); P5906 
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Baal did not record Milovanović‘s statement in his contemporaneous diary despite it being such a striking threat, the Chamber is not 

persuaded by Van Baal‘s evidence that this is what transpired in his meeting with Milovanović.  Instead, the Chamber accepts 
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May 2009), paras. 62–63. 
11504  Michael Rose, T. 7248–7250 (5 October 2010), T. 7327–7328 (6 October 2010); P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal dated 

26 October 2010,) para. 20; Yasushi Akashi, T. 37676–37677 (24 April 2013) (testifying that the Bosnian Serbs were more powerful in 

the beginning of the conflict but that Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croats became more powerful towards the end which meant they 

were against any long-term freezing of the military situation); D3489 (Excerpt from Yasushi Akashi‘s book entitled ―In the Valley 

between War and Peace‖), p. 103. This was an exact reason for the President’s statements that the Serbs must 

“heat up” and finish the war, and that was a legitimate move. 
11505  D834 (Letter from Stanislav Galić to UNPROFOR, 21 April 1994); Adrianus van Baal, T. 8488–8489 (28 October 2010); KDZ450, T. 

10644–10645 (20 January 2011).   
11506  P2122 (UNPROFOR protest letter to ABiH, 31 March 1994); KDZ450, T. 10649–10650 (20 January 2011), 



3590.   In mid-April, the TEZ was being openly violated.
11507

  According to Anthony Banbury, a 

Civil Affairs Officer in UNPROFOR and later an assistant to Akashi,
11508

 April 1994—during 

the crisis in Goraţde—
11509

 was a particularly bad period for Sarajevo, with a prevalence of 

sniping and mortar attacks, and very little gas, electricity, and water in the city.
11510

  The 

period of May and June 1994, however, was generally quiet around Sarajevo.
11511

  On 28 May 

1994, UNPROFOR reported that there had been a ―major influx‖ of humanitarian and 

commercial goods into Sarajevo, leading to rapid deflation in food prices and the opening of 

new shops.
11512

  (And that was against the interests of criminals who run the black 

market, and these criminals used to deteriorate the Sarajevo situation, in order to have 

the prices raised!)   

3591.   On 25 May, the VRS Main Staff reported to the Accused that the ABiH opened sniper fire 

in the area of the Vrbanja Bridge and Zlatište and ordered the SRK units to respect the cease-

fire.
11513

  On the same day, a bus was shot at in Dobrinja resulting in the wounding of two 

women.
11514

  June was marked by fighting in other parts of BiH and the failure of peace talks 

in Geneva, which in turn resulted in the Bosnian Serb side cutting off electricity and gas to 

Sarajevo and halting aid convoys into the city.
11515

 (Any inference to this situation must 

count in a possibility that the #fights were causing these stops#. Also, it is evident that 

the Serb side favorised the calm situation in Sarajevo, while the Muslim side wanted 

Sarajevo in the world headlines! No a speculations should be allowed in such a serious 

case!)  Thus, from around the middle of June 1994, the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo 

began to deteriorate again.
11516

  In his book, Rose wrote that in this period the Bosnian Serb 

leadership ―lapsed into a state of lunacy, blocking convoys and cutting off communication 

with the world‖.
11517

 (With all due respect, General Rose was not a psychiatrist, and 

couldn’t have known that. However, everyone could have known that the internationals, 

including the #UN presented there, were exhausting the Serb side#, leading them to a 

defeat, and that would be a reason for a “lunacy-like” status!) In response to a protest 

from Akashi about these restrictions, the Accused wrote on 24 June that UNPROFOR was 

                                                            
11507  P829 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 16 April 1994), p. 1.   
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11512  P2520 (UNPROFOR Weekly Political Assessment, 28 May 1994), p. 5. 
11513  D3453 (VRS Main Staff report, 25 May 1994).   
11514  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.7. 
11515  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), paras. 108–119 (testifying that, nevertheless, the standard of living in 

Sarajevo was better due to the lack of shelling, even though sniping incidents remained a feature of daily life); P1818 (Witness statement 

of Adrianus van Baal dated 26 October 2010), para. 68; Adrianus van Baal, T. 8393–8399 (27 October 2010); P1819 (Letter from 

Adrianus van Baal to Ratko Mladić, 28 June 1994).   
11516  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), paras. 116, 118.   
11517  D162 (Michael Rose‘s book entitled ―Fighting for Peace: Bosnia, 1994‖), p. 167; P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 
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taking little notice of the convoy procedures by carrying ―undeclared goods and 

equipment‖.
11518

  In a meeting on 27 June with Banbury and Rose, Krajišnik stated that 

improvements in the quality of life in Sarajevo had angered many Bosnian Serbs living 

outside Sarajevo and that the Bosnian Serb side was about to send a letter to UNPROFOR 

stating that the Airport Routes were being misused and therefore had to be closed.
11519

  

Despite these threats, all the Blue Routes remained open and were heavily used in late June 

and early July 1994.
11520

  (#EXCULPATORY#,  although stupid from the Serb side!) 

3592.   On 8 June 1994, following the talks in Geneva, the parties signed an Agreement on the 

Cessation of Offensive Actions, which was to last for one month.
11521

  This prompted Galić to 

issue a declaration to the SRK units encouraging them to respect the agreement.
11522

 

(#EXCULPATORY#!) However, by the end of June sniping activities on both sides had 

increased.
11523

  On 19 June, a tram was shot at while travelling on Zmaja od Bosne street, 

resulting in casualties.
11524

 (Not proven beyond doubt who was responsible!) On 

26 June, Sanela Muratović, a 16 year old girl, was shot and wounded while walking in the 

west end of Sarajevo 
11525

 (#Along a trenches!) 

3593.   According to Rose, during the summer of 1994, the ABiH violated the cease-fire on more 

occasions than the SRK but this did not result in NATO air strikes against the ABiH because 

by the end of summer NATO changed its position that it would respond to violations by both 

sides.
11526

 (It was only a small peace of an overall bias against the Serbs in 

BiH!) In the meantime, incidents of sniping in the city increased in the months of July and 

August, particularly on trams.
11527

  On 22 July, Seid Solak, a 13 year old boy was shot and 

wounded while walking in the Ĉengić Vila area of Sarajevo.
11528

  On 23 July, the SRK 

command reported to the VRS Main Staff that the ABiH had opened infantry fire on SRK 
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lines on various axes.
11529

  On the same day, Milovanović issued an order to the SRK to 

―carry out all necessary preparations‖ for the closure of the Airport Routes to civilians and 

humanitarian traffic.
11530

  On 26 July, citing the smuggling of weapons into the city as the 

reason, the Bosnian Serbs, under the orders of the Accused, decided to close the airport to 

commercial convoys using the Airport Routes; this resulted in Rose feeling obliged to close 

the airport, for security reasons, to all civilian traffic thus stopping the humanitarian 

airlift.
11531

 (The Serb side didn’t impose a ban of the humanitarian convoys, 

but the commercial had to be banned, because it enabled the 1
st
 Corps of 

ABiH, of about 40,000 combatants within Sarajevo to make offensives!) On 

27 July, the SRK command reported a number of infantry attacks by the ABiH, noting that 

SRK units responded both with infantry fire and mortars.
11532

  According to Rose, for the first 

time in many months the situation in Sarajevo was ―moving backwards‖.
11533

   

3594.   By August 1994, the situation in Sarajevo began to deteriorate as incidents of sniping 

were on the increase.
11534

 (Not to leave it impersonal, #all the deteriorations were initiated 

by the ABiH, because a peace was the last thing they wanted#! Stil they expected a 

massive foreign intervention#!) On 1 August the ABiH launched a number of attacks on the 

SRK from within the TEZ and from the outer ring.
11535

  On 2 August, while the ABiH attack 

continued, resulting in SRK casualties, the SRK sent a request to the UN to recover the 

weapons in the northwestern part of its area; however, the response was negative.
11536

  On the 

same day, De Mello reported to Annan that the situation in Sarajevo was ―dire‖ following the 

closure of the Airport Routes as only two UNHCR convoys were permitted entry to Sarajevo 

in July 1994, the humanitarian airlift had not yet resumed, and UNHCR warehouses had 

emptied.
11537

 (Prior to this report, there sould be another, that the Muslim side is 

thwarting all the agreements, and that there will be a deterioration. But, whyle the Serbs 

were suffering, the UN neither reported, nor released the Seerb weaponry for the 

defence. There was a #maximal number of 17,000 Serb soldiers, whyle the Muslim Army 

had three divisions, 12
th

 in the city with 40,000 soldiers#, and additional 14
th

  and 16
th 
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around the city, with the same number of troops! This is the real heritage of the 

“international community” in the Balkans!)  On 5 August, the Bosnian Serbs seized a 

number of heavy weapons from a WCP in Ilidţa and in response NATO launched air strikes, 

targeting an SRK anti-tank gun located in the TEZ; when threatened with more strikes, the 

Bosnian Serbs returned the weapons the next day.
11538

  Violations of the TEZ by the ABiH 

continued following the air strikes.
11539

 On 10 August, the SRK command reported that its 

units were responding to attacks, including with sniper rifles.
11540

  On 11 August, after the 

humanitarian airlift had resumed, fire was opened on a UNHCR aircraft at the Sarajevo 

airport from ABiH controlled territory, resulting in the closure of the airport and the 

cancellation of UNHCR flights.
11541

 (That was what the Muslim side wanted, to stop the 

HA and to have Sarajevo suffer. This have never been the Serb objective! There was no 

such an example of shame and dishonesty in a conduct of the UN and other 

international, including humanitarian institutions!)  

3595.  By 12 August, the trams stopped operating due to sniping.
11542

 (It should have been 

considered a miracle, that throughout the war of that lasted 44 months the trams were 

running almost all the time along the several parallel front lines of both sides. The Serb 

side should be commended for such a restraint, since the trams had been used for the 

transport of military personnel too. A several incidents included in the Indictment #had 

never been proven beyond a reasonable doubt to be the Serb liability!#) On that day, in a 

meeting between Rose, Koljević, Gvero and Tolimir, the Bosnian Serbs accepted the 

proposed anti-sniping agreement, which had been negotiated by Rose during the course of the 

previous weeks.
11543

  On 14 August, the Anti-sniping Agreement was signed at Sarajevo 

airport under which both sides agreed to issue, within the next 24 hours, orders explicitly 

forbidding sniping activities against military personnel, civilians, and UN personnel.
11544
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Dragomir Milošević issued such an order to the SRK units on 18 August, instructing all the 

troops to immediately stop sniping activities and activities from other weapons.
11545

  There 

was a marked effect after this agreement was signed as the sniping incidents stopped almost 

immediately and went down from about 100 per week to about 10 per week; this lasted for 

about one month before a gradual increase in incidents occurred once again.
11546

  Also in mid-

August, the UN reported that the ABiH was violating the cease-fire agreement by firing on 

the SRK from within the TEZ.
11547

  

3596.   On 19 August, at a meeting with Rose, Mladid, Tolimir, Koljevid, Krajišnik, and Buha, the 
Accused explained that the Airport Routes had been closed not to stop the delivery of humanitarian 
aid to Sarajevo but to prevent the smuggling of black market goods and weapons.11548  He also stated 
that he would not consider reopening them until the Bosnian Muslims released all Bosnian Serb 
POWs, and that he would close them for 30 days for every Bosnian Serb killed by sniping in 
Sarajevo.11549  Nevertheless, according to Rose, there was an improved flow of aid to Sarajevo 
following the Anti-Sniping Agreement.11550  The civilian population had also been growing food in 
community and private gardens, which was sold in city shops at moderate prices.11551  However, 
there had been no progress on reopening the Airport Routes and consequently the city was receiving 
most of its supplies via the tunnel in Butmir.11552  

3597. On 8 September 1994, in a meeting with the Accused, Koljević, and Zametica, 

UNPROFOR again called for the reopening of the Airport Routes.
11553

  The Accused agreed 

to consider a step-by-step process for opening the Airport Routes, starting with civilian traffic 

first, then humanitarian traffic, and then commercial traffic.
11554

  In the meantime, 

UNPROFOR was reporting that humanitarian flights were landing at Sarajevo airport and that 

UNHCR land convoys were delivering food; as a result, by 15 September, 100% of food 

needs in Sarajevo were met.
11555

  That same day, Brinkman of UNPROFOR protested to the 
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ABiH over the opening of fire from ABiH positions at a convoy travelling on one of the open 

Blue Routes.
11556

 (This kind of evidence prevents any chamber of making inferences on 

account of the Serbs, and only a clear proofs should be used instead! If this feature had 

been registered to happen several times, the Prosecution should have been obliged to 

have the clear proofs for every single incident, and no a circumstantial evidence should 

be used to charge the Serbs! Such a comfortable position of the Prosecution meant: if 

something #hadn’t been established, it must had been done by the Serbs – is not a fair#!  The 

chambers of the Tribunal had an unlimited confidence in only one side, the Prosecution, so #if  

somewhere there was a smoke, there must be Indians#!   

3598.    By mid-September 1994, the quiet period came to an end as the ABiH forces launched 

an attack against the Bosnian Serb side on the Pale-Ilidţa road which was easily repelled by 

the SRK but then led to the SRK blocking convoys into Sarajevo again.
11557

  The UN reported 

that the heaviest fighting since February 1994 erupted in Sarajevo on 18 September, with a 

large number of shells exchanged between the two sides; according to the UN report, the 

ABiH initiated the fighting by firing mortars from residential areas within the city while the 

SRK responded in a restrained manner.
11558

  (This is all based on a genuine evidence, a 

contemporaneous documents of both sides and the UN forces, but in the corps of 

inferences this wasne reflected properly!) Rose immediately wrote to both sides requesting 

them to immediately halt the military action and stop violating the TEZ.
11559

  Following the 

offensive, the supply of humanitarian aid was interrupted and the humanitarian situation 

deteriorated.
11560

  In a meeting on 20 September with Rose and in the presence of the 

Accused, Milovanović, and Koljević, Krajišnik stated that ―it would be difficult to stop Serb 

soldiers from shooting at airplanes‖ if certain demands were not met, including that 

UNPROFOR formally recognise Bosnian Serb ownership of the airport, pay rent, and end the 

movement of Bosnian Muslim government delegations.
11561

  The Accused indicated that he 

wanted these demands included in an agreement which would supplement the Airport 

Agreement.
11562
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3599.   On 21 September, the SRK reported that the ABiH had opened infantry, sniper, and some 

mortar fire on SRK positions on both that day and the preceding day.
11563

  On 22 September, 

following two sniping incidents in the city––one against a civilian and another against a UN 

soldier––Rose called for another air strike against a Bosnian Serb tank in the TEZ to the west 

of Sarajevo, which was followed by a Bosnian Serb attack on an UNPROFOR tank, 

wounding the driver.
11564

  In a meeting with the UN the next day, Mladić demanded an 

apology and told General David Fraser, who was in Sarajevo from April 1994 to May 1995 

working as an assistant to the UNPROFOR commander of Sector Sarajevo,
11565

 that no 

convoy would pass through the Bosnian Serb territory without an apology; this materialised 

on the ground as all Serb check-points were closed for larger vehicles.
11566

  This decision of 

the VRS Main Staff to stop the movement of all humanitarian organisations in the territory of 

the RS led the RS Minister of Health to draft a complaint to the Main Staff noting a shortage 

of medical supplies and humanitarian aid in RS territory.
11567

  On 25 September, Mladić 

informed UNPROFOR, via a liaison officer, that the safety of aircraft flying into Sarajevo 

airport could no longer be guaranteed; consequently, flights into Sarajevo were 

suspended.
11568

 (There could not be such a violations of the Serb security, with the NATO 

destructive attacks, political denigration and pressures from the entire international 

community, including Serbia and Russia, without any Serb response. What kind of 

response in the military realm, that was a matter of the Army itself, but this amount of 

disgraseful jeopardy against a small  Serb community is not seen ever in history!)   

3600.   On 2 October 1994, in a meeting with the Accused, Zametica, Tolimir, Koljević, 

Krajišnik and Buha, De Mello insisted on reopening Sarajevo airport for humanitarian flights 

but the Accused reiterated his position that the airport would not reopen until the Airport 

Agreement was renegotiated and that the Airport Routes would remain closed until all 

Bosnian Serb POWs in Tarĉin were released.
11569

  However, he agreed to re-establish freedom 

of movement for humanitarian convoys travelling on the other Blue Routes.
11570

  During a 

subsequent meeting on 5 October 1994, which was also attended by Akashi and Rose, Akashi 

agreed to ask the UN headquarters if there was any way to acknowledge that UNPROFOR 
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―took over‖ the airport from the Bosnian Serbs in return for which the Bosnian Serbs would 

reopen Sarajevo airport to both UNPROFOR and UNHCR flights.
11571

   

3601.    On 6 October 1994, the ABiH conducted an operation on Mt. Igman, going through the 

DMZ and killing a number of SRK soldiers and four Serb nurses located there; it also 

established positions in the area, contrary to the August 1993 agreement.
11572

  As a result, in 

the days that followed, the SRK opened sniper fire on Sarajevo and shelled the city, targeting 

civilians.
11573

  Having lodged a strong protest with the ABiH, Rose also had a meeting with 

Mladić and Tolimir on 10 October in which Mladić threatened to operate against Sarajevo and 

restrict the freedom of movement of the UN if ABiH units were not cleared out of the 

DMZ.
11574

  On 8 October, a tram was shot at on Zmaja od Bosne street, resulting in 

casualties.
11575

  On 27 October, Milošević issued a warning to SRK units, stating that the 

―enemy does not respect any rules or principles of humanity‖ and that even though the SRK 

tried to ―obey all Geneva conventions until now […] if the enemy continues in the same way, 

they will force us that as of today we respond on [sic] every bullet fired […] by firing at the 

selected target under the Muslim control in Sarajevo‖.
11576

 (What Gen. Milosevic said was 

#a legitimate reprisal#, to force the other side to stop with the illegal activities, although 

he didn’t execute it. Also, Gen. Milosevic didn’t need any President’s approval, since it is 

a matter of operational-tactical level of command, and a matter of the security of his 

forces. The UN negotiated the DMZ on Mt. Igman, and was supposed to prevent any 

abuse of this zone!)  On 31 October, foreign media reported that ABiH forces had opened 

fire at UN planes at Sarajevo airport, but that the airlift had not been suspended.
11577

 

3602. By November 1994, the ABiH forces were still positioned on Mt. Igman and launched 

an offensive from there, targeting both Bosnian Serbs and one UNPROFOR observation 

                                                            
11571  D3500 (UNPROFOR report, 7 October 1994), paras. 13, 16 (reporting also that Mladić and Krajišnik stated that if their demands were 

not met, they would consider closing the airport again); Yasushi Akashi, T. 37716–37718 (24 April 2013).   
11572  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 142; P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 

March 2009), para. 155; P867 (UNPROFOR report on meeting with Ratko Mladić, 10 October 1994); Michael Rose, T. 7572–7579 (8 

October 2010); D721 (Letter from General Rose to Ejup Ganić, 16 October 1994); D722 (UNPROFOR report re letter from Ambassador 

Sacirbey, 19 October 1994); P2447 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 57; P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 90–91 (under 

seal); KDZ182, T. 13095–13098 (9 March 2011); P2439 (UNPROFOR report re Mount Igman incident, 8 October 1994); P2440 

(UNPROFOR report re Mount Igman incident, 7 October 1994); D1120 (AFP daily report entitled ―UN Believes Bosnians Attacked 

Serbs from DMZ‖, 13 October 1994); P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 67–69; David Fraser, T. 

8152–8153 (19 October 2010); D783 (Map of Mt. Bjelašnica and Mt. Treskavica area with confrontation lines, 1994); D2783 

(UNPROFOR Memo, 6 October 1994).  See also D3500 (UNPROFOR report, 7 October 1994), para. 6 (indicating that Mladić and the 

Accused met with Akashi the day before this incident and Mladić referred to the ABiH troops leaving Sarajevo through the Butmir 

tunnel and launching attacks on Mt. Igman). 
11573  Michael Rose, T. 7272 (5 October 2010); P2447 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 57; P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 58–

59, 61 (under seal); KDZ182, T. 13098–13102 (9 March 2011).  See also P1487 (Ratko Mladić‘s notebook, 4 September 1994–29 

January 1995), pp. 101–102.  Following the ABiH attack on Mt. Igman, UNPROFOR attempted to get the parties to sign a number of 

follow up agreements to the anti-sniping agreement of 14 August 1994 and the cease-fire agreement of 9 February 1994 but was not 

successful.  See P2447 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 61–62; P2422 (Amendment to Anti-Sniping Agreement, October 1994); 

P2423 (Appendix I and II to Cease-fire Agreement); P2424 (Cease-fire Agreement, October 1994); KDZ182, T. 13107–13108 (10 

March 2011); D1122 (UNPROFOR report, 20 November 1994) (under seal).  
11574  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 68–69 (testifying that Mladić threatened to act against the city).  

But see P867 (UNPROFOR report on meeting with Ratko Mladić, 10 October 1994), para. 2; P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose 

dated 26 March 2009), para. 155; P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 143.   
11575  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.11. 
11576  Later in the report Milošević forbids any ―devious killing, injuring or capturing‖ that is not in accordance with the Geneva Conventions 

and international law.  See D2812 (Warning of SRK command, 27 October 1994); Dragomir Milošević ,T. 32735–32737 (28 January 

2013). 
11577  D1121 (AFP daily report entitled ‟UN: Government Forces Fire on Planes at Airports‖, 31 October 1994); KDZ182, T. 13102–13103 (9 

March 2011), T. 13108–13109 (10 March 2011). 



post.
11578

  According to Rose, this did not result in NATO air strikes because by that time 

NATO was no longer willing to launch strikes against the Bosnian Muslims.
11579

  (Look at 

that!  That is known as an unbiased approach of the “international community” 

meanwhile, the Serbs are attacked and bombed for a legitimate use of their weaponry in 

defence against the same offensives! And yet, the top of the Serb military and political 

officials are all indicted and sentenced by the UN Court!) 

3603.  On 17 November, Dragomir Milošević informed UNPROFOR that the SRK was 

imposing additional measures on convoy movement, including the inspection of all 

humanitarian convoys crossing SRK frontlines.
11580

  On 18 November, a woman and her 

seven year old son were shot at while walking on Zmaja od Bosne street, resulting in the 

death of the boy and injuries to the woman.
11581

  (#Not established to be the Serb 

responsibility! So many peculiarities and contradictions!#) On 19 November, Gobilliard 

met with the Accused and Krajišnik, among others, and the Accused threatened that if the 

ABiH continued to fire from within the TEZ, the Bosnian Serbs would retaliate.
11582

 The 

situation in Sarajevo deteriorated and the number of reported cease-fire violations increased, 

although, according to Rose, that number was exaggerated as the civilian casualties in fact 

decreased.
11583

  At the same time, however, there was a ―total halt‖ in the movement of 

convoys, the volume of humanitarian supplies was very low, and the arrival of humanitarian 

flights depended on the good will of the Bosnian Serbs; the Sarajevo population was being 

―strangled‖ as the Bosnian Serbs wanted to apply as much pressure on the city as possible 

before the winter set in.
11584

 (There was no other Serb condition than to respect all the 

agreements mutually signed. No army and a warring side throughout the world would 

stand so many deceptions and trickery that certainly jeopardized so many lives of 

civilians and military personnel, without any consequence!)  On 23 November, a tram was 

                                                            
11578  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), paras. 157–158, 160; P1676 (UNPROFOR report re discussions with 

Radovan Karadţić and Ejup Ganić, 23 October 1994); Michael Rose, T. 7580–7581 (8 October 2010); D723 (UNPROFOR report re 
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Bosnia, 1994‖), pp. 188, 191 (indicating that Izetbegović was directly responsible for not withdrawing the troops from Mt. Igman); 
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11581  See discussion on Scheduled Incident F.12.   
11582  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 70; P1776 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Radovan 

Karadţić and General Tolimir, 20 November 1994), p. 1. 
11583  P2451 (Witness statement of Anthony Banbury dated 19 May 2009), para. 69; David Fraser, T. 8118–8121 (19 October 2010); D778 

(UNPROFOR report, 17 November 1994); P2454 (UNPROFOR report, 19 November 1994); P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose 

dated 26 March 2009), para. 168 (also testifying that the ABiH would fire into the air in this period in order to increase the tension 

around Sarajevo); D162 (Michael Rose‘s book entitled ―Fighting for Peace: Bosnia, 1994‖), p. 197; Michael Rose, T. 7485 (7 October 

2010); P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 47–48 (under seal); P2419 (VRS Main Staff Order, 6 November 1994); P2420 

(Report of 2nd Light Infantry Brigade re VRS Main Staff order, 7 November 1994); D2823 (SRK combat report, 6 November 1994). 
11584  P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 27, 28 (under seal); P2447 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 62 (adding that the ABiH 

wanted to gain territory also before the winter set in); P2425 (From SRK to UNPROFOR, 17 November 1994) (in which Dragomir 

Milošević informed UNPROFOR that that the SRK would strictly control the crossings of the frontlines by UNPROFOR and 

humanitarian organisations). A strict control doesn’t mean halt.# A power that is giving the passage is entitled 
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shot at while travelling on Zmaja od Bosne street, resulting in the wounding of two 

women.
11585

    

3604.   At the beginning of December 1994, the SRK shelled Sarajevo‘s downtown area with 

wire-guided missiles from within the TEZ.
11586

  On 5 December, at a meeting between Rose 

and Andreev on one side and Gvero and Tolimir on the other, Gvero connected the opening of 

the airport to assurances from NATO that it would not bomb targets in Bosnian Serb 

territory.
11587

  The effectiveness of the WCPs began to deteriorate and on 6 December VRS 

members forcibly removed a number of weapons from various sites around Sarajevo.
11588

  On 

8 December, Andreev wrote to the Accused protesting the Bosnian Serb forces‘ refusal to 

provide the necessary security guarantees for UNPROFOR and UNHCR flights into Sarajevo 

airport.
11589

  On 10 December, UNPROFOR reported that the first convoys in almost a month 

had arrived in Sarajevo.
11590

  On 12 December, Rose met with Krajišnik, Koljević, Gvero, and 

Tolimir and told the participants at this meeting that the ―endless bureaucracy and checks‖ of 

the convoys were unacceptable.
11591

  They, in turn, gave assurances that regular convoys 

would run until a more permanent agreement on convoy procedures was reached.
11592

  

According to Banbury, around mid-December, the Bosnian Serbs eased restrictions on 

freedom of movement in order to come across as the more reasonable party in peace 

negotiations with President Carter.
11593

  (This kind of conclusions made by somebody who 

couldn’t  know it for sure are unacceptable. Although Harland remarks could not 

undermine the fact that the Serbs once again eased restrictions, his #guessing the Serb 

reasons are pure speculations, particularly since it was not the first time the Serbs made 

concessions#!) 

3605.   On 22 December, a shelling incident took place in the Old Town of Sarajevo, in 

Bašĉaršija, resulting in a number of casualties.
11594

  (In the Milosevic case it wasn’t 

established who fired it, and he as the #Commander of the SRK was acquitted for this 

incident!#). 
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seal).  
11589  P2475 (UNPROFOR letter to Radovan Karadţić, 8 December 1994), p. 2; P2451 (Witness statement of Anthony Banbury dated 19 May 

2009), para. 78. 
11590  P872 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report, 10 December 1994), p. 5; P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 

2009), para. 156. 
11591  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 182; P1640 (UNPROFOR report, 12 December 1994), paras. 3, 

9; P2476 (UNPROFOR report, 13 December 1994); P2451 (Witness statement of Anthony Banbury dated 19 May 2009), paras. 79–83. 
11592  P2476 (UNPROFOR report, 13 December 1994), paras. 5–6; P1640 (UNPROFOR report, 12 December 1994), para. 3.  
11593  P2453 (UNPROFOR report, 15 December 1994), paras. 2(d), 3, 5; P2451 (Witness statement of Anthony Banbury dated 19 May 2009), 

paras. 84–85 (stating that this was an example of the Accused being able to ―turn the pressure on and off as he pleased‖); Anthony 

Banbury, T. 13321–13323 (15 March 2011).  Yasushi Akashi testified that both the Bosnian Serbs and the Bosnian Muslims viewed 
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Yasushi Akashi, T. 37767–37768 (25 April 2013); D3489 (Excerpt from Yasushi Akashi‘s book entitled ―In the Valley between War 
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11594  See discussion on Scheduled Incident G.9.  



3606.    On 31 December 1994, the COHA was signed under the auspices of Jimmy Carter, 

followed by the agreement on its implementation signed on 11 January 1995; it was to last for 

an initial period of four months, subject to renewal by the parties.
11595

  As part of this 

agreement, the parties also agreed to provide full freedom of movement to UNPROFOR and 

UNHCR for the delivery of humanitarian aid resulting in the re-opening of the Blue Routes, 

including the Airport Routes.
11596

  As a result, the situation in Sarajevo improved, and January 

and February 1995 were relatively peaceful.
11597

  There was also a substantial improvement in 

the humanitarian situation and more than 5,000 people were using the Airport Routes 

daily.
11598

 None of them were the Serbs. However, only five day later the ABiH issued a 

Directive to continue offensive combat operations of the BH Army. Being protected by 

the UN and NATO, they got an advantage that couldn’t be compensated by anything. 

See D02016. 
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13488–13489 (16 March 2011); D1124 (UNPROFOR report, 7 April 1995), para. 5; KDZ182, T. 13109–13111, 13183 (10 March 

2011); P2478 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 4 March 1995), para. 19; P2455 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation 

Report (Sarajevo), 11 March 1995), para. 10 (adding that the airport was closed to humanitarian flights on 7 March and 11 March after 

planes were hit by gunfire); D1123 (UNPROFOR report on the implementation of COHA during March 1995), p. 4; P2480 (Minutes of 

Kiseljak‘s Civil Affairs monthly meeting, 21 March 1995); Vladimir Radojĉić, T. 31278 (12 December 2012) (recalling that after cease-
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(First, this directive (28 pages) directly thwarted the Jimmy Carter’s peace Agreement, 

only five days after signed. Second, the list of “liberated” Sert settlements within 

Sarajevo, undoubtedly indicates who was starting the offensives in Sarajevo, while the 

Internationals accused Serbs for defending their settlements! Finally, this Directive 

clearly ordered the recapture of the entire BH territory, and thus quitting of the 

existence of the Serbian people in BH. Asim Dzambasovic testified that their objective 



was to recapture the whole BH. The Serb side had to behave in accordance with the 

challenges and dangers that faced, and any chamber would take it into consideration.)   

3607.     Yet, towards the end of February 1995 there was an increase in sniping incidents in the 

city, including the sniping of civilians.
11599

  On 27 February, a tram was shot at while 

travelling on Zmaja od Bosne street, resulting in a number of casualties.
11600

  In March the 

situation deteriorated in other parts of BiH, and the COHA was beginning to collapse, largely 

due to ABiH activities, which then led to the resumption of sniping and shelling in Sarajevo 

on a regular basis.
11601

  On 3 March, another tram on Zmaja od Bosne street was shot at, 

resulting in casualties, while Tarik Ţunić, a 14 year old boy, was shot at in the Sedrenik area 

while walking home from school.
11602

  On 5 March, Mladić told General Rupert Smith, 

commander of UNPROFOR BiH Command,
11603

 that the SRK‘s increase in sniping in 

Sarajevo was in response to Serb casualties suffered in the military offensives launched by the 

ABiH, which to Smith was an explicit recognition that sniping was used by the SRK as a 

punitive measure rather than for any military gain.
11604

 (However, a proper reading of the 

document doesn’t show what is said in this para. Mladic didn’t say that it was ordered 

to do so, but explained that the other side is provoking this responses, see: P01470  

 
No mentioning of a deliberate punishing action by Mladic. Whenever the Serb side tried 

#to be objective and to understand a feature, not to justify it, that was understood as a 

Serb confession of crimes#! #And, if Smith testified something else, why it wasn’t in this 

report of his own?#) 

    On 8 March 1995, Directive 7 was signed by the Accused, ordering the SRK to, among other 

things, prevent the lifting of the blockade of Sarajevo ―from without‖ by using ―decisive 

defence‖.
11605

  As a result, the conditions in Sarajevo deteriorated with an alarming upsurge in 
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military activity, including a substantial increase in sniping activities against civilians causing 

the tram service to be stopped.
11606

 (That was a Muslim choice! They could have cease 

fighting and respect the Carter’s agreement, but they have chosen to issue the above 

presented Directive (D2016) deciding as the Directive provided, the liberation of the 

entire BiH, which meant expelling all the Serbs from Sarajevo and Bosnia itself! What 

Army would allow that?)  In this period, Grbavica was sniped by the ABiH, resulting in the 

deaths of two Serb girls; this in turn led to increased shelling in Sarajevo and prompted the 

Accused to close the Blue Routes.
11607

  Thus, on 12 March 1995, the city was subjected to the 

heaviest shelling since September 1994, while the number of sniping casualties in the period 

up to 18 March was the highest since August 1994.
11608

  According to Smith, the bulk of the 

shelling and sniping in this period came from the Bosnian Serb side and, in his view, was 

aimed at harassing the population at large.
11609

 (This is #another guessing and 

speculation#. Taking into account the fact the entire Sarajevo was 

militarised and filled with the armament and military units, there can not 

be said that it was for a purpose of harassing the population. The more 

probable inference is that the fire was aimed at some of the firing places of 

the ABIH. Also, Smith was (mis)informed by his associates, and they didn’t 

know how to differentiate the Serb from the Muslim fire, because both 

armies had the same positiond on the hils!)  On 14 March, Akashi met with the 

Accused, Mladić, Krajišnik, and Koljević, and the Accused reiterated the Bosnian Serb policy 

that the Airport Routes would close for one month for every Bosnian Serb killed by sniping in 

Sarajevo.
11610

  Subsequent attempts to negotiate the reopening of the Airport Routes 

failed.
11611

  On 25 March 1995, Smith met with Koljević who openly admitted that the 

Bosnian Serb side‘s intention now was to pursue the end of the war through military means; 

in Smith‘s view, given that the Serbs lacked manpower, they were going to do this by relying 

on fire-power.
11612

  By the end of March, there was a widespread resumption of fighting in 
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Sarajevo.
11613

  On 29 March, UNPROFOR reported that an increase in Bosnian Serb firing at 

UN aircraft at Sarajevo airport led to the suspension of flights between 17 and 24 March.
11614

   

 

3608. By April 1995 it became clear that the peace talks were going nowhere as a result of 

which the COHA was no longer operative, the TEZ was being violated by both sides, and the 

situation in Sarajevo escalated with a daily average of firing incidents close to 1,000.
11615

  On 

5 April, the Accused indicated to Smith that a decision had been made to start a counter-

offensive and that the Bosnian Serb Forces would employ weapons they had not used yet.
11616

  

On 7 April, a modified air bomb exploded in Hrasnica inflicting civilian casualties.
11617

  On 8 

April, the Bosnian Serbs halted the humanitarian airlift, alleging that the UN was violating the 

Airport Agreement by smuggling arms to the ABiH and subsequent attempts to negotiate the 

reopening of the airport failed.
11618

  In mid-April, two members of UNPROFOR were killed 

by sniper fire.
11619

  On 21 April, Akashi and Smith met with both sides separately to negotiate 

an extension of the COHA; however, while both sides expressed a desire to extend it, they 

demanded that it be done on their terms so no mutual agreement was reached.
11620

  According 

to Akashi, while the Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Croats were in favour of ―some kind of 

continuation‖ of the COHA, the Bosnian Muslims were against it.
11621

 Important #for the 
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11347–11350 (8 February 2011), T. 11596–11599 (10 February 2011).  See also P2489 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report 

(Sarajevo), 24 April 1995), paras. 3–5.  
11621  Yasushi Akashi, T. 37222 (24 April 2013).  



inferences#!  During this meeting, the Accused told Akashi that the Airport Routes would 

remain closed as long as sniping against Bosnian Serbs continued.
11622

 Since the sides signed 

an anti-sniping agreement, the UN was obliged to force the Muslim side to obey with it.   

Akashi and Smith had two more rounds of these meetings on 30 April and 1 May but no 

progress was made; afterwards, Smith reported that the Bosnian Muslim side refused the 

continuation of COHA but promised it would exercise restraint while the Bosnian Serb side 

unanimously decided to resolve the situation by military means.
11623

  At the meeting of 30 

April, which was attended, among others, by Akashi, Smith, Janvier, Koljević, and Krajišnik, 

the Accused stated that the Bosnian Serbs would not uphold the Airport Agreement as long as 

the Anti-Sniping Agreement was not being upheld by the other side.
11624

  According to 

Harland, from this point there was no resumption of humanitarian airlift until the end of the 

war.
11625

  The Airport Routes also did not reopen until the end of the war.
11626

  Consequently, 

by May 1995, the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo was rapidly deteriorating.
11627

  T#hat 

was the choise of the Muslim side. They exercised a deeply illegal actions, counting on 

the NATO support, and the UN helped them, leading the Serb side into disastrous defeat 

and annihilation.#  

3609.  In response to Bosnian Serb mortar attacks on civilian areas of Sarajevo on 7 and 8 

May 1995, Smith requested that NATO conduct air strikes but his request was denied; Smith 

informed the Accused of his reasons behind the request during their meeting on 9 May, at 

which point the Accused did not deny that civilian areas were attacked.
11628

 (#Didnt deny, 

but didn’t admit too#! How possibly the President could deny or confirm something that 

required an investigation. The inferences based upon this kind of “remarks” shouldn’t be 

valid, since there is another inference, namely that the Presidentcouldn’t either deny or confirm 

it. Every single time the Serbs being frank, it is used against them, one or the other way!)  On 12 

May, an ABiH offensive around Sarajevo started and the SRK suppressed the ABiH attacks displaying 

military prowess and dominant fire power.11629 (For any “inference” pertaining to this fact there 

must be brought in mind that the #ABiH started the offensive#. By mid-May, the TEZ had largely 

collapsed and both sides were using their heavy weapons liberally, particularly around the 
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confrontation lines.11630  In late May, there was an outbreak of fighting along the confrontation lines 

and both sides withdrew heavy weapons from the WCPs; the Bosnian Serb side then used them to 

shell civilian areas in Sarajevo, as a result of which, on 24 May, Smith issued an ultimatum that they 

would be subject to air strikes if they did not cease firing their heavy weapons on that day.11631 

(#Against any rule, logics and military necessity#! As a matter of fact, it was an #ultimatum to 

return the weapons to the WCPs, in the middle of the Muslim fearce offensive#, which would be 

detrimental, and nobody would obey such an order. Although the President begged Gen. 

Milovanovic to return some weapons, see D987: 

    
On the same day, two modified air bombs exploded in Safeta Zajke street and Majdanska 

street, killing and injuring a number of people.
11632

  The Bosnian Serbs did not return the 

weapons as instructed by Smith and air strikes were launched on 25 May; this led to further 

shelling of Sarajevo, as well as a number of UN personnel being detained around BiH and a 

crisis point in the relationship between the UN and the Bosnian Serb side.
11633

  On 26 May, 

yet another modified air bomb exploded, this time on Safeta Hadţića street, injuring a number 

of people.
11634

  On 27 May, an incident between the UN and the SRK soldiers took place on 

the Vrbanja Bridge, deepening the crisis even further.
11635

  On 27 May, at a meeting of 

Akashi‘s staff, Banbury wrote that they were ―paralysed on everything‖ including 

humanitarian aid.
11636

  On 28 May, UNPROFOR reported that, in response to NATO air 

strikes, the Bosnian Serbs blocked land access to Sarajevo and severely restricted 

UNPROFOR‘s freedom of movement.
11637

  On 26 May, Dragomir Milošević issued an order 

to SRK units to establish a ―full blockade‖ of UNPROFOR and to disregard UN requests for 

food and water.
11638

  According to Harland, at this time the Bosnian Serbs sought to impose a 
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―total blockade‖ on Sarajevo and cut off its food supply completely.
11639

  Following these 

events the WCPs ceased to exist.
11640

  

3610.  Due to the total blockade on its freedom of movement, UNPROFOR fortified the road 

over Mt. Igman so that at least some humanitarian aid could be provided to Sarajevo.
11641

  

Until the end of the war, this road was the only viable route for the delivery of humanitarian 

aid to Sarajevo.
11642

  However, this road was also used by ABiH forces at night, as a result of 

which the SRK forces fired on vehicles using that route at night.
11643

  On 6 June UNHCR 

reported that a third of the civilian population of Sarajevo (approximately 100,000 people) 

was totally dependent on aid, that Sarajevo airport would be completely emptied of supplies 

by the following day, that the bakery would run out of flour on 8 June, that only 15% of the 

aid target would be achieved by 10 June, by which point there would be no aid to distribute to 

the civilian population.
11644

  However, on 8 June, UNHCR and UNPROFOR met with the 

Accused and Koljević and successfully negotiated an agreement to deliver humanitarian aid to 

Sarajevo by land through the Sierra 1 check-point.
11645

 (However, #there was no 

interruption in providing the food to the civilians#. And had it not been distributed to 

the ABiH and to the black market, there would be stockes for more days. Just for an 

inference!) 

3611.   In the last months of the conflict, the balance of power evolved and the ABiH was 

able to attack in much greater strength and with better equipment.
11646

 (How come? Who 

delivered them the “better equipment”? What way? Does it mean that the pressure over 

the Serbs about food and other needs was fake, since there was so many channels to 

smuggle even a “new equipment”#?)  According to Akashi, at that juncture the BiH 

government, supported by the US government, did not want a long-term cease-fire as that 

would have made Bosnian Serb territorial gains permanent.
11647

  On 16 June 1995, the ABiH 

started a series of large-scale attacks, trying to break out of Sarajevo; they saw some success 

in the early stages, but were pushed back with heavy casualties.
11648

 (Are those casualties 
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depicted as a civilian, or military casualties?)  As a result, the SRK retaliated and the 

situation in Sarajevo deteriorated, with a number of civilians killed at water lines and market 

places and the SRK firing modified air bombs at the city.
11649

 (#JUSTIFIABLE, 

MILITARY NECESSITY# NOT AIMED AGAINST CIVILIANS#!   On the same day 

two modified air bombs exploded in different parts of Sarajevo, injuring a number of 

people.
11650

  On 17 June 1995, noting the ABiH offensive, the Accused declared a state of war 

in the zone of responsibility of the SRK.
11651

  Its aim was to ―enable the full engagement of 

human and material potential‖ in defence of the RS and to ―take all necessary measures to 

achieve the defined aims‖ of defeating the enemy.
11652

  The situation was becoming desperate 

and the morale was very low as the SRK adopted a new strategy to clench their grip on urban 

Sarajevo in response to every hill taken by the ABiH outside of Sarajevo.
11653

  UNPROFOR‘s 

freedom of movement inside Sarajevo was also limited due to proliferation of ABiH check-

points.
11654

 (For inferences!)    In a letter to the Accused dated 15 June, Akashi described 

the situation in Sarajevo and the eastern enclaves as a ―developing disaster‖ where 

―humanitarian supplies and relief personnel are prevented from reaching their destinations, 

warehouses are empty, [and] whole families are crying out for food‖.
11655

  At the end of June 

and the beginning of July, Sarajevo experienced heavy fighting since the SRK was responding 

to the continued offensives of the ABiH ( …#”RESPONDINGH TO THE CONTINUED 

OFFENSIVE” WAS LEGAL AND LEGITIMATE, BUT THERE WAS NO 

INDISCRIMINATORU FIRE, NOR CIVILIAN CASUALTIES#! by indiscriminately 

shelling and sniping downtown areas, resulting in civilian casualties.
11656

 (But, #the only 

source of this information was the Muslim Ministry for health, see P00896 

  
So, neither the Serbs, nor the UN could have checked anything, and thus the Muslim 

propaganda was free to disseminate a #fake news as much as wanted!) On 24 June, 
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UNPROFOR reported that the first food convoys in more than four weeks had reached 

Sarajevo but would satisfy the needs of only 20% of the civilian population.
11657

   

3612. Throughout July 1995 the situation in the battlefield around Sarajevo was relatively 

quiet as the Bosnians Serbs focused their attention on Srebrenica, but the shelling and sniping 

in the city continued unabated, having no apparent military value.
11658

 (According to his own 

words, #this witness was not educated to make any military assessments#, see cross 

exam in this case . Also, the only person able to answer such a question would be the 

commander in charge, to be asked and to be facilitated an opportunity to justify his 

action. This #must not be acceptable in a serious courT#! The #main issue was who 

started#? If the Serb side started unprovoked fire, they must have been insane, because 

they would get a return of fire, and that would be without any “military valus”! But, if 

the Muslim side initiated fire, that wouldn’t be vithout any military value, because it was 

usually aimed to get the Serb return fire and be blamed. Neither from the Serb side such 

a returning fire wouldn’t be “without a military value” because there must had been a 

returning fire, in order to silent the enemy weapons and discourage them from an 

advancement!)  According to Harland, in early July the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo 

had become ―desperate‖ and the ―civilian population‘s morale was very low, as was 

UNPROFOR‘s‖.
11659

  Despite the agreement reached on 8 June 1995, the Bosnian Serb 

authorities continued to obstruct convoys.
11660

 (#Left as it is, this is suggested that it was a 

Serb “bad will”, and not circumstances#. But, it can not be taken into account without 

remarks that exactly at that time the Muslims lounched a big offensive against the Serbs 

in Sarajevo. Only in the entirety of the situation it could be estimated propertly. How 

possibly any agreement could have been maintained?  Thus, UNPROFOR and UNHCR 

again resorted to using the Mt. Igman road in early July 1995 to provide aid, mainly flour, to 

Sarajevo.
11661

  However, Bosnian Serb forces, mainly the units of the Ilidţa Brigade, regularly 

attacked convoys using this route.
11662

  On 15 July, UNPROFOR reported that civilians in 
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not given clearance for the delivery of aid to Sarajevo since 20 June 1995 and were demanding 50% of deliveries, rather than the usual 

23%); KDZ182, T. 13186–13188 (10 March 2011). 
11661  P2507 (Anthony Banbury's briefing notes, 1 July 1995), para. 4 (stating that UNHCR was considering sending a convoy to Sarajevo via 

Mt. Igman at dawn on 2 July 1995); P896 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 2 July 1995), p. 5 (stating that a UNHCR 

convoy carrying 62 tonnes of food arrived in Sarajevo at 3:30 a.m. via the Mt. Igman route)   
11662  P2407 (Witness statement of KDZ304), pp. 25–26 (under seal); P896 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 2 July 1995), 

p. 3.  A humanitarian convoy arriving on the night of 3 to 4 July 1995 was attacked by the Bosnian Serbs, causing injuries to two drivers 

and damage to two vehicles, while a second convoy arriving on the night of 6 to 7 July 1995 proceeded without incident.  See P822 

(UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 8 July 1995), p. 3; P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 

2009), para. 218.  On the evening of 14 July 1995, a convoy carrying flour on Mt. Igman was attacked from Bosnian Serb territory.  Two 

vehicles were destroyed and two drivers injured.  See P897 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 15 July 1995), pp. 4–5; 

Nikola Mijatović, T. 30764 (30 November 2012) (testifying that this report was ―not accurate‖ and the Bosnian Serbs were not the ones 

who opened fire); D2512 (Report of 1st Ilidţa Infantry Brigade, 14 July 1995) (referring to an artillery attack on an ―unannounced‖ 

convoy of trucks travelling on Mt. Igman).  See also Rupert Smith, T. 11417 (9 February 2011); P2407 (Witness statement of KDZ304), 



Sarajevo were surviving on whatever food they had stockpiled, on what they could grow in 

vegetable gardens, and whatever goods were brought into Sarajevo through the tunnel.
11663

  

On 19 July, in a meeting with Smith, Mladić agreed to allow UNPROFOR and UNHCR to 

move convoys into Sarajevo using a route from Kiseljak.
11664

 However, on 30 July, Mladić 

informed Smith that the Bosnian Muslims had attacked convoys using this route the day 

before in order to make the route impossible to use, leaving Mt. Igman as the only 

alternative.
11665

  Mladić also stated that use of the Mt. Igman route by the ABiH was ―illegal‖ 

and something which the Bosnian Serbs would ―never accept‖.
11666

  In another meeting with 

Mladić on 31 July, Smith emphasised the need to reopen Sarajevo airport for the delivery of 

humanitarian aid and to simplify procedures for checking convoys.
11667

  Mladić responded 

that the airport could not be opened until ABiH forces withdrew from Mt. Igman and that 

convoy procedures would be simplified in proportion to the ―growth of mutual trust‖ between 

UNPROFOR and the VRS.
11668

 

3613.   On 8 August 1995, the VRS Main Staff issued an urgent order instructing all the corps 

to warn their units to save ammunition of all calibres as much as possible.
11669

  On 18 August, 

Milošević issued an order to all SRK units to use ―all means to prevent a new offensive to lift 

the blockade of Sarajevo‖.
11670

  On 21 August, in a meeting with Koljević, Pedauye of 

UNPROFOR emphasised the importance of opening Sarajevo airport before the onset of 

winter.
11671

  Koljević, noting that the Bosnian Muslims were using the tunnel under the airport 

for military purposes, responded that the Bosnian Serbs were prepared to open the airport only 

if humanitarian activities were separated from the military ones.
11672

 For inference!  

3614.   On 28 August 1995, the second Markale market incident took place which led to NATO 

air strikes, as described later in this judgement.
11673

  On 2 September 1995, Harland and Smith 

decided to open the airport for anyone wanting to cross it.
11674

  When they informed Krajišnik 

of this intention, Krajišnik threatened to shoot any vehicle that crossed the airport without 

Bosnian Serb approval.
11675

  UNPROFOR ignored the threat, which was never carried out—as 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
p. 26 (testifying that the use of the Igman road was ―unacceptable to the Serbs‖ and that they demanded that UNPROFOR use only the 

Blue Routes to supply Sarajevo); Dragomir Milošević, T. 33239 (5 February 2013) (testifying that convoys using the Igman route could 

not be inspected or controlled); Adjudicated Fact 3021.  When asked about these attacks, Milošević testified that the SRK ―was not 

shooting at humanitarian aid convoys‖ but ―shooting at those who infiltrated […] those convoys‖, including ABiH vehicles and vehicles 

transporting weapons.  See Dragomir Milošević, T. 33235 (5 February 2013); Nikola Mijatović, T. 30764 (30 November 2012) 

(testifying that there were no problems when UNPROFOR announced their convoys and were not smuggling ammunition and weapons 

into Sarajevo).  
11663  P897 (UNPROFOR Weekly Situation Report (Sarajevo), 15 July 1995), p. 5. 
11664  P4178 (Agreement Between General Smith and General Ratko Mladić, 19 July 1995), paras. 4, 6. 
11665  D2621 (Letter from VRS to UNPROFOR, 30 July 1995), e-court p. 2. 
11666  D2621 (Letter from VRS to UNPROFOR, 30 July 1995), e-court p. 2; Dragomir Milošević, T. 33242–33243 (5 February 2013) 

(testifying that the Bosnian Serbs did not provide consent to use of the Mt. Igman road); Vladimir Radojĉić, T. 31289 (12 December 

2012) (testifying that the Bosnian Serbs objected to use of the Mt. Igman road because it was used to supply the ABiH). 
11667  D1047 (VRS Main Staff Report, 31 July 1995), p. 3. 
11668  D1047 (VRS Main Staff Report, 31 July 1995), p. 3. 
11669  D2813 (VRS Main Staff Order, 8 August 1995).   
11670  D4619 (SRK report, 18 August 1995), p. 2 (noting also that there have been many false reports by the SRK units and ordering that all 

measures be taken for complete and correct reporting).  
11671  P2287 (UNPROFOR report re meetings with Bosnian Serb leadership, 22 August 1995), para. 15. 
11672  P2287 (UNPROFOR report re meetings with Bosnian Serb leadership, 22 August 1995), para. 14. 
11673  See discussion on Scheduled Incident G.19.  
11674  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 240. 
11675  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 240. 



a result, traffic began to flow in and out of Sarajevo for the first time since 1992.
11676

  On 14 

September, the Accused and Holbrooke agreed on a framework for a cease-fire agreement 

according to which both the ABiH and the VRS were first to stop all operations within and 

around the TEZ in Sarajevo, the VRS was to remove its heavy weapons outside of the TEZ 

while the ABiH was to place its heavy weapons under the control of the UN, and NATO was 

to cease the air strikes; the framework also envisaged that after all of these steps were 

completed, an agreement would be signed on cessation of hostilities, first in Sarajevo and then 

in the rest of BiH.
11677

  At a meeting on 20 September, Smith informed Dragomir Milošević 

that as part of the cease-fire UNPROFOR required ―full and unhindered‖ freedom of 

movement, including the removal of Bosnian Serb check-points on roads into Sarajevo.
11678

  

On 25 September 1995, Sarajevo trams started working again.
11679

  At meetings on 6 and 8 

October, Krajišnik, Dragomir Milošević, and InĊić, among others, proposed the opening of 

several routes into Sarajevo for the delivery of humanitarian aid.
11680

  Following these 

developments, the situation improved and a cease-fire was agreed upon on 12 October.
11681

  

The fighting subsided by 14 October 1995.
11682

  (#Everything depended strictly on 

the Muslim side conduct!#) 

 

b. Sniping 

 

3615. The Prosecution alleges that the Accused, together with a number of others, 

participated in a joint criminal enterprise to establish and carry out a campaign of sniping 

against the civilian population of Sarajevo between April 1992 and November 1995 the 

primary purpose of which was to spread terror among the civilian population.
11683

  In order to 

illustrate that campaign
11684

 the Prosecution presented, inter alia, detailed evidence in relation 

to 16 sniping incidents listed in Schedule F of the Indictment.
11685

  These incidents included 

sniping of trams as well as sniping of individual victims who found themselves on the streets 

                                                            
11676  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 240. 
11677  D1017 (Drina Corps Order, 14 September 1995), p. 1.  See also D1053 (UNPROFOR letter to Ratko Mladić, 4 September 1995); P2106 

(Witness statement of KDZ304), pp. 5–7 (under seal); P2111 (UNPROFOR report re withdrawal of heavy weapons, 18 September 

1995); Adjudicated Fact 2800. 
11678  D2899 (Fax from UNPROFOR, 20 September 1995), para. 3 (adding that Miletić and Milošević found it ―difficult to accept‖ this 

requirement, but ultimately decided to comply with it). 
11679  P2451 (Witness statement of Anthony Banbury dated 19 May 2009), para. 194; P2511 (Anthony Banbury's notes, 26 September 1995), 

e-court p. 1.  
11680  These routes included the Ilidţa–Kiseljak, Ilidţa–Tarĉin and Airport–Mt. Igman routes.  See P908 (Minutes from the first meeting on the 

implementation of cease-fire agreement, 6 October 1995), e-court p. 5; P909 (Minutes from the second meeting on the implementation 

of cease-fire agreement, 8 October 1995), e-court p. 3; P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 243. 
11681  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 240–242, 244–245; P910 (BiH Government‘s acceptance of 

the cease-fire agreement, 11 October 1995); P911 (RS Government‘s acceptance of the cease-fire agreement, 11 October 1995). 
11682  Adjudicated Fact 2802. 
11683  Indictment, para. 15.  
11684  Indictment, paras. 15, 82 (referring to the sniping incidents in Schedule F as being ―illustrative examples‖ of the campaign).    
11685  Originally, the Indictment contained an additional scheduled incident of sniping but it was withdrawn by the Prosecution pursuant to 

Rule 73bis.  See Rule 73 bis Decision.    



of Sarajevo, all alleged to have been perpetrated by the ―Sarajevo Forces‖.
11686

  In addition, 

the Prosecution also brought general evidence going to the nature of sniping in Sarajevo and a 

number of unscheduled sniping incidents, in order to establish a pattern of conduct by the 

Bosnian Serb military and political authorities.
11687

 

3616. In response, the Accused argues that there is no evidence that the SRK was tasked 

with opening sniper fire against civilians; instead the SRK sniping practice was strictly 

―military on military‖ and the victims of sniping incidents were simply caught in the 

exchange of fire and shot by stray bullets.
11688

  The Accused does concede, however, that 

civilian deaths may have occurred during the war due to ―uncontrolled sniper[s]‖ but argues 

that there was an attempt by the SRK not to harm civilians.
11689

  In addition, the Accused 

claims that ABiH snipers opened fire on their own civilians.
11690

  The Prosecution argues in 

turn that the Accused‘s suggestions that ABiH forces fired on their own civilians are 

implausible and not supported by reliable evidence, while his claims that the victims were 

caught in exchanges of fire are also unsupported by the evidence.
11691

 (Both the President’s 

assertions were supported by the evidence. For instance, the #UNPROFOR officials 

confirmed that the Muslim forces fired against their own people, see D2399, as early as it 

could be, while Genenral Nambiar was the Commander: 

 
This high officer was with the greatest integrity, does the Prosecution-Chamber not 

agree?……@@@.Garaplija testified that Nedzad Herenda, a Muslim MUP high official 

was responsible for killing a French soldier…  Also, at least Alma, a woman wounded in 

the tram, described that she heard two rounds from the automatic rifle, and a bullet 

from the second round hit her in the tram, where she wasn’t visible to the shooter. 

Neither an automatic rifle could be a sniper, nor she could have been a target. In the 

same case there was a sufficient evidence of the fire exchange around the Vrbanja 

Bridge. The Defence is not worried for what the Prosecution is claiming, but what the 

Chamber is non-criticaly admitting “impressions, “believes” and thoghts of the low 

ranking UN officers and the extreme adversary combatant-witnesses!# )  

 

a. Sniping in general  

                                                            
11686  Sarajevo Forces are defined in the Indictment as (i) members of JNA operating in and around Sarajevo until about 20 May 1992, (ii) 

members of the VRS, in particular the SRK, and (iii) members of other forces operating in or with responsibility over the Sarajevo area.  

See Indictment, para. 18.  
11687  As indicated to the parties during the case, the Chamber will not be making findings as to the responsibility of the Accused for specific 

unscheduled incidents.  See T. 5481 (19 July 2010).  See also fn. 11204. 
11688  Defence Final Brief, para. 2171; Closing Arguments, T. 48030 (2 October 2014). 
11689  Defence Final Brief, para. 2171.   
11690  Defence Final Brief, para. 2181.  
11691  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 12.  



3617.   With respect to sniping, the Chamber heard from two experts in this case, namely Patrick 

van der Weijden, a trained sniper himself, commissioned by the Prosecution,
11692

 and Mile 

Poparić, a ballistics expert, commissioned by the Accused,
11693

 both of whom have produced 

an expert report for the purpose of this case.
11694

    

3618.   Van der Weijden drew a distinction between a ―popular sniper‖ and a ―professional 

military sniper‖ noting that the latter is better trained in a number of specialised skills 

(including the ability to camouflage), has more and better quality equipment, and usually 

operates in a ―shooter/spotter team‖.
11695

  A popular sniper, on the other hand, usually 

operates alone, with less equipment, and having had less training.
11696

  Van der Weijden also 

noted that the term ―sniper‖ has been popularised by the media as it got a ―new impulse‖ in 

the Balkan conflict and has since then been used to indicate a hidden shooter, shooting at 

whoever gets in his sight, including women and children.
11697

  According to Poparić, every 

bullet fired from small arms in Sarajevo was regarded as a bullet fired from a sniper weapon, 

which is ―grossly erroneous‖ since sniper fire and ordinary small arms fire are ―essentially 

very different‖ even though the difference between the two has become ―imperceptibly 

blurred‖.
11698

  However, contrary to Poparić‘s position, the Chamber considers that for the 

purpose of entering factual and legal findings on the sniping incidents alleged in the 

Indictment, which are charged as murder, unlawful attacks on civilians, and terror, the 

distinction between a popular sniper and a professional military sniper is not important. (This 

is very wrong conclusion, since a trained and professional sniper is always under a strict 

control of his superiors, and he has a controlled number of bullets, and is obliged to 

report his spendings and his results, which no a professional and tasked sniper shooter 

would miss to do. However, in a civil war in the region where everyone had the rifles of 

7,9 calibres even from the WWII, and other hunting rifles, this is not a case, buth rather 

opposite, any illegal shooting would rather be kept hidden.)  What matters instead is the 

identity of the perpetrators, regardless of their level of training or the specific weapons they 

used, and whether their actions satisfied the elements of the crimes charged.
11699

  

Accordingly, the Chamber‘s use of the term ―sniper‖ throughout this judgement will be in line 

with the above-described popular use of the term, encompassing both professional military 

sniper teams and hidden shooters operating alone and targeting individuals and objects.  

(However, this doesn’t cover the issue of the small arms fire, that had been unjustifiably 

proclaimed as a sniper fire, and that was the crucial remark of Mr. Potparic, and is 

supported by the events, such as the Alma’s incident. There can not be an automatic 

weapon, firing rounds, to be considered as a sniper!) 

                                                            
11692  See P1611 (Patrick van der Weijden‘s curriculum vitae).  
11693  See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), which also 

contains Poparić‘s curriculum vitae at page 2.  Mile Poparić never served as a sniper nor does he have any combat experience.  

However, he has had training in the use of infantry weapons.  See Mile Poparić, T. 39020 (30 May 2013).  
11694  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report 

entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012). 
11695  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), pp. 2–4; P1762 (Witness statement 

of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 31; David Fraser, T. 8019 (18 October 2010).  
11696  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 2.  But note Mile Poparić‘s 

evidence that snipers can operate alone, in pairs, or in groups of snipers.  See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms 

Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 27.  
11697  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 2.  See also P1426 (Witness 

statement of Richard Mole dated 7 May 2010), para. 88; P1029 (Witness statement of John Wilson dated 4 November 2008), para. 58.  
11698  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 26. 
11699  See Galić Appeal Judgement, para. 254, fn. 711. 



3619.   The Chamber also heard that in an urban setting, large buildings or factories offer 

multiple possibilities to establish shooting positions, making it difficult for the enemy to 

locate the shot.
11700

  In those situations, snipers will prefer to stay away from the windowsills 

or if possible shoot through loopholes created by using a hole shot in the wall.
11701

  They will 

also choose positions on either side of the frontline but not right on it.
11702

  Van der Weijden 

also testified that in built up areas the shooting ranges of a sniper are at an average of 75 

metres while long shots are possible only from dominating positions, with an overview from 

above.
11703

  He further noted that sniper rifles are usually fitted with magnifying scopes of 

varying sizes, making it possible to identify whether individuals are combatants or civilians, 

even at ranges of over two kilometres.
11704

  In terms of judging a distance when shooting, in a 

relatively static situation, where the frontlines remain unchanged for weeks or months as in 

Sarajevo, a sniper can choose an object for target practice and then set the settings on his 

scope for future shots at the same distance.
11705

  As for machine guns, which can also be used 

for sniping, the typical scope would have a magnification of four and, if the machine gun was 

placed on a tripod and used in a static frontline, the sniper would have relatively accurate fire 

up to 1,500 metres.
11706

   

3620.   In terms of target identification, Van der Weijden testified that in an urban battle zone, 

more civilians are present and most targets will only be visible for a short moment.
11707

 

(However, all of these civilians could also have been Serbs, and the most probably could 

have been an acquaintance of the shooter, if not a relative. The same, people, the same 

cloathing, the same race and language, no a single possibility to differentiate urban 

Serbs from urban Muslims or Croats. Throughout the war there was up to 50,000 Serbs 

in the Muslim part of Sarajevo. Why any commander would task a shooter to fire 

arbitrarily? On the other hand, every victim in Sarajevo was a possibility to blame and 

pressure only the Serbs!) Thus, strict rules of engagement are usually provided to guide the 

sniper.
11708

  He has to be extremely careful when taking his shots and must positively identify 

his target as the enemy beforehand.
11709

  As for the targets themselves, Van der Weijden 

explained that it is easy for people unaccustomed to shooting to get confused about the origin 

of fire as the bullet usually strikes before the sound of the shot reaches the victim.
11710

  He 
                                                            
11700  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 4.  
11701  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 4.  
11702  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 5. 
11703  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 5.  
11704  According to Van der Weijden, a sniper can distinguish between civilians and combatants through a number of indicators, including the 

target‘s size, the way in which he or she moves, clothing, sex, age, and actions.  A sniper can also use a rangefinder on his rifle to 

identify children, noting that if children are hit at great distance with the use of the rangefinder, they would have been identified as such 

in order to be hit.  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix B, pp. 

1–3.  See also P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 31. 
11705  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6950, 6963 (27 September 2010).  
11706  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6950–6951 (27 September 2010).  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping 

Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix A, p. 1.   
11707  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix B, p. 1.  
11708  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 5.  According to Van der 

Weijden, the sniper is permitted to shoot a civilian only if that civilian poses an immediate threat to the sniper or his comrades; however, 

if the sniper is not sure that there is such a threat, he should not use force.  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6952 (27 September 2010); 

P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix B, p. 1.  
11709  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix B, p. 1. 
11710  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 7.  This was confirmed by Dragan 

Mioković, an investigator at CSB Sarajevo, who testified that sniping victims on Zmaja od Bosne street in Sarajevo often had no idea 

where the bullets that injured them had come from, but nevertheless always assumed that they had come from the Metalka building 

and/or the four white high-rises in Grbavica.  See P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 36.  



also explained that being exposed to sniping causes great anxiety to the population as they 

never feel safe and never know exactly when or from where the shot would come.
11711

  (So, 

more cotious should be allegations about a perpetrators, whenever it was impossible to 

establish a fact beyond a reasonable doubt, not as it was in this case!) 

i.  Sniping in Sarajevo 

(A)   Nature of sniping in the city  

3621.   The Chamber heard that sniping within Sarajevo was constant throughout the conflict, 

resulting in many civilian casualties and the setting up of anti-sniping barriers all over the 

city to protect civilians.
11712

  Fraser testified that during his time there both sides conducted 

sniping activities which usually ended up in a tit-for-tat type of exchange.
11713

  Both sides, 

according to Fraser, were also indiscriminate and would shoot at men, women, and 

children.
11714

  This was confirmed by KDZ182 who told the Chamber that both sides would 

kill innocent people, including women, children, and the elderly, in order to show they 

were in control and to exert pressure through the reporting of the media.
11715

 (Why would 

the Serbs “shoot at their own leg” causing a severe pressure and condemnation from 

the entire world? And how they could have been sure not to kill another Serb on the 

streets, since there was at least 50,000 out of 300,000 inhabitants under the Muslim 

controle?) However, both KDZ182 and Fraser, as well as many other witnesses, testified 

that the Serbs shot more, particularly in the Sedrenik and the so-called ―Sniper Alley‖
11716

 

areas.
11717

  Harland also stated that both sides sniped but because the Bosnian Serbs held 

the higher ground around Sarajevo, they had a lot more opportunity and capacity to do 

                                                            
11711  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 7.  
11712  P1426 (Witness statement of Richard Mole dated 7 May 2010), para. 86; P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 

February 2010), paras. 26, 47–49; Aernout van Lynden, T. 2398–2401 (19 May 2010); P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen 

dated 10 August 2009), paras. 35, 37; Jeremy Bowen, T. 10107–10111 (13 January 2011); P2074 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with 

transcript); P2075 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); P2106 (Witness statement of KDZ304), pp. 9–10 (under seal); David 

Harland, T. 2026–2029 (6 May 2010); P1029 (Witness statement of John Wilson dated 4 November 2008), para. 57; P1258 (Witness 

statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court pp. 18, 23–24; P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 

March 2010), paras. 37–38; P2018 (BBC news report, with transcript); P2010 (Video footage of Sarajevo); P1762 (Witness statement of 

David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 34.  
11713  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 24; David Fraser, T. 8054 (18 October 2010).  See also P6060 

(Record of interview with KDZ185), e-court p. 13.  Thomas testified that both sides used snipers as ―instruments of policy‖.  See P1558 

(Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 61.  See also P1426 (Witness statement of Richard Mole dated 7 

May 2010), para. 87; P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 24.  
11714  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 24.   
11715  P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 40, 46–47 (under seal).  See also Anthony Banbury, T. 13317 (15 March 2011) (testifying 

that the large majority of sniping victims in Sarajevo were civilians).  
11716  Sniper Alley was the stretch of Zmaja od Bosne street in the Marin Dvor area of Sarajevo and in front of the Holiday Inn.  See P1762 

(Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 26.  
11717  At the airport, the shooting was done by both sides in equal measure.  See P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 

2010), pp. 24, 26; David Fraser, T. 8015 (18 October 2010); P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 7, 41 (under seal); P1258 

(Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 24.  According to KDZ182, during his time in Sarajevo 

there were 66 incidents involving Serb sniper fire and six incidents involving ABiH sniper fire.  See P2414 (Witness statement of 

KDZ182), pp. 41–42 (under seal).  See also P1426 (Witness statement of Richard Mole dated 7 May 2010), para. 87 (testifying that the 

sniping threat was greater within the city due to the domination of high ground by the Serb side); P1638 (Witness statement of Michael 

Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 217 (testifying that the level of sniping was greater on the Bosnian Serb side, while the greater number 

of civilians killed were within the city); P2451 (Witness statement of Anthony Banbury dated 19 May 2009), para. 163; P2495 (Anthony 

Banbury's notes, 23 May 1995), e-court p. 2; P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen dated 10 August 2009), para. 29; P2031 (BBC 

news report re Sarajevo, with transcript).  Some witnesses also acknowledged that the Bosnian Serb reluctance to report their casualties, 

coupled with the media‘s home base location being on the ABiH-held side of Sarajevo resulted in a somewhat unbalanced view of the 

sniping activity in the city.  See P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 62–63; P820 (Witness 

statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 299; David Harland, T. 2144–2145 (10 May 2010). (But, Ms. Tabeau  



so.
11718

  (This is #an amateurish and irresponsible assertion, so more since the witness 

admitted that he didn’t have a military education#. Namely, all the Serb position on 

the hills were too distant from the city targets, while the Muslim side kept all the 

skyscrapers and other high buildings in a close vicinity of targets. As found in the 

para 3620, it was a very difficult and delicate job to find out who and from where!) 

Van Baal testified that the SRK used sniping as a ―means of repression and terror‖––the 

sniping was carried out without any discrimination and citizens, women, and children were 

targeted ―at unexpected places and unexpected times‖.
11719

  (This is #unacceptable 

“expert opinion” of a witness on facts#! How possibly he could have known that? We 

already have seen that this witness lied about his conversation with General 

Milovanovic! His believes and impressions must not be a judicial factor!) Rose himself 

testified that the presence of snipers in Sarajevo made normal life impossible and that there 

was an atmosphere of fear in the city.
11720

  Tucker testified that when he arrived to the city 

in October 1992 there was constant sniper fire and intense periods of small arms fire 

around the perimeters of the city.
11721

 (Certainly, because #it was a civil war with 44 

months of a street fights.# And there were undoubtedly at least two, sometimes thre 

sides, and taking into account the Muslim secret formations such as “Seve” (“Larks”) 

“Laste” and others, there had been even more than three sides, and throughout 1,400 

days of the street fightings, having in mind a stray bullets and “uncontrolled 

elements” whose existence had been established, one would expect a many more 

victims of so called “snipers” that hadn’t been snipers at all!)  Richard Mole, a senior 

UNMO in Sarajevo between 16 September and 26 December 1992,
11722

 testified that 

during his time in Sarajevo there was continual background noise of small arms and 

artillery fire in the city.
11723

 (But, there was #a war, as a choice of the Muslim side#, and 

that was why Mr. Mole was there!) Even when Sarajevo was ―calm‖, the Bosnian Serbs 

would engage in sniping in order to put pressure on the city.
11724

 (This is an absurd 

assertion. The only side that would be under a pressure would be the Serb side. It was 

well established that the Muslim side designed a huge strategy of trickery, in order to 

cause an international military intervention, and the Serb were well aware of this 

strategy. #These two facts are irreconcilable! But, the crucial question is: why these 

internationals, who admitted that they #didn’t convey any, let alone a thorough 

investigation of incidents, expressed their “opinions” and “impressions” as an expert 

reports, so easily accusing one side#? By this manner is heavily compromised the 

international presence in the crisis areas, and the UN should reconsider thi practice, 

that this representatives participate in a litigations before courts, particularly in 

expressing their opinions and prejudices as a facts!)  A number of local citizens of 

Sarajevo confirmed the above, testifying that the civilians in the city were continuously 

targeted by Bosnian Serb sniper fire no matter where they were, and that certain areas, such 

                                                            
11718  P820 (Witness statement of David Harland dated 4 September 2009), paras. 294–295, 298 (testifying also that the Bosnian Muslim side 

engaged in two types of sniping: (i) counter-sniping which was the endless game of tit-for-tat, or (ii) killing civilians to provoke a 

response from the Serbs).  
11719  P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal dated 26 October 2010, paras. 48–49.  See also KDZ182, T. 13093 (9 March 2011); 

P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), para. 53; P2000 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript). 
11720  Michael Rose, T. 7266–7267 (5 October 2010). 
11721  P4203 (Witness statement of Pyers Tucker dated 12 May 2010), para. 22.  
11722  P1426 (Witness statement of Richard Mole dated 7 May 2010), para. 4. 
11723  P1426 (Witness statement of Richard Mole dated 7 May 2010), para. 65.  See also Adjudicated Fact 135. 
11724  KDZ450, T. 10550 (19 January 2011). 



as Marin Dvor and Sedrenik, were particularly dangerous as far as sniper fire was 

concerned.
11725

 (It #was already established that the Muslim side was interested in 

keeping the city on the headlines of media#, and that the Serb side was interested in 

opposite#. How these citizens of Sarajevo could have known who was firing around 

the city? Look at  para 3620 of this Judgment! This had never been established 

beyond a reasonable doubt, but if there is to be concluded by an inference, all the 

arguments and circumstances indicate that it weren’t the Serbs! #A “guessing” that 

the Serb side fired is baseless, and can not be used in a criminal terms!# It must be 

Indians#!) In addition, when in operation, the Sarajevo trams and the people onboard were 

also subjected to sniper fire from the Bosnian Serb side.
11726

 (The only that may not be 

contested is a fact that some bullets hit a trams, but none could have said that there 

were the Serbs firing. How would Ms. Livnjak could have known it, while she was 

driving the tram? Or, how a #mechanic technician KDZ477 could have known it, and 

would he be an unbiased witness, belonging to, and working for the other side#? No 

investigation was conveyed in a presence, let alone participation of the Serb side. The 

other side could have produced as many incidents as they wanted, and allocate it to 

the Serbs! Their trickery was a permanent practice, why would they miss such 

opportunities?)   Confirming the evidence above about the targeting of civilians, the 

demographic expert Ewa Tabeau produced reports in which she analysed civilian deaths in 

Sarajevo and came to the conclusion that in the period between 1 April 1992 and August 

1994, an absolute minimum of 503 civilians died as a result of sniper or firearm fire, while 

another 2,215 were wounded.
11727

 (#Civilian or combatant, doesn’t matter#! Ms. 

Tabeau seemed to be counting whatever the Muslim side depicted as a civilian 

casualty#. Also, look at the fn. 11729 (real 11727) and see how this method is 

unreliable and irrelevant for a criminal case. Did Tabeau have taken into account the 

number of citizens of Sarajevo that left thecity in the first months of the war, and how 

it was reflected in her report? #There was about 6,000 combat casualties in Sarajevo, 

in 1,400 days of war, while Tabeau claimed that for the period of 840 days there was 

503 allegedly civilian casualties as a consequence of a sniper fire.# So, there was an 

average lose of 4,29 combat casualties, and 0,6 allegedly civilian sniper casualties#. 

                                                            
11725  See e.g. P1978 (Witness statement of Nedţib Đozo dated 7 December 2010), paras. 21–23; P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin 

dated 21 February 1996), pp. 2–3; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 19 April 1996), p. 3; P2922 (Witness statements of 

KDZ079 dated 17 May 2006), para. 17; P733 (Witness statement of Sulejman Crnĉalo dated 1 November 2009), paras. 86, 88–93; P492 

(Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 22 May 2006), para. 7; P2164 (Witness statement of KDZ477 dated 13 February 2010), 

para. 13; P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 2; Tarik Ţunić, P494 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. 

Milošević), T. 1728; P496 (Witness statement of Tarik Ţunić dated 21 April 2006), pp. 2–3; P496 (Witness statement of Tarik Ţunić 

dated 25 April 2010), p. 2.  See also Section IV.B.1.b.iii.A.: Zmaja od Bosne street (formerly Vojvode Putnika); Section IV.B.1.b.iii.C: 

Sredrenik. 
11726  P2164 (Witness statement of KDZ477 dated 13 February 2010), para. 13; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 

2006), paras. 6–7, 15; P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 66; P1762 (Witness statement of David 

Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 39; David Fraser, T. 8127–8128 (19 October 2010).  See also para. 3645. 
11727  Tabeau reached these numbers by using two main sources of information in the said period, namely the Households Survey conducted in 

September 1994 in the ABiH-held Sarajevo and the records of the Bakije Funeral home, the largest funeral home in Sarajevo.  She then 

compared them to the 1991 census and, in order to distinguish between military and civilian casualties, to the ABiH lists of fallen 

soldiers.  See P4997 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled ―Persons Killed and Wounded in Sarajevo During the First Months of the 

‗Siege‘ from 1 April to 9 September 1992‖, 1 May 2009), pp. 1–2, 4–7; P4998 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled ―Population Losses 

in the ‗Siege‘ of Sarajevo 10 September 1992 to 10 August 1994‖, 10 May 2002), pp. 1–4; Ewa Tabeau, T. 28173–28176, 28196–28197 

(26 April 2012).  Tabeau explained that the real number of civilian deaths is most likely higher because the number of those reported as 

soldiers in the Household Survey was higher than the numbers seen in ABiH lists of fallen soldiers, due to, among other things, families 

hoping to obtain a military pension.  See P4997 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled ―Persons Killed and Wounded in Sarajevo During 

the First Months of the ‗Siege‘ from 1 April to 9 September 1992‖, 1 May 2009), p. 8.(Ms. Tabeau never counted on how many 

Muslim families had been leaving Sarajevo permanently. This methodology is not valid even for ducks and other birds, let alone 

for a human population in a civil war!) 



#Even if these 503 casualties all were civilians, how anyone could have established 

that it was from a sniper fire, and in particular, how anyone could have established 

that it was from the Serb snipers#? This is not serious! Hwo is entitled to charge the 

Serb side for this alleged crimes, that could have bneen commited by the other side 

too, or many of the cases could have been a collateral casualties in a legal exchange of 

fire. The only “villain” is undoubtedly the civil war, and supposedly those who 

wanted it, but not the Serbs!) As for the period between September 1994 and November 

1995, Tabeau used different sources of information and was able to conclude that, at a 

minimum, some 449 individuals died from war-related causes, including sniping, within 

the confrontation lines of Sarajevo.
11728

  In addition, in this period, an absolute minimum of 

77 civilians were wounded due to sniping.
11729

   (#Look at that statistics: even if true, in 

440 days of the urbar war, there was 449 “war related deaths!!! That would be 

around one a day average!!!  No differentiation between combat and civilian 

casualties!# #Neither of it could have been allocated to the Serbs#. What the Serbs, 

who were against the civil war, and against the militarisation of Sarajevo, and who 

proposed and accepted all the proposals that the city be administered by the UN, and 

who respected the COHAs, have to do with these “war-related” deaths? Even this 77 

civilians wounded due to sniping can not be charged to the Serbs, because it was not 

properly established! Every single casualty or wounded person caused by a small 

infantry weapons this Court counts as a “sniper related”, which is far from being 

true, and further, it is suggested that only the Serbs used the small weapons, which is 

even less true. #THIS MUST NOT BE DONE THIS WAY#!))   

3622.   All SRK units had snipers rifles and dedicated marksmen.
11730

  They had various M48 

rifles of 7.9 mm calibre in its arsenal.
11731

  These rifles had optical sights and were referred to 

as sniping rifles.
11732

  In addition, they had M76 sniper rifles which also used 7.9 mm calibre 

ammunition, albeit different to the ammunition used for the M48 rifles.
11733

  Finally, the SRK 

                                                            
11728  For this period, Tabeau‘s main source of information in relation to the wounded civilians were patient records of the three 

main Sarajevo hospitals.  This source was somewhat incomplete as it did not include the records of a number of smaller hospitals in the 

city and because it included only hospitalised patients.  Tabeau also used a number of different sources relating to those killed in 

Sarajevo, including again the Bakije Funeral home records.  For this period, however, she was unable to determine which deaths were 

attributed to shelling and which to sniping since, unlike the Household Survey, the sources she used here did not contain that type of 

information.  She therefore classified 449 deaths as being war-related.  See P5002 (Ewa Tabeau‘s expert report entitled ―Killed and 

Wounded Persons from the Siege of Sarajevo: August 1994 to November 1995‖, 19 March 2007), pp. 3–5, 11–12, 17–18, 23, 51–54; 

Ewa Tabeau, T. 28206–28209 (26 April 2012). 
11729

  P5002 (Ewa Tabeau’s expert report entitled “Killed and Wounded Persons from the Siege of Sarajevo: August 1994 to November    
1995”, 19 March 2007), pp. 6–7, 51–57 (adding that the real number was probably more around 320 civilians, based on the 

comparison she  made to other partially overlapping sources). (This is unacceptable, since in Sarajevo all the state institutions 

functioned constantly, and particularly the ABiH knew exactly it’s casualties, registering them every day , as same as the 

VRS or any other army. Since the ABiH was supposed to remunerate  the families for their military loses, no way that it 

could have been left to families to define the status of victims.    

11730  Dragomir Milošević, T. 32820–32821 (29 January 2013) (adding that it was difficult to find good ―marksmen specialists‖ as the SRK 

soldiers did not want to be located close to the confrontation lines).  See Adjudicated Fact 2808. 
11731  Stanislav Galić, T. 37463–37464 (22 April 2013).   
11732  Stanislav Galić, T. 37463–37464 (22 April 2013); D2827 (SRK combat report, 19 August 1993); D2828 (SRK combat report, 10 August 

1994) (both orders referring to ―sniper rifles‖); P5945 (Report of 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade to SRK, 29 October 1993).  Van der 

Weijden referred to this rifle in his report but explained that it was a hunting rifle owned by many civilians in the region who used it to 

arm themselves when they became combatants.  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in 

Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix A, pp. 3–4.   
11733  Dragomir Milošević, T. 32818–32820 (29 January 2013).  See Adjudicated Fact 2812.  



had semi-automatic 7.62 mm calibre rifles that could be equipped with optical sights,
11734

 

which meant that they could fire with precision from up to 400 metres away, with an overall 

range of 800 metres.
11735

 (If there was a “possibility” to reach 800 metres, it is still #not a 

proof, not even a “probability”#. As Gen. Galic testified, the regular soldiers weren’t 

allowed to shoot without being tasked, and since they had been tasked in a limited 

number of cases, they had to report back, and a commander who tasked him would have 

known about a result! In a situation when the internationals alleged any fire as a 

sniping, the commanders would have known whether it was their soldier done it!) 

However, Stanislav Galić, the SRK Commander from September 1992 to August 1994,
11736

 

testified that there were no sniping units as such in the SRK, but only a small number of 

sharpshooters who would be assigned across various units down to the level of company.
11737

  

Thus, the level of command and control which could issue tasks to snipers was at the level of 

the platoon commander at the highest and, occasionally, that of the company commander.
11738

  

Higher levels of command did not deal with snipers except in extraordinary 

circumstances.
11739

   

3623.   Contradicting Galić, Dragan Maletić, commander of the 1
st
 Company of the 3

rd
 

Battalion of the 1
st
 Romanija Infantry Brigade,

11740
 and KDZ310, a soldier in this 

battalion,
11741

 both testified that there was a sniper squad in the battalion and that it was 

directly subordinated to the battalion commander rather than to company or platoon 

commanders.
11742

 (The Chamber should have already known that #every single unit of 

the SRK had the two lines, one oriented toward the city, and another confronted to 

the ABIH units in the outer ring#, in the country, without any urban settlements. 

These units had to have a sniper squad. Also, those oriented towards the city had 

some solitary snipers, a perfectly legal and legitimate, but their use was strictly 

restricted to a very exceptional targets. So, General Galic didn’t deny existence of the 

“sharpshooters” treated and used as snipers, but he denied the existence of a “sniper 

units”! But, let us see what would be the efficiency of such a “sniper squads”, had 

they been in the units oriented towards the city: even if all the casualties from the 

Tabeau report (503) were killed by the Serb snipers, it would be 15 casualties a 

month! Who would and could afford such a squads for such a unsubstantial effects?)   

In addition, the order of Galić‘s deputy dated 4 November 1992 shows that the SRK 

                                                            
11734  Stanislav Galić, T. 37463–37464 (22 April 2013); P1279 (SRK request to VRS Main Staff, 10 July 1995).  According to Van der 

Weijden‘s report, the VRS had the following 7.62 mm calibre semi-automatic rifles in its arsenal:  Zastava M76, Zastava M59/66, and 

SVD Dragunov or M91.  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix 

A, p. 1. 
11735  Stanislav Galić, T. 37463–37464 (22 April 2013).  These ranges were confirmed by Van der Weijden.  See P1621 (Expert Report of 

Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix A.  
11736  Stanislav Galić, T. 37155 (15 April 2013); Dragomir Milošević, T. 32503 (23 January 2013).  See Adjudicated Fact 27.  
11737  Stanislav Galić, T. 37192 (15 April 2103), T. 37465 (22 April 2013), T. 37840–37842 (7 May 2013), T. 38060 (9 May 2013).  
11738  Stanislav Galić, T. 37472 (22 April 2013).  
11739  Stanislav Galić, T. 37472 (22 April 2013), T. 37840–37842 (7 May 2013) (conceding, however, that it was possible that sniper squads 

existed at a battalion level but denying any personal knowledge of such squads).  
11740  The 3rd Battalion later became part of the Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade and was renamed as the 2nd Infantry Battalion.  See Dragan 

Maletić, T. 30844 (3 December 2012); D2418 (Witness statement of Boţo Tomić dated 5 November 2012), paras. 8, 25–26; Boţo 

Tomić, T. 30178–30179 (13 November 2012); D2267 (Vlado Lizdek's interview with OTP), pp. 5–6; D2622 (Witness statement of 

Ţeljko Bambarez dated 9 December 2012), para. 5. 
11741  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), paras. 28–29.  
11742  D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), para. 31; Dragan Maletić, T. 30846–30848 (3 December 2012), 

T. 30873–30874 (4 December 2012); P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), paras. 40–41, 43–44.  



Command would issue orders specifically concerning the use of snipers in SRK units.
11743

  

Furthermore, on 29 October 1993, Milošević issued an order on behalf of Galić to all the 

SRK brigades to intensify sniping against the ABiH forces; the order also instructed each 

brigade to set up a platoon-strength ―sniper group‖ of 31 soldiers, each of whom should be 

supplied with sniper rifles and silencers.
11744

  KDZ304 thought that SRK snipers were 

highly professional and were under the control of the SRK command.
11745

  Van der 

Weijden also testified that it appeared from some of the SRK orders that snipers were 

deemed to be an important asset for the SRK commanders.
11746

 (Again, the Chamber had 

forgotten or undermined the fact that the SRK had a front line to the City long 

between 42 and 64 kilometres, while the same Corps had a frontline long several 

hundred kilometres on the outer ring, towards the 4
th

 Corps of ABiH (Konjic), 

towards 3
rd

 Corps (Zenica) and towards 2
nd

 Corps (Tuzla) of the ABiH. Why would 

the SRK keep ist snipers in the units towards the city? And it it was so, how come the 

effects were so poor?)   Similarly, Fraser thought that the Serb snipers were controlled and 

regulated at the corps level, as shown by one of the SRK orders, and because three of the 

notorious sniping areas, namely Sedrenik, Sniper Alley, and the airport, crossed a number 

of different SRK Brigades.
11747

  Furthermore, the sniping activities appeared to be co-

ordinated, and whenever he and UNPROFOR met with the SRK Commanders, namely 

Galić and later Milošević, to protest about sniping incidents, the number of incidents would 

decrease, giving him the impression that there was some control over the snipers‘ 

activities.
11748

  Van Baal thought that there was a clear line, both politically and at the 

―highest military level‖, on the use of snipers as far as the Serb side was concerned.
11749

 

((#Weijden got  “an impression”, Fraser “thought, as well as  Van Baal#…  How all of 

this “thoughts owners” could have known all of that? Theyr thoughts and 

impressions couldnt be more acceptable than the original documents and testimonies 

of the Serb eye-witnesses! On the other hand, all the “thoughts” and “believes” are 

highly influenced by the will and readiness of a witness to rely on his own believes!     

A Van Ball “thoughts” are much more an information about him, than about the 

                                                            
11743  P1010 (SRK Order re designation of sniper positions, 4 November 1992) (indicating also that every SRK unit should have at least two 

snipers); Dragomir Milošević, T. 32832–32833 (29 January 2013).    
11744  D2902 (SRK Order, 29 October 1993).  Dragomir Milošević denied that this order could have been a basis for the firing on civilians in 

Sarajevo.  See Dragomir Milošević, T. 33272–33274 (6 February 2013). 
11745  P2407 (Witness statement of KDZ304), pp. 8, 10.  
11746  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6941–6943, T. 6946–6949 (27 September 2010); P1614 (Order of 2nd Sarajevo Light Infantry Brigade, 14 

August 1994), para. 12; P1208 (Order of 2nd Light Infantry Brigade, 30 July 1994), para. 4; P1617 (Report from SRK Security-

Intelligence Organ to SRK Command, 15 August 1994), p. 2; P1618 (SRK Order, 1 October 1995), para. 4.  See also P1762 (Witness 

statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 30–31; P6060 (Record of interview with KDZ185), e-court pp. 13–14.   
11747  David Fraser, T. 8018, 8021–8023 (18 October 2010); P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 25; P1613 

(SRK Order, 19 January 1995), para. 5.  See also P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 36 (under seal).  As far as Sniper Alley was 

concerned, Fraser conceded that the Muslim side benefited politically from the incidents that happened in that area and could not explain 

why the SRK commanders would allow something like that to happen.  See David Fraser, T. 8123–8124 (19 October 2010).  See also 

KDZ304, T. 10524 (19 January 2011); Dragomir Milošević, T. 32842 (29 January 2013) (testifying that the SRK had no political interest 

in continuing the sniping activity). 
11748  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 8, 11, 21–22, 23, 25.  See also P6060 (Record of interview with 

KDZ185), e-court pp. 12–13.  As noted in paragraph 3595, following the signing of the Anti-Sniping Agreement in August 1994, the 

number of people killed and wounded on Zmaja od Bosne reduced dramatically, leading Rose and others to conclude that both parties 

had strict control over their snipers.  See P2447 (Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 35, KDZ182, T. 13040–13041 (9 March 2011); 

P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 141.  See also P6060 (Record of interview with KDZ185), e-

court pp. 3, 13. 
11749  P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal dated 26 October 2010), paras. 48, 50, 58; Adrianus van Baal, T. 8534–8535 (28 

October 2010).  See also P5906 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), paras. 27–29, 67–68 (testifying that in his 

experience there were very few rogue shooters on both sides); KDZ450, T. 10574–10575 (19 January 2011), T. 10676 (20 January 

2011).  



SRK. How Van Ball could have known it? On the other hand, all kind of “thoughts” 

and believes” are a matter of willingness to think that way, or believe that direction. 

No believes are possible contrary to a will to believe, even when a believe in God is at 

a question! This must be dismissed as irrelevant for such a serious process!)  Rose 

thought that sniping was clearly a part of the Bosnian Serbs‘ policy of terrorising the 

civilian population of Sarajevo and that there was ―clear control‖ over the sniping in the 

city.
11750

  KDZ182 believed that the SRK snipers in Sarajevo were not just locals operating 

randomly but were perfectly co-ordinated and had the aim of terrorising civilians.
11751

 

(Another #“believe”#!) John Hamill, an artillery officer in the Irish Army and UNMO in 

BiH from May 1993 to July 1994,
11752

 thought that snipers in Sarajevo operated as the 

―tools of the management‖ and were under the control of someone in a position of 

authority.
11753

 (Another #“thouths”#. How come there was #no any document  

indicating that the SRK ordered, or even tolerated a sniper activities against the 

civilians?#) Milenko InĊić, the SRK‘s liaison officer with UNPROFOR,
11754

 testified that 

the ―SRK just controlled sniper group formations‖ but stated that it could not control the 

opening of fire and so the sniping was not stopped.
11755

 

3624.   Van der Weijden emphasised the importance of proper training for snipers, stating that, 

for a long range shot, the shooter must be either well trained or very experienced to make first 

round hits.
11756

  To show that this was the case, the Prosecution presented to the Chamber a 

number of documents showing that the SRK organised training for snipers during the 

Indictment period.  For example, training for five sniper squad commanders was organised in 

1994,
11757

 and an eight-day course for sniper instructors took place on 23 January 1995.
11758

  

Over 100 sniper instructors would have been trained by January 1995.
11759

  This confirms 

Fraser‘s evidence that during his time in Sarajevo, namely 1994 and 1995, the sniper activity 

was confined to professional sharpshooters and that amateur shooters were long gone.
11760

  

(So what? Still it has to be kept in mind that the outer front line was up to ten times 

longer than the one towards the city!  The first education and training was conveyed too 

                                                            
11750  Michael Rose, T. 7267–7268 (5 October 2010).  
11751  P2414 (Witness statement of KDZ182), pp. 36, 44 (under seal); KDZ182, T. 13091–13095 (9 March 2011).   
11752  John Hamill, P1994 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 6059–6060.  Hamill became an artillery officer in September 1974 and had 

20 years of experience with the Irish Defence Forces prior to serving as a UNMO on six occasions.  See John Hamill, P1994 (Transcript 

from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 6059–6060, 6124; John Hamill, T. 9673 (13 December 2010).   
11753  John Hamill, P1994 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 6217.   
11754  D2774 (Witness statement of Milenko InĊić dated 19 January 2013), para. 39. 
11755  D2774 (Witness statement of Milenko InĊić dated 19 January 2013), para. 144.  
11756  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), pp. 3–4, 106. 
11757  P1615 (Report from 1st Igman Infantry Brigade to SRK Command, 21 January 1995), para. 3.  Van der Weijden estimated that five 

sniper squad commanders would have been responsible for between 30 to 40 snipers.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6943–6944 (27 

September 2010).   
11758  P1616 (SRK Order, 5 January 1995); P1612 (SRK Order, 29 January 1995), p. 6; P1613 (SRK Order, 19 January 1995), para.4.  The 

instructors were told to bring their own rifles, namely M76, which was, according to Van der Weijden, the standard sniper rifle of the 

JNA.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6938–6940, 6945–6946 (27 September 2010).  See also David Fraser, T. 8018–8023 (18 October 

2010); P1783 (Report of 1st Ilijaš Infantry Brigade to SRK re training, 13 January 1995); P1784 (Report of 3rd Sarajevo Infantry Brigade 

to SRK re training, 5 January 1995). 
11759  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6945 (27 September 2010).  
11760  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 24, 31; David Fraser, T. 8019–8020 (18 October 2010).  See also 

KDZ450, T. 10555–10556 (19 January 2011).  Van der Weijden also testified that, according to SRK documents, the SRK snipers 

worked in pairs, using sound suppressors, as is normally done by professional snipers who operate in two-man teams, consisting of the 

shooter and the marksman or spotter.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 6942–6943, 6951–6952 (27 September 2010); P1621 (Expert 

Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 3; P1208 (Order of 2nd Light Infantry Brigade, 30 

July 1994), para. 4. 



late, 1994 and 1995. Meanwhile the data show that in 1994 and 1995 there was much less 

civilian casualties caused by a small arms, and thus from snipers too, see: @  a 

conclusion would have to be that either these sniper shooters had been trained for the 

outer front line, or that the trained shooters were more capable to notice and 

differentiate civilians from soldiers!)?? 

3625. Contradicting the evidence outlined above, (But, there is no “evidence outlined 

above” that would be contradictory to the Gen. Milosevic’s testimony! Those are only 

allegations, thoughts and believes, without any probative value!) Dragomir Milošević 

denied that civilians were deliberately targeted by sniper fire in Sarajevo, arguing that they 

were caught in combat activities, although he could not exclude the possibility that a 

―deranged mind on the Serbian side engaged in such activity‖.
11761

 (That explaines why the 

#Prosecutor couldn’t submit any document that the SRK Command was responsible 

for any incident!#) Galić explained that the main task of SRK snipers or sharpshooters was 

to neutralise ABiH sniper enemy fire and target important military targets, and that civilians 

were not targeted but rather became collateral damage.
11762

  A number of other SRK soldiers 

and officers also testified that their specific units never deliberately targeted Sarajevo 

civilians by opening sniper fire on them and/or that snipers were used only on military 

targets and in response to ABiH fire.
11763

  They also denied using sniper fire on trams and 

other modes of public transport in the city.
11764

  In his book, however, Milovanović wrote 

that sniping was a huge problem for both parties in Sarajevo ―having completely got out of 

control‖.
11765

  Milošević conceded that he had received, from UNPROFOR and the media, 

allegations about Serb soldiers sniping at civilians, but claimed that the media exaggerated 

the situation on the ground and could not be trusted while at the same time he tried to 

establish if the information from UNPROFOR was true or not.
11766

  Similarly, Galić also 

conceded that he received protests about sniping or infantry fire causing civilian casualties, 

usually from UNPROFOR and through InĊić.
11767

  InĊić, on the other hand, testified that 

                                                            
11761  Dragomir Milošević, T. 32836–32837, 32840–32841 (29 January 2013), T. 33197–33207 (5 February 2013); D2827 (SRK combat 

report, 19 August 1993) (in which Milošević reported to the VRS Main Staff that SRK units were ordered to open sniper fire only on 

targets that pose a threat to SRK soldiers).  See also D2774 (Witness statement of Milenko InĊić dated 19 January 2013), paras. 139–

140.  
11762  Stanislav Galić, T. 37465–37466 (22 April 2013), T. 37845–37846, 37852–37854 (7 May 2013), T. 38060 (9 May 2013). 
11763  See e.g. Boţo Tomić, T. 30214 (13 November 2012); D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), paras. 20, 

26; Dragan Maletić, T. 30883–30886, 30889–30890 (4 December 2012); D2525 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Maletić); 

D2516 (Witness statement of Vlade Luĉić dated 5 November 2012), para. 25; D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 

December 2012), para. 43; D2633 (Witness statement of Milorad Šehovac dated 8 December 2012), para. 36; D2667 (Witness statement 

of Ratomir Maksimović dated 14 December 2012), para. 41.  Gengo testified that the Serbian side‘s response to sniper fire depended on 

the origin of the fire; sometimes they used a machine-gun, or if fire was opened from a forest, they used mortars to respond.  See Slavko 

Gengo, T. 29784–29785 (6 November 2012); D2383 (Witness statement of Slavko Gengo dated 14 October 2012), para. 27. 
11764  See Dragomir Milošević, T. 33209–33210 (5 February 2013); D2341 (Witness statement of Dušan Škrba dated 14 October 2012), para. 

15; D2667 (Witness statement of Ratomir Maksimović dated 14 December 2012), para. 28; D2516 (Witness statement of Vlade Luĉić 

dated 5 November 2012), para. 18; D2633 (Witness statement of Milorad Šehovac dated 8 December 2012), para. 27; D2331 (Witness 

statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 28; D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 December 

2012), paras. 29–30; D2484 (Witness statement of Zoran Kovaĉević dated 25 November 2012), para. 10; D2387 (Witness statement of 

Stojan Dţino dated 4 November 2012), paras. 50–51; D2379 (Witness statement of Momir Garić dated 2 November 2012), para. 25; 

D2686 (Witness statement of Mihajlo Vujasin dated 16 December 2012), para. 32; D2391 (Witness statement of Slobodan Tuševljak 

dated 5 November 2012), para. 20; D2622 (Witness statement of Ţeljko Bambarez dated 9 December 2012), paras. 15–16. 
11765  D825 (Manojlo Manojlović‘s book entitled ―My View of the War in Bosnia 1992–1995‖), p. 31.  
11766  Dragomir Milošević, T. 33276–33277 (6 February 2013) (adding that the extent of activities he had to carry out did not give him the 

opportunity to personally carry out the entire procedure of establishing guilt—he instead relied on the assistance of the military police 

and prosecutor‘s office). 
11767  Stanislav Galić, T. 37788–37792 (7 May 2013) (clarifying that he never received protests in relation to individual sniping incidents listed 

in Schedule F of the Indictment).   



while he received protests about sniper fire being opened, he never received protests about 

such fire causing civilians casualties.
11768

  (Had it not be so, as these witnesses testified, 

the Prosecution would be able to charge this President with more cases, more 

credible and properly investigated incidents. However, the #President couldn’t be 

liable for anything that he didn’t order, didn’t tolerate, and his commanders didn’t 

know, and didn’t tolerate, let alone ordered#! And finally, he couldn’t be liable for 

something wthat had never been criminally reported with a valuable investigating 

documents, and, maybe the most important, neither the President nor anybody else 

ever intervened in preventing the investigation bodies to proceede with a regular action 

after a criminal report!)     
 

 

(A)   ABiH sniping practices 

3626.   As noted above, the Bosnian Muslim side had and used snipers throughout the conflict, 

particularly targeting the suburb of Grbavica, including the civilians located therein.
11769

  In 

addition, according to the BiH MUP report of 13 October 1993 on the activities of the 2
nd

 

Independent Battalion of the ABiH, which had its headquarters in the Sarajevo dental clinic 

on Meše Selimovića street, the battalion had a number of ―death sowers‖,
11770

 one of which 

was placed near its headquarters, overlooking the Nemanjina street and two to three sniper 

nests on the third floor of the dental clinic, covering the petrol station plateau at Koševo, a 

large part of Moša Pijade street, and the area around the medical school.
11771

  (All of these 

localities were deep in the Muslim territory, and therefore, the citizens of the Muslim 

controlled Sarajevo were targets of these snipers!) The Chamber also heard that special 

sniper groups, referred to as Ševe and Laste, operated from ABiH-held territory.
11772

  Edin 

                                                            
11768  D2774 (Witness statement of Milenko InĊić dated 19 January 2013), paras. 142–143. 
11769  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 24.  Maletić whose company was stationed along Miljacka, 

between the Vrbanja and Bratstvo Jedinstvo bridges, testified that the unit facing his unit had snipers and had used them, which is why a 

large number of civilians had been killed in Grbavica and Vraca.  D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 

2012), paras. 8–9, 19, 32.  See also Stanislav Galić, T. 37468–37469 (22 April 2013); Dragomir Milošević, T. 32821–32823 (29 January 

2013); D2824 (Order of ABiH, March 1993); P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), para. 156; 

D201 (1st Romanija Brigade combat report, 13 July 1992); P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen dated 10 August 2009), para. 36; 

Jeremy Bowen, T. 10107–10108 (13 January 2011); P2074 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript); P820 (Witness statement of 

David Harland dated 4 September 2009), para. 171; P879 (VRS Main Staff Report, 11 March 1995); David Harland, T. 2099–2101 (7 

May 2010); P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), paras. 46–47; P2022 (BBC news report re Grbavica, with 

transcript); Michael Rose, T. 7268 (5 October 2010); P5906 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 17 January 2011), para. 133; D3526 

(Order of ABiH 1st Motorised Brigade, 2 October 1993); D4633 (Order of ABiH 1st Corps, 12 December 1993); P1753 (Order of ABiH 

12th Division, 19 September 1995); D2825 (Report of 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade, undated); D2826 (1st Romanija Infantry Brigade 

combat report, 25 July 1992); P2407 (Witness statement of KDZ304), p. 28; KDZ304, T. 10485 (18 January 2011); KDZ088, T. 6369–

6372 (8 September 2010) (closed session); D564 (SRK combat report, 23 July 1992), para. 1; D2779 (VRS Main Staff notes of meeting 

at Sarajevo airport, 7 April 1993), p. 2. 
11770  KDZ485 explained that the ―death sower‖ is a type of machinegun that can fire rounds at very high velocity thus making it difficult for 

the target to escape.  See KDZ485, T. 8881 (3 November 2010); P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), Supplemental Information 

Sheet. 
11771  D858 (BiH MUP Report re ABiH‘s 11th Independent Battalion, 19 October 1993), pp. 2–3. 
11772  Stanislav Galić, T. 37468 (22 April 2013), T. 38061 (9 May 2013); Dragomir Milošević, T. 32821–32822 (29 January 2013); D2331 

(Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 37; D2774 (Witness statement of Milenko InĊić dated 19 

January 2013), paras. 151–152; Francis Roy Thomas, T. 6830–6834 (15 September 2010); P5906 (Witness statement of KDZ450 dated 

17 January 2011), para. 68 (testifying that snipers on the BiH side were supplied by the police rather than the army).  See also para. 

4505.  While Mirsad Kuĉanin, a CSB Sarajevo inspector, acknowledged the existence of a special police unit called Laste, which did get 

involved in combat, he also testified that it was poorly equipped and carried only rifles and some captured weapons.  Kuĉanin 

encountered this unit when they were securing his crime scenes.  P27 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 4 September 2000), p. 

3. 



Garaplija, a former member of the BiH MUP‘s SDB, confirmed that Ševe was a special MUP 

unit that operated during the conflict with the task of sniping at Bosnian Serb positions.
11773

  

(#[eve and Laste had been a secret criminal units#, and they fired against the UN 

personnel and the Muslim civilians too. Garaplija testified that!)According to Galić, the 

1
st
 Corps of the ABiH had around 500 snipers in Sarajevo because the Zrak factory, which 

produced optical sights, was in ABiH-held territory.
11774

  Thomas testified that it was difficult 

for him to visit and inspect sniper locations in ABiH-held territory due to the BiH 

government‘s stonewalling.
11775

  He was successful in seeing one such location, however, 

which was located in Dobrinja and which was manned by very professional police officers 

who had good sniping equipment.
11776

   

(A)   Sniping investigations and anti-sniping measures undertaken in the city 

3627.   A number of witnesses before this Chamber, including both members of the BiH MUP 

and UNPROFOR, participated in the investigation of sniping incidents in Sarajevo. (For 

inference! The# Serb side had never been allowed to participate in such an 

investigation#, nor to have an insight in the investigative materials, and this is something 

that should be provided by the UN regulations# – a side which may be marked as 

responsible must have an access to such an investigation with full participation! To leave 

it entirely to the only one side to the conflict would be a classic conflict of interests, 

because the entire Muslim government fought for a unitary independent Bosina contra 

the interests and rights of the Christian majority!) With respect to the BiH MUP 

investigations, the CSB Sarajevo‘s department for serious criminal acts was tasked with 

investigating sniping incidents in which one or more people were killed.
11777

  This department 

was notified of any such incident by the local police station concerned and would in turn 

inform an investigative judge of the Sarajevo Supreme Court who would become the head of 

the investigating team.
11778

  A team was then formed, including an investigator, criminal 

technicians, and a ballistics expert.
11779

  The investigative judge was responsible for the 

investigation, for ensuring that no legal errors were made, and for conveying instructions to 

the investigator who would then pass them on to the other members of the team.
11780

  The 

bulk of the investigation was carried out by ballistic experts and criminal technicians, whose 

task was to determine the type of the projectile used and the direction from which it came.
11781

  

Upon completion of the investigation, the investigator would write up an official report on the 

                                                            
11773  Edin Garaplija, T. 33382–33384, 33388 (7 February 2013).  Garaplija also testified about this unit‘s other activities, which he labeled 

terrorist activities.  See para. 4505.  
11774  Stanislav Galić, T. 37468 (22 April 2013), T. 38060–38061 (9 May 2013).  
11775  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 64; Francis Roy Thomas, T. 6830–6834 (15 September 

2010).  
11776  P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 64.  
11777  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 4; P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 5. 
11778  The investigating judge could authorise an investigator to conduct the investigation on his behalf.  See P1830 (Witness statement of 

Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 2, 4.  See also P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 5.  
11779  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 4–5; P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 5.  Mirza 

Sabljica testified that in most serious cases the investigation team would include two ballistics experts rather than one.  See P1695 

(Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 9. 
11780  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 5.  See also Dragan Mioković, T. 8555 (28 October 2010); 

P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 67–68; Mirsad Kuĉanin, P16 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Galić), T. 4643–4644; P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 6. 
11781  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 5; P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11  

February 2010), pp. 7, 67. 



basis of his notes and ―verbal comments‖ of the experts, providing a chronological description 

of the work conducted.
11782

  Later on, the investigator would also collect other documents 

prepared during the investigation, and would pass them on, together with his own report, to 

the investigating judge.
11783

  It was for the judge to then prepare a report outlining the findings 

of the investigation and appending the documents prepared by the CSB and its experts.
11784

  

On rare occasions, the investigative judge would ask that further investigation be conducted, 

usually consisting of additional questioning of witnesses.
11785

   

3628.   If no ballistic expert was available,
11786

 determination of the origin and/or direction of 

fire was made by one of the criminal technicians who were also trained to determine the 

direction of fire.
11787

 (#Had it been valid and sufficient, there would not be an education 

of ballistic experts#. To put aside the fact that a mere direction was not sufficient to 

establish an origin of fire, because in all the directions there were both side trencheses. A 

distance was more important. For inference!)   With respect to methods that were used for 

establishing the origin and/or direction of fire, they depended on the type of the incident and 

the scene in question, as well as any evidence found on the scene and any assistance from 

eye-witnesses.
11788

  For example, in cases of sniping of trams, the first step was to examine 

the damage on the tram, including identifying the bullet‘s entry and exit holes and their 

dimensions.
11789

 (Wrong! For a purpose of defining a direction of fire and a possible 

source, there should have been established first a precise site of contact of a bullet and 

tram. We have seen that a tram which had been hit continued to move, sometimes it was 

examined in its garage, or meters and meters far from the site of contact. It had been 

born in mind that a fire could have come from any neighbouring window, from a private 

appartments, a public buildings, from anywhere. For inference! In such a cases the 

biased investigators were free to allocate a responsibility to whichever side they wanted!) 

.  Once this was done, a rope, glass tubes,
11790

 a measuring level, and a small optical 

device
11791

 would be used to establish the bullet‘s entry angle and to determine the direction 

of fire and facilities from which the bullet may have originated.
11792

 (#How, if a tram 

moved?#)  This was done by connecting the entry and exit holes with a tube and a rope,
11793

 

                                                            
11782  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 5.  
11783  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 5; P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 7.  See also 

KDZ485, T. 8900–8902 (3 November 2010).  
11784  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 5.  
11785  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 33–34.  
11786  According to KDZ485, ―there were not too many [ballistics experts] to go around‖ during the war.  P1905 (Witness statement of 

KDZ485), para. 11; KDZ485, T. 8900 (3 November 2010). 
11787  P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 11.  KDZ485 could recall only one sniping incident where the ballistics expert was absent 

from the scene.  KDZ485, T. 8900 (3 November 2010).  
11788  P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 12.  
11789  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7732 (12 October 2010); P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 68.  
11790  Mirza Sabljica testified that the team had a number of these tubes of different sizes, depending on the type and caliber of the ammunition 

that was used.  See Mirza Sabljica, T. 7743 (12 October 2010).  
11791  The device was a type of sophisticated binocular, with a 16 time zoom, made for the BiH MUP in order to assist in their investigations.  

Mirza Sabljica did not know if this device was ever tested as reliable for the purpose for which it was used.  He did admit, however, that 

the device would be affected by certain aberrations in light and noted that the team did not have the equipment necessary to take into 

account those aberrations.  See Mirza Sabljica, T. 7733, 7744–7745 (12 October 2010).  
11792  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7732–7735, 7743 (12 October 2010); P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 68.  

See also P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court p. 2; P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović 

dated 28 September 2010), pp. 2, 11; P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 14; P1924 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by 

KDZ485). 
11793  According to Mirza Sabljica, the wall of the Sarajevo trams was somewhere between 12 and 15 centimetres thick.  See Mirza Sabljica, T. 

7742 (12 October 2010).   



measuring the sides of the resulting triangle and its hypotenuse, using trigonometry to 

calculate the entry angle, and then, finally, using the optical device to look through the 

hole
11794

 to sight the area and potential facilities from which the bullet could have 

originated.
11795

  Mirza Sabljica, a ballistics expert working for CSB Sarajevo,
11796

 testified 

that the investigation team usually insisted on the tram remaining at the location of the 

incident although that was often impossible as trams were sometimes moved by the driver to 

avoid being shot again.
11797

 (Exactly! And it never stopped at spot where it had been hit. 

For inference!)  If the tram could not be returned to the location at which it was when hit,
11798

 

the investigators would only take measurements and calculate the bullet‘s entry angle but 

would not use the optical device to conduct the sighting exercise as the difference in a few 

centimetres in the position of the tram would result in a different direction of fire.
11799

  In 

these instances, the ballistic experts were therefore able to establish only the general direction 

of fire but not the precise location from which the bullet had been fired.
11800

  The sniping 

investigations related to sniping of apartments were conducted in the same manner, using the 

equipment and the methodology described above.
11801

  

3629.   Sabljica also explained that the ballistics experts could not establish the distance which 

the bullets had travelled and, for that reason, in areas where VRS and ABiH positions were 

close to each other, they would not specify the exact origin of fire from within VRS-held 

territory or outside but simply referred to cardinal directions.
11802

  Dragan Mioković, an 

investigator in CSB Sarajevo,
11803

 stated that given the circumstances in which the 

investigations were carried out, the BiH MUP ―practically just documented these incidents‖ 

rather than elucidating the crimes, which is why medical reports were not of primary 

importance when conducting investigations.
11804

 (For inference! Than, how any of those 

incidents could be addressed to the Serbs? There #had never been a proper 

investigation#, and one may number the cases out!)  

3630.     Generally, UNPROFOR would be informed about the sniping incidents, either from its 

own troops or through protests by warring factions, and would conduct its own investigation 

                                                            
11794  The device would be lightly fixed to the tube that was inserted through the bullet‘s entry and exit holes and the investigators could look 

to see what particular buildings could be seen through it.  See Mirza Sabljica, T. 7735 (12 October 2010).   
11795  However, the bullet would sometimes get stuck in the body of a tram and there would be no exit hole.  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7732–7735, 

7743 (12 October 2010); P1734 (Sketch drawn by Mirza Sabljica); P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 

2010), p. 68.  See also P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court p. 2; P1742 (Witness statement of 

Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 2, 11.   
11796  For Mirza Sabljica‘s qualifications, see Mirza Sabljica, T. 7702, 7705–7706 (11 October 2011); P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza 

Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 1–8, 60.  
11797  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 67–68; P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 

26 October 2010), p. 5; P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 13. 
11798  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7736, 7746 (12 October 2010); P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 13. 
11799  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7736, 7745–7746 (12 October 2010).  
11800  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 68–69; P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 

September 2010), p. 34.  
11801  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7734–7735 (12 October 2010); P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 12.  
11802  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 7. 
11803  For Dragan Mioković‘s qualifications, see Dragan Mioković, T. 8544–8545, 8548–8551 (28 October 2010); P1830 (Witness statement 

of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 2, 28–29. 
11804  Mioković testified that medical reports would be submitted to the investigating judge separately, after the team had completed its work.  

See P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 34–35.  KDZ485 testified, however, that when 

investigating an incident, one of duties of the police was to establish if anyone was injured or killed and to follow up at the hospital or 

the mortuary.  See P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), paras. 7, 15. 



and also assist the BiH MUP in their investigations.
11805

 (Not entirely correct: some of the 

UN officers testified that the #UN had never made an investigation in a criminal sense#, 

and therefore their “investigations” couldn’t be used in a criminal procedure,see 

bellow!) Fraser testified that because UNPROFOR was not supposed to get involved in 

exchanges between the warring factions, it took great care to determine whether sniping 

incidents were directed against civilians or not.
11806

  If they were, it would then exercise 

particular caution to determine which side fired the shot against the civilian.
11807

  Fraser 

conceded, however, that the UNPROFOR investigation was not a criminal investigation.
11808

 

(For inference. In such a case, it #couldn’t be used in a criminal court#! So more it was 

necessary to include the SRK experts in investigation. However, a very few incidents had 

been reported to the SRK Command!)  Instead, UNPROFOR would get information from 

its troops positioned in the area of the incident and from the local authorities, including the 

local police, and would then protest, verbally or in writing, with the party found to have 

conducted the sniping attack.
11809

 (It can not be said “found”# because it was not found, it 

was alleged by the party which had been in a “conflict of interest”, i.e. very interested in 

denigrating the Serbs and causing an international military intervention#! For 

inference! No wonder why the most of incidents had been allocated to the Serbs, because 

the “local authorities, particularly local police, was an extremely politicized and engaged 

in combats formation, well aware of a need to cause the intervention!)   Rose testified that 

the UN could not determine beyond reasonable doubt from where the sniper fire had come 

because it did not conduct investigations that would have established that.
11810

 (For 

inference! Therefore, #all of those “opinions” and “believes” of the internationals, the 

UN people and journalists should have been dismissed as an unreliable information, 

depended of believes and lacking any knowledge about the deployment of the forces, and 

a total absence of an objective investigation#. The UN military officers correctly 

admitted this lack of investigation, why the UN Court would make a precedent and 

accept this highly doubtable evidence as a facts?)   

3631.    In addition, prompted by the number of sniping incidents in the Sniper Alley area, Sector 

Sarajevo also created an international anti-sniping task force wherein snipers from each 

UNPROFOR battalion were given anti-sniping tasks in their area of responsibility, with the 

aim of protecting civilians.
11811

  This force had a co-ordination centre and sniping incidents 

were reported to the Sector Sarajevo headquarters as soon as possible after they occurred.
11812

  

While part of the task force‘s duties was to deter both sides, it principally had to deter the 
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Bosnian Serbs from shooting at civilians.
11813

  It would do that by, for example, physically 

interposing UNPROFOR soldiers between the Serb snipers and the civilians in the Sniper 

Alley area and then engaging the snipers themselves.
11814

  It would also install passive barriers 

throughout the city, although at times the BiH authorities would not allow this.
11815

 For 

inference, the Muslim side was not interested in stopping this practice, as they refused to 

demilitarise Sarajevo and give it under the UN administration! Games, after games, 

endlessly! Naturally, in this case the UN couldn’t accuse the Serb side for firing towards 

their forces. Also, the UN was well aware that the Muslim side exercised a trickery, as 

with a mobile mortars. Certainly, it was much easier to do the same trickery with 

snipers, and the UN anti-sniper force needed some time to get to the site, and it was 

sufficient to have the scene staged! To charge the Serb side on the basis of such an 

inadequate evidence could happen only with a decisive will to damage the Serb 

position!)  Another one of its tasks was to photograph all the possible areas in Grbavica 

where the Serbs were shooting from and observe the identified locations thus becoming very 

familiar with the sniper positions in the area.
11816

  That information would have then been sent 

up to the battalion and the sector level.
11817

  All of the above meant that the anti-sniping task 

force was ―very good in determining the point of origin for specific incidents‖ and that 

UNPROFOR commanders were ―certain‖ that Bosnian Serb forces were engaging in sniping 

attacks against civilians in Sarajevo.
11818

 (#Wrong! Since the confrontation line was 

double, following each othe#r closely, a position within this double ring coud have been 

shot from either side in all of the directions. It was easier to accept the allegations and 

hints served by the Muslim side, than to investigate. This kind of “impressions” is not 
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sufficient fot the purpose of a criminal trial. If it is not provable at any time by another 

expert, this is not valid. For reference!)   

3632.    The Accused argues that both the BiH MUP and the UN investigators working on 

scheduled sniping incidents were ―exceptionally unreliable‖ as they were biased and their 

work was riddled with mistakes.
11819

  The Prosecution responds that this is a broad allegation 

based on mis-characterisation of the evidence the relevant witnesses gave.
11820

  As will be 

seen below, in its analysis of the scheduled sniping incidents the Chamber has considered and 

analysed a number of CSB Sarajevo and UN reports prepared on the basis of the investigation 

methods outlined above.  These were produced by ballistics experts and/or criminal 

technicians who were, in most cases, on site soon after the incident happened and who used 

accepted ballistics methods to determine the direction of fire. (#Even if they determined the 

direction, it was not sufficient to determine which side fired#. In the same direction 

there were both sides and both confrontation lines. #Appart from their obvious bias, 

their concerns for their safety if not satisfied the Muslim authorities must be higher than 

the same of the UN Generals, who used to say that because of living there, the didn’t 

dare to say the truth#!) These individuals, particularly the UNPROFOR and its anti-sniping 

force, also had extensive knowledge of notorious sniping positions in the city, as well as 

access to the scene, contemporaneous information, and eye-witnesses.  Given these factors, 

the Chamber generally gave considerable weight to the CSB Sarajevo and UN reports when 

analysing the scheduled sniping incidents.  In doing so, the Chamber was also constantly 

cognisant of the shortcomings of the investigations conducted during the war, such as for 

example the difficulties faced by investigators when working on a crime scene while under 

threat of enemy fire, their inability to determine the exact origin of fire as opposed to the 

direction of fire, and inconsistencies between ballistic and other investigative reports. (Beside 

that, #the very same investigators admitted that they didn’t convey the investigations as 

properly as in a peace time#! This is quite sufficient for the principle “In dubio pro reo”, 

and it would be unlawful if the President, or anyone, would be sentenced under these 

conditions! This could be used only for a moral and propaganda matters, but not for a 

criminal procedur!)  Whenever issues arose with respect to particular reports, they were 

considered by the Chamber in relation to each particular incident.  Accordingly, while finding 

this type of evidence to be generally reliable and credible, the Chamber approached it as one 

piece of the puzzle assessed against the totality of evidence tendered in relation to each 

incident. (#This kind of analogy in deliberating in a serious criminal process, particularly 

against an accused who was so far from any possible perpetrator, who issued so many 

orders against any firing towards civilians, while the Prosecutor didn’t have any 

evidence to the contrary – would be too much of unjustice#, even for some well known 

regimes!) 

3633.   The Chamber also heard from one of the Prosecution investigators, Barry Hogan, who 

visited Sarajevo on many occasions and prepared various materials relating to the incidents 

listed in Schedule F of the Indictment.
11821

  He testified that he visited each of the locations 

where the victims listed in Schedule F were wounded or killed, accompanied by one of those 
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victims or eyewitnesses, and used a GPS unit to produce an accurate reading of the position of 

the victim and/or a tram at the time the shooting took place, as recounted by that victim or 

witness. (For inference! How long after the incident he visited the sites? Event from this 

“operation” the Serb side was excluded, although it could have helped obtaining   some 

useful information! This is far from any required standard and can not be used even for 

an inference!).    These were then used to produce a map recording all the incident sites.
11822

  

Hogan would then stand at the location where the victims were wounded and/or killed and 

would take GPS readings from there.
11823

  Hogan also explained that no local police reports or 

UN reports were used for the purpose of this exercise.
11824

  As for the origin of fire, the 

victims/witnesses simply indicated the direction from which the fire had come, as they were 

not in a position to identify the exact locations from which the bullets were fired.
11825

 (#Nota 

bene!!! How then Mr. Hogan could have identified it!#)  These victims and/or witnesses 

were pointing out locations purely from memory as they were not given their own witness 

statements or any other materials in order to refresh their memories.
11826

  The Chamber has 

considered Hogan‘s evidence and found that he was a reliable and truthful witness. (It was 

not a matter of whether Hogan was truthful witness, the main issue was whether he 

could decide from which side of the confrontation line was shooter? If he was in the 

Muslim controlled territory, no bullet could have come only from a Serb territory, 

because between the spot and a shooter there were the positions of the both Armies! Not 

to mention that Mr. Hogan was employed by the Prosecution, which certainly didn’t 

expect anything but a confirmation of a Serb liability! Such an investigation shouldn’t 

be recognised unless the suspected side participated in it!)    He was meticulous and did 

not overstep the boundaries of his mandate.  However, the Chamber notes that his mandate 

was limited to simply recording the locations of the incident sites.  In addition, for each 

alleged incident, his GPS recordings were dependent on the recollection of a singular 

victim/witness who was not given any material to refresh his or her memory despite being 

taken to the relevant locations years after the incident. Exactly. For inference! #Another 

crucial element had almost never been established, a position of victim, pertaining a 

position of their body in relation to the azimuth#. A small deviation in 360 degrees 

would result in tens or hundreds of metres deviation of a source of fire!) Thus, at times, 

as will be seen below,
11827

 there was some inconsistency between those recollections and the 

official reports created by the BiH MUP and/or other evidence.  Accordingly, while accepting 

Hogan‘s evidence as credible, the Chamber is fully aware of its limitations and also of the fact 

that his activities were dependent on the recollections of others. (And on the above 

described position of bodies.)   
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3634.   Finally, as noted above,
11828 (11828)

 the Chamber heard from two experts relating to sniping 

in Sarajevo.  For the Prosecution, Van der Weijden conducted investigations into all 

scheduled sniping incidents and considered the alleged origin of fire, as well as the 

opportunity the shooter in each incident would have had to identify the target as a combatant.  

He visited the incident sites in 2006 and 2009 and inspected the exact locations at which the 

victims were shot, using the GPS co-ordinates obtained by Hogan and provided to him by the 

Prosecution; while there, he observed the surroundings, usually from the location of the 

wound on the victims‘ bodies, checking for a clear line of sight to a possible shooting 

position.
11829

  He then visited the areas he identified as possible shooting positions to see if it 

would be technically feasible to fire from them.
11830

 (Feasible or not, he could only establish 

#whether it was possible, but he didn’t establish whether or not was it probable, let 

alone for sure that it was a place of the source of fire#!)  He would then eliminate the 

locations offering no views on the incident sites and/or offering no tactical advantage to the 

shooter, and would eventually arrive at the area he thought the shot had come from.
11831

  (His 

“thougths” are not enough for the criminal case, because it is not “beyond reasonable 

doubt”. How possibly he excluded another position a few tens of yards deep in the 

Muslim territory, although in the same direction? No way! For inference!) 

3635.   When conducting this exercise, Van der Weijden was also provided with witness 

statements in which the origin of fire was often suggested by the witnesses; however, this did 

not have much effect on his investigation as he would, using the method described above, 

independently assess whether their account was feasible.
11832

  For some incidents, he was also 

given reports prepared by the BiH MUP, but noted that these were not ―very helpful‖ as they 

were not ―very complete‖.
11833

  (For inference! That is what the Defence kept saying all 

the times!) Van der Weijden conceded that he did not review the medical information 

pertaining to the injuries of the victims in question nor did he always have knowledge of the 

exact position the victim was in when shot, but again explained that he was concerned mainly 

with lines of sight and with the general layout of the incident site.
11834

 And this is exactly 

what can not be used in a criminal case. The logics as “there could have been a Serb, 

therefore it was a Serb” is not acceptable in any serious court! Taking into account the 

lines of the two armies close to each other, taking into account that we do have evidence 

that the Muslim Army used to shoot at their own people, any allegation about the Serb 

sinper action must be proven “beyond a reasonable doubt”. For inference!)  Van der 

Weijden was only broadly aware of the confrontation lines in Sarajevo and not in relation to 

each specific incident; however, according to him, having detailed knowledge of these lines 

was not necessary since his investigation was concerned purely with the inquiry into where 

the shot might have come from, rather than from which side of the confrontation line it 

originated.
11835

 (Exactly! But it could have not been used in a criminal case related to the 

responsibility! What for could this be used? Not for a criminal case! To many limitations 
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to be able to accuse the Serb side, or any side!)  He also noted that he never established that 

any of the shots were fired by a trained sniper as opposed to a regular soldier,
11836

 and 

accepted that he was never able to reach a definitive conclusion as to the exact location from 

which the bullet had come from.
11837

  (Therefore, nobody should be blamed, let alone 

convicted due to this evidence. For inference!) 

3636.    The Accused argues that Van der Weijden is the Prosecution‘s most important witness 

with respect to the alleged sniping incidents but is of highly questionable credibility, given 

that he attended only several military courses. In addition, according to the Accused, Van 

der Weijden was aware of the confrontation lines in Sarajevo only in ―broad lines‖ and 

reached his conclusions purely by looking at the layout of the incident site, trying to 

establish possible origins of the shots.
11838

  Further, the Accused claims that Van der 

Weijden was never able to reach a definitive conclusion as to the exact origin of fire and 

acknowledged that the BiH MUP reports were not very helpful as they were 

incomplete.
11839

  The Prosecution responds that the Accused mis-characterised Van der 

Weijden‘s conclusions since, for a number of incidents, namely, F.1, F.3, F.6, and F.12, 

Van der Weijden either concluded there was only one possible origin of fire or excluded 

any reasonable possibility that the fire originated from ABiH-held territory.
11840

  The 

Prosecution also notes that Van der Weijden‘s conclusions are only a part of the totality of 

evidence for each scheduled incident.
11841

 (#Nobody could have excluded the BiH 

territory#, since between all and every of those sites there were a strips of the BH 

territory, full of the Army members, and a c/l along with the Serb lines was also 

possessed by a huge number of the ABiH soldiers! How it is possible that a UN Court 

accept this kind of a broad “findings” that if it was excluded the ABiH territory as a 

source of fire, that automatically meant that a Serb soldier under the President  

control fired from the Serb territory, as it there was a video surveillance, or there 

were no other armed people, like HVO, like a rogue elements of all the three sides! All 

of it sounds as: #“on the hill there is some smoke, there must be Indians”# And, the 

European Indians are the Serbs, and they earned it through their alliance with this 

Europe and the West!) 

3637.      The Chamber has analysed Van der Weijden‘s qualifications and testimony and is 

satisfied that he is an expert in sniping and a reliable witness and that his evidence, as far as 

its main purpose is concerned—namely to establish the lines of sight between possible origins 

of fire and the alleged location of the incident—can be accepted as generally credible.
11842

  

The Chamber also notes, however, that Van der Weijden‘s methodology was dependent on 

the information given to him by the Prosecution as to the location of incident sites, which at 

times was confusing and/or internally inconsistent.
11843

  In addition, as he himself stated, his 

investigation was concerned purely with the inquiry into where the shot might have come 
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from, rather than from which side of the confrontation line it originated from, and he willingly 

admitted that he was never able to reach a definitive conclusion as to the exact location where 

the bullet originated.  Accordingly, his evidence was approached as one of a number of 

factors in the Chamber‘s assessment of the totality of the evidence and, at times, was of 

relatively limited value in the Chamber‘s determination on the origin of fire in the incidents 

alleged. (Not even so. Even if a body had been moved before an investigation arrived, the 

#direction of incoming fire could have not been accurately established, since any fire 

could have come from each of 360
0 # 

Any disturbance of the crime scene would alter 

findings, let alone if an investigation had been conveyed a years after!) 

3638.    While preparing his expert report, Poparić visited Sarajevo twice, in September 2010 

and May 2011.
11844

  The first visit lasted three days and its purpose was for Poparić to 

familiarise himself with the sites and to help the Accused prepare for cross-examination of 

Prosecution witnesses.
11845

  The purpose of the second visit was to prepare the Accused‘s 

legal adviser for the site visit.
11846

  Poparić explained that during the visits he was led to the 

relevant locations by a former member of the SRK who knew the best way to some of the 

more inaccessible areas.
11847

  He also explained that in addition to the two official visits, he 

went to Sarajevo on a few more occasions on his own, usually when he needed further 

clarification, but did not meet with the victims of the sniping incidents.
11848

 

3639.   During his visits, Poparić visited locations of the scheduled incidents and locations from 

which the shots might have originated.
11849

  However, with respect to six scheduled sniping 

incidents that took place on Zmaja od Bosne street, he conceded that he did not go inside the 

four white high-rises in Grbavica claiming that this was not necessary because he had 

photographs from the Dragomir Milošević case and because it was not clear on which floors 

the sniper nests were located.
11850

  His analysis of the incidents relevant to the high-rises was 

in any event based primarily on (i) the height of the four high-rises and (ii) the distance 

between the high-rises and the incident site, which allowed him to calculate the maximum 

angle of descent of any bullets fired from there.
11851

  Poparić also clarified that he did not go 

inside the Metalka building but stood next to it to see the view down Franje Raĉkog street; he 

also had a set of photographs taken from the building in 2001, at the time when there was no 

vegetation, for the purposes of the Dragomir Milošević case.
11852

  Poparić did not dispute Van 

der Weijden‘s findings as to what was visible from the white high-rises and the Metalka 

building and assumed them to be correct for the purposes of his analysis.
11853
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3640.   In terms of the equipment, Poparić had a compass, a camera, and a measuring tape.
11854

  

The compass was not of much use to him due to the fact that many of incident locations were 

in or near certain facilities so there was no dispute about them.
11855

  He also did not use a GPS 

to identify the relevant locations because this was not necessary given that he had 

photographs and other information.
11856

  In addition, small differences in measurements would 

not have made much difference for sniping incidents due to the fact that the trajectory of a 

bullet is horizontal and straight.
11857

  He also did not use a laser rangefinder which would have 

been useful only if there was information about the nature of the wounds of the victims, which 

was not available.
11858

    

3641.   As for the type and quality of materials available to him, Poparić explained that what was 

lacking in the materials available was information relating to medical and forensic 

evidence.
11859

  When preparing his report, he consulted a forensic medicine doctor in relation 

to one of the incidents
11860

 but did not consult any professional snipers.
11861

  When pointed out 

to him that he used a map of confrontation lines from 1995 in relation to incidents from 1993, 

while failing to specify the date of the map in his report, Poparić denied that he deliberately 

and repeatedly omitted relevant information from his report and that he had developed 

premises based on incorrect information.
11862

  (But, the confrontation line didn’t change a 

bit, particularly in the areas of interest for the sniping incidents, in the central parts of 

the city!)    

3642.    The Prosecution submits that Poparić was neither credible nor reliable and that his 

evidence should be disregarded as a whole.
11863

  The Accused on the other hand claims that 

Poparić, unlike the Prosecution witnesses, stated all the facts, thus successfully challenging 

the Prosecution evidence.
11864

  The Chamber has analysed both Poparić‘s expert report and his 

testimony on the scheduled sniping incidents alleged in the Indictment and has found that on 

many occasions he ventured outside of his area of expertise and made conclusions on issues in 

which he had no training, such as for example determining entry and exit wounds from videos 

and photographs.
11865

 (The prosecution experts didn’t even try to depict the basic 

medicine data, such as entry and exit wounds, nor ever determined the orientation of a 

victim, and in some reports of the contemporaneous investigation of the BiH MUP, there 

was a wrongfully marked azimuth for the entire 90 degrees!)    As will be seen from the 

Chamber‘s analysis in relation to each scheduled sniping incident, Poparić often jumped to 
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11858  Mile Poparić, T. 39182–39183 (4 June 2013).  
11859  Mile Poparić, T. 39191 (4 June 2013).  
11860  This was Dr. Dušan Dunjić and the consultation related to Scheduled Incident F12.  See Mile Poparić, T. 39191–39193, 39198 (4 June 

2013).  
11861  Mile Poparić, T. 39193–39194 (4 June 2013).  
11862  Mile Poparić, T. 39195–39198 (4 June 2013).  
11863  The Prosecution claims that Poparić changed his theories freely in an attempt to maintain that fire did not originate from Serb-held 

positions or that victims were caught in cross-fire.  He produced graphic images that were inaccurately manipulated and distorted, and he 

intentionally omitted contrary evidence of which he was aware on the ground that it was ―totally irrelevant‖.  According to the 

Prosecution he also engaged in methodologically-flawed analyses and conducted limited on-site personal examinations.  See Prosecution 

Final Brief, Appendix C, paras. 5–11.  
11864  Closing Arguments, T. 48012–48013 (2 October 2014).  
11865  See e.g. paras. 3719, 3738.  



conclusions, making questionable leaps in logic.
11866

  At times, he also reached conclusions 

based on incorrect information.
11867

  In addition, while expressing opinions as to what could 

and could not be seen from certain buildings in Sarajevo, such as the four white high-rises and 

the Metalka building,
11868

 he also conceded that he never entered those buildings.
11869

  All of 

these aspects of Poparić‘s evidence tended to compromise his credibility and impartiality.  

Accordingly, the Chamber has found his evidence to be of limited value, as will be seen in the 

sections analysing each specific scheduled incident. (It was not necessary to have Mr. 

Poparic unmistakable, since the #Prosecution experts didn’t establish what happened 

but only what could have happened#. Beside that, many Prosecution witnesses brought 

their convictions, believes, esteems and other “opinions” about the things they had never 

been educated for. For inference, to collect all of those opinions for the Sarajevo part, 

such as Thomas, Harland and others.) 

i.   Scheduled sniping incidents 

3643.   The Prosecution submits in its Final Brief that the sniping fire in all scheduled incidents, 

with the exception of Scheduled Incident F.5, originated from ―well–known SRK positions‖, 

namely Grbavica; Špicasta Stijena; the Orthodox Church in Dobrinja; upper parts of Hrasno 

Brdo and Ozrenska street; the School for the Blind, the Faculty of Theology, and other areas 

of Nedţarići; and Baba Stijena.
11870

  In addition, it alleges that the victims, as well as the bus 

and trams they were on, were deliberately targeted in those incidents and were not legitimate 

military objectives.
11871

  Each scheduled sniping incident is discussed below according to the 

broad geographical area of Sarajevo where it took place.  Some of these areas were notorious 

for sniper activity, such as Zmaja od Bosne street, Marin Dvor area, and Sedrenik. 

(A)   Zmaja od Bosne street (formerly Vojvode Putnika)  

3644.   According to the Indictment, Scheduled Sniping Incidents F.8. F.11, F.12, F.14, F.15, 

and F.16 took place on Zmaja od Bosne street, along Sniper Alley, and targeted trams and 

pedestrians in the area.
11872

  The Prosecution claims that the origin of fire in all those incidents 

was south of Zmaja od Bosne, namely the four white high-rises on Lenjinova street, the 

Metalka building, and the Jewish cemetery, all located in the area of Grbavica and controlled 

by the SRK.
11873

 

                                                            
11866  See e.g. paras. 3758, 3763.  
11867  See e.g. para. 3719.  
11868  See para. 3667.  
11869  As noted above in paragraph 3667, Poparić justified his decision not to enter the relevant buildings by saying, inter alia, that there was 

no evidence indicating the floors at which sniper nests operated.  However, as will be seen below, this is incorrect—for example, exhibit 

P1738, which contains photographs of sniper nests in the four white high-rises clearly indicates the floors at which those nests were 

located.  See P1738 (Photographs of sniper nests).   
11870  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 2.  
11871  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 3. 
11872  Indictment, Schedule F.  See also Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 15; Closing Arguments, T. 47741–47742 (30 September 

2014).  
11873  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, paras. 13–16.  See also Closing Arguments, T. 47741–47742 (30 September 2014). 



3645.   Zmaja od Bosne street, in particular the stretch near the Holiday Inn and the area around 

Marin Dvor,
11874

 was one of the most dangerous locations in Sarajevo during the war, where 

many civilians were wounded or killed by sniper fire; for that reason, it was also known as 

Sniper Alley.
11875

  It was close to the confrontation lines on Miljacka River,
11876

 and the trams 

that ran along it, as well as the pedestrians, were visible from a number of skyscrapers and 

high-rise buildings surrounding the area.
11877

  The intersections where Franje Raĉkog and 

Đure Daniĉića streets (which run from Miljacka River) cut across Zmaja od Bosne were 

particularly dangerous areas.
11878

  In addition, in front of the Holiday Inn, at the intersection 

between Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne streets, the trams had to enter a so-called ―S-

curve‖ in the tracks,
11879

 in order to cross from one side of the street to the other, and thus had 

to slow down, becoming an easier target.
11880

  Because Zmaja od Bosne street was so 

dangerous, large transport containers and lorries filled with sand were placed on the south 

side, on the most exposed parts, such as intersections.
11881

  Another dangerous area open to 

                                                            
11874  The Chamber understands the Marin Dvor area to stretch from the St. Joseph Church in the east to the outer limits of the Maršal Tito 

Barracks in the west.  David Fraser, T. 8081–8083 (18 October 2010); D771 (SRK combat report, 22 June 1994); D4884 (Mile Poparić's 

expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 42–43, Image 18. 
11875  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 7; KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), 

T. 1624; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 19 April 2006), p. 3; Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from 

Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1657; P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 66; P21 (Witness 

statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court p. 2; P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 

2010), p. 33; P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 13–14; P1765 (Map of Sarajevo marked by David 

Fraser); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 42; 

P1217 (Witness statement of Milan Mandilović dated 24 February 2010), para. 52; P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden 

dated 26 February 2010), para. 143; P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen dated 10 August 2009), paras. 15, 35; Jeremy Bowen, 

T. 10111–10112 (13 January 2011); P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 24; P1996 

(Witness statement of Martin Bell dated 8 March 2010), paras. 35, 53; P2012 (Video footage of Sarajevo); P2000 (BBC news report re 

Sarajevo, with transcript); Martin Bell, T. 9778–9779 (14 December 2010).  See also Adjudicated Facts 70, 71, 122, 2915. 
11876  P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), para. 10; KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 

831 (under seal); P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 12; Sabina Šabanić, P491 (Transcript from 

Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1471–1474, 1487; P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4; D4884 

(Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 42, Image 18. 
11877  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 835–837 (under seal); P119 (Witness statement of Huso Palo dated 24 

February 1996), p. 2; Huso Palo, P120 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Milošević), T. 1539; Sabina Šabanić, P491 (Transcript from 

Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 693, 696; P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P492 (Witness 

statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 22 May 2006), para. 6; Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D 

Milošević), T. 1657–1658; P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 14.  
11878  Alen Giĉević, T. 7642–7647 (11 October 2010); D728 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D729 (Map of Sarajevo 

marked by Alen Giĉević); Mirza Sabljica, T. 7677–7678 (11 October 2010); P1724 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Mirza 

Sabljica); P2068 (Witness statement of Jeremy Bowen dated 10 August 2009), paras. 16–17, 34.  See Adjudicated Fact 2916. 
11879  At one point during the case, the Accused attempted to show that there had been no such S-curve at the intersection of Franje Raĉkog 

and Zmaja od Bosne streets at the time of the scheduled incidents, and that the S-curve was constructed sometime after the conflict.  See 

Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7039–7051 (28 September 2010); D653 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden); D654 (Map 

of Sarajevo).  However, the Prosecution brought sufficient evidence to indicate that the S-curve in that location has existed since 1984.  

See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7191–7195, 7197 (29 September 2010); P1630 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden); 

P1631 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden); Mirza Sabljica, T. 7680–7682 (11 October 2010); P1726 

(Map of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica); Alen Giĉević, T. 7611 (11 October 2010).   
11880  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 7; Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. 

Milošević), T. 857–858; KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 825–826 (under seal); P1695 (Witness 

statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 66; Mirza Sabljica, T. 7678, 7680 (11 October 2010); P1724 (Aerial photograph 

of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica); P1725 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica); Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7036–7039 (28 

September 2010); D652 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden); Barry Hogan, T. 11203–11204, 11218, 

11286–11287 (3 February 2011); P2189 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan); P2213 (Image re scheduled sniping 

and shelling incidents in Sarajevo); D2656 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Katić); P1996 (Witness statement of Martin Bell 

dated 8 March 2010), para. 48. 
11881  Alen Giĉević, T. 7612–7613 (11 October 2010); P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 3; P1692 

(Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 33–34; 

P5908 (Record of interview with KDZ185), para. 8; P1074 (Photograph of anti-sniping barricades (Parliament building)); Adjudicated 

Fact 123; P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), paras. 47–48. 



sniper attacks on Zmaja od Bosne was the area of Pofalići, close to Hotel Bristol,
11882

 as well 

as the area near the Presidency building.
11883

 

3646.   A number of locations and buildings are relevant to sniping incidents that took place on 

Zmaja od Bosne street.
11884

  One such building is a high-rise referred to as ―Metalka‖, which 

is located in the neighbourhood of Grbavica,
11885

 on the southern side of Miljacka River, some 

300 metres from Zmaja od Bosne street.
11886

  Its eastern side affords a view down Franje 

Raĉkog street.
11887

  To the southeast of Metalka is a building similar in appearance and known 

as the ―Invest Banka‖ building, which affords a view down Đure Daniĉića street from its 

eastern part.
11888

  Just south of Invest Banka is another building with a red façade (―Red 

Façade building‖),
11889

 while further east of Metalka is the co-called Unioninvest 

building.
11890

  Southeast of the Unioninvest building, located on the slopes of Debelo Brdo, is 

the Jewish cemetery.
11891

  Also in Grbavica, on the street formerly known as Lenjinova street 

(now Grbaviĉka street), stand four white skyscrapers, each 18 storeys tall.
11892

  They dominate 

Grbavica and face the Maršal Tito Barracks.
11893

   

3647.   On the northern side of Miljacka River, to the northeast of the Holiday Inn stand two 

skyscrapers referred to as the ―Unis towers‖.
11894

  The School of Technology is to the west of 

                                                            
11882  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 870–872; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 

April 2006), para. 7; P440 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Slavica Livnjak).  
11883  Jeremy Bowen, T. 10112–10114 (13 January 2011); P2076 (BBC news report re Sarajevo, with transcript).  
11884  Barry Hogan, T. 11202–11203 (3 February 2011); P2188 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan). 
11885  Grbavica is a neighbourhood in the municipality of Novo Sarajevo.  See Adjudicated Fact 65.  
11886  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), pp. 87, 91, 94, 97, 100.  See also 

Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7016 (27 September 2010); KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 824 (under 

seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), para. 9; Alen Giĉević, T. 7611, 7642–7645 (11 October 2010); P1691 
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statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), p. 33; Barry Hogan, T. 11199–11204, 11219 (3 February 2011); P2186 
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(Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan); P2208 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan). 
11887  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 42–43, Image 

18; D2656 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Katić).  
11888  Poparić testified that while the Invest Banka building offers a direct view down Đure Daniĉića street, its close proximity to other 

buildings on Đure Daniĉić street presented a ―serious obstacle‖ to its use as a firing position.  See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report 

entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 42–43, Image 18.   
11889  Alen Giĉević, T. 7628–7629, 7642–7645 (11 October 2010); D725 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D728 

(Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7021–7027 (28 September 2010); D649 (Aerial 

photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden); D650 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden); 

D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 42–43, Image 

18. 
11890  Alen Giĉević, T. 7628, 7642–7645 (11 October 2010); D725 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D728 (Photograph of 

Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 

August 2012), pp. 42–43, Image 18. 
11891  See Adjudicated Facts 72 and 2829.  See also D788 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović). 
11892  P119 (Witness statement of Huso Palo dated 24 February 1996), p. 2; P119 (Statement of Huso Palo to BiH authorities, 24 November 

1994), p. 2; Sabina Šabanić, P491 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1453–1454; P442 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo 

marked by Sabina Šabanić); P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P492 (Addendum to witness 

statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995, 24 April 2010); P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 22 May 2006), 

para. 6; P492 (Addendum to witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 22 May 2006, 24 April 2010); Mirza Sabljica, T. 7675 (11 

October 2010); P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), p. 33; Barry Hogan, T. 11199–11200, 11219–

11220 (3 February 2011); P2186 (Panoramic photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan); P2209 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked 

by Barry Hogan). 
11893  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 42–43, Image 

18.  
11894  Sabina Šabanić, P491 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1485; P444 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Sabina 

Šabanić); Alen Giĉević, T. 7642–7645 (11 October 2010); D728 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); Barry Hogan, T. 



the Holiday Inn, and across the street from the Holiday Inn stands the Faculty of Philosophy 

and the Museum buildings.
11895

  To the east of the Faculty of Philosophy are the Executive 

Council and Assembly buildings.
11896

  The Maršal Tito Barracks, now no longer in existence, 

were located to the west of the School of Technology.
11897

   

3648.   The Vrbanja Bridge on Miljacka River is located just south of the Assembly 

building.
11898

   

3649.   The so-called ―salvation route‖ or the ―road of life‖, which ran north of and parallel to 

the Zmaja od Bosne street and was protected by transport containers and lorries filled with 

sand,
11899

 was safer than any other road because it was protected from the view by a large 

number of buildings which provided cover for people who used it.
11900

   

(1) Confrontation lines in the area  

3650.   The confrontation line in the Marin Dvor area ran along Miljacka River with ABiH 

positions on the north side of the river and VRS positions on the south side.
11901

  The 1
st
 

Romanija Infantry Brigade and the 1
st
 Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade of the SRK held the area 

of Grbavica and the positions south and east of Grbavica.
11902

  The 3
rd

 Battalion of the 1
st
 

Romanija Infantry Brigade, which was later absorbed into the 1
st
 Sarajevo Mechanised 

Brigade and became the 2
nd

 Infantry Battalion of that brigade,
11903

 had positions in the area 
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T. 2584–2590 (21 May 2010); D212 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Aernout van Lynden).  
11899  Alen Giĉević, T. 7610–7613 (11 October 2010); P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 3; P1691 

(Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); P1692 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević). 
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from shelling).   
11901  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 26–27; P1770 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by David Fraser); 

Stanislav Galić, T. 37467–37468 (22 April 2013); Dragan Maletić, T. 30854–30855 (3 December 2012); P6018 (Photograph of 
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11902  Stanislav Galić, T. 37184 (15 April 2013); D3382 (Map of Sarajevo); P4498 (Report of 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade, 3 September 

1992); D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), paras. 2, 5; D2339 (Map of Sarajevo marked by 
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that stretched from Vrbanja Bridge, along Miljacka River, to Strojorad, then to the football 

stadium, Šanac, Ozrenska street, Milinkladska street, and Slaviša Vajner Ĉiĉa Barracks.
11904

  

The 1
st
 Company of that battalion held the line between the Vrbanja and Bratstvo Jedinstvo 

Bridges, along Miljacka River.
11905

  Thus, the Metalka building and the four white high-rises 

in Grbavica were in the area of responsibility of the SRK.
11906

  Further, due to Metalka being 

difficult to access, the troops at some point withdrew ―in [the] depth‖ of the territory.
11907

   

3651.   As for the positions to the right of Vrbanja Bridge, the area from Vrbanja Bridge towards 

the Jewish cemetery up to the foot of Debelo Brdo was held by the 3
rd

 Infantry Battalion of 

the 1
st
 Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade of the SRK.

11908
  This battalion was positioned on the 

western side of the Jewish cemetery while the ABiH was stationed along its northeastern 

wall–the two sides were separated only by the width of the cemetery.
11909

  The confrontation 

line at the cemetery remained unchanged throughout the conflict.
11910

  According to Blagoje 

Kovaĉević, commander of the 3
rd

 Infantry Battalion from June 1993,
11911

 the cemetery itself 

was never occupied by anyone as it was no-man‘s land.
11912

 

3652.   On the ABiH side, the confrontation line in the Zmaja od Bosne area was manned by the 

ABiH‘s 1
st
 Motorised Brigade.

11913
  This brigade was responsible for the line on Miljacka 

River from the area of the Vrbanja Bridge and through Hrasno Brdo, with soldiers deployed 

from the School of Economics to the Elektroprivreda building, with only the river separating 

them from the VRS.
11914

  The 1
st
 Motorised Brigade had outside trenches and held positions 

within certain buildings, namely, the cellars of the Mechanical Engineering Faculty, the 

School of Economics, and another faculty building, as well as in the exits that connected those 
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(Witness statement of Ţeljko Bambarez dated 9 December 2012), para. 5; Blagoje Kovaĉević, T. 29041–29042 (18 October 2012).  
11905  Dragan Maletić, T. 30849 (3 December 2012); D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), para. 9; D2521 

(Map of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Maletić); [REDACTED].     
11906  Dragan Maletić, T. 30849–30850 (3 December 2012); [REDACTED]; Blagoje Kovaĉević, T. 29042 (18 October 2012); P1695 (Witness 

statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 62, 67; P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 

2010), p. 31.  But see P4498 (Report of 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade, 3 September 1992), p. 4 which refers to the 2nd Infantry Battalion 

of the 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade holding positions near Metalka in September 1992, with the 3rd Battalion to its left.  The Chamber 

also notes here that the English translation of the report refers to the 1st Infantry Battalion manning the positions around Metalka but the 

original document in BCS in fact refers to the 2nd Infantry Battalion.  Thus, the English translation contains a typographical error.   
11907  Maletić could not remember if this took place in 1993 or 1994.  Dragan Maletić, T. 30849–30851 (3 December 2012), T. 30888 (4 

December 2012).  Stanislav Galić confirmed that the 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade was later redeployed beyond Grbavica.  See 

Stanislav Galić, T. 37184 (15 April 2013).  
11908  See Adjudicated Fact 2828; D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 5; D2339 (Map of Sarajevo 

marked by Blagoje Kovaĉević); D2340 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Blagoje Kovaĉević). 
11909  See Adjudicated Fact 73; D3382 (Map of Sarajevo); D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), paras. 2, 

5; D2339 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Blagoje Kovaĉević); D2340 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Blagoje Kovaĉević); Blagoje 

Kovaĉević, T. 29054–29056 (18 October 2012).  But see P4498 (Report of 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade, 3 September 1992), p. 4 

(which provides that in September 1992 the 1st Battalion of the 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade was manning the positions on Jewish 

cemetery). 
11910  See Adjudicated Fact 74.  
11911  D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 2.   
11912  D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 22.  
11913  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7704 (11 October 2010).  
11914  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7704 (11 October 2010). 



positions to the trenches.
11915

  In March 1995, however, the confrontation line along Miljacka 

River ran from the Vrbanja Bridge to Topal-Osman Paše street.
11916

 

3653.   Maletić testified that his company‘s counterpart on the other side of the confrontation 

line was a Croatian unit called Kralj Tvrtko.
11917

  It was deployed along the axis of the Wood 

Processing School, Šumaprojekt facilities, Mechanical Engineering Faculty, and Unioninvest 

building,
11918

 in solid edifices that blocked the view of his frontline forces.
11919

  The Executive 

Council building, the Museum complex, the Assembly building, and the Faculty of 

Philosophy were all in the area of responsibility of the ABiH.
11920

  The ABiH also held 

positions on the northern base Mt. Trebević and had a view onto the intersection of Maršal 

Tito and Vrazova streets.
11921

  In addition to the eastern side of the Jewish cemetery, Debelo 

Brdo, from which Grbavica and the Jewish cemetery are visible, was held by the ABiH, as 

was Ĉolina Kapa—both those positions overlooked Sarajevo but were still lower than the 

SRK positions.
11922

 (But, #Deberlo Brdo and Colina Kapa were much closer to the City#, 

with more possibilities to shoot and to be precise. Many SRK positions on the hills were 

so distant from the city that couldn’t reach it, let alone to be precise!) 

3654.   There is some controversy in the evidence in relation to several buildings along parts of 

the confrontation line in the area, which appear to have changed hands during the war and/or 

were divided between the warring parties.  Sabljica testified that at the beginning of the 

conflict, in 1992, there were ABiH positions in one of the buildings near the Metalka building 

but that after 1992 they were no longer there.
11923

 (As the Chamber could have seen, 

Sabljica either wasn’t properly informed, or, more probably, lied about this building for 

which everyone knew that was half in the Serb, and another half in the Muslim hands! 

For much less “controversy” the Chamber dismissed the Defence witnesses entirely!)  He 

also testified that the Red Façade building was in the area of responsibility of the VRS during 

the war.
11924

  Maletić, however, testified that part of Red Façade building was held by the 

Muslims while another part was held by the Serbs.
11925

  This was confirmed by Ţeljko 
                                                            
11915  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7901–7902 (13 October 2010).  
11916  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7899–7902 (13 October 2010); D765 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica). 
11917  D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), para. 19; D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 

14 October 2012), para. 19.  The existence of this unit is also confirmed by D772 (ABiH General Staff list of ABiH units in Sarajevo, 10 

April 1995) and D633 (Order of ABiH 1st Corps, 25 October 1993), para. 5.6.  See also Francis Roy Thomas, T. 6896–6897 (16 

September 2010) (testifying that his UNMOs visited the Croatian unit in question). 
11918  D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), paras. 22–23; D2523 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Dragan 

Maletić).  
11919  D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), para. 25.  
11920  Alen Giĉević, T. 7628–7631, 7638–7639 (11 October 2010); D725 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević).   
11921  See Adjudicated Fact 104; P1764 (ABiH Map of Sarajevo); P1058 (ABiH map); D1380 (Map of ABiH positions in Sarajevo marked by 

Asim Dţambasović); Alen Giĉević, T. 7657–7661 (11 October 2010); D733 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D734 

(Photograph of street sign in Sarajevo).  Giĉević conceded that the ABiH was deployed in a number of places in the area between the 

white skyscraper in Grbavica and the intersection in question.  See Alen Giĉević, T. 7662–7663 (11 October 2010); D735 (Photograph of 

Sarajevo). 
11922  See Adjudicated Facts 105, 2830, and 2845; D2389 (Witness statement of Predrag Trapara dated 3 November 2012), para. 21; Francis 

Roy Thomas, T. 6897–6898, 6906 (16 September 2010); D633 (Order of ABiH 1st Corps, 25 October 1993), para. 5.7; David Harland, 

T. 2087–2090 (7 May 2010); D134 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by David Harland); P1762 (Witness statement of David 

Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 15–18; P1767 (Map of Sarajevo marked by David Fraser); KDZ304, T. 10496 (18 January 2011).  
11923  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 63.  
11924  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7705 (11 October 2010).  See also Alen Giĉević, T. 7628–7631 (11 October 2010); D725 (Photograph of Sarajevo 

marked by Alen Giĉević).  The Chamber notes that the regular SRK combat report of 24 July 1994 refers to the presence of soldiers of 

the 1st Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade on top of a ―Red Building‖.  See D4604 (SRK Report, 24 July 1994). 
11925  Dragan Maletić, T. 30890 (4 December 2012); D2525 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Maletić).  See also Francis Roy 

Thomas, T. 6898 (16 September 2010). 



Bambarez, who in 1994 spent eight months in Grbavica as the Commander of a platoon in the 

1
st
 Company of the 3

rd
 Battalion of the 1

st
 Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade.

11926
  According to 

him, the Red Façade building was divided between the two warring sides and the Muslim-

controlled part of the building afforded a view through Đure Daniĉića street onto Zmaja od 

Bosne street, as well as onto Marin Dvor and the UNPROFOR check-point on Vrbanja 

Bridge.
11927

  Bambarez, who was actually in the Red Façade building during his time in 

Grbavica, explained that of the two high buildings now blocking the view between the Red 

Façade building and Đure Daniĉića street one was not there during the war, while another, 

which was in his platoon‘s zone of responsibility, was there at the time but was not as high 

then as it is now.
11928

  However, another soldier of the 3
rd

 Battalion, Milorad Katić, testified 

during cross-examination that it was not possible to shoot from the ABiH part of this building 

onto the area in front of the Holiday Inn, as the view was obstructed by one of the 

buildings.
11929

  (Nobody ever said that the Red Façade building had a strait sight to 

Holiday Inn, but did have te best position and insight towards the Executive Council and 

the Assembly building, as well as to the several streets eastern from Holiday Inn,   that 

were parallel to the street leading to the Holiday Inn and the “S-curve”, i.e. Djure 

Danicica and Koste Hermana streets!) In any event, in cross-examination, Bambarez 

testified that his time in Grbavica was relatively quiet and that he was not aware of Muslims 

ever firing from the Red Façade building during that time.
11930

   

3655.    Sabljica and Giĉević testified that the Unioninvest building was in the area of 

responsibility of the VRS during the war.
11931

  In contrast, Bambarez told the Chamber that it 

was under ABiH control.
11932

  This is confirmed by the SRK report from April 1994 to the 

VRS Main Staff, in which the SRK Commander Galić reported that the enemy had opened 

fire from the Unioninvest building.
11933

  [REDACTED] also thought that the building was 

either under ABiH control or in no-man‘s land but was adamant that it was never in the SRK 

hands.
11934

  Sabljica testified that by March 1995, the Unioninvest was indeed in the area of 

                                                            
11926  Bambarez testified that he was first a commander of the 2nd Platoon of the 2nd Company of the 3rd Battalion of the 1st Romanija Infantry 

Brigade and that in June 1993 his battalion became part of the Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade of the SRK.  In 1994 he was moved to 

Grbavica due to the killing of Mišo Ĉolić, a commander of the 1st Company of the 3rd Battalion.  See D2622 (Witness statement of 

Ţeljko Bambarez dated 9 December 2012), paras. 3, 5; Ţeljko Bambarez, T. 31299 (12 December 2012).  
11927  D2622 (Witness statement of Ţeljko Bambarez dated 9 December 2012), paras. 8–10; D2623 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Ţeljko 

Bambarez).  Blagoje Kovaĉević testified that four entrances of the Red Façade building were held by his battalion while the ABiH held 

one of the entrances.  D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 22.  
11928  Ţeljko Bambarez, T. 31299–31308 (12 December 2012); D2622 (Witness statement of Ţeljko Bambarez dated 9 December 2012), paras. 

8–10; D2623 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Ţeljko Bambarez); D2624 (Photograph of a building marked by Ţeljko Bambarez); 

D2625 (Photograph of a building marked by Ţeljko Bambarez); D2626 (Photograph of a building marked by Ţeljko Bambarez); D2627 

(Photograph of a building marked by Ţeljko Bambarez). 
11929  Milorad Katić, T. 31407–31411 (13 December 2012); D2651 (Witness statement of Milorad Katić dated 10 December 2012), paras. 10, 

16; D2623 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Ţeljko Bambarez); P6045 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Katić).  Katić also 

clarified that his battalion was not deployed in that area when he was its soldier, namely until 13 March 1993, but was instead in the 

sector overlooking Debelo Brdo via Zlatište and up to Osmice.  See Milorad Katić, T. 31413–31414 (13 December 2012).  During 

further re-examination, Katić stated that there was in fact no view from the whole of the Red Façade building onto the targets in front of 

the Holiday Inn.  See Milorad Katić, T. 31414–31417 (13 December 2012); D2655 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Katić).  
11930  Ţeljko Bambarez, T. 31309–31311, 31328–31329 (12 December 2012).  
11931  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7705 (11 October 2010); Alen Giĉević, T. 7628–7631 (11 October 2010); D725 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by 

Alen Giĉević).   
11932  Ţeljko Bambarez, T. 31306, 31308 (12 December 2012).  Blagoje Kovaĉević testified that it was the 10 th Mountain Brigade of the 1st 

Corps of the ABiH, led by Dušan Topalović Caco, that controlled the territory from Ĉolina Kapa to Vranjaĉa towards Trebević and from 

Vranjaĉa to the Unioninvest building towards Grbavica.  See D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), 

para. 18; Blagoje Kovaĉević, T. 29039–29040 (18 October 2012).  
11933  D4581 (SRK Report, 23 April 1994), p. 1.  
11934  [REDACTED]. 



responsibility of the ABiH.
11935

 (#Look how even such a big fact is not established for 

sure, i.e. some witnesses couldn’t be trusted for something they said, and shouldn’t be 

trusted for the rest, everything they said, because no credibility. The Defence witnesses 

had been discredited only on the basis of impression.#) 

 

(1) Snipers in the area  

3656.   The Chamber heard that snipers were operating on both sides of Zmaja od Bosne street 

but that most of the snipers were on the Serb side of the confrontation line, firing into the 

ABiH-held territory.
11936

  

3657.   Mirsad Kuĉanin, a criminal inspector within CSB Sarajevo who investigated around 100 

cases of sniping and shelling in Sarajevo,
11937

 testified that the most significant area where 

Serb snipers operated was Grbavica and that most of his investigations involved fire coming 

from there.
11938

  According to him, there was a sniper in every house between Vrbanja and 

Hrasno Bridges but the fire was most frequent from the Metalka building, the four white high-

rises, and the three ―shopping centre‖ skyscrapers.
11939

  In addition, the snipers fired from the 

Jewish cemetery covering the central part of the city called Skenderija and the Marin Dvor 

area.
11940

  Aernout van Lynden, a Sky News war correspondent who reported from Sarajevo 

starting in May 1992,
11941

 testified that he was taken by SRK commanders to a number of 

high-rises in Grbavica and to the Jewish cemetery and its surrounds where he saw gun 

placements of various sorts, including machine-guns and sniper rifles with telescopic 

sites.
11942

 (So what? The only reasonable conclusion-inference would be that the Serb 

commanders didn’t hide anything, and the most reasonable recommendation should be 

– not to allow A. van Linden to get closer to anything. If there was a confrontation line 

and along it some infantry armamend, it didn’t mean that there was a criminal firings!)  

 KDZ310 testified that there were many SRK snipers in Grbavica, adding that the area between 

Vrbanja Bridge and Elektroprivreda alone had, on average, seven to eight snipers.
11943

  As 

                                                            
11935  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7899–7902 (13 October 2010); D765 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica). 
11936  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 14, 29; David Fraser, T. 8015 (18 October 2010); P1558 

(Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 63, 65.  
11937  P23 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 12 November 1995), e-court p. 2; Mirsad Kuĉanin, P16 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Galić), T. 4555–4557, 4560. 
11938  P23 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 12 November 1995), e-court p. 8.  See also P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy 

Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 65; P1217 (Witness statement of Milan Mandilović dated 24 February 2010), para. 52; Adjudicated 
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5383 (16 July 2010); P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 65; Alen Giĉević, T. 7612–7613 (11 

October 2010); P1692 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević).  See also Adjudicated Fact 124. 
11941  P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), paras. 3–5, 11, 17.  
11942  P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), paras. 94–95, 97, 99–102, 109–112 (Van Lynden also stated 

that the men manning these positions were in radio contact with other positions higher up in the slopes who were essentially the spotters 

for the snipers); P806 (Sky Newsreport re Sarajevo, with transcript); P935 (Sky Newsreport re Sarajevo, with transcript); Aernout van 

Lynden, T. 2425–2427 (19 May 2010). 
11943  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), paras. 40–41, 43.  See also P2444 (Witness statement of KDZ354 

dated 5 February 2011), paras. 93–94 (under seal); KDZ354, T. 13195–13197, 13120 (10 March 2011) (testifying that everyone in 



noted earlier, they were part of the sniper squad responsible only to the 3
rd

 Battalion‘s 

commander
11944

 and would change positions often.
11945

  Galić confirmed that most of the SRK 

snipers were in Grbavica, along Miljacka River and in the white high-rises, but claimed that 

they were placed there to neutralise ABiH fire coming from Marin Dvor, the Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering, and the government buildings.
11946

  However, contrary to Galić, 

KDZ310 testified that snipers in Grbavica opened fire at whatever they saw, mainly civilians, 

including the elderly and children, and that their sniping was constant.
11947

  Indeed, upon 

joining the battalion and receiving a 7.62 mm semi-automatic rifle,
11948

 KDZ310 and his 

fellow soldiers, who were not part of the sniper squad, were told by their commander that they 

could open fire freely and shoot anything that moved.
11949

 (As it was well known to the 

Chamber, KDZ310 was a “non-Serb” whose family lived in the Serb controlled area all 

the time, in spite of the fact that he deserted from the SRK, although he was not listed 

and was not obliged to join the VRS. A “protected witness” who benefited from his 

testimonies by being protected without any need. But the same witness testified that he 

and his colleagues never shooted in anyone, nor he saw any killings, see T.9278 Q.   Did 

you shoot at everything that moved? A.   I never saw soldiers on the opposite side, nor a 

civilian.  Q.   Just one more question, please.  You were on the ground floor, and 

occasional sniper shooters came to which floors?  A.   The upper storeys of the building.  

They had better visibility of the opposite side from there.  Now, which one, I'm not sure.  

They stayed on several floors, and on some floors they created fake halls, so I'm not sure 

exactly from which floors they shot.   Q.   Thank you.  Did you ever see them kill 

somebody?  A.   No.  (So much about this “finding”. If it was true, how many casualties 

of only this squad could have been expected for 1,400 days of the war? This witness’s 

testimony was so contradictory, that it is for wonder the Chamber even mentioned him!) 

3658.    Maletić testified that his company did not have snipers and that his soldiers were 

positioned at the foot of the buildings, including Metalka and the four white high-rises, with 

semi-automatic, and automatic rifles, and machine guns.
11950

  Because of these positions, they 

could only see the enemy‘s first line of defence.
11951

  Maletić also testified that it was 

prohibited to fire on civilian targets and that, therefore, his soldiers did not target trams from 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
Grbavica knew who the snipers were, that they had special rifles and that they would go into a high-rise building and stay there for a few 

hours every day).   
11944  According to KDZ310, the Commander of the sniper squad was Marinko Krneta.  See P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 

November 2010), paras. 40–41, 43–44.  See also D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), para. 31; 

Dragan Maletić, T. 30846–30848 (3 December 2012), T. 30873–30874 (4 December 2012).  
11945  According to KDZ310, the snipers also used their freedom of movement to loot.  See P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 

November 2010), para. 43.   
11946  Stanislav Galić, T. 37465–37466 (22 April 2013), T. 37843–37844 (7 May 2013).  See also [REDACTED]. 
11947  KDZ310 would occasionally talk to these snipers who usually told him that they had shot someone, although he could not verify that and 

he never personally observed it.  See P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), paras. 41, 43; KDZ310, T. 9278 

(29 November 2010). 
11948  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), para. 38; KDZ310, T. 9208 (29 November 2010).  KDZ310 also saw 

various other infantry weapons around him, including M76, M53, and M84 rifles.  See P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 

November 2010), para. 50; P1946 (Excerpt of book on military equipment marked by KDZ310). 
11949  P1938 (Witness statement of KDZ310 dated 28 November 2010), para. 37; KDZ310, T. 9275–9276, 9278 (29 November 2010).  
11950  Dragan Maletić, T. 30883–30886 (4 December 2012).  
11951  While, according to Maletić, civilian zones could be attacked from some of the 1st Company‘s positions, this did not happen, at least not 

in a planned and organised manner. For inference. Why it is in a fn.?     Maletić also explained that there were no civilians in 

the two apartment buildings between the Assembly building and the river as the Muslim side used them to fire on the SRK positions.  

See D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 2012), paras. 14, 25, 27; Dragan Maletić, T. 30849–30850 (3 

December 2012), T. 30886–30889 (4 December 2012).  See also [REDACTED]. 



Metalka and/or wait for them to slow down at the S-curve.
11952

  When asked in cross-

examination whether upper floors of Metalka afforded a view behind enemy lines, Maletić 

claimed his company was at the foot of the building and therefore had no knowledge about 

the view from the upper floors.
11953

  He did concede, however, that one could see behind the 

enemy lines from the white high-rises in Grbavica.
11954

 (So what? #It is still too far from 

any indication let alone certainty that there was firing towards civilians#!) The Chamber 

recalls that it has already found above that there was a view onto Zmaja od Bosne street from 

both Metalka and Invest Banka buildings, the former affording the view down Franje Raĉkog 

street and the latter affording the view down Đure Daniĉića street.
11955

  In addition, the 

Chamber went on a site visit to Sarajevo and observed the area in and around those two 

buildings.
11956

  Accordingly, even accepting as true Maletić‘s testimony that he and/or his 

troops were never on the higher floors of Metalka, the Chamber considers his proclaimed lack 

of knowledge on the view from Metalka disingenuous, particularly since he spent some time 

in the area during the conflict.  Maletić did, however, concede that there was such a view 

from the four white high-rises and this is indeed confirmed by other evidence before the 

Chamber.
11957

 (So what? Was Mr. Maletic discredited because he wasn’t sure for the 

upper floors of Metalka? But, another matter is extremely dubious: was it sufficient to 

establish that there was a visibility, to conclude tha the Serbs fired against civilians? 

Why would they do that? And why there, in front of the entire international media? 

What would be a benefit for the Serb side? How could the Serb soldiers differentiate the 

Serbs from “non-Serbs”?)  

3659.    In contrast to Maletić, Katić testified on cross-examination that there were armed men 

inside the Metalka building and that they could, if they wanted to, hit targets in front of the 

Holiday Inn.
11958

  During re-examination, however, he clarified that he was never at the 

positions in the area and that given the height of the dominant buildings on the Muslim side of 

the confrontation line it would have been dangerous to have positions on Metalka‘s upper 

floors; he also explained that the armed men in the building were in fact soldiers who lived 

there and had weapons in their apartments.
11959

  The Chamber is not convinced by Katić‘s 

explanation during re-examination.  First, it is illogical that soldiers would not have positions 

in Metalka because it was too dangerous and yet would then choose to live in the building.  In 

addition, as will be seen below, the Chamber has heard evidence indicating that an improvised 

                                                            
11952  Dragan Maletić, T. 30889–30890 (4 December 2012); D2525 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Maletić). 
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11957  See para. 3666.  See also P1738 (Photographs of sniper nests); P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 32. 
11958  Milorad Katić, T. 31404–31407 (13 December 2012); P6044 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Katić).  
11959  Milorad Katić, T. 31417–31421 (13 December 2012).  



sniper nest was found on the last floor of the Metalka building.
11960

  Furthermore, when asked 

if the SRK had firing positions in the Metalka and Invest Banka buildings, Galić himself 

confirmed that the SRK opened fire from ―that sector‖.
11961

 (But, what kind of fire? Is there 

any difference between #“possibility” and “probability”, not to mention “certainty”#? 

Did Galic confirm that he had a sniper position on Metalka? If living in the Metalka 

upper florrs without shooting from apartments would be much safer than while 

shooting, then Mr. Katic, who had been a president of municipality after Dr. Prijic, was 

disqualified without a reasonable basis?) 

3660.    Blagoje Kovaĉević, who commanded the SRK battalion located in the area of Jewish 

cemetery, testified that there were no professional snipers in his battalion as they were 

unnecessary given the short distances between the warring parties.
11962

  He explained that the 

company that held the Jewish cemetery was called the Anti-Armour Company; it was 

commanded by Slavko Aleksić, who liked to represent himself as a ―Chetnik‖, and it had 

small calibre infantry weapons, such as rifles.
11963

  While conceding that he had some 

problems in exercising control over the members of his units and that there were instances of 

individuals opening fire without him knowing about it, Kovaĉević testified that his battalion 

did not open fire on civilians and/or trams in the city and that they never received orders to 

that effect.
11964

   

3661.   The FreBat was responsible for anti-sniping tasks in the area and had its vehicles and 

soldiers at the principal points where snipers would engage civilians, ready to place 

themselves between those civilians and the snipers.
11965

  It also had special reconnaissance 

troops whose task was to find the snipers and engage them.
11966

  In addition, the task force 

photographed all the possible areas in Grbavica where the Serbs were shooting from and 

mounted observation on the identified locations thus becoming very familiar with the sniper 

positions in the area.
11967

  Along Sniper Alley, the reconnaissance troops engaged mostly the 

Serb snipers.
11968

   

5663.   Fraser testified that the two warring factions in the area were close to each other and that, 

frequently, this proximity resulted in exchanges of fire in the area of Vrbanja Bridge and the 

                                                            
11960  See para. 3668.   
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11962  D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 36.  In cross-examination, Kovaĉević claimed that the 
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11963  Blagoje Kovaĉević, T. 29055–29059 (18 October 2012); P5931 (Anti-Tank Company request for ammunition, 16 December 1993).  See 

also P926 (Witness statement of Aernout van Lynden dated 26 February 2010), paras. 109–112. 
11964  D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), paras. 27–28, 34–35; Blagoje Kovaĉević, T. 29075–29076 (18 

October 2012). 
11965  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 32–35.  
11966  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 33–34, 36.  
11967  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 24–25, 29; David Fraser, T. 8016–8017 (18 October 2010).  
11968  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 33. 



Jewish cemetery.
11969

  Despite that, he thought it unlikely for civilians to be simply caught in 

an exchange of fire between the two factions in the Sniper Alley area because a professional 

sniper would take care to line up a military target and would be unlikely to miss it.
11970

  

Similarly, even a regular rifleman would normally be proficient enough in firing his weapon 

and thus would be able to avoid shooting civilians.
11971

  As for the trams in the area, in 

Fraser‘s opinion, it was also unlikely that those were hit by mistake; in his experience, the 

trams seemed to be a favourite target of snipers because of the psychological effect this had 

on the people in Sarajevo.
11972

 (This is an opinion of a witness who was not an expert. In 

the very foundation of this opinion is an already formed prejudice, successfully coined 

by the Muslim propaganda, that the Serbs did what did their secret terrorist groups line 

Larks and Swallows.  In the absence of proofs after an investigation, the most 

reasonable inference would be that the Serb side didn’t do sniping against civilians, 

particularly in the “sniper Alley”, in front of all these journalists in Sarajevo, and that it 

was all staged. The Chamber had already seen that the Muslim side staged many 

incidents in order to attrackt the international sympathies. What would be the best spot 

in Sarajevo to do that? Why they wouldn’t do it on the most frequent place, as well as 

why the Serbs would do it on their own damage?  If there is no an undoubrtable 

evidence that the Serbs did it, this inference can not be refused, and as such, rebut all 

other inferences!)   KDZ485 could not recall any incidents where civilians were killed by 

snipers during combat activity as they would usually take cover or shelter during such 

times.
11973

  (We already know that the# Serb side never initiated any combat, since it 

wasn’t in their interest, because they didn’t intend to change the c/l and take more of the 

urban territories#! Nobody could contest it!. Every combat made many Serbian 

casualties, and the Serbs were in favor of a permanent truce in Sarajevo. So, an idea 

that the Serbs wanted Sarajevo to suffer is senseless, because the Muslim side wanted it, 

and the Serb side couldn’t be interested in terrorizing of the civilians, while the Muslim 

side was. What would be a purpose to terrorize the civilians? It would be the most 

irrational conduct, and detrimental for the Serb interests. The Muslim Government 

would never do anything under any pressure, because their objective was to expel the 

Serbs out of BiH, to cause an international intervention, not to accept any political deal 

that would comprise the Serb demands or a Serb entity. Every single worsening of the 

situation in Sarajevo was incompatible with all the Serb interests.  

3664.   Fraser also thought that the snipers operating in Sarajevo were ―very competent‖, as 

demonstrated by the fact that in the Sniper Alley area they would regularly fire at a telephone 

                                                            
11969  David Fraser, T. 8125 (19 October 2010).  
11970  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 32, 39.  See also P1818 (Witness statement of Adrianus van Baal 

dated 26 October 2010), para. 46. 
11971  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 32. 
11972  Fraser explained that if trams stopped running it meant that the situation was grave which in turn had a psychological effect on the 

people in the city.  See P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 39; David Fraser, T. 8127–8128 (19 

October 2010).  However, Maletić testified that it was prohibited to fire on civilian targets and that, therefore, his soldiers did not target 

the trams and/or wait for the trams to slow down at the S-curve.  See D2519 (Witness statement of Dragan Maletić dated 9 November 
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also D2331 (Witness statement of Blagoje Kovaĉević dated 14 October 2012), para. 13 (testifying that one could not rule out the 

possibility of trams getting accidentally hit in cross-fire).   
11973  P1905 (Witness statement of KDZ485), para. 30. 



pole in order to make their presence known to the UNPROFOR.
11974

 (This is a completely 

out of mind thought. Why the Serbs would need to remaind the UN of their presence, 

whyle there was no a metre of the c/l without combatants, otherwise there would be an 

intrusion of enemies into the Serb territory.)  Furthermore, it was not uncommon for those 

snipers to register their positions by firing a couple of shots to check on wind and distance and 

to set themselves up for the day‘s activities.
11975

 (Why a Serb sniper disclose his position 

and warn his enemies, a potential victims and the UN monitors?) It was also not 

uncommon for them to fire a round of bullets off the side of one of the UNPROFOR vehicles 

at the end of the day.
11976

  Fraser did accept, however, that UNPROFOR was not in a position 

to check the Serb side of the confrontation line with respect to each incident as it was not 

given freedom of movement in that area.
11977

 (For inference! What would be a Serb 

interest to provoke the UNPROFOR? This is totally unbelievable and 

counterproductive!)   The Serbs would also not let UNPROFOR personnel come to their 

side of Miljacka River to investigate sniping incidents allegedly committed by the ABiH.
11978

  

Instead the UNPROFOR personnel had to speak to the SRK Commander and other Bosnian 

Serb leaders about those matters.
11979

 (This only shows a degree of the mutual mistrust and 

lack of confidence. No matter who was right, this was a reality: therefore, not a bad will, 

but a caution was the reason why there was no more cooperation between the SRK and 

the UN personnel stationed on the Muslim side. All the time there were many UNMOs 

and monitors in the Serb held territory, with a good cooperation, but it was agreed that 

there wouldn’t be any crossing the front line!) 

3665.     In the spring or summer of 1995, Fraser and his superior asked the Serb side if they 

could visit some of Serb positions; together with other UNPROFOR soldiers they were 

escorted by the Commander of the Ilidţa Brigade to a red brick building located to the south 

of the four white high-rises in Grbavica.
11980

  It was a three to four storey building with holes 

in the walls of the upper floors through which one could see the Muslims side of Miljacka 

River; there were also sandbags and other paraphernalia that could be used by snipers.
11981

 

(#A snipers are the last inference#, since the same is used by a regular soldiers tasked to 

stop any advancement of the Muslim Army#? That is so because a mere “possibility” is 

promoted into a probability, and then to a fact!#  This was a frontline, and the 

combatants had to be protected behind some hard obstacles. There were a numerous 

ABiH offensives against the Serb parts of the city, and the fortification is inevitable 

rather than surprising feature. Again, the #Chamber is “satisfied if there was any 

possibility that the Serbs did something, no matter what a degree of probability existed 

or not. Before this Court, as far as it is concerned with the Serbs, a mere possibility is 

sufficient, not even probability, let alone factual certainty; “beyond reasonable doubt” 

doesn’t work, because, if there is some smoke, there must be Indians! This is 
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unacceptable and is not fair! “#There is a smoke, they must be Indians!#”)  Fraser, who 

commanded over snipers during the course of his career,
11982

 thought that the building was a 

good position for snipers and ―definitely looked like it was prepared for that use‖.
11983

 

(#Again, not the only, but the last possible inference#! And how would look like an 

ordinary position of soldier on line, in an urban zone? What would be a difference? #But 

even if it was a sniper position, it didn’t mean automatically that a sniper was aiming at 

the civilians#! How possibly the Serb soldiers could deter the constant attacks of the 

ABiH if not from a well fortified objects? Again, it is sufficient that some possibility 

existed, plus an “impression” of a witness, a certainty and established facts are not 

required!)  KDZ182, who was also present during this visit, testified that whilst in the 

building he saw a certain device used for sniping that allowed the shooter to be located to the 

side of the gun, instead of behind it, as explained to the visiting group by the Commander of 

the Ilidţa Brigade.
11984

 (#What does it mean? Nothing#! There was a street war lasting for 

44 months, a static front, how else would the fortification look like? Does it always look 

like that when there is no evidence?) 

3666.   In February and March 1996, after the BiH authorities were able to go to the 

neighbourhood of Grbavica again, CSB Sarajevo‘s ballistic experts, including Sabljica and 

Zlatko MeĊedović, visited Metalka, the four white high-rises, and two other buildings in the 

area,
11985

 on the order of an investigating judge.
11986

  In the white high-rises, the team found 

five or six apartments on higher floors,
11987

 which had been redesigned to serve as sniper 

nests.
11988

  Each apartment looked the same: the partition walls that divided the rooms within 

each apartment had holes while the outer wall of the building, facing Zmaja od Bosne street, 

had the smallest opening, thereby creating what is referred to as a ―tunnel‖.
11989

  The 

perforations on the partition walls had a conical shape so that the shooter could fire from the 

depth of the apartment.
11990

  According to Sabljica, at least three such perforated walls would 

have separated the shooter from the fire coming into the building, as indicated by the 

sandbags placed behind the last partition wall, making it extremely difficult to spot the 

shooter from the outside.
11991

  Looking from what he believed to be the sniper‘s position, 

Sabljica could see the stretch of Zmaja od Bosne street from the Holiday Inn to the Faculty of 

Natural Sciences and Mathematics just west of the Maršal Tito Barracks.
11992

  Photographs of 

                                                            
11982  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 4, 30–31.  
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inspected sniper nests were taken during the investigation.
11993

 (But exactly this part of 

Zmaja od Bosne didn’t have civilian casualties caused by snipers. #A mere existence of a 

sniper nest in a war proves nothing#. For that reason, any inference wouldn’t survive!)  

3667.    Based on his analysis of the material relating to the sniper nests in four white high-rises, 

Poparić, testified that it was obvious that they were constructed professionally.
11994

  In his 

opinion, they were aimed at the Maršal Tito Barracks as the view from them reached only as 

far as the School of Technology.
11995

  Poparić also thought that the way these nests were 

constructed showed that a response was expected from the opposite side which to him meant 

that they were directed at the Maršal Tito Barracks.
11996

  During cross-exmination, however, 

Poparić conceded that he did not go inside the four white high-rises in Grbavica, noting that it 

was not necessary because he had the photographs from the Dragomir Milošević case and 

thus knew what could be seen from them.
11997

  (Poparic was right, because had it been 

fired towards the “Sniper Alley” there would be a small portion of the Alley reachable, 

if at all, and the trajectory would be so # obliquely that it would be easy to determine, on 

the both, vertical and horizontal plane#. The prosecution didn’t submit any incidents 

that were said to be caused from these buildings!)   

3668.    As for the Metalka building, Sabljica and the others inspected it as well but did not find 

such well-equipped sniper nests as found in the white high-rises.
11998

  However, in one of the 

apartments, on the eighth and top floor, they found an improvised sniping nest with an 

opening on one of the walls, as well as some empty automatic weapon shell casings.
11999

  

Sabljica testified that the only type of automatic weapon available in the Balkans at the time 

was an M84 machine-gun, which uses 7.62 mm calibre bullets,
12000

 and also confirmed that 

the bullet casings found in the white high-rises were of 7.62 mm calibre, as well as 7.9 mm 

calibre.
12001

  (Those found in Metalka couldn’t be from sniper. But, anyway, why 

wonder,# what is peculiar in the fact that on the frontline there were casings#? What 

does it mean? That there were fights, nothing else. For inference. Had the Prosecution 

inspected the Muslim side and could compare with the findings on the Serb side, we 

could conclude the same, nothing but that there were a firing places along the frontline! 

Nothing of that corroborates the allegations about the Serb snipers acting against 

civilians. And for the 1,400 days of the war in Sarajevo, there wouldn’t be any 

“impressive” effect of such an engagement!)   
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3669.    As for the ABiH side of the confrontation line, according to Fraser, the ―legislative 

building‖ and the UNIS towers were used as sniping nests.
12002

  KDZ450 confirmed that 

snipers on the Bosnian Muslim side operated around the Presidency building, UNIS towers, 

and the Holiday Inn.
12003

  Maletić testified that the enemy unit facing his company used 

snipers
12004

 and that the entire area of Grbavica was under sniper fire coming from buildings 

such as the high-rises in Pofalići, the Mechanical Engineering Faculty, the Unis towers, the 

Executive Council building, the Museum, the Unioninvest building, the red high-rises in 

Hrasno, the Elektroprivreda building, the Bristol Hotel, Debelo Brdo, and Trebević.
12005

  

According to Galić, the sniper units of the 1
st
 Corps of the ABiH had ―stronger buildings‖ on 

their side of Miljacka River, that is, buildings with reinforced concrete and higher than three 

floors, which gave them more possibilities for sniper use.
12006

 (So, #only a thorough 

investigations of each and every incident could give an answer as to who caused it, since 

there were many possibilities, including the one that the Muslim side, as confirmed, 

could do sniping of their civilians, as well as the Executive Council and Assembly 

buildings#!)  

3670.     Based on the evidence outlined above, the Chamber finds that sniper nests and shooting 

positions of both warring factions existed in the area surrounding the confrontation lines on 

Zmaja od Bosne.  The Chamber is also convinced that SRK sniper nests and shooting 

positions were located on the upper floors of all four white high-rises in Grbavica, as well as 

on the last floor of the Metalka building.  They were also scattered in a number of other 

buildings in the area throughout the zone of responsibility of the 3
rd

 Battalion of the 1
st
 

Romanija Infantry Brigade, later the 2
nd

 Battalion of the 1
st
 Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade and 

were, contrary to Galić‘s testimony, manned by snipers subordinated directly to the battalion 

commander. (In that case #Galic couldn’t be responsible for their conduct#, let alone the 

President . Why would General Galic lie, while this variant would be better for him, if 

a lower level was commanding? Obviously it was out of his command#!)   Further, the 

SRK shooting positions existed on the western side of the Jewish cemetery.  Thus, there were 

many SRK snipers, as well as forces with semi-automatic rifles in the area.  The Chamber 

finds, relying in particular on the evidence of KDZ310, that they would target civilians, both 

pedestrians and those riding in trams, as well as combatants on the ABiH-held side of the 

confrontation line.
12007

 (This witness was #talking about a possibility#, but he didn’t give 
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any evidence that it happened in reality#. #He never saw any killings, and he and his 

coleagues never did so#, and weren’t punished for that, otherwise he would say it in his 

testimony, while he testified to the opposite, see T. 9278, quoted above in para 3658! As a 

protected and privileged witness of the Prosecution, enjoying an asylum in another country, he 

wouldn’t skip an opportunity to please his benefactor – if he could say anything like that before 

the court.)  As for the ABiH, the Chamber is satisfied that the ABiH had snipers in UNIS 

towers, Mechanical Engineering Faculty, Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, and 

the Executive Council and Assembly buildings.  It is also satisfied that it opened fire on 

Grbavica, including on civilians, from those positions.  (The #Chamber should be 

“satisfied” that those forces fired at their people and the UN forces as well. No other 

positions could facilitate that so easily as these  positions#!)    

 

(1) Zmaja od Bosne street, 19 June 1994 (Scheduled Incident F.8) 

3671.   The Indictment alleges that on 19 June 1994 Jasmina Kuĉinar, a 31 year old woman, 

and her four year old son, Damir Kuĉinar were shot and lightly wounded in their legs while 

travelling in a crowded tram on Zmaja od Bosne street towards Alipašino Polje.  According to 

the Indictment, Mensur Jusić, a 36 year old man, sustained a slight leg wound while Belma 

Sukić née Likić, a 23 year old woman, was wounded in her left armpit.  The Indictment also 

alleges that the tram was near the Holiday Inn when the incident happened.
12008

  In its Final 

Brief, the Prosecution argues that the ―likely origin of fire was a location 600 metres from the 

incident site in the area of the Jewish cemetery.‖
12009

  The Accused submits that the 

investigators did not know the origin of fire for this incident and claims that the bullet was in 

fact fired from the Executive Council building.
12010

 (Another inference: #if several of the 

passengers had been hit, it is the most probable that it was a round of an automatic rifle, 

and not a sniper fire#. This can not be easily neglected as a reasonable inference!)   

3672.    On 19 June 1994, at approximately 5 p.m., Mensur Jusić was riding on a tram 

heading down Zmaja od Bosne street in the direction of Ilidţa.
12011

  Jasmina Kuĉinar was on 

the same tram with her four year old son.
12012

  As the tram approached the intersection of 

Zmaja od Bosne and Fra AnĊela Zvizdovića streets, Kuĉinar heard a shot and saw that her son 

who had been sitting by the window had been injured.
12013

  Jusić was hit in the shin of his 

right leg.
12014

  Jusić saw that the arm of a woman standing to his right was bleeding.
12015

  The 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
what he ordered, although could be some shooting out of his knowledge, but also out of his 

responsibility. For inference.  
12008  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.8.  In its Final Brief, the Prosecution argues that the tram was hit when located just east of the S-curve.  

Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 15.  
12009  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 17.  
12010  Defence Final Brief, para. 2235; Closing Arguments, T. 47986–47987 (2 October 2014).   
12011  See Adjudicated Fact 209.  The Chamber notes that in its original form this Adjudicated Fact refers to the Vojvode Putnika street but that 

this is the old name for Zmaja od Bosne street and that the latter will be used throughout this judgement.   
12012  See Adjudicated Fact 210.  See also Prosecution Submission, filed confidentially on 30 January 2015, paras. 9–11.   
12013  See Adjudicated Fact 211.  The Chamber notes that this Adjudicated Fact refers to the intersection of Vojvode Putnika and Tršćanska 

streets.  Those are former names of the said streets.  The Chamber will use the current names, namely Zmaja od Bosne and Fra AnĊela 

Zvizdovića, in this judgement.   
12014  Adjudicated Fact 212. 
12015  See Adjudicated Fact 213. 



injured received medical treatment at a nearby emergency clinic.
12016

  No military vehicles 

were present in the close vicinity of the location of the incident.
12017

  No military activity was 

underway in the area.
12018

 (#This doesn’t satisfy a minimum of criteria for a criminal case: 

neither we know whether it was only one bullet, nor the angle of descending, nor a 

horizontal declination. Why the President would sustain any charge while it could have 

been anyone, and it was not decided whether it was a round, or a single shot#?)   

                                                            
12016  Adjudicated Fact 214.   
12017  Adjudicated Fact 216.   
12018  Adjudicated Fact 217.   



3673.    Bogdan Vidović, a criminal technician in the CSB Sarajevo,
12019

 participated in the 

investigation of the incident.
12020

  He testified that it happened while the westbound tram was 

in the area of Marin Dvor, in front of the St. Joseph Church.
12021

  The middle part of the left 

hand side of the tram was hit by one bullet, which pierced the wall of the tram, entered the 

tram right above the floor level, flew across the aisle, and then hit the carrying frame of the 

seat on the right hand side of the tram.  The bullet split into pieces and caused the injuries to 

Jusić‘s right lower leg,
12022

 Belma Likić‘s left arm, and Damir Kuĉinar‘s knees.
12023

  The 

ballistic tests determined that the bullet fragments found in the tram belonged to a 7.9 mm 

calibre bullet which could have been fired from any of M48 rifle, carabine rifle, automatic 

rifle, or M53 machine-gun.
12024

  Finally, the report concludes that the bullet originated from 

the direction of Grbavica–Vraca and was ―probably fired from the aggressor‘s positions‖ in 

Grbavica.
12025

  When questioned on this conclusion, Vidović clarified that, for security 

reasons, the tram was moved some three stops away from the incident site when the 

investigation was conducted,
12026

 as a result of which, the ballistics experts were not sent to 

the site,
12027

 and the exact origin of fire could not be determined.
12028

  Instead, only the 

direction of fire, which ran from Grbavica, across the Unioninvest building, towards the 

incident site, could be established.
12029

  (Then, Vraca would be out of any possibility, since 

there would be an angle of about over 90 degrees! In any case, this is not correct to use it 

in a serious court! Why would the President  be damaged because a ballistic expert 

wasn’t there?) 

3674.  During cross-examination, Vidović agreed that the fire in the area where the incident 

happened could have originated from the Assembly building.
12030

  He also agreed that because 

of a tree seen in a photograph shown to him, the western boundary of the Jewish cemetery had 

no view on the incident site and that the tram tracks could have been fired on from the 

cemetery‘s eastern boundary.
12031

  As for the view of the site from Vraca, Vidović testified 

                                                            
12019  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 2, 11–12, 31–32, 34. 
12020  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 2–3. 
12021  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8172–8174, 8177–8178, 8186 (19 October 2010); D787 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović); D788 

(Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović); P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 10, 

26, 28; P1761 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović).  See also P1758 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on 

Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 5. 
12022  While the reports refer to a Mesud Jusić, the Chamber is satisfied that this is Mensur Jusić referred to in the Indictment.   
12023  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 3–9; P1757 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 

June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street); P1758 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court 

pp. 5, 7; P1759 (Photographs re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne marked by Bogdan Vidović).  See also Adjudicated 

Fact 218.  The Chamber notes that none of the BiH MUP reports on this incident refers to any injuries sustained by Jasmina Kuĉinar.  In 

fact, the Chamber received no evidence indicating that Jasmina Kuĉinar was injured in this incident.   
12024  While the ballistics report states that the bullet in question was a 7.9 mm calibre bullet, the text under some of the CSB Sarajevo 

photographs taken at the scene refer to a bullet of 7.62 mm calibre.  The Chamber considers this to be inaccurate and finds the ballistics 

analysis report to be determinative on this matter.  See P1758 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne 

street), e-court p. 7; P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 27–29; Bogdan Vidović, T. 8190–

8191, 8196, 8254–8255 (20 October 2010). 
12025  P1757 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street); P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović 

dated 28 September 2010), pp. 6, 10; P1758 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 

5. 
12026  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 10, 13. 
12027  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), p. 12.  
12028  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), p. 29. 
12029  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8174–8175 (19 October 2010); D787 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović). 
12030  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8179, 8182 (19 October 2010); D788 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović).  
12031  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8178–8182 (19 October 2010); D788 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović). 



that the extent of that view depended on the exact location of the tram when hit but accepted 

that the bullet fired from there would have hit the tram at an acute angle.
12032

  However, he 

stated that the bullet‘s actual entry point led him to the conclusion that the bullet came in at a 

right angle rather than an acute one.
12033

  He also indicated that the incident took place during 

a period of cease-fire,
12034

 and that he believed that UNPROFOR was informed about it.
12035

  

When questioned about the area, Vidović confirmed that a police station was located some 

200 to 300 metres away from the incident site, that the command of the 1
st
 Corps of ABiH 

was located in the centre of the city, and that the confrontation line was not far from the 

incident site, running along Miljacka River, to the east of the Vrbanja Bridge.
12036

  

3675. Hogan visited the site of the incident with Jusić and recorded the tram‘s approximate 

location when struck by the bullet, namely the intersection of Zmaja od Bosne and Fra AnĊela 

Zvizdovića.
12037

  As seen on the photographs marked by Hogan in court, there was an 

unobstructed view towards the Jewish cemetery from that intersection.
12038

  

3676.   Van der Weijden also investigated this incident and had at his disposal the report 

prepared by CSB Sarajevo, as well as the statements of Vidović and Jusić.
12039

  Like Hogan, 

he visited the site of the incident, and then went to the Jewish cemetery which is about 600 

metres away and which offered several good positions with a view of the incident site.
12040

  

According to Van der Weijden, the fact that the tram‘s left hand side was facing south when it 

reached the incident site indicated that the shot was fired from the Jewish cemetery.
12041

  

Because of the distance between the two sites, Van der Weijden was of the opinion that either 

a medium machine-gun or a sniper rifle was used in this incident, noting that both used either 

7.62 mm or 7.92 mm calibre bullets.
12042

  Furthermore, he noted that at this distance it would 

have been impossible for the shooter to identify who the people in the tram were.
12043

  Noting 

also that the witnesses heard one shot but that three people were injured, Van der Weijden 

explained that this could be either because other shots were not heard due to the noise 

produced by the tram or because the one bullet that was fired fragmented on impact.
12044

  On 

                                                            
12032  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8185–8187 (20 October 2010); D789 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović).  
12033  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8192–8195 (20 October 2010).  
12034  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 10–11. 
12035  P1742 (Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 18–19.  Indeed, the CSB Sarajevo report on the 

investigation provides that the UNPROFOR conducted its own investigation of this incident.  See P1758 (BiH MUP Report re sniping 

incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 5. 
12036  With respect to the confrontation line, Vidović explained that he marked it not based on what he observed but what he heard.  P1742 

(Witness statement of Bogdan Vidović dated 28 September 2010), pp. 17–18, 23–27; P1761 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan 

Vidović).  See also Bogdan Vidović, T. 8175–8176 (19 October 2010); D787 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Bogdan Vidović). 
12037  Hogan explained that the tram locations he recorded were only approximations in light of the fact that the trams were moving when hit.  

Barry Hogan, T. 11214 (3 February 2011); P2190 (GPS locations for shelling and sniping incidents in Sarajevo); P2203 (Photograph re 

sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street marked by Barry Hogan); P2207 (Images re scheduled sniping incidents in 

Sarajevo); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 105, 

Image 71. 
12038  Barry Hogan, T. 11214 (3 February 2011); P2203 (Photograph re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street marked by 

Barry Hogan). 
12039  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 65. 
12040  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), pp. 59–61.  See also Patrick van der 

Weijden, T. 6955 (27 September 2010).  
12041  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 61.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 

11214 (3 February 2011); P2203 (Photograph re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street marked by Barry Hogan).  
12042  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 59. 
12043  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 62. 
12044  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 59.  



the subject of hearing the bullet, Vidović testified that one would not have been able to 

determine, on the basis of the sound heard, that the fire came from the Jewish cemetery.
12045

 

(#It is already more than enough for the Chamber to drop the incident#. Out of so many 

alleged incidents, the Prosecution is squeezing a poor case to get something, but it is so 

hopeless and senseless!)  

3677.   Poparić pointed out that the CSB Sarajevo investigation team did not determine the 

direction from which the bullet was fired but simply assumed that it was fired from VRS 

positions in Grbavica.
12046

  Having gone to the scene, Poparić observed that the incident site is 

visible from both the Jewish cemetery and Debelo Brdo and that the closest line between the 

Jewish cemetery and the scene of the incident measured 570 metres.
12047

   

3678.   Poparić analysed the video footage recorded by Van Lynden of the VRS positions at 

the Jewish cemetery looking down on Marin Dvor area and concluded that the position shown 

in the video was not a sniper position as the soldier shown was armed with ―a simple M70 

7.62 mm automatic rifle.
12048

  He also observed that the tram lines were not visible from that 

position because the trees blocked the view.
12049

 (Of course, the middle of June had a very 

rich vegetation. For inference!)  

3679.   Following his analysis of the photographs of the tram taken by the CSB Sarajevo and 

his own examination of the scene, Poparić came to the conclusion that the bullet came ―from 

the front half-sphere of the tram‖.
12050

  Using the size of the bullet entry point (which he 

determined by magnifying a photograph of it)
12051

 and assuming that the bullet exited the tram 

wall near a seat located in a certain location,
12052

 Poparić made an ―approximate calculation‖ 

of the angle which the projectile formed with the tram wall, namely 28.8 degrees, and came to 

the conclusion that the bullet was fired from the BiH Executive Council building and not from 

the Jewish cemetery as alleged.
12053

  Had the bullet come from the Jewish cemetery, 

according to Poparić, it would have hit the tram at close to a 90 degree angle with an angle of 

descent being low, approximately five or six degrees.
12054

  Poparić also testified that the fact 

that the bullet had the energy to travel through the wall of the tram and then across the aisle 

where it hit the seat on the opposite side of the tram, damaging the metal railing, indicates that 

it was fired from a ―relatively short‖ range thus again implicating the Executive Council 

building as the origin of fire.
12055

  

3680.   Galić told the Chamber that the day before this incident he sent a regular combat 

report to the VRS Main Staff in which he reported that SRK units were honouring the cease-

                                                            
12045  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8183 (19 October 2010).  
12046  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 106.  The 

Chamber notes that this is somewhat inaccurate as the forensic investigation report prepared by Vidović provides that the direction of 

fire was Grbavica–Vraca.  It is the report prepared by the investigator that referred to the origin of fire, as opposed to the direction of 

fire, ―most probably‖ being the ―aggressor‘s positions in Grbavica‖.  Both these reports are part of the CSB Sarajevo report cited by 

Poparić in support of his proposition above.  See P1758 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne 

street), e-court pp. 4–5. 
12047  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 44–46 (Images 

21 and 23), 106–107 (Image 72). 
12048  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 108, Image 73; 

P935 (Sky Newsreport re Sarajevo, with transcript). 
12049  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 108, Image 73; 

P935 (Sky Newsreport re Sarajevo, with transcript).  In its Final Brief, the Prosecution argues that this evidence has inefficient factual 

basis and is contradicted by reliable evidence.  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 16.  (#An empty declaration!) 



fire, despite the enemy‘s provocation, and reported on his decision to continue ―to fully and 

consistently implement the agreement on the cessation of combat activities‖.
12056

  According 

to Galić, because of this decision, no shooting at the city by the SRK was expected the next 

day, especially not at public transportation.
12057

  He also issued another combat report at 

around 5 p.m. on the day of the incident, reporting that the enemy operated sniper rifles and a 

hand-held rocket launcher in the area of the Vrbanja Bridge, and that the provocation was 

responded to with adequate fire on enemy positions.
12058

  He then repeated in the combat 

report his decision to continue to implement the agreement on the cessation of combat 

activities.
12059

  There was no mention of the incident in the report and Galić stated that had he 

been informed of it he would have informed the Main Staff.
12060

 

3681.   In addition to the evidence and adjudicated facts outlined above, the Chamber has 

also taken judicial notice of two adjudicated facts which go to the origin of fire and provide as 

follows:  (i) there was an unobstructed line of sight between the site of the event and the area 

of the Jewish cemetery under SRK control;
12061

 and (ii) the shot which struck the tram was 

fired from the area of the Jewish cemetery held by the SRK.
12062

 (#Deadly combination#! On 

what basis the Chamber dismissed the Poparic’s arguments? What was the descending 

angle of the projectile, the trajectory? That is how it is with the Adjudicated Facts: it 

had been “adjudicated” in another process, in which the Defence most probably wasn’t 

interested to rebut it, it it didn’t concerned directly with the Defendant! This way there 

could have been ony one comprehensive process, which would “adjucate” the entire 

corps of the Prosecutor’s allegations, and sentence everyone indicted!) 

3682.   The Chamber finds based on the evidence and adjudicated facts outlined above that 

the tram in question was shot at, most likely by a single bullet, in the area of Marin Dvor in 

front of the St. Joseph Church.  It also finds that this tram was a civilian vehicle and that it 

was operating due to a cease-fire that was in place at the time.  In addition, the three casualties 

in this incident, namely Damir Kuĉinar, Mensur Jusić, and Belma Sukić née Likić
12063

 were 

civilians and were not taking direct part in hostilities at the time of the incident. (#All 

irrelevant, because it hadn’t been established who fired#! At least two or three sides 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
12050  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 109; Mile 

Poparić, T. 38976 (30 May 2013).  
12051  Mile Poparić, T. 38976 (30 May 2013); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–

1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 111, Image 77. 
12052  Mile Poparić, T. 38976–38977 (30 May 2013); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 

1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 110, Image 76; D3637 (Photograph of a tram marked by Mile Poparić).   
12053  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 110–113; Mile 

Poparić, T. 38975 (30 May 2013). 
12054  Mile Poparić, T. 38975–38976 (30 May 2013).  
12055  Mile Poparić, T. 38977–38979 (30 May 2013).  
12056  Stanislav Galić, T. 37530–37531 (22 April 2013); D3454 (SRK combat report, 18 June 1994).   
12057  Stanislav Galić, T. 37531 (22 April 2013).  
12058  Stanislav Galić, T. 37531–37532 (22 April 2013); D2668 (SRK combat report, 19 June 1994), p. 1. 
12059  Stanislav Galić, T. 37531–37532 (22 April 2013); D2668 (SRK combat report, 19 June 1994), p. 1. 
12060  Stanislav Galić, T. 37532 (22 April 2013).   
12061  See Adjudicated Fact 219.   
12062  See Adjudicated Facts 220, 221.   
12063  The Chamber notes that while the Indictment alleges that Jasmina Kuĉinar was also wounded in this incident, the Chamber has not 

received any evidence to support that allegation.  Accordingly, the Chamber considers that three rather than four persons were injured in 

this incident.  See fn. 12023. 



could have fired, and that is enough to dismiss the incident! #Of course, Indians are 

always at a disposal to be blamed#!)    

3683.   In terms of the origin of fire, the Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s conclusion that 

the bullet came from the Executive Council building as it is based on speculation.  For 

example, Poparić simply assumed that the bullet exited the tram‘s wall at a particular location, 

near a particular seat.
12064

  He made that assumption on the basis of another photograph made 

by the CSB Sarajevo, namely a close up of the bullet‘s exit point on the inside of the 

tram.
12065

  However, other than showing a portion of a red seat, that photograph does not show 

the actual location of that seat relative to the interior of the tram.
12066

 (So more it #should be 

dismissed. The Defence was not expected or obliged to prove who fired, it was a OTP 

obligation#. But simple look of this incident clearly indicated that a Serb bullet would 

have a significant descending angle, while the trajectory within the tram was almost 

horizontal, and if ricoshetted, then it had to be fired from a immediate vicinity!)  Thus, it 

is unclear to the Chamber how Poparić came to the conclusion that the bullet exited the tram 

wall at a particular location, which in turn allowed him to conclude that the bullet hit the tram 

at an acute angle.  Further, Poparić calculated that angle based on a close-up photograph of 

the bullet‘s entry point, which the Chamber views as a highly speculative and potentially 

inaccurate calculation.  Indeed, Poparić‘s analysis is also contradicted by Vidović‘s 

testimony, namely, that the bullet entered the tram at a right angle, as opposed to an acute 

angle which in turn suggests that a different seat from the one identified by Poparić was in the 

vicinity of the exit point.
12067

  Given that Vidović was able to observe the entry point on the 

tram itself, the Chamber considers his evidence here to be more persuasive than Poparić‘s 

speculations as to the acute nature of the angle. (#Too many “ifs”. There are the two angles 

obligatory to determine, on a two levels, vertical one, and horizontal. If one of it was not 

determined, this could not be allocated to any side, let alone to the Serb side#. Would 

this kind of investigation be acceptable in the countries of the members of the Chamber? 

There are several factors that hadn’t been determined, and thus it is not acceptable in a 

criminal case. In any case, the descending angle in a case the Serbs fired must have been 

more than 45 degrees, and this hadn’t been established. All the Serb positions with the 

visibility to the spot are on elevations and too far from the spot!) 

3684.    Accordingly, based on all the evidence before it, the Chamber finds that the bullet 

struck the tram at a right angle, from the direction of the Jewish cemetery.  In addition, 

relying on the adjudicated facts and recalling Van der Weijden‘s evidence as to the lines of 

sight, the Chamber finds that it was the SRK forces, located on the western side of the Jewish 

cemetery, that opened fire on the tram. (#How this expert could have known that? How he 

                                                            
12064  Poparić explains under Image 76 that the left circle he marked on that image indicates the point of the projectile entry while the right 

dotted circle marks the point where the projectile exited the paneling on the inner side ―as assumed on the basis of Image 75‖.  See 

D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 110, Image 76.  
12065  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 109, Images 75 

and 76; P1759 (Photographs re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne marked by Bogdan Vidović), e-court p. 2.  Indeed, 
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12066  P1759 (Photographs re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne marked by Bogdan Vidović), e-court p. 2.  The Chamber 

notes that judging by the photograph depicting the exterior of the tram and the entry point of the bullet, there are two potential seats that 

could have been in the vicinity of the exit point, the one identified by Poparić and another one, just in front of it.  See D4884 (Mile 

Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 109, Image 75; P1759 

(Photographs re sniping incident of 19 June 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne marked by Bogdan Vidović), e-court p. 6.  
12067  Bogdan Vidović, T. 8192–8195 (20 October 2010). 



excluded other sides to the conflict, or the other side of the Jewish cemetery#? Would be 

more precise if there passed more time? #This is a mockery of justice#. The lines had 

been following each other everywhere, on a distance from several metres to couple of 

tens of metres, and only a very precise and undoubtable investigations could have 

indicate some possibility, and to a less degree a probability!)  This is also consistent with 

the preponderance of evidence suggesting that the sniper fire in the area of Zmaja od Bosne 

street came from the Serb side,
12068

 and with the evidence that the SRK had a sniper squad 

active in the area, as well as a number of other units with semi-automatic rifles.  Given the 

distance involved and the fact that it was struck by one bullet only, the Chamber is also 

convinced that the tram was deliberately targeted by a single shot and that the SRK shooter 

would have known that the tram was a civilian vehicle carrying civilians. (But, this is all 

irrelevant taking into account several notorious facts: that the 1.  

1. #Muslim Army hade it’s positions closer to the spot than the SRK#;  

2. that the #Serb side didn’t have any interest in shooting the civilians, not only 

because they could have killed a Serb, but also because the SRK never intended to 

advance towards the city, and didn’t want any returning fire;  

3. the Serb side didn’t have a single benefit out of any crisis in Sarajevo, while the 

Muslim side couldn’t afford itself to have Sarajevo calmed, because only the Serb side 

was under the pressure.  

4. The Muslim side never stopped to nourish a hopes that the NATO would enter 

the war on their side!   

5. Even if so, although there are many other inferences, what does it have to do with 

the President? Not even the Corps Commander was familiar with the event. But, other 

inferences do not leave this as the only one!) 

 Zmaja od Bosne street, 8 October 1994 (Scheduled Incident F.11) 

3685. The Indictment alleges that Alma Ćutuna, a 43 year old woman, was wounded in the 

upper right leg while travelling on a tram on Zmaja od Bosne.
12069

  In its Final Brief, the 

Prosecution argues that the shots were fired from sniper positions in Serb-held territory to the 

                                                            
12068  See paras. 3621, 3656–3662.  In addition, the Chamber also recalls that it rejected the Accused‘s arguments that ABiH forces were the 

ones sniping at Bosnian Muslims civilians throughout Sarajevo.  See Section IV.B.1.d: Bosnian Muslims targeting own civilians.(On 

what basis the Chamber rejected these arguments? The Accused’s arguments had been corroborated 

by many data and evidence of the international representatives!) 
12069  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.11.  In footnote 22 of the Indictment, the Prosecution notes that ―the evidence also shows that one 

person was killed and an additional nine were wounded in the incident.‖  The Prosecution has stated on the record that this killing is not 

charged as part of this incident.  See T. 39012–39014 (30 May 2013). (If there was more than one, or two, let alone nine 

casualties, thisi is a firm proof that there was no a sniper fire. By “not charging” these additional 

wounded in this very same incident, the Prosecution darkened a very important element, which 

exclude any sniper firing! Obviously, it had been a round of an automatic fire! Is there any decency 

here?) 



south of Miljacka River.
12070

  The Accused submits, however, that the source of fire in this 

incident was the Executive Council building.
12071

 

3686.    On 8 October 1994, Alma Ćutuna and her husband were on a tram travelling 

eastbound on Zmaja od Bosne street.
12072

  The tram was crowded as people had decided to 

come out due to a cease-fire.
12073

  While on the tram, Ćutuna was standing facing the middle 

doors, looking at Grbavica, wearing jeans and a red and black blouse.
12074

  According to 

KDZ090, sometime between 12 and 12:10 p.m., as the tram was passing the Museum and 

approaching the Faculty of Philosophy, it slowed down in order to enter the S-curve and, at 

that point, was shot at, the bullets first hitting the upper and then the lower section of the 

tram.
12075

  As a result, Ćutuna was wounded on the inside of her right thigh resulting in two 

exit wounds on the side of her right hip; she also sustained cuts on her head from the tram‘s 

broken window glass.
12076

  She was admitted to the hospital, underwent an operation the same 

day, and discharged on 11 November 1994, having spent some of her recovery in intensive 

care.
12077

  Other persons were also wounded during this incident,
12078

 while, according to 

KDZ090, the driver of the tram travelling in front of Ćutuna‘s tram at the time of the attack 

was killed.
12079

  Ćutuna still suffers from pain in her leg and needs help with her day to day 

activities.
12080

 

3687.   KDZ090 testified that the shots were fired from the Metalka building.
12081

  There 

were no military institutions or equipment in the vicinity of the incident‘s location and the 

closest military installation was the Maršal Tito Barracks, some two tram stops away.
12082

  

Furthermore, there was no fighting that day since the cease-fire was in place and no ABiH 

soldiers in the tram.
12083

  (#Deadly combination#!  The Chamber is using 92bis evidence, a 

statement of witness without a cross-examination, for such a decisive element!!! Some 

                                                            
12070  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 18.  The Prosecution also alleges in its Final Brief that the tram was hit on ―either side of the 

S-curve‖.  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 15.  See also Closing Arguments, T. 47742–47747 (30 September 2014).    
12071  Defence Closing Brief, para. 2266.  
12072  P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 21 February 1996), p. 1; P1028 (Video re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od 

Bosne street) (under seal).  
12073  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 824–825 (under seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 21 

February 1996), p. 1; P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), para. 8.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2923. 
12074  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 826 (under seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 21 

February 1996), p. 1 (under seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), paras. 8, 9.    
12075  According to KDZ090, when the shooting started, the tram was still moving but once it was hit it stopped.  See P2923 (Witness 

statement of KDZ090 dated 21 February 1996), p. 1; P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), para. 8; KDZ090, 

P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 825–826, 829–832, 835–837 (under seal); P432 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo 

marked by KDZ090) (under seal); P436 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by KDZ090); P437 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo 

marked by KDZ090); P1028 (Video re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street) (under seal).  See also Adjudicated 

Fact 2924. 
12076  P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 21 February 1996), pp. 1–2; P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), 

para. 8 ; KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 824, 827 (under seal).  See also Adjudicated Facts 2921, 2925. 
12077  P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 21 February 1996), p. 2; P1257 (Medical report for Alma Ćutuna) (under seal); P1218 

(Medical report for Alma Ćutuna) (under seal).  See also Adjudicated Fact 2926. 
12078  See P1254 (Medical report for Zumra Habibović); P1255 (Medical report for Aiša Gaĉević); P1256 (Medical report for Samir Moro).  
12079  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 824, 827 (under seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 21 

February 1996), pp. 1–2; P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), para. 8.  
12080  P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 2006), para. 13.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2927. 
12081  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 824, 831–832 (under seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 

19 April 2006), paras. 9–10.  
12082  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 827 (under seal); P2923 (Witness statement of KDZ090 dated 19 April 

2006), para. 9.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2922.  
12083  KDZ090, P481 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 827–828 (under seal).  See also Adjudicated Facts 2922, 2923. 



gearl riding a tram with a poor view and without any military experience is taken for 

granted to know from where there was firing! And yet the Defence couldn’t cross-

examine her!) 

3688.    CSB Sarajevo was informed about this incident around 12:45 p.m. on 8 October 

1994 and then informed an investigative judge who sent out a team, which included KDZ485, 

to the scene to investigate.
12084

  The investigation started at 1 p.m. and lasted for an hour and 

15 minutes.
12085

  A report, dated 10 October 1994, was compiled, listing one casualty, Nedţad 

Hadţijbarić, and 11 wounded, including Alma Ćutuna.
12086

  According to the report, the driver 

of the first tram
12087

 told the investigators that the first burst of shots was fired at his tram, 

tram number 206, at 12:19 p.m. by Serbs from the Metalka building, injuring three 

passengers.
12088

 (#Automatic fire, not sniper#!  Look at it! Now, it was a “burst of shots”, 

but is is not clear how the driver knew that it was from Metalka. So, the driver, a 

Muslim, said to the investigators, also Muslims, dependent of the Muslim Government, 

that he found out tha the forst burst of shoths was from Metalka. It is not wonder that 

the Muslim investigators accepted it, but how this Chamber could have accepted such an 

unbelievable assertion as a fact? This couldnh have been a sniper whatsoever, and also 

from Metalka any automatic fire would not have been concentrated, nor precise.)  Some 

two to three minutes later, the second burst was fired on tram 236 which was following tram 

206 and entering the stretch between the Faculty of Philosophy and the Museum, that is the S-

curve; again several civilians were wounded.
12089

  According to the report, soon thereafter 

bursts of fire were heard again and four children who were running across the aforementioned 

location were wounded.
12090

  The report also notes that the incident happened in front of 

UNPROFOR who were ―hiding behind their transporters‖ at the scene.
12091

    

3689.    While it does not appear to contain ballistics analysis, the report notes that four entry 

and exit holes were identified and photographed on tram 236, and that they were probably 

caused by the ―death sower.‖
12092

  KDZ485 testified that he knew of one incident where that 

weapon had been used by the Serbs but did not know if the ABiH had it in its arsenal.
12093

  

However, as mentioned above, the BiH MUP had reported already in October 1993 that the 

2
nd

 Independent Battalion of the ABiH had at least one death sower in its possession.
12094

   

                                                            
12084  KDZ485, T. 8880–8881 (3 November 2010); P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), 

p. 1.  
12085  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 2.  
12086  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), pp. 3–5.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2930. 
12087  It would therefore appear that the tram driver was not killed in this incident as suggested by KDZ090.  However, given that one person 

did die in the incident and that the situation would have been chaotic at the time, the Chamber does not consider that KDZ090‘s evidence 

as to the dead person‘s identity puts in doubt the remainder of KDZ090‘s testimony. (No, of course, the OTP witnesses 

didn’t lie!!! For much les uncertainty the two hundred of the Defence witnesses testimonies had been 

rejected!, but, why this flagrand discrepancy in the KDZ090 testiomony is in the footnote?)     
12088  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 2.  
12089  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 2.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2929. 
12090  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 2.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2929. 
12091  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 2. 
12092  P1907 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 2.   
12093  KDZ485, T. 8902–8905 (3 November 2010).  
12094  See para. 3626. 



3690.    The site of the incident was also visited by Rose and Gobilliard at 12:45 p.m., while 

the UNPROFOR soldiers conducted an investigation of the scene.
12095

  The next day, Rose 

sent a letter to the Accused, informing him of the incident and requesting that he ―take all 

appropriate measures to identify and prosecute the perpetrators of this crime.‖
12096

  On 

10 October 1994, Rose and Gobilliard released a joint statement stating that there was no 

doubt that the fire had come from Serb positions at the Jewish cemetery.
12097

  On the same 

day, Rose met with Mladić and raised this incident but Mladić said that the shots came from 

the Holiday Inn and that the incident was staged by the Muslim side.12098  (This certainly was 

#not any sniper fire, but something fired from an automatic weapons#. Further, had it 

been from the Jewish Cemetery, it was more than 600 meters away from the site of 

impact. Metalka would also be unsuitable for a “death sower” which is literally sow the 

bullets to a wide area.  How possibly it could be aimed and hit by a rifle and rounds? 

There couldn’t be a reach, let alone preciseness. Also, if it was a death sower firing from 

the Serb side, i.e. so distant, there would be many witnesses that would here it and 

confirme it!)  

3691.   UNPROFOR released a report on the incident, dated 13 October 1994, which states 

that all three instances of sniping occurred at the intersection of Đure Daniĉića and Zmaja od 

Bosne streets, that is, between the Faculty of Philosophy and the Executive Council building, 

as witnessed by the UNPROFOR personnel present near that intersection during the 

incident.
12099

  This location is located one block to the east of the S-curve and thus different 

from the location of the incident identified by KDZ090 and the CSB Sarajevo report.
12100

  

Between the second and the third burst of fire, UNPROFOR soldiers intensified surveillance 

of the Invest Banka building, as well as the Red Façade building, the latter being under ABiH 

control according to the report.
12101

 (It was always that a half of the building was in the 

Muslim hands, and that is of some signifficance.)  The report also notes that it was 

impossible to carry out an investigation on the first tram, that is tram 206, as it was some 200 

metres from the incident site (Such an #inappropriate investigation# must not be used 

                                                            
12095  P2421 (UNPROFOR report re sniping incident of Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), p. 6; P1638 (Witness statement 

of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), para. 156; P1675 (Video clip of Michael Rose and Herve Gobilliard in Sarajevo); P2414 

(Witness statement of KDZ182), p. 60 (under seal).  
12096  Rose also protested to Alija Izetbegović for a sniping incident in Vojkovići for which the ABiH was found to be responsible.  See P1644 

(Letters from Michael Rose to Alija Izetbegović and Radovan Karadţić, 9 October 1994).  See also P1762 (Witness statement of David 

Fraser dated 17 October 2010), p. 43; P1674 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Ratko Mladić, 11 October 1994). 
12097  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), p. 156; P1674 (UNPROFOR report re meeting with Ratko Mladić, 11 

October 1994). 
12098  P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose dated 26 March 2009), p. 155; Micheal Rose, T. 7268–7269 (5 October 2010) P867 

(UNPROFOR report on meeting with Ratko Mladić, 10 October 1994), p. 2.  See also P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 

17 October 2010), pp. 43–46.  
12099  According to the report, the first burst of fire took place at 12:20 p.m., the second at 12:23 p.m., and the third at 12:35 p.m..  See P2421 

(UNPROFOR report re sniping incident on Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), pp. 2, 5–6, Annex 2.  
12100  The Prosecution acknowledged during Closing Arguments that the evidence identifies two different locations for the incident but noted 

that this ultimately did not matter because regardless of where the tram was when hit, the fire came from the ―SRK-held positions to the 

south of the Miljacka river‖.  See Closing Arguments, T. 47742–47743 (30 September 2014).  
12101  According to the map in Annex 2 of the report, the UNPROFOR referred to the Invest Banka building as ―Prisunic‖ while the Red 

Façade building was referred to as ―Butane‖.  Another building, referred to as ―Banane‖ in the report, and located just east of the Red 

Façade building, was also said to be under the control of the ABiH at the time.  In fact, the report specified that Banane and Butane were 

the only two buildings in the area under the ABiH control.  See P2421 (UNPROFOR report re sniping incident of Zmaja od Bosne on 8 

October 1994, 13 October 1994), pp. 5–7, Annex 2.  This is enough to dismiss all the conclusions made on account 

of the Serbs. For inference. This is too serious, and concerns the future relations between the two 

communities, so shouldn’t be resolved by jumping to a conclusion, while many other inferences are 

possible and more probable.  



against the Accused!) but that the second tram, tram 236, stopped immediately, some 30 

metres from the relevant intersection, in front of the Executive Council building, and showed 

bullet traces between its front and middle door at the height of about one metre.
12102

  

(#Inappropriate investigation#! Was there any descending angle? If the incoming traces 

were on about one metre above the ground, all of the bullets would slip down if fired 

from any position higher than a few metres! There is no country all over the world 

which would allow this kind of “investigation” to be used in a court! All that happened 

along two confrontation lines, no proper investigation, the trams moved away from the 

spot, there were no measurments of the trajectory on the vertical, nor on the horizontal 

level. Another word, a mere #mockery of justice#!)  

3692.   UNPROFOR soldiers also found six fresh bullet impact traces in the ground at the 

above-mentioned intersection, which they used to identify the origin of fire, namely a ―group 

of houses‖ situated in the SRK-held territory, west of the Jewish cemetery.
12103

  Later on in 

the day, when tram 236 was in the tram depot, UNPROFOR investigators measured the angle 

of the bullet entry point, which came to be 1450 mils from the vertical line.
12104

  The report 

concluded that the already established origin of fire conformed with that angle of entry.
12105

  

Finally, while the report records that the UNPROFOR soldiers stationed at the intersection of 

Đure Daniĉića and Zmaja od Bosne thought that the second burst of fire came from very close 

by, it concludes that this was most likely because the echo off the facades of the buildings 

made it seem louder.
12106

  (Nothing but #mockery of justice#! Not sufficient to suspend 

another inference, not at all, because it is a subjective feeling, and a more accurate 

conclusion would collide with what they thought to be established!  Therefore, they first 

“think” they had established something, and then they adjust all facts to this 

“established” picture. No way the bursts of an automatic weapons from that distance 

would be precise, that hits would be grouped, and wouldn’t be heard by many 

inhabitants!) 
3693. Hogan visited Zmaja od Bosne street and recorded the co-ordinates of the incident‘s 

location as remembered by KDZ090, which placed the incident at a location that was more in 

line with the location recorded in the UNPROFOR report of 13 October 1994.
12107

  He noted 

                                                            
12102  P2421 (UNPROFOR report re sniping incident on Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), p. 2.  
12103  Because the six impact points all had a furrow of about 10 centimetres deep and showed a clean ―angle of incidence‖, the UNPROFOR 

soldiers were able to place an antenna rod in the furrows and found the same direction and the same origin of fire for all six points of 

impact. Obviously, a round from an automatic rifle, which excludes any sniper. The latter part of the report refers 

to a single house, indicated by number 14 on the map in Annex 2 of the report, as the source of fire.  P2421 (UNPROFOR report re 

sniping incident of Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), pp. 3, 6–7, Annex 2.  The Chamber notes that this location is 

different to the location identified as the origin of fire in the Adjudicated Fact 2932 and by KDZ090, namely the Metalka building.  This 

was acknowledged by the Prosecution during the Closing Arguments.  The Prosecution also submitted that in such a case, namely where 

an adjudicated fact contradicts evidence brough by the Prosecution, the Chamber should follow the Tribunal jurisprudence and simply 

asses the relevance and the weight of the adjudicated fact in question in light of the evidence as a whole.  Closing Arguments, T. 47442 

(30 September 2014). But, the jurisprudence of this Court is not as same as in their national courts. The 

Defence calls upon the principle: “#in dubio, pro reo”#. To many dubious matters! No a solitaire 

inference. 
12104  They were able to do that because the bullet passed through the wall of the tram and then struck the seat support, thus creating a 

measurable line.  See P2421 (UNPROFOR report re sniping incident of Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), p. 3, 

Annex 1.    
12105  P2421 (UNPROFOR report re sniping incident of Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), p. 3. 
12106  P2421 (UNPROFOR report re sniping incident of Zmaja od Bosne on 8 October 1994, 13 October 1994), pp. 5–6.  
12107  Barry Hogan, T. 11217–11218 (3 February 2011); P2213 (Image re scheduled sniping and shelling incidents in Sarajevo); P1028 (Video 

re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street) (under seal); P2190 (GPS locations for shelling and sniping incidents in 

Sarajevo). 



that the Metalka building could not be seen from that location.
12108

 (So much about 

reliability of KDZ090!!!) When cross-examined by the Accused, he explained that he could 

not remember whether the exact co-ordinates indicated by KDZ090 were on the sidewalk near 

the incident site or at the actual incident site.
12109

  He did, however, agree that KDZ090, when 

pointing out the location of the incident to him, indicated that it happened between the 

Executive Council building and the Faculty of Philosophy.
12110

 (Which absolutely excludes 

Metalka as a source of fire!)  

 Van der Weijden visited both the incident site, as indicated to him by the Prosecution, as 

well as Grbavica.
12111

  He expressed the view that the co-ordinates for the site of the 

incident given to him by the Prosecution must have been wrong as (i) they indicated a 

location some 50 metres east to the one described in the materials provided to him, and (ii) 

this location was not visible from Grbavica.
12112

  He found that, if situated in that location 

when hit, the tram would have been visible from another alleged sniping nest, the Jewish 

cemetery, but that in that case it would have been exposed to the shooter for a shorter 

period of time and the distance between the alleged origin of fire and the tram would have 

been quite far, more than 600 metres.
12113

  Thus, he believed that the incident probably 

occurred on or near the stretch of Zmaja od Bosne street between the Museum and the 

Faculty of Philosophy, i.e. near the S-curve.
12114

 (Or the course of fire was much closer 

as the UN soldiers have concluded. This kind of gymnastics in incorrect. It wa much 

more probable that the source of fire was within the ABiH territory, than on the Serb 

side of the Miljacka River!) He also conceded during cross-examination that he 

determined this to be the place of the incident on the basis that, had the tram been a little 

further from the said location, it could not have been hit from the south as suggested by the 

BiH MUP reports.
12115

  (Exactly! But it could have been hit from within the Muslim 

territory without any limitation! Was it the case that the investigators first 

established where there were the Serb positions, and then have chosen the position of 

tram? This wouldn’t be accepted in a municipal court, lewt alone in the UN Court!)   

3694. ) He also noted that he was aware that the area between Miljacka River and the tram 

tracks was under the control of the ABiH.
12116

  Further, he conceded that no one told him to 

check whether Unioninvest or the Red Façade buildings could have been the origin of fire, but 

noted that the view from the latter to the S-curve would have been obstructed by the buildings 

                                                            
12108  Barry Hogan, T. 11217–11218 (3 February 2011); P2213 (Image re scheduled sniping and shelling incidents in Sarajevo). 
12109  Barry Hogan, T. 11239 (3 February 2011).  See also P1028 (Video re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street) 

(under seal). 
12110  Barry Hogan, T. 11246–11247 (3 February 2011); P1028 (Video re sniping incident of 8 October 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street) (under 

seal); P2191 (Map of Sarajevo with scheduled sniping and shelling incidents).   
12111  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 88; Patrick van der Weijden, T. 

7032–7034 (28 September 2010); D651 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden).  
12112  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‘), p. 89; Patrick van der Weijden, T. 

7006–7008 (27 September 2010).  
12113  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), pp. 88–89. 
12114  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 89; Patrick van der Weijden, T. 

7032–7035 (28 September 2010); D651 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden).  See also Barry Hogan, T. 

11218–11219 (3 February 2011); P2208 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan) 
12115  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7011–7014 (27 September 2010); D647 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden).  
12116  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7017–7018 (27 September 2010); D648 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden).  



in front of it.
12117

  He therefore never checked the Red Façade building.
12118

 (That would be 

#sufficient to any court of the countries, members of the UN, to dismiss the case#. Der 

Weijden was not told that a fire could have come from the Muslim (ABiH, or 

paramilitary) side#. The same was with Srebrenica, the Prosecution experts had never 

been told about 45 months of fierce fights in the area, and all of them tried to fit the 

findings to the time of the fall of Srebrenica. Thus, der Waijden tried everything to 

allocate the responsibility for this case to the Serbs. This is the nature of all the 

Prosecution evidences. For inferences, it is sufficient that we know that the Muslim side 

used to fire at their territory, to demand a thorough investigation of every incident and 

to be established “beyond a reasonable doubt”, with the participation of the Serb side 

experts! The UN should establish it as a rule, without which there wouldn’t be possible 

to accuse any side, or indict their officials!)  

3695. When shown the video footage of the third burst of fire at the children on the street, 

Van der Weijden accepted that the fire appeared to be coming down Đure Daniĉića street.
12119

  

He further accepted that given the distance of the Serb positions to the location of this 

incident, the angle of descent of the bullet would have been some five degrees whereas the 

injuries sustained by one of the men indicated a greater angle of descent.
12120

  However, he 

also explained that he could hear machine-gunfire in the footage, which meant that shots 

would have landed in a cone of fire, making some shots higher than others.
12121

   (Enough to 

conclude that the Serb held territory as a source of fire would be the least possibility!)  

3696. Noting that there were multiple victims in this incident and having described their 

injuries, Van der Weijden concluded that automatic fire was most likely used to shoot at the 

tram, and that the weapons used would have been either an M84 machine-gun in 7.62 mm 

calibre, or an M53 machine-gun in 7.92 mm calibre, mounted on a bipod or tripod.
12122

  He 

noted that machine-guns are more effective against moving targets, such as trams that are only 

temporarily visible.
12123

  On cross-examination he confirmed that if Ćutuna‘s entry wound 

was on her right thigh and the exit wound was on her right hip, this would imply that the 

bullet was travelling upwards rather than downwards.
12124

  However, he clarified that this 

would not necessarily be the case if the victim was crouching down when struck by the bullet 

and also explained that the bullet might change its trajectory once it enters the tram.
12125

  

(This is an #example of an inquiery that should be remembered and forbidden forever#. 

                                                            
12117  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7021–7027 (28 September 2010); D649 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der 

Weijden); D650 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden).  
12118  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7024–7025 (28 September 2010). 
12119  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7055 (28 September 2010); D655 (Video footage relating to a sniping incident in Sarajevo).  
12120  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7059–7060 (28 September 2010).  
12121  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7052–7061 (28 September 2010); D655 (Video footage relating to a sniping incident in Sarajevo); D656 

(Video footage relating to a sniping incident in Sarajevo); D657 (Photograph related to a sniping incident in Sarajevo); D658 

(Photograph related to a sniping incident in Sarajevo); D659 (Photograph related to a sniping incident in Sarajevo); D660 (Photograph 

related to a sniping incident in Sarajevo); D661 (Photograph related to a sniping incident in Sarajevo).  
12122  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 87.  See also Adjudicated Fact 

2928.  If mounted on a tripod, an M84 can successfully reach targets which are 1000 metres away, while an M53 mounted on a tripod 

has the shooting accuracy of up to 1500 metres.  See P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in 

Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix A.  
12123  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 87.   
12124  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7034 (28 September 2010).  
12125  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7050 (28 September 2010), T. 7186–7187 (29 September 2010).  The Chamber notes that during this 

discussion the Prosecution referred to scheduled incident F15 but that the injuries in fact discussed relate to incident F11.  



Neither there was any data that ^utuna was “crouching down” nor it could have been 

that the trajectory is changed after hitting a person, and after “crouching” because of 

the very same bullet, the bullet changes the trajectory! Looks as if the Prosecution case 

had to be saved at any cost! No matter,# this would be a rarity to have a bullet travelling 

upwards, if it was fired from upwards#, i.e. from the Serb positions no matter where it 

be. What would force a projectile to change the path almost in an unbelievable angle of 

close to 90 degrees, to hit a thigh and immediately turn very sharp upwards to a hip? On 

a basis of such an incident there should be a much higher criteria for every incident 

alleged to be a Serb sniper fire!)    

3697. Poparić analysed the material relevant to this incident, including the CSB Sarajevo 

report as well as the video footage of the scene, filmed by the BiH TV immediately after the 

incident, recording not only the position of the trams but also the last burst of shots on the 

four children running across the incident location.
12126

  He did not seem to be aware of the 

UNPROFOR report of 13 October 1994, however.
12127

 (#How come the TV crew had been 

at the spot just when needed#, although their station was several km. away? Like in the 

Vase Miskina incident! Why the international community is accepting so cheap 

trickery?)  

3698. Poparić began his analysis by expressing doubt about the official character of the CSB 

Sarajevo report of 10 October 1994 because it had no log number.
12128

  Having analysed the 

video footage of the scene, which records the position of trams 206 and 236, and contains 

interviews with two people injured in the incident, he came to the conclusion that tram 206 

was hit when passing by the Executive Council building, the stretch which at the time was 

protected by containers, while tram 236 was struck in front of the Executive Council building 

where it stopped immediately after being struck.
12129

  Poparić explained that he reached his 

conclusion on tram 236‘s location based on the statements of the people interviewed by the 

BiH TV, statement of an eye-witness, and the video footage of the scene which shows the 

tram at that location together with its broken window and the traces of broken glass on the 

ground, indicating that the tram stopped immediately, moving only a metre or two after being 

struck by the bullets.
12130

  Based on all this, Poparić concluded that trams 206 and 236 could 

not have been fired on from the VRS positions in Grbavica or from Metalka as they were 

protected by the BiH Assembly and Executive Council buildings, as well as by the above 

mentioned containers.
12131

   

3699. Poparić also analysed the footage of the third burst of shots, which shows the moment 

when the bullets struck the area near the Faculty of Philosophy and the cloud of dust that rose 

                                                            
12126  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 127–137.  
12127  Mile Poparić T. 39254 (4 June 2013), T. 39263 (5 June 2013).   
12128  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 128.  
12129  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 128–130, 132, 

Image 90.  See also Mile Poparić, T. 38983–38986 (30 May 2013).  
12130  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 129–131, 

Images 92 and 93; Mile Poparić, T. 38985–38987 (30 May 2013).  In its Final Brief, the Prosecution argues that Poparić‘s analysis of 

footage of the broken glass was speculative and ignored the reasonable explanation that the glass resulted from the evacuation after the 

incident.  See Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 11. (Who and why would “evacuate a glass from a broken 

window? The Prosecution acted as a desperate side, trying to sell a fake staff!) 
12131  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 131–132, 135.  



from the ground as a result.  He speculated that the cloud was about two metres high which in 

turn meant that the bullet hit the ground with high energy and at a high angle of descent.  

This, according to Poparić, indicated that it was fired from ―a relatively small distance‖ thus 

excluding Metalka, Invest Banka, and the Red Façade buildings as the origins of fire.
12132

  

Poparić concluded that the fire seen in the footage came from the Executive Council building 

and noted that this was confirmed by the footage of an UNPROFOR soldier talking to Rose 

and pointing in the direction of the Executive Council.
12133

  

3700. During cross-examination, Poparić testified that his theory on the dust clouds was not 

based on any published studies but on his extensive experience with trajectories of small 

arms.
12134

  He also explained that had the bullet come from the Red Façade building which 

was divided in half by the warring parties, then the angle of descent would have been no more 

than ten degrees.
12135

  When shown the UNPROFOR report of 13 October and the entry angle 

that UNPROFOR measured on the tram, namely 81 degrees from the vertical line and 9 

degrees from the horizontal line, Poparić explained that having the angle alone was not 

enough to conclude where the bullet came from and that one needed to look at the firing 

tables for the weapon used in the incident.
12136

  Based on those, he concluded that had the 

bullet come from the Red Façade building, the angle would have been less than four or five 

degrees.
12137

  When asked whether such a small angle, be it nine or four degrees, meant that 

the fire could not have come from the Executive Council building, Poparić stated that one 

could fire from the ground floor or from one of the upper floors of the Executive Council 

building so the angle of descent could range from two to 80 degrees.
12138

  When confronted 

with the report of the meeting between Mladić and Rose of 10 October 1994, Poparić 

accepted that Mladić‘s position that the fire came from Holiday Inn was wrong but denied that 

this meeting proved anything as to the actual origin of fire.
12139

  

3701.   The Chamber recalls that it has taken judicial notice of two Adjudicated Facts which 

provide that the visibility on 8 October 1994 was sufficient to allow a sniper at the Metalka 

Building to identify and target a tram negotiating the S-curve, that the shots came from the 

direction of the Metalka Building, which was held by the SRK and that they were fired by a 

member of the SRK.
12140

  However, as noted above, these Adjudicated Facts are inconsistent 

with some of the evidence offered by the Prosecution, including the UNPROFOR report of 13 

                                                            
12132  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 132–134, Image 

95; Mile Poparić, T. 38987–38989 (30 May 2013); D3638 (Photograph of tram track marked by Mile Poparić). 
12133  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 134–135, Image 

96.  During cross-examination Poparić conceded that the footage he viewed had no sound so that he did not know whether the 

UNPROFOR soldier mentioned the Executive Council building to Rose.  He reiterated his position that the soldier was pointing at the 

Executive Council building but then also said that he was pointing in the direction of the Red Façade building and Grbavica.  See Mile 

Poparić, T. 39264–39265 (5 June 2013). 
12134  Mile Poparić, T. 39252–39253 (4 June 2013).   
12135  Mile Poparić, T. 39253–39254 (4 June 2013).  While the transcript records that Poparić referred to a ―famous silver building which was 

divided in half by the VRS and the ABiH‖ the Chamber considers that this was a reference to the Red Façade building as that was the 

only famous building in the area that was divided in half by the warring parties.  The Chamber is of the view that the reference to this 

building being silver must have been an error in interpretation or a mistake in Poparić‘s testimony.    
12136  Mile Poparić, T. 39255–39257 (4 June 2013), T. 39260–39262 (5 June 2013). 
12137  Mile Poparić, T. 39255–39257 (4 June 2013), T. 39260–39262, T.39294–39297 (5 June 2013); D3649 (Photograph of tram tracks 

marked by Mile Poparić).  
12138  Mile Poparić, T. 39262–39266 (5 June 2013).  
12139  Mile Poparić, T. 39263–39266 (5 June 2013).  
12140  See Adjudicated Facts 2931, 2932.   



October 1994 and the co-ordinates of the incident site obtained and used by Hogan.
12141

  That 

being the case, the Chamber is unable to rely on these two Adjudicated Facts and will 

disregard them for the purpose of its analysis of this incident. (#Deadly combination#! 

Many more than these two Adjudicated Facts should be disregarded, unless stipulated 

with the sides (OTP and Defence) othervise, there will not be any fairness in trials.)  

 
3702.    As far as the exact location of the incident is concerned, the Chamber is persuaded 

by the report prepared by UNPROFOR following the incident.  This report refers to, inter 

alia, interviews with UNPROFOR soldiers who witnessed all three instances of fire being 

opened that day and who place all three instances at the intersection of Đure Daniĉića street 

and Zmaja od Bosne street.
12142

  In addition, the Chamber recalls that both CSB Sarajevo and 

UNPROFOR reports provide that the third burst of fire took place at the same location as the 

two previous bursts of fire.  The video footage of that third burst of fire clearly shows that it 

took place at the intersection of Đure Daniĉića and Zmaja od Bosne streets.  Bearing all that 

in mind, the Chamber considers that Ćutuna‘s tram was shot at when passing through that 

intersection rather than the intersection noted in the CSB Sarajevo report.  This tram was a 

civilian vehicle, with civilians onboard, and was operating due to a cease-fire in place at the 

time.  In addition, Alma Ćutuna herself was a civilian and was not taking direct part in 

hostilities when she was wounded in this incident. (Even if nothing of that is contested, still 

the most important question is #who fired these rounds from an automatic rifle#? And 

this is not established even close to “beyond a reasonable doubt”! Also, why would the 

Serbs fire towards the “main stage” while it was full of witnesses?) 

 

3703.    The Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s conclusion that the bullets came from the 

Executive Council building as it is based on a number of plainly unreasonable speculations.  

For example, on the basis of the footage showing pieces of tram‘s window on the ground next 

to the tram itself, Poparić concluded that the tram must have moved only about a metre or two 

after being struck by the bullets and that it therefore must have been shot at from the 

Executive Council building.  However, this is pure speculation as some or all of the glass 

could have fallen out of the window frame after the tram had stopped. (Why would that be 

so? The tram anyway are very slow there, an impact of bullet causes an immediate crash 

of the glass, why the smashed window would “delay” dropping down? It is much more 

probable that the glas had fallen on the site of impact of the bullest. Since everything is 

based on inferences, this one is the most probable, and none of them are “the only one”!) 

(  In other words, it is simply not possible to draw any conclusions from the video footage of 

the glass on the ground.
12143

 (What would be more convincing? Are other possibilities the 

only one?)   In addition, Poparić relied on the analysis of a dust cloud in relation to the third 

                                                            
12141  See 3692–3693, fn. 12103.  
12142  The Chamber notes here that in determining the location of the incident the CSB Sarajevo investigators appear to have relied on the tram 

driver‘s recollection of what happened and did not speak to the UNPROFOR soldiers in the area.  However, in contrast to those soldiers, 

the tram driver would have been engaged in driving the tram and, once the bullets struck the tram, would have been trying to get it to 

safety in a state of panic and chaos.  Thus, the Chamber considers the description of the event by the UNPROFOR soldiers at the scene 

to be more persuasive than that of the driver.  For the same reason, the Chamber has decided to disregard the evidence of KDZ090 as to 

the location at which the tram was first struck by the bullets, particularly since that evidence was not in line with the location KDZ090 

actually showed to Barry Hogan.   
12143  Furthermore, as noted above, the UNPROFOR report clearly states that the tram moved some 30 metres after it was struck by the fire. 

(Then, how the broken glass didn’t fell earlier? There is no logics in the Chamber’s conception, 

because the glass wouldn’t keep within the frame fo so long drive!)   



burst of shots fired on that day, to show that bullets came in at a high angle of descent.  At the 

same time, he was unaware of the UNPROFOR investigation which found that the angle of 

descent was in fact low in relation to both the traces on the tram and the traces on the ground.  

Accordingly, the Chamber will disregard–in its entirety–Poparić‘s analysis in relation to this 

incident. (Accordingly the Chamber will make mistake, because the very same 

#UNPROFOR admitted that they never made any investigation in terms of a criminal 

procedure#! Also, the video had shown how the impact caused a pretty high cloud of 

dust, which usually spreads toward the source of fire, i.e. to the same direction. Also, 

UNPROFOR didn’t determine of the third burst, but only those that hit the tram. And 

the dust would have another direction of movement had it been hit at a low angle. Also, 

there was another measure made by Poparic, namely, incoming and outgoing wound at 

a boy who was hit while standing up, which showed a significant diference in levels of 

incoming and outgoing wound. There is no better evidence that the projectile had an 

angle of descent close to 90 degrees. What is wrong with that count? And why it was not 

“dismissed”, nor even mentioned by the Chamber?) 

 

3704.   As far as the origin of fire is concerned, the Chamber accepts UNPROFOR‘s 

conclusion that it came from the SRK-held area somewhere west of the Jewish cemetery.  

First, UNPROFOR conducted its own analysis of the bullet traces on both the tram in which 

Ćutuna was riding and the ground at the intersection of Đure Daniĉića and Zmaja od Bosne 

streets, which led them to that location.  Indeed, both sites indicated a low angle of descent, 

which is consistent with the fire coming from the SRK positions south of Miljacka.
12144

  

Second, the Chamber is convinced, relying on Van der Weijden‘s evidence outlined 

above,
12145

 that the SRK forces in that area had a line of sight to the intersection between Đure 

Daniĉića and Zmaja od Bosne streets.  Finally, the Chamber recalls the evidence it heard 

about the prevalence of sniping attacks from the area of the Jewish cemetery and Zmaja od 

Bosne generally.
12146

  Accordingly, the Chamber finds that the fire that struck Alma Ćutuna‘s 

tram and wounded her came from the SRK-held area to the west of Jewish cemetery.  The 

Chamber is also satisfied that a machine gun, most likely an M84, was used in this incident 

and that it had the necessary range to accurately target the tram at that distance.  Both the 1
st
 

Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade and the 1
st
 Romanija Infantry Brigade had such a machine gun 

in its arsenal.
12147

  Finally, the Chamber has no doubt that the tram was deliberately targeted 

by the SRK shooter, as illustrated by the fact that after the two trams were shot and struck in 

the same location, fire was opened again in that same location at a number of people who 

                                                            
12144  The Chamber notes that Van der Weijden calculated that the angle of descent of a bullet fired from Metalka which is located 321 metres 

away and at the elevation of 35 metres would have been around five degrees.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7015–7017 (27 September 

2010), T. 7059 (28 September 2010).  Thus, the fire involving a higher elevation while at the same time further away would have been 

coming at an angle higher than five degrees but still at a relatively low angle of descent. (Since it hadn’t been fired from 

Metalka, but “somewhere south” if this building, which building was it? In that case, it would have to 

be a building higher than Metalka, and more distant. In such a case, both, the angle of descent would 

be higher, and the preciseness would be much lower. Also, a concentration of hits would be lower, 

because such a distance would be too big, too far for an automatic!)    
12145  See para. 3694.  
12146  See paras. 3657, 3659.  In addition, Blagoje Kovaĉević admitted that sometimes he had problems in achieving control over his troops, 

which were located in the area of the Jewish cemetery, and that they would open fire without him knowing about it.  See para. 3661. If 

so, then no superior could be liable for a rogue elements.  The Chamber also recalls that it rejected the Accused‘s 

arguments that ABiH forces were sniping at Bosnian Muslim civilians throughout Sarajevo.  See para. 4519. @@@@ 
12147  See fn. 11948. 



were trying to leave the area.  The Chamber is also confident that the shooter would have 

known that tram was a civilian vehicle with civilians travelling onboard.  (#This is shameless 

reductionism, #deductio ad absurdum#! - not respecting reality. At least it was from the 

beginning tha there was a fifty-fifty chance of both sides to be commiting the crime, and 

in such a case, there must be a very firm evidence. The Chamber takes as an evidence 

it’s own decision to reject the Accused’s assertion that the Muslim side fired against 

their own people. How possibly it could have been rejected, while there are many 

evidence about it? See:D240, an analysis in the Independent on 22 August 92: 

 

 

 

     

           
There is many more evidence about it, but as this document indicates, the internationals 

didn’t dare to go public with the truth!# HOU COME THE CHAMBER DIDN’T PAY 



ANY ATTENTION TO THIS DOCUMENT ORIGINATING FROM THE VERY 

SAME UNITED NATIONS WHICH FOUNDED THE TRIBUNAL#? ) 

 

 

 

1. Zmaja od Bosne street, 18 November 1994 (Scheduled Incident F.12) 

3705. The Indictment alleges that, on 18 November 1994, Dţenana Sokolović, a 31 year old 

woman, and her seven year old son, Nermin Divović, were fired on while walking on Zmaja 

od Bosne street.  According to the Indictment, Sokolović was wounded in her abdomen and 

the bullet passed through her and hit her son in the head, killing him.
12148

  In the Final Brief, 

the Prosecution argues that the bullet came from Metalka.
12149

  The Accused argues, however, 

that the bullet came from the side opposite to Grbavica, that is, from the ABiH-held 

territory.
12150

 

3706. There was a cease-fire in place on 18 November 1994 and the trams were running.
12151

  

Dţenana Sokolović and her son, Nermin Divović, were shot at the zebra crossing, as they 

were crossing the Franje Raĉkog street.
12152

  There were no soldiers around and no combat 

going on in the area at the time.
12153

 (Then, it was a #miracle that at the same moment 

there were the UNPROFOR soldiers, rescuing the two, and the BIH TV crew to record 

the action??? Only a delicacy of the Nermin’s death is limiting the Defence from stating 

that it was really as another staging, but the Defence should be relaxed, since there is a 

sufficient additional evidence that this case should be disregarded#!) Nermin Divović 

died on the way to the hospital and his body was taken to the mortuary.
12154

  Sokolović and 

her daughter were taken to Koševo Hospital by a UN vehicle.
12155

 (The #daughter of Ms. 

Sokolovic had never been mentioned in this process#!!! Nor was presented any of her 

statements, which is extremely unusual#. This is a real #MOCKERY OF JUSTICE#! ) 

Sokolović underwent surgery and stayed in hospital for seven or eight days.
12156

  She was 

unable to attend her son‘s funeral.
12157

  Since the incident, she has not been able to hold a full-

time job.
12158

   

3707. According to the CSB Sarajevo report dated 19 November 1994, the incident was 

witnessed by UNPROFOR, UNHCR, and GOFRS members, who were standing near the 

Museum.
12159

  They told the CSB Sarajevo investigators that as Sokolović and her son were 

crossing over to the other side of Franje Raĉkog street, the side further from the Museum, a 

                                                            
12148  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.12. 
12149  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 19. 
12150  Defence Final Brief, para. 2278.  
12151  Adjudicated Fact 2938.   
12152  See Adjudicated Fact 2940.   
12153  Adjudicated Fact 2939.   
12154  Adjudicated Fact 2941.   
12155  Adjudicated Fact 2942.   
12156  Adjudicated Fact 2942.   
12157  Adjudicated Fact 2942.   
12158  Adjudicated Fact 2942.   
12159  Nermin Divović approached these men, as he was passing by with his mother, and asked them for some sweets.  P459 (BiH MUP Report 

re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court pp. 4–5.   



shot was heard from the direction of Grbavica, ―more precisely from the aggressor‘s 

positions‖.
12160

  The UNHCR member helped Sokolović and her son, while two UNPROFOR 

armoured personnel carriers arrived and positioned themselves on the Franje Raĉkog 

street.
12161

  Stationed at the corner of Franjo Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne streets, on the side 

of Franje Raĉkog closer to the Museum, was an UNPROFOR armoured personnel 

carrier.
12162

.   

3708. The report also notes that CSB Sarajevo‘s investigation team, which included a 

forensic technician Sead Bešić, came to the incident site around 1:30 p.m., and noticed that 

the site was not secured by the police.
12163

  There was blood at the scene but, before the 

arrival of the team, the UNPROFOR soldiers washed it off and then covered it with sand.
12164

 

(It was pretty #unusual and unprofessional, to disturb a crime scene so drastica#lly and 

so soon after the incident! What the UN soldiers said about it?) During cross-examination, 

Bešić explained that the investigation was difficult due to the team being unable to access the 

site; further, he stated that it is difficult to determine the direction of fire just on the basis of 

the entry and exit wounds.
12165

 (Isn’t it enough to stop talking about a villain? If a 

direction and source of the fire couldn’t be determined, how a perpetrator could be 

found?)   

3709.  In terms of the injuries the victims sustained, the description of the incident in the 

CSB Sarajevo report notes that the bullet first hit the boy in the head and then injured 

Sokolović.
12166

  When cross-examined on the accuracy of this, Bešić stated that he was not in 

charge of interviewing witnesses and/or writing the report but was there only to take 

photographs and collect physical evidence.
12167

 (Why the President has to sustain any 

damage because of #so many inaccuracies#?) The report also notes that Sokolović had a 

wound in the abdominal area, with the entry wound on the right-hand side of her body and the 

exit wound on the left-hand side.
12168

   

3710.   However, contrary to the report above, the medical records for Dţenana Sokolović, 

which were attached to the above report, provide that the bullet that caused her injuries 

entered the left hand side of her abdomen and exited on the right hand side.
12169

 (This is not 

                                                            
12160  P459 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 4.  See also Sead Bešić, T. 9491 

(9 December 2010); Mile Poparić, T. 39291–39294 (5 June 2013).  
12161  P459 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court pp. 4–5.  See also Sead Bešić, T. 

9490–9493 (9 December 2010); D901 (Photograph re sniping incident on 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street marked by Sead 

Bešić). 
12162  P459 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court pp. 4–5.   
12163  Sead Bešić, T. 9489–9490 (9 December 2010); P1966 (Witness statements of Sead Bešić dated 18 February 2010), p. 35; P459 (BiH 

MUP Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 4. 
12164  Sead Bešić, T. 9493 (9 December 2010); P1966 (Witness statements of Sead Bešić dated 18 February 2010), p. 37; P459 (BiH MUP 

Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 5.  
12165  Sead Bešić, T. 9491–9492 (9 December 2010).  While Bešić also stated during cross-examination that the direction in which the victims 

were walking was never established, the Chamber notes that the CSB Sarajevo report clearly outlines that the direction in which they 

were walking was from the Museum to Marin Dvor.  See Sead Bešić, T. 9494 (9 December 2010).  Compare. P459 (BiH MUP Report re 

sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 4.  
12166  The latter part of the report, however, refers to the entry wound being on the right side of the boy‘s head.  P459 (BiH MUP Report re 

sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court pp. 1, 5.   
12167  P1966 (Witness statements of Sead Bešić dated 18 February 2010), pp. 35–36. 
12168  P459 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 5.   
12169  P1023 (Medical records for Dţenana Sokolović); P459 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 18 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne 

street), e-court p. 8.  



just an irrelevant technicality. On the other side, left to Ms. Sokolovic, #were the ABiH 

forces, as well as to her right side, between her position and the Miljacka River. To her 

right side there were the Muslim forces on the National Museim, on the Faculty of 

Philosophy, on the Executive Council, on the Assembly building, and other surrounding 

houses.# Thus, the view of the incoming and outgoing wound was of the crucial 

importance in this investigation! We will see how it looked like below!) Bešić was unable 

to explain this discrepancy but speculated that his colleague at the scene probably failed to 

describe the wound accurately.
12170

  He also noted that at the time only one forensic 

pathologist was working in Sarajevo and the people assisting him were not knowledgeable 

enough to determine which wound was the entry wound.
12171

 (And this pathologist (Dr. 

Dobra~a) happened to be a member of [eve, and he used to fix his findings and reports 

so to fit the needs of this secret criminal unit! A Muslim witness confirmed it in his 

testimony#!) 

3711.  Šefik Bešlić, an abdominal surgeon who operated on Sokolović, on 18 November 

1994 and later in 2007, testified that he had no doubt that the bullet entered the right side of 

her body and exited on the left side.
12172

  While admitting that he could not remember the 

actual surgery he performed on Sokolović,
12173

 Bešlić remained adamant that the bullet 

entered on the right hand side of her body, because of a contusion on her liver, (What would 

prevent the bullet to damage her liver if the bullet entered her body from the left hand 

side? #Mockery of justice#!) the wound on the right hand side being smaller in size than the 

wound on the left hand side (thus indicating an entry wound), and the size of the scars he saw 

on Sokolović‘s abdomen in 2007.
12174

  He explained that the doctor who prepared the medical 

report in question must have made a mistake when describing Sokolović‘s wounds, and noted 

that this was understandable given the circumstances under which the doctors had to work at 

that time.
12175

  Bešlić also testified that the line between Sokolović‘s entry and exit wounds 

was almost horizontal.
12176

 (This is a specialty of this Court, to #accept the investigations 

that happened sometimes even 12 years afterwards, such as Zecevic’s “investigation” of 

the Hrasnica MAB incident, and Tuzla incident, or this with Sefik Beslic and Dzenana 

Sokolovic.# The contemporaneous medical report stated that the wound on the left side 

of the body was significantly smaller than the one on the right side! How possibly an 

entering wound could be bigger than an exiting one? #Mockery#!  In which of the 

known countries this would be accepted in a criminal court? Beside that, the “almost 

horizontal” trajectory indicates that it was fired from the level of ground, where there 

was no the Serb soldiers.) 
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3712. As for the wound on Sokolović‘s son, the CSB Sarajevo report states that he had an entry-

exit wound on his head–the entry wound was at the back of his head, above the right ear, 

while the exit wound was located below his eye.
12177

  According to the autopsy report, the 

entry wound was located on the boy‘s right cheek while the exit wound was at the back of his 

head on the left-hand side.
12178

 (However, this kind of #difference in levels shows that the 

firing site was either very high or very low#, depending on where was the entering and 

where exiting wound. If it was, as described at the first moment, entering wound behind 

and above the right ear, and exiting below left eye, then the bullet had a trajectory 

declined on both, vertical and horizontal level. If accepted, tris trajectory would indicate 

that the difference in levels on this length of 15 cm. would be at least 5 cm, which would 

mean that any further distance would increase this difference and indicate that it was 

not “almost horizontal” trajectory, as Sefik Bešlić testified, P471 (Transcript from 

Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 4443, quoted in para 3711 above!) 

3713. UNPROFOR reported this incident in its daily report of 19 November in which it 

stated that the fire that killed Nermin came from the SRK side, after which UNPROFOR 

returned fire towards the SRK.
12179

 (Was that a detailed and accurate report usable in a 

criminal court?)  

3714. When visiting Zmaja od Bosne with Sokolović, Hogan recorded the co-ordinates of 

the location of the incident, placing it near the intersection between Zmaja od Bosne and 

Franje Raĉkog rather than on the actual crossing on Franje Raĉkog street.
12180

 (Even #this 

fact was not established properly at the time of incident#! If accepted, this practice 

would mean that any prosecution could at any time do another measuring of the 

physical facts, until fitted the needs of prosecution! #Mockery#! )  He explained that when 

he conducted this exercise with the victim, he did not provide her with her statements in order 

to refresh her memory.
12181

  He was also shown the video footage of the aftermath of the 

incident and confirmed that Sokolović‘s son could be seen lying on a pedestrian crossing.
12182

 

(#Why the UN soldiers, who allegedly had been in the closest vicinity of the site of 

incident, did wait until  a TV crew come and then tried to help Nermin? The TC Station 

was at least 5 km. far away! Either the TV crew was waiting the incident, or the UN 

personnel were so cruel to wait for them to come! #Mockery#! As for all the incidents, 

there remains the main question: what all of it has to do with the President#?)  

3715. Van der Weijden‘s report notes that Sokolović was walking eastbound on Zmaja od 

Bosne street with her seven year old son and her daughter when the shots were fired and her 

son fell down.
12183

  Sokolović and her daughter were immediately pulled to safety behind a 
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car by others, and Sokolović realised she had a stomach wound; the bullet had passed through 

her abdomen and hit her son, Nermin in the head.
12184

  Van der Weijden visited the incident 

site, as well as Grbavica, in November 2006.
12185

  He visited Metalka noting that its rooms 

offer direct and clear views of the stretch of the road on which the victims were located.
12186

 

(Do we know where the victims were located? There were at least two different reports 

on this fact!) While in the building, he determined the shooter would have been some 300 

metres away from the site of the incident and would have been able to identify the victims as 

a woman and two children.
12187

  Noting the way in which the woman was injured and her 

child killed, as well as the fact that the witnesses reported hearing multiple shots, Van der 

Weijden concluded that either a machine-gun or a semi-automatic sniper rifle was used in this 

incident.
12188

  He also noted that both weapons use the same calibre bullets, namely 7.62 mm, 

and that both are capable of hitting targets up to 800 metres.
12189

  (But not to be precise on 

that distance! Well, the #Court is usually “satisfied” with an existence of a mere 

“possibility”, no more “probability”, not even to dream about “undoubtedly 

established” facts#.) 

3716.  On cross-examination, Van der Weijden reiterated that the Metalka building was the 

most likely position from which the shots were fired but conceded that there were other 

possibilities and that, for example, the shooter could have been ―in the middle of the street‖, 

presumably referring to Franje Raĉkog street.
12190

  He also conceded that at the time of his 

investigation he was unaware of the contradicting medical records relating to the entry and 

exit wounds on Dţenana Sokolović‘s body, but agreed that if the entry wound was on the left-

hand side of her body, it meant that the shot would have originated from the north rather than 

the south.
12191

  (That meant, from the ABiH positions! Is it enough to shade a reasonable 

doubt or not? In any court it would be sufficient to decide #“pro reo”#!) 
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3717. Poparić, also analysed this incident stating that it was difficult to establish what 

happened given the lack of forensic information and a ―lot of contradictory data‖.
12192

  For 

example, the precise location where the victims were standing when shot was never 

determined, according to Poparić.
12193

 (#“In dubio pro reo”!#) 

3718. While stating that it was impossible on the basis of available evidence to come to any 

reliable conclusions on the origin of fire,
12194

 Poparić then proceeded to conclude that 

Sokolović and her son were hit by two different bullets, and that the bullets came from the 

north rather than from the south of the incident site, that is, from the direction opposite to 

Grbavica.
12195

  Poparić came to this conclusion based in part on the assumptions he made 

relating to the evidence received in the Dragomir Milošević case, such as Sokolović‘s witness 

statements, video footage of Sokolović‘s injuries, video footage of her son‘s body at the 

scene,
12196

 and the footage of Hogan with Sokolović at the scene years later.     

3719.  For example, based on the video footage of them standing next to each other, Poparić 

determined the approximate heights of Hogan and Sokolović, which he then used, together 

with the medical reports and the video footage of the victims‘ wounds,
12197

 to show that two 

different bullets were involved in this sniping incident.
12198

  He also concluded, based on the 

video footage of Nermin‘s head wound, that the bullet that killed the boy entered on the left 

hand side of the head and exited on the right-hand side, thus indicating that it came from the 

positions opposite to Grbavica.
12199

  He found further support for that conclusion in the 

mistaken belief that the CSB Sarajevo report states that, on the boy‘s arrival to the hospital, 

the doctors established that the entry wound was on the left-hand side of his head while the 

exit wound was on the right.
12200

  Poparić seemed to be under this impression despite stating 

in two different places in his report, namely on pages 139 and 144, that on the boy‘s arrival it 

was established that the entry wound was on the right hand side and the exit wound on the left 

hand side of the boy‘s head, which is in line with the CSB Sarajevo report.
12201

  Indeed, both 

the CSB Sarajevo report and the boy‘s autopsy report clearly state that the entry wound was 

on the right hand side of the boy‘s head and the exit wound was on the left; the only 
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discrepancy being the exact location of the entry and exit wounds.
12202

  This discrepancy 

becomes significant, however, as the wounds seen in the video footage of the boy‘s head
12203

 

accurately reflect the autopsy report, namely that the entry wound was on the boy‘s right 

cheek while the exit wound was at the back of his head on the left-hand side. (#Absurdity 

and mockery#! This is# quite opposite to the several official reports#. If the entering 

wound was on the boy’s right cheek, and the exit wound on the left back of his head, 

pretty higher than the entry wound, that would mean that somebody from the very 

ground fired an up-going bullet. This kind of #patchwork#  indicates that the 

Prosecution was desperate in striving for an incident that could be charged against the 

Acused. If there was so many alleged sniper incidents, why to compromise the entire 

Court with such a patch-work of evidence, instead of presenting a single one case 

undoubtedly connected with President Karad`i}?)  The trickle of blood that Poparić 

describes as coming from the entry wound above left ear
12204

 could have easily come from the 

entry wound on the right hand side of the head or from the exit wound on the back of the 

head.  Thus, the Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s analysis in relation to the exit and entry 

wounds on the boy‘s head and his conclusion that those wounds showed that two bullets from 

the north wounded the victims. (Let it be as the Chamber concluded! But, in this case, the 

shooter was somewhere low, since the trajectory of the bullet was ascending through the 

boys head, entering below left eye, and exiting behind and above the right ear. As if the 

shooter was laying down the ground and to the left hand side of the boy while shooting. 

In any case, the Chamber made a completely unbelievable inference as the only one, 

while it was not the only one at all, and all others were more probable! #Absurdity and 

mockery#!) 

3720.  With respect to the confusion surrounding Sokolović‘s wound, Poparić referred to 

Bešlić‘s evidence and concluded that it is unlikely that the surgeon who wrote that the entry 

point of the wound was on the left-hand side of Sokolović‘s abdomen made a mistake because 

he recorded the size of the wounds, indicating that he performed the examination in a 

―detailed and conscientious manner‖.
12205

  Poparić also referred to the evidence of a medical 

doctor from another trial who testified that it would be impossible for Bešlić after so many 

years to see which wound was the entry wound and which was the exit wound.
12206

  The 

Chamber finds both these conclusions to be outside of Poparić‘s expertise and tenuous at best.  

Thus, it will not take them into account when making findings on this incident.  (Why would 

it be “outside of the Poparic’s expertise”? Poparic was supposed to clarify the other 

expertises and findings for the Court and the Defence. What does #prevent the Chamber 

to use a common sense and conclude on this issue#? If the boy’s entry wound was on the 

left side below the eye, and the exit wound on the right side above the ear, as the 

Chamber accepted, there is no other possibility than that the bullet was fired #from the 

Muslim held territory and from the ground, much lower that the boy’s eye was#. In 
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which country it would be acceptable to have such a different findings, to take a late, 

late finding rather than a contemporaneous?) 

3721.  Poparić criticised the fact that no one tried to establish the level of entry and exit 

wounds on Sokolović‘s body and explained that, had the bullet come from Metalka, it would 

have a downward trajectory so that the entry wound on Skolović‘s body would be higher than 

the exit wound
12207

 and the same would apply to her son‘s wound.
12208

  He then found it hard 

to reconcile such downwards trajectory to the boy‘s wound.
12209

  However, the Chamber first 

notes that, contrary to Poparić‘s criticism, Bešlić did note that the line between Sokolović‘s 

entry and exit wounds was almost horizontal.
12210

  In addition, the said trajectory can easily be 

reconciled with the boy‘s wound as established in the autopsy report, which notes that the 

entry wound was on the boy‘s right cheek while the exit wound was at the back of his head on 

the left-hand side.
12211

 (Above the ear. But how much was it “almost horizontal? Why we 

didn’t know was in a bit lower, or bit higher than the other wound? And if it was 

“almost horizontal”, that would mean that the bullet couldn’t come from Metalka. 

Anyway, not even children playing a court wouldn’t do that and conclude as the 

Chamber concluded! #This case heavily compromises the Prosecution method and the 

entire Court!#) 

3722.     Poparić also noted that in the video footage of the scene, some people can be seen 

sheltering behind a vehicle and several bursts of fire are heard which to him indicated that the 

fire was being exchanged between warring parties.
12212

  The Chamber once again does not 

accept Poparić‘s conclusion here as it was based on pure assumptions without considering 

other possibilities, such as for example an exchange of fire between the UNPROFOR soldiers 

on the scene and the shooter.  Indeed, when shown the UNPROFOR report of 19 November 

1994 referred to above,
12213

 Poparić did not exclude the possibility that this was an exchange 

of fire between UNPROFOR and the person who shot Sokolović and her son.
12214

 (But,# for 

the Defence it is not as important who participated in the exchange of fire as whether 

there was an exchange of fire#! If there was an exchange of fire, then it is not correct 

what the Chamber accepted #that there was no military presence in the zone of incident, 

as accepted in the para 3706 of this Judgment#. There must have been a military 

presence, because the confrontation lines were very close to the spot. Also, nobody can 

guaranty that the “exchange of fire” started after the incident, and not just before the 

incident! Too many obscure elements, so that the entire case against this President 

should have been dismissed, for confirming a #selective persecution and a general lack 

of evidence!#) 

3723. Poparić also pointed out that Skolović, when visiting the scene with Hogan, placed the 

location of the incident near the intersection between Zmaja od Bosne and Franje Raĉkog 
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rather than on the actual crossing on Franje Raĉkog street, noting that it would be difficult for 

someone in the Metalka building to see a person at that particular location.
12215

  Once again, 

the Chamber recalls that Poparić never entered the Metalka building and thus cannot claim 

with sufficient certainty that this particular position would not be visible from the 

building.
12216

 (First of all, a v#isibility is a “two way road”, and if Metalka wasn’t visible 

from the spot#, the other way around would be the same. But this kind of inference is 

not the only one, since it was very easy to se the angle and obstacles between the site 

Dzenana Sokolovic indicated, and Metalka, one do not have to be in Metalka to see that, 

and as a matter of fact, it was more important that one be on the spot of incident!)   

3724. Poparić then estimated the boy‘s height based on the video footage of his body lying 

on the intersection and the estimated height of Sokolović, arguing that had the bullet come 

from Metalka, the boy would have been hit lower down his body; however, he also explained 

that if the boy was standing at a short distance from Sokolović, then it was possible for the 

bullet to hit both of them.
12217

  The Chamber is of the view that estimating the boy‘s height 

from the footage of him lying on the pedestrian crossing is questionable at best.  In addition, 

as implied by Poparić‘s own testimony, it is not very useful given that there is no information 

as to how far the boy was from his mother at the moment when they were shot.  Thus, the 

Chamber will not accept Poparić‘s analysis relating to the victims‘ height and bullet 

trajectory. (Why the Chamber got in a such situation, to “negotiate” about the hight of 

victims and the levels of wounds? Why all of this inevitable and unavoidable data hadn’t 

been in the record of the CSB and UNPROFOR investigations? Because these 

investigations weren’t accurate, and weren’t a criminal investigations at all! The entire 

confusion is unacceptable as it would be unacceptable in any country that supports this 

Court, or any country member of the UN. It would rather be sufficient to deliberate in 

the favour of the Accused, and not agaist him. None of those weaknesses in the process 

of investigations and establishment of the facts can be a basis for convicting  the 

President!) 

3725. In addition to the evidence and adjudicated facts outlined above, the Chamber has also 

taken judicial notice of the following adjudicated facts which go to the origin of fire: (i) 

Sokolović was shot in the right side of her body and the bullet went through her abdomen and 

exited on the left side, continuing through her son‘s head;
12218

 (ii) the shots came from the 

Metalka building;
12219

 (iii) the shot that wounded Sokolović and killed her son, both civilians, 

originated from Metalka, a known SRK sniper position;
12220

 and (iv) the shots were fired by a 

member of the SRK.
12221

  (However, all of those #inferences and assertions, deliberations 

are dubious and unfounded#. How possibly the Chamber could conclude that Dzenana 

was hit in the right side of her body? Both, the contemporaneous medical finding, and 

the look of the wounds indicate that the hit came from the left side. And this is 
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something so obvious that the Defence is ready to go to any instance to search for justice. 

Another question is: how come that the Adjudicated Facts, “adjudicated” in other cases 

in which defences probably hadn’t any interest in establishing the truth, are so crucial 

and decisive in this case? If so, why any other cases had been processed, if there is so 

many Adjudicated Facts that are sufficient to make decisions?#Deadly combination#!) 

3726.  The Chamber finds, based on the evidence and adjudicated facts outlined above, that 

Sokolović and her son were civilians and were not taking direct part in hostilities at the 

moment when they were shot.  Indeed, they were walking in the city as a cease-fire was in 

place at the time.  The Chamber is also satisfied that they were shot as they were crossing 

Franje Raĉkog street and approaching the museum. (This is also incorrect! Ms. Sokolovic 

was walking from the Museum towards the Faculty of Philosophy. This is a very crucial, 

for determining the origine of fire. If it was as the Chamber concluded above, then the 

right hand side of both the victims was oriented towards the ABiH territory, and any 

projectile that could hit them would be from this side! #This kind of mistake and 

patchwork is not accepdable in any court#! #Mockery#!)   This is corroborated both by the 

footage of Nermin Divović lying on the said zebra crossing having just been shot, and by the 

CSB Sarajevo report compiled at the time of the incident. ( We have already seen how 

reliable are the CSB contemporaneous reports! This is also #contrary to the evidence, 

since it was confirmed many times that Dzenana and her son were distancing the 

Museum and approaching the Faculty of Phylosophy#! Thus this file contains a 

#unreconciable contradictions and confusions which can not be a basis for any 

conclusion, except a dismissal of the case!#) 

3727. The Chamber is also satisfied, relying both on Bešlić‘s evidence and the medical 

records of Nermin‘s head wounds, as well as the adjudicated facts, that the bullet that 

wounded Sokolović came from her right hand side and that it entered the right side of her 

abdomen, exited on the left side of her abdomen, and then struck Nermin in the head, causing 

devastating head injuries that lead to his death. (#Absurdity#! In such a case, that Dzenana 

and her son were approaching the Museum from the direction of Faculty, and were hit 

in the right side, the bullet came from the north, i.e. from the ABiH positions. Also, there 

is still no answer to the question of such a different levels of wounds of the killed boy! 

Either way, i.e. either the bullet entered through the cheek or above the ear, the 

trajectory is either ascending or descending, not horizontal! Too many contradictions. 

“Turn it this or that way, you low back is always behind you”, as Mao used to say!)  As 

indicated above, the Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s analysis of the location of entry and 

exit wounds of the two victims.  First and foremost, this is because, unlike Bešlić, Poparić is 

not a doctor and thus his opinion as to the entry and exit wounds of the victims carry little 

weight. (This is not primarily medical, but rather a #ballistic matter#. Anyway, the first 

doctor taking care of Dzenana at the time of event was a doctor too, and Poparic never 

pretended to be a doctor, but he relied on the findings of the first doctor. Why the first 

doctor is not a doctor, and why the doctors that were the first to see the victims are 

discredited, and a “late” doctors, #examining the victims 12 years later#, are trustful? 

And how long this court will tolerate the Muslim fake witnesses and experts, such as 

Zecevic and Beslic? Even young children know that an entering wound is smaller than 

exiting, and this would be a rarity. The Muslim spin-masters must be laughing to all of 

us!)  In addition, the analysis he presented was extremely speculative, as he relied heavily on 



video footage and his own estimates of the height of the individuals seen in the footage.  At 

times, he was also plainly mistaken as to the content of the evidence before him.
12222

  

Accordingly, the Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s conclusion that the wounds on the 

victims show that two different bullets struck them and that those bullets came from the north 

rather than the south.  Indeed, based on the evidence above, the Chamber is convinced that the 

opposite happened, namely that one bullet came from the south and that it wounded Sokolović 

and killed her son Nermin.  The Chamber is particularly persuaded here by the medical 

evidence relating to their wounds
12223

 and the report of the CSB Sarajevo report, as well as the 

footage of the aftermath of the incident, all of which point to the conclusion that the bullet 

arrived from the south. (#The most mistaken conclusion#, even taking the Chamber’s 

assertion that Dzenana and the son were approaching the Museum, their right hand side 

was oriented towards the north and the ABiH positions! #AND WHY THE 

DAUGHTER HAD BEEN SKIPPED IN REPORTS???#)   

3728.   As for the origin of fire, the Chamber is convinced, relying on adjudicated facts and 

the evidence of Van der Weijden, as well as the evidence about the presence of well-equipped 

SRK snipers in Grbavica and particularly in the Metalka building,
12224

 that the shot that 

wounded Sokolović and killed her son was fired from Metalka, which at the time was in the 

SRK‘s zone of responsibility. (#Must be Indians#! If the only fact that there was a SRK 

and that it had a snipers is sufficient, does it mean that the ABIH hadn’t been present, 

and didn’t have a snipers in the vicinity? Or, if the ABiH was there, and did have their 

snipers, would that mean they could do it as well? But, we know that they did have their 

snipers all around this area. The logics that if the #Serbs could, (had a #possibility) then 

that mean #they did it (#more than probability, a fact#), this logics is not acceptable 

anywhere in the world. The Muslims could have fired too, and the first medical finding, 

and even nowadays look of the wound are against the Chamber’s conclusion!)   This is 

further confirmed by the fact that UNPROFOR soldiers, who were at the scene after the 

incident, returned fire at the SRK  The Chamber is also convinced that, given the distance 

between Metalka and the incident site, the SRK soldier who shot Sokolović and her son was 

able to see that they were both civilians.  Despite that, he proceeded to target them 

deliberately, as there was no ongoing fighting in the area at the time of the incident.  Further, 

the Chamber notes that all these findings are consistent with the evidence suggesting that the 

sniper fire in the area of Zmaja od Bosne street came from the Serb side.
12225

  (#“Suggesting” 

                                                            
12222  See para. 3719. 
12223  The Chamber notes that the only contradicting medical evidence is the initial report on Sokolović‘s injuries prepared by the physician 

who saw her immediately after the incident.  The Chamber, however, accepts Bešlić‘s evidence that this physician made a mistake, 

which was understandable given the circumstances that doctors were operating under at the time of the incident.  The Chamber also finds 

Bešlić‘s evidence as to Sokolović‘s entry and exit wounds convincing given that he was her doctor and that he examined her wounds on 

more than one occasion and operated on her twice.  See para. 3711. (And how come the entering wound is much bigger 

than exiting? And why Dr. Beslic didn’t write the proper finding in his list discharging Ms. Sokolovic 

from hospital? Nobody would accept these “post factum” opinions to be more genuine than the 

contemporaneous doctor’s opinion! This “post factum” opinion is a primitive attempt to produce a 

fake effect in the Court!)  
12224  See paras. 3658–3660, 3668.  
12225  See paras. 3621, 3656, 3662.  In addition, the Chamber also recalls that it rejected the Accused‘s arguments that ABiH forces were 

sniping at Bosnian Muslims civilians throughout Sarajevo.  See Section IV.B.1.d: Bosnian Muslim side targeting own civilians. (The 

very same Chamber accepted the evidence that the Muslim side fired against their own civilians, that 

made many stagings, and that played a game of denigration of the Serbs, in order to get an 

international military intervention, see D240 



is not enough to convict anyone, there must have been “proving beyond a reasonable 

doubt”#. Where this legal maxima had been lost? Only in Bosnia? It is a unique example 

of “jumping to a conclusion” so easily, in spite of the fact that there were the lines of 

confrontation so close to each other, and meandering  throughout the city, where a 

possible shooters were in a two neighboring rooms of the same appartments. This is not 

serious job. There is needed much more than “believes” to accuse one of the sides, let 

alone to convict a top of authorities, that had been so distant from any perpetrator, and 

who issued all the necessary orders for the protection of civilians!)     



 

2. Zmaja od Bosne street, 23 November 1994 (Scheduled Incident F.14) 

3729. The Indictment alleges that on 23 November 1994, Afeza Karaĉić (also referred to as 

Hafiza Karaĉić), a 31 year old woman, and Sabina Šabanić, a 26 year old woman, were both 

wounded in the right shoulder when the tram they were travelling in came under fire on 

Zmaja od Bosne, between the School of Technology and Maršal Tito Barracks.
12226

  In its 

Final Brief, the Prosecution clarifies that the tram was struck ―in the area immediately west of 

the S-curve‖ and submits that the fire came either from the four white high-rises or from 

Metalka.
12227

  The Accused argues that the fire came either from the Executive Council 

building or from the ABiH positions on Golo Brdo.
12228

 

3730. On 23 November 1994, Afeza Karaĉić and her sister took a tram to Otoka, where they 

lived.
12229

  Having left work at 3:30 p.m., Sabina Šabanić took a tram to go home.
12230

  

Šabanić and Karaĉić were on the same crowded tram.
12231

  Huso Palo was driving this tram 

westbound on Zmaja od Bosne street in the direction of School of Technology and the Maršal 

Tito Barracks.
12232

  It was not yet dusk; the day was cold but there was no fog and the 

visibility was good.
12233

  There were also no leaves on the trees.
12234

  Sometime between 3:30 

and 4 p.m., when the tram was between the School of Technology and the Maršal Tito 

Barracks (between the two museums), it was hit by what Huso Palo referred to as a ―single 

bullet‖, which injured Šabanić and Karaĉić.
12235

   

3731. Sabina Šabanić was standing at the rear of the front section of the tram, facing 

Grbavica, when the bullet entered an inch below the top of her front right shoulder, passed 

diagonally down the shoulder, and exited her body some two inches below the top of the 

shoulder.
12236

  Following the incident she spent four days in the Koševo Hospital and is now 

                                                            
12226  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.14.   
12227  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 20.   
12228  Defence Final Brief, para. 2287.  
12229  See Adjudicated Fact 2955.   
12230  P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995), p. 2.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2955.   
12231  See Adjudicated Fact 2955.   
12232  P119 (Witness statement of Huso Palo dated 24 February 1996), p. 2; P1714 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 23 November 

1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 1; P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 69; P1830 (Witness 

statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 38.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2958.   
12233  P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 22 May 2006), para. 4.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2956. 
12234  See Adjudicated Fact 2956.   
12235  P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 22 May 

2006), paras. 2, 4; Sabina Šabanić, P491 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1445, 1447–1451, 1457, 1465–1466; P441 

(Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Sabina Šabanić); Huso Palo, P120 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Milošević), T. 1535–1536; 

P119 (Witness statement of Huso Palo dated 24 February 1996), p. 2; P119 (Statement of Huso Palo to BiH authorities, 24 November 

1994), p. 2; P1714 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 23 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), p. 1; P1833 (BiH MUP 

Report re sniping incident of 23 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 2; P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica 

dated 11 February 2010), pp. 69–70; P1721 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica); P1830 (Witness statement of 

Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 43; P1836 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković).  See also Mirza 

Sabljica, T. 7888–7889 (13 October 2010); D763 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Mirza Sabljica); Dragan Mioković, T. 

8639–8644 (29 October 2010); D849 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković).  See also Adjudicated Fact 2958.  
12236  P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P492 (Addendum to witness statement of Sabina Šabanić 

dated 16 November 1995, 24 October 2010); P491 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1450, 1458; P1219 (Medical 

certificate for Sabina Šabanić) (under seal).  See also Adjudicated Fact 2961.   According to the MUP report compiled after the 

investigation of this incident, both Šabanić and Karaĉić were standing at the platform connecting the front and the rear part of the tram.  

See P1833 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 23 November 1994 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 2. 



partially disabled.
12237

  (#Deadly combination#! All based on the 92bis evidence, and on 

Adjudicated Facts, so without any cross examination by this defence!!!) 

3732. Karaĉić was standing in the middle of the tram, at the connecting platform between the 

front and the rear cars of the tram, facing east, when she was shot.
12238

  The bullet came from 

her right, entered her upper right shoulder and exited slightly lower on the right arm, severing 

a nerve.
12239

  Karaĉić was taken to the Koševo Hospital
12240

 and had several operations as a 

result of which her arm was shortened by six centimetres.
12241

  Due to her injuries, she has an 

80% disability; she cannot drive a car or write properly and has difficulty eating with her right 

hand.
12242

   

3733. Huso Palo testified that the shot came from the tram‘s left-hand side, from one of the 

four white skyscrapers in Grbavica on Lenjinova street as they were the only location from 

which the tram could be seen.
12243

  However, during cross-examination he explained that he 

did not know from where the shots were fired.
12244

 (#Deadly combination#! 92bis? Is it a 

proper practice to tender such an unreliable evidence under the 92bis Rule, without any 

cross examination by this Defence? Beside that, Palo obviously said that the four white 

skyscrapers in Grbavica were the only Serb position from which the tram could be seen. 

But, what with the other side’s positions, the HVO had its own positions along the 

Miljacka River, and the ABiH too? Why it was not worthy to be mentioned and 

considered?)  Given the location of her injury, as well as the fact that these four skyscrapers 

were thought by the locals to be sniping nests, Šabanić was also of the view that the shots 

were fired from there.
12245

  She also rejected the proposition that there was an exchange of fire 

when she was wounded, or at any other time when she was walking in this area.
12246

  There 

were no soldiers or military targets in, or in the vicinity of, the tram, and only UNPROFOR 

soldiers were on the street.
12247

  While admitting that the tram was very crowded and that she 

could not move within it, Šabanić remained adamant that no soldiers were on it because she 

                                                            
12237  P492 (Witness statement of Sabina Šabanić dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P492 (Addendum to witness statement of Sabina Šabanić 
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Sabina Šabanić); Sabina Šabanić, P491 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 683–686, 696–697; P467 (Aerial photograph of 
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saw all the passengers when they got off the tram following the sniping.
12248

  She confirmed, 

however, that buildings belonging to BiH civilian authorities and the Presidency were 

nearby.
12249

  

3734.  The incident was investigated by an investigating team from CSB Sarajevo, with 

Mioković as the team leader, and Sabljica as the ballistics expert.
12250

  When the team arrived 

on the scene, the tram had already been moved back to the depot, together with another tram 

which was shot five minutes earlier, in the same location between the Maršal Tito Barracks 

and the School of Technology.
12251

  According to Sabljica, it was therefore not possible to 

establish the exact origin of fire but the team was able to determine that it came from the 

tram‘s left-hand side, from the direction of Sector South and the area of Grbavica.
12252

  

However, a report prepared by Mioković, based on the notes he made at the scene,
12253

 

concluded that the bullet was fired from the south or the southeast and that it came ―from the 

aggressor‘s position‖.
12254

  Sabljica could not explain the basis for the reference to the 

―aggressor‘s position‖ given that the tram was in a depot when investigated and that the 

bullet‘s entry angle could not be determined.
12255

  (The #angle could be determined at least 

on the basis of difference of levels of the wounds#. If it was from the southeast, and 

descended about an inch on the distance of 7 to 10 cm, it must have been fired from a 

very high position, a southeast from the tram, and that would be the Executive Comitee 

building. In a case the victim’s shoulder was wide 7 cm, the angle would be 23 degrees, 

and in a case it was 10 cm wide, the angle would be 17 degrees. If we had a degree of 

declination on the horizontal level, it would be possible to decide with a pretty high 

veracity from where the fire came. But, it didn’t happen, and this incident should have 

been dropped immediately, because there was so many possibilities that the fire was 

opened from so many sources. Between the tram and the Serb positions there was the 

ABiH front line, and all the surrounding buildings had their sniper nests and the sharp-

shooter positions. In such a case, every reasonable chamber would return the case to the 

prosecution for more evidence, or to give it up!)  

3735.   The CSB Sarajevo reports note that only one bullet was fired at the tram but since no 

entry point was found it was concluded, based on the damage to the right hand side of the 

interior of the tram, that the bullet entered through an open window from the left hand side of 

the tram and that it fragmented into pieces.
12256

 (#Absurdity#! How possibly an open 
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window could have fragmented the bullet, since the projectile didn’t have any solide 

obstacle? And how possibly only one bullet could have hit the two ladies, first in the 

upper part of shoulder, exiting several centimetres lower, and the same bullet changed 

the trajectory, getting up and hitting another victim again in the upper side of the 

shoulder? The Serb side didn’t have this kind of “flying” and clever bullets!)   According 

to Sabljica, a bullet can fragment only upon impact with a hard surface so in his opinion the 

two victims were injured after the bullet impacted a metal plate on the tram and 

fragmented.
12257

 (In such a case, there would be a mark on a presumed “metal plate” but 

it was not reported!) Mioković, on the other hand, thought that the bullet fragmented before 

it impacted any surface in the tram, and it was then that the fragments injured the two 

victims.
12258

  However, he also conceded that there was no material evidence that a 

fragmentation bullet was used here.
12259

  Sabljica conceded that the team did not take into 

account the injuries of the victims when coming to its conclusion about the bullet entering 

through an open window, and also confirmed that the team could not establish the angle at 

which the bullet entered the tram.
12260

  (#Absurdity#! How possibly this could even be 

considered? If it was a ricochet and a fragmented bullet, that first hit the right wall of 

the tram, (which was overcrowded) and returned as a two fragments, then the bullet 

couldn’t be passing through the tissue, and the wounds would look completely different, 

and the entering wound would be at lower level than the exiting one. How this case 

would be handled in an US, or any other democrat country courts? It would be dropped 

immediately! Had it been a ricochet, then it would be a stray bullet, #not aimed at the 

target that had been hit, and also in such a case would be dismissed!#)  

3736.    Hogan visited the scene of the incident with one of the victims
12261

 and recorded the 

co-ordinates of the location of the incident, placing it at the intersection between Zmaja od 

Bosne and Franje Raĉkog streets instead of further to the west, as recounted by Huso Palo and 

Sabina Šabanić.
12262

  Van der Weijden then visited this site, as well as Grbavica, on 29 

November 2006.
12263

  Judging by the photographs in his report, and because he used the co-

ordinates given to him by the Prosecution, Van der Weijden placed the location of this 

incident at the intersection of Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne streets, instead of further to 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
p. 38; P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 71–72.  See also Dragan Mioković, T. 8639 (29 October 
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the west, near the Maršal Tito Barracks as recounted by Huso Palo and Sabina Šabanić.
12264

  

As a result, he visited Metalka noting that the rooms in the building offer direct and clear 

views of the stretch of Zmaja od Bosne, between the Museum and the Faculty of 

Philosophy.
12265

  When in the building, he determined that the tram would be exposed to the 

shooter located in the building for at least eight seconds.
12266

 (#Absurdity#! This is 

unbelievable! How possibly the Prosecution, Mr. Hogan and a victim #after so many 

years# could have been more accurate than the driver and another victim at the very 

same moment of event? So, if you are allowed to move the tram so to fit Metalka or 

other Serb positions, you are done, you can whatever you want, and if the court accepts 

that, than it is less than a kangaroo court!)   

3737.  Noting that there were multiple victims in this incident and having described their 

injuries, Van der Weijden concluded that most likely automatic fire was used to shoot at the 

tram, and that the weapons used would have been either a M84 or a M53 machine-gun in 7.62 

mm calibre, mounted on a bipod or a tripod.
12267

  He noted that machine-guns are more 

effective against moving targets, such as trams, that are only temporarily visible.
12268

   

3738. Poparić analysed this incident using the relevant CSB Sarajevo reports, as well as the 

statements of Palo, Šabanić, and Karaĉić.
12269

  He concluded that the bullet that struck the 

tram did not originate from the SRK positions in Grbavica but came from east, from a 

location with a much higher site angle, such as for example the Executive Council building or 

the ABiH positions on Golo Brdo.
12270

  He based his conclusion on the position at which the 

two victims were standing in the tram when shot, and their injuries.  With respect to Karaĉić, 

he pointed out that she was standing facing the back of the tram, at 90 degrees to the axis of 

the tram––thus, if she had been wounded by a bullet coming from Grbavica, the bullet could 

not have exited through her upper right arm but would have ended up inside her body or 

exited on the side of it.
12271

  Poparić therefore concluded that her injury could have been 

caused only by a bullet coming from east, at a high angle of descent.
12272

  He also explained 

that the differences in length between the entry and exit wounds of both victims were great, 

also suggesting that the bullet had a great angle of descent.
12273

  He conceded, however, that 

he never spoke to Karaĉić or saw her injuries and that no measurements of her wounds were 

recorded in the available reports.
12274

 (#Why would Poparic talk to the victims and convey 

another investigation? This was not a duty of the Defence or it’s experts, but only to 

analyse and check already done investigations and it’s validity#! The Defence got all the 

material from the Prosecution, and a Defence expert could only analyse these materials. 

Anyway, if something was inadequate or insufficient, it can not be used against the 

Accused. How it had been described, it could be analysed, #not otherwise#. But, 

described as such, it was admitted by the Chamber even in this Judgment. That means 

either the Chamber invented it, or there was a description in the materials. Why Mr. 

                                                            
12264  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 94. 
12265  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 95.  Van der Weijden states in his 
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Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 95.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 11219–11220 (3 February 2011); P2208 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry 
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12268  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 94.   



Poparic would have to measure, he was working on the official reports of investigation, 

which has to be so understanding that anyone can come to the same conclusion. 

Otherwise, it is not a valuable evidence!)  He also conceded that he assumed that both her 

and Šabanić‘s arms were in straight vertical downwards position by their side when struck 

and noted that irrespective of the positions of Karaĉić‘s arm, had the bullet come from the 

white high-rises, it would have stayed in her body and not exited on her upper arm.
12275

   

3739. Poparić further challenged the report prepared by Mioković, saying that it was 

impossible for the bullet that entered through an open window to fragment before impacting 

any obstacle and also to hit the window frame after exiting the body of one of the victims.
12276

  

He suggested that the bullet did not pass through an open window but through the tarpaulin of 

the joint on the tram and fragmented at that point, which was then missed by the 

investigators.
12277

  However, in that case, given the injuries to the victims, the bullet could not 

have come from the SRK positions in Grbavica.
12278

  Noting the position of the tram as 

testified to by Karaĉić in the Dragomir Milošević case, namely the intersection of Franje 

Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne, the joint of the tram would not have been visible from 

Metalka.
12279

  

3740. In addition to the evidence and adjudicated facts outlined above, the Chamber has also 

tok judicial notice of the following adjudicated facts which go to contentious issues in this 

incident.  They provide as follows: (i) the tram was shot at the intersection in front of the 

Holiday Inn, or shortly thereafter in front of the Maršal Tito Barracks between the two 

museums;
12280

 (ii) Afeza Karaĉić and Sabina Šabanić were hit by one single bullet which 

fragmented;
12281

 (iii) it was common for the VRS to fire fragmentation bullets at trams that 

would fragment on impact, even through glass;
12282

 (#Absurdity#! This is unbelievable! 

There was no such an ammunition in the SRK, neither in the JNA had it, and it had 

been forbiden. If not inherited from the JNA, from where the VRS would purchase this? 

Who challenged this “Adjudicated Facts”? And why this process had been conveyed, if 

the adjudicated facts from other cases are an evidence?#Deadly combination#!) (iv) the 

origin of fire was either the high-rise buildings on Lenjinova street or the Metalka building, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
12269  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 145–146.  The 

Chamber notes that Afeza Karaĉić did not testify in this case and thus the Chamber did not have access to her witness statement.   
12270  Mile Poparić, T. 38989–38993 (30 May 2013); D3639 (Satellite image of Sarajevo marked by Mile Poparić); D4884 (Mile Poparić's 

expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 149–151.  
12271  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 149.  
12272  Mile Poparić, T. 38991–38993 (30 May 2013); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 

1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 149.  
12273  Mile Poparić, T. 38992–38993 (30 May 2013); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 

1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 151. 
12274  Mile Poparić, T. 39277–39278 (5 June 2013).  
12275  Mile Poparić T. 39278–39279 (5 June 2013).  
12276  Mile Poparić, T. 38989–38991 (30 May 2013); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 

1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 149.  
12277  Mile Poparić, T. 38993 (30 May 2013); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–

1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 149, 151.   
12278  Mile Poparić, T. 38993 (30 May 2013).   
12279  Mile Poparić, T. 38993–38994 (30 May 2013).  
12280  Adjudicated Fact 2967.  
12281  See Adjudicated Fact 2965.   
12282  See Adjudicated Fact 2966.   



both held by the SRK;
12283

 (Metalka is far east from the site of impact, and the high-rise 

buildings far west from the same site.)  (v) the shots came from SRK-held territory;and 

were fired by a member of the SRK.
12284

 (#”Either, or” absurdity#! How this can be said? 

It was not establish that in any terms that it was from the Serb held territory, nor it 

could be “either Metalka, or the high-rise building on Lenjinova street, #because it 

exclude each other#. How the Prosecution-Chamber excluded all buildings kept by the 

Muslim forces between the Serb positions and the spot of event? Not a word about it!  

Even if it was from Grbavica, which obviously wasn’t, who can say it was a member of 

SRK, since it was the Tito’s “armed people”?) 

3741.  As far as the exact location of the incident is concerned, the Chamber notes that the 

majority of the evidence before it places the tram somewhere between the School of 

Technology and the Maršal Tito Barracks at the moment when it was shot.
12285

  The Chamber 

is therefore convinced that this is the location of the incident.  While Hogan‘s evidence 

suggests otherwise, the Chamber recalls that it is based on a recollection of a victim of the 

incident.  However, the Chamber does not have any information as to who this victim was.  

As a result, and given the weight of other evidence, the Chamber does not accept Hogan‘s 

GPS co-ordinates as accurate. (All of it #sounds rather as a joke#! This is not a menu to 

chose this and that, but to establish a facts! At least there was 50% to 50% that it was 

either side firing. In such a case, the Chamber didn’t take into account any possibility of 

the Muslim 50%, as if there was no so many Muslim troops in the immediate vicinity! 

Now, even Mr. Hogan as a Prosecutor’s expert is disregarded, and the Chamber had to 

consider a statement of an injured, for whom didn’t know even who was it! In which of 

the contemporary countries this “evidence” would fly?) 

3742. The Chamber further considers that this tram was a civilian vehicle, with civilians 

travelling onboard.  In addition, Šabanić and Karaĉić were civilians and were not taking direct 

part in hostilities when they were shot and wounded. (#The victims, as all other victims in 

the tram, hadn’t been visible to a shooter whoever he was#!) 

3743. In terms of the origin of fire, the Chamber recalls that Poparić reached his 

conclusion that the bullet came from the Executive Council building or from Golo Brdo, 

based on a number of assumptions as to the location and the nature of Šabanić‘s and 

Karaĉić‘s injuries. However, he never checked if his assumptions were correct by talking 

to the two victims. (The Chamber is defending it’s own deliberation with the same 

arguments as those in para 3738! For heaven’s sake, #why a Defense expert should 

talk to the victims, while he had the investigating materials#? Hogan and others spoke 

to the victims, but it had been disregarded in the paragraphs above! The Defence 

expert’s job was not to repeate an investigation after fifteen years, but to value the 

existing investigative materials!)     Furthermore, he is not a doctor and thus his analysis 

as to whether and where bullets or bullet fragments should have exited the victims‘ bodies, 

carries little weight. (As a matter of facts, it was a pre-eminently# question for a 

ballistic expert, not for any medical doctor#. To analyse and count the trajectory of a 
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projectile has nothing to do with medicine and doctors, nor is it for a doctor to say 

that, but quite contrary, it is for a ballistic expert to establish a trajectory of 

projectile!)   His analysis in this respect also does not account for the possibility suggested 

by Sabljica, namely that the bullet fragmented upon impact before hitting the victims, 

which in turn would have affected the trajectory of the fragments that injured the 

victims.
12286

 (#Clever bullets#! In such a case, the bullet and its fragments would 

ricochet either further down, or, to hit the shoulders of a standing victims, the 

entering wounds would have to be at a lower level than the exiting. Nor the fragments 

would have a velocity needed to get through the tissues! The Defence doesn’t accept 

different #“suggestions” of Sabljica and others that were interested in accusing the 

Serb side, but would accept only a clear evidence “beyond reasonable doubt”# – but 

nothing like that appeared in this and many other incidents. The UN is responsible 

for this trials, and nobody will be proud of this job!)  Finally, aside from the general 

direction Šabanić and Karaĉić were facing when shot, there is no evidence as to the 

specifics of their body positions, such as whether they were standing with their arms down 

next to their bodies or whether they were holding onto the handrails, which would have 

been necessary to know in order to draw definitive conclusions about the bullet‘s 

trajectory. (#None of these missing elements must  be used against the President#. If an 

#investigation was not proper, or clamsy, such an investigation is responsibility of the 

Prosecutor and it shouldn’t be in the Indictment, or the Chamber should dismiss it 

even before the trial#!)   Thus, the Chamber does not accept that the approximate angle at 

which the bullet struck the tram can be determined from the description of the victims‘ 

injuries, particularly since the investigators found no traces of the bullet‘s entry point on 

the tram and since there is a possibility that the bullet fragmented before striking the 

victims.  For all those reasons, the Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s conclusion that the 

fire came from east and from the Executive Council building or Golo Brdo. (#Absurdity#! 

#With so many absent evidence “which would have been necessary to know in order 

to draw definitive conclusions about the bullet’s trajectory” there couldn’t be any 

decision damaging the President interests. Such an invalid investigation opens 

another question: if we do not know the positions of bodies of victims, and do not 

have the traces of bullet, how the investigators excluded the entire north and belonging 

parts of east and north, i.e the entire 180 degrees of the Muslim territory as a source of 

fire#?) 

3744. The Chamber, relying on the adjudicated facts and the evidence of Šabanić and Palo, 

is convinced that the bullet that wounded Šabanić and Karaĉić came from the south, from the 

SRK positions in Grbavica, most likely from one of the four white high-rises. (In such a case, 

the #trajectory would be oblique and would have a direction southwest to northeast, and 

it wasn’t the case. The Chamber erred in “relying on the adjudicated facts and the 

evidence of [abanic and Palo”, all out of the Defence possibility to cross examine, and to 

decide in such an obscure case against the President!#Deadly combination#! )  Given that 

the SRK snipers in Grbavica, and particularly the snipers located in the four white high-rises, 

had an excellent view of the area in front of and around Maršal Tito Barracks,
12287

 and given 
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that there was no ongoing fighting at the time of the incident, the Chamber is also convinced 

that the SRK shooter deliberately targeted the tram, while fully aware that it was a civilian 

vehicle.  This is in line with the general evidence the Chamber heard about the prevalence of 

the SRK sniping in the area of Zmaja od Bosne street and about SRK sniper nests in the white 

high-rises.
12288

  (Not enough, because a #mere existence of the sniper nests doesn’t mean 

necessarily that the actions of the sniper shooter did aim civilians, and moreover, that a 

Serb sniper was responsible for this specific case#. What “the Chamber heard about the 

prevalence of the SRK sniping in the area…” is a pitifull evidence that the Muslim 

propaganda influenced the Court to an unacceptable degree. In the area there was more 

Muslim snipers, than the Serb, and the interest in these events was completely on the 

Muslim side. The Serbs must have been idiots if they served the Muslim propaganda 

purpose just in this area, in front of Holiday Inn and all these media. Therefore, any 

liability of the commanders at all levels is excluded, and even a rogue elements are not 

probable!)   

7. Zmaja od Bosne street, 27 February 1995 (Scheduled Incident F.15) 

 

 

3745. According to the Indictment, on 27 February 1995, Senad Kesmer (also referred to as 

Senad Kešmer), a 31 year old man, Alma Ĉehajić, a 19 year old woman, Alija Holjan, a 55 

year old man, and others were shot and wounded while travelling in a westbound tram on 

Zmaja od Bosne street, when the tram was near the Maršal Tito Barracks.
12289

  In its Final 

Brief, the Prosecution claims that five persons were wounded in this incident and that the fire 

on the tram was opened from the white high-rises in Grbavica.
12290

  The Accused claims, 

however, that the fire came from nearby buildings such as the Museum for example, which 

were under the ABiH control.
12291

   

3746. On 27 February 1995, KDZ289 was on a tram on Zmaja od Bosne, travelling 

westbound from the centre of Sarajevo in the direction of Ilidţa.
12292

  Also on the tram was 

Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, who testified that the tram was fairly crowded.
12293

  Alija 

Holjan, a foreman of a street cleaning crew, was sitting on the right-side of the tram, next to 

an exit.
12294

  While the day was cloudy and cold, the weather conditions allowed for good 

visibility.
12295

  The day was also relatively quiet as cease-fire was in place.
12296

  (However, 
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t#here were reports from the SRK, UNMOs and UNPROFOR confirming the exchange 

of fire around the Vrbanja Bridge, a Red Façade Building, which, as known was a half 

in the Serb, and another half in the Muslim hands, see the reports of the UN and SRK#. 

P435: 

    
Why this #contemporaneous report of the UNPROFOR hadn’t been acceptable, at least 

in terms of fightings in the vicinity of the incident#? Let us see what the UN reported 

summarily pertaining to the origin of fire in Sarajevo, D2291, p.13: 

        
As it can be seen, almost 50% of the firings was with the #undetermined origin#! Let 

us see what the VRS-SRK reported for 27 February 1995, sent as a “strictly 

confidential” to the President of the Republic and to all Corpses of the VRS, D625, p. 2:  

 
Here we see that the ABiH was very active, particularly in the zone of Vrbanja Bridge, 

and also in firing at the UN airplanes. And the fact that there was fighting in the area of 

Vrbanja Bridge #had been accepted in the D. Milosevic’s Judgment#!)  



3747.  Around noon, while in the area of the Maršal Tito Barracks stop, the tram was shot 

at.
12297

  KDZ289 did not realise at first that the noise she was hearing were shots but then 

heard passengers scream and felt bullets hit the left hand side of the tram, starting at her seat 

and moving down towards the back of the tram.
12298

 (That would mean that the bullets had 

a trajectory with a direction from the southwest towards the northeast. Was this 

trajectory established beyond reasonable doubt? In this case almost nothing, except a 

wheather condition, was undoubtedly established!)  As the shooting continued, the tram 

kept on driving for a while and then stopped to let the passengers off.
12299

  KDZ289 observed 

a woman who was injured in the leg, as well as an eight or nine year old girl with a wound on 

her face.
12300

 

3748. Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić stated that when fired upon, the tram was located somewhere 

between the two Museums.
12301

  She was 18 years old at the time and was wearing a green 

blouse, a light purple jacket, and blue jeans.
12302

 (#Absurdity#! A pretty light wearings, for 

the February in Sarajevo?!?) She was standing in the last section of the tram facing the 

Maršal Tito Barracks,
12303

 and was wounded by the bullet which entered her left elbow, 

―passed through the muscle, slid down the bone and then exited‖ through her lower arm.
12304

 

(#Absurdity#! Again, a bullet with a descending trajectory?!? Does it mean anything?)  

Once she got off the tram, she was taken to the ―first aid station‖ where she saw an elderly 

woman and an elderly man being brought in too.
12305

  Like Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, Holjan 
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was also seriously injured in the incident and taken to the first-aid station of the State 

Hospital.
12306

   

3749. UNPROFOR and the local police arrived at the scene soon after the incident and 

conducted an investigation
12307

 at which point KDZ289 noticed that the left hand side of the 

tram was riddled with some 30 bullet holes and marks.
12308

  KDZ289 testified that because the 

shots came from her left, they must have come from the ―Serbian Army‖ positions in 

Grbavica, but she could not say where exactly the sniper was located.
12309

 (Although between 

the tram and the Serb positions on Grbavica #there were many ABiH positions, on all 

the surrounding buildings, the Executive Council and the Assembly building, the 

Faculty of Philosophy, the two Museums, and the confrontation line along the river 

bank#. Also, south of the Miljacka River there were some Muslim positions, first on the 

Red Façade building, visible from the spot of incident! How these locatioons had been 

excluded? And, obviously, it was not a sniper fire, but an automatic fire, obviously 

during the exchange of fire!) During cross-examination in the Dragomir Milošević case, she 

accepted that the territory immediately to her left and up to Miljacka River was in the area of 

responsibility of the ABiH but also noted that UNPROFOR was stationed in the area around 

Marin Dvor.
12310

 (#This “but” has no value for the Prosecution case, because Marindvor 

was close enough to the Vrbanja Bridge as well as to the spot of incident#. That was why 

the UNPROFOR was able to report the fierce fighting in the zone of Vrbanja Bridge, see 

P435! , which comprises both Marindvor and place of inciodent. Therefore, this “but” 

only corroborates the Defence case!) KDZ289 denied that ABiH units were present in the 

centre of the city.
12311

 (So much about reliability of the witness! The Chamber already 

knew, as anyone else, that in the very centre of Sarajevo there was the entire 12
th

 

Division of ABiH with about 40,000 troops!) When faced with an UNPROFOR report
12312

 

stating that there was an exchange of fire between the ABiH and VRS at the time of this 

incident, KDZ289 first noted that the report may not be describing the incident she was 

involved in, and also added that as far as she knew there was no exchange of fire between the 

two warring factions at the time, although she admitted that she could not be sure.
12313

  This 

was confirmed by Fraser, who having been shown the report, also interpreted it as involving 

two different incidents, namely a deliberate sniping on a tram and an exchange of fire that 

took place some 300 metres away at Vrbanja Bridge.
12314

 (#A two different incidents at the 

                                                            
12306  See Adjudicated Facts 2979, 2980; P1249 (Medical report for Alija Holjan).  According to his medical report, Alija Holjan was born in 

1939 and thus was around 56 years old at the time of the incident.   
12307  P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P2413 (KDZ289‘s statement to BiH authorities, 1 March 1995), 

p. 1; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 19 April 2006), p. 2.  
12308  P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P2413 (KDZ289‘s statement to BiH authorities, 1 March 1995), 

p. 1; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 19 April 2006), p. 2; KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 625.  

See also Adjudicated Fact 2983.   
12309  P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 2 March 1996), p. 2; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 19 April 2006), p. 2; 

KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1620, 1622; P445 (Map of Sarajevo marked by KDZ289); P446 (Aerial 

photograph of Sarajevo marked by KDZ289); KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 617–618.  
12310  KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1635–1637, 1640–1641; P448 (Map of Sarajevo marked by KDZ289).  

See also Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1664–1665; Alma Mulaosmanović-

Ĉehajić, T. 6766–6767 (14 September 2010); D624 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić). 
12311  KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1637. 
12312  See P435 (UNPROFOR daily report, 27 February 1995), p. 2. 
12313  KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1641–1645. 
12314  P1762 (Witness statement of David Fraser dated 17 October 2010), pp. 46–50; David Fraser, T. 8129–8131, 8164–8168 (19 October 

2010). .  



same time. How possibly could it be two different incidents, while it is said in the UN 

report that fire was at the same time? And #what “sniper” could fire some 30 bullets 

round#? And even it it was a two incidents, this one that implied the tram certainly 

wasn’t a sniper incident, but rather the other one, an exchange of the automatic fire. Let 

us see what Alma Cehajic stated in her first statement to the CSB Sarajevo, D626, of 14 

April 1995: 

     
(#Too many obvious lies#! The most significant is the fact that all of it happened in front 

of the Marsal Tito Barracks, which was, as well known, a JNA facility, taken over by the 

ABiH and used for the military purpose. Then, how anyone could have said that “there 

was no the ABiH units present in the centre of the City? Second, Alma had heard an 

automatic fire at a distance, and then heard the sounds of bullets hitting the tram. There 

is an absolute impossibility that she could have heard an outgoing fire of the automatic 

weapon had it be so distant from the tram, which had been closed because of the winter 

time! What else the Chamber needs to decide on this incident properly, on the basis of 

these indications, and not on the basis od a wrongfully adjudicated facts and the 

evidence under the 92bis Rule?)  

3750.  Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić testified that the shots came from behind her, that is, from 

the direction of Miljacka River, and the neighbourhoods of Grbavica and Vraca, stating that 

―the firing was not that close, because the sound of it would have been louder.‖
12315

  She 

identified the origin of fire as being under control of the ―Serbian army‖ on the basis that 

―everybody knew that‖.
12316

 (Exactly as the Defence assumed: #no need for an accurate 

evidence if the Serbs are suspected#!) When asked during cross-examination, if she heard 

other shots being fired before she heard bullets hitting the tram, Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić 

responded that she thought she may have, but said that she could not be absolutely certain and 

could not confirm where those initial shots were fired from.
12317

  She testified that she heard 

two bursts of fire, the second one being the one that struck the tram, but denied that this meant 

that the shots were fired from an automatic rifle with a shorter range and thus could have 

come from the tall buildings on the northern side of Miljacka River.
12318

 (How the Chamber 

could have reconciled this #“non-expert” assertions of the witness and the facts that it had been 

a burst of automatic fire which left “some 30 bullet holes and marks”, see para 3749?# Did these 

assistants of the Chamber analysed the evidence? And how come the “expert” opinion of Ms. 

Alma, being closed in an overcrowded tram, about the source and nature of fire was worthy of 

the Chamber’s attention, while the same Chamber had disregarded hundreds of a consistent 

testimonies of the Defence witnesses?)  Like KDZ289, she too was presented with the 

UNPROFOR report, which referred to the exchange of fire on that day, but denied any 

                                                            
12315  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1652–1655; Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, T. 6754–6755, 6761–6763 (14 September 2010); 

P1552 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić); P1553 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić).  
12316  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1657.  
12317  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1662, 1666–1667.  
12318  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, T. 6762–6763, 6768 (14 September 2010), T. 6786 (15 September 2010).  



knowledge of such an exchange.
12319

 (Why would she have to have a knowledge, while she was 

in a tram, passing the area within several seconds? In addition, when told that the exchange of 

fire took place near Vrbanja Bridge, at first she testified that this location was not far 

away.
12320

  She later noted that Vrbanja Bridge was far enough from the buildings so that she 

did not hear any cross-fire ―as the tram was passing‖ the buildings adjacent to it.
12321

  She 

then confirmed that there was generally a lot of fighting throughout Sarajevo.
12322

 (Therefore, 

there was no a ceasefire, or not respected one. The SRK strictly confidential report, D625 

reported about different fires, but didn’t qualify  it as a cease fire violation, which would be 

noted if there was an agreement on ceasefire!) 

 

3751.  KDZ289 testified that there was one ABiH soldier on the tram, who was standing next 

to her at the time the shots were fired but could not remember any others in the tram or in its 

vicinity before the incident happened.
12323

 (#Except the Marsal Tito Barracks, a basis of 

the ABiH, in the immediate vicinity!) During her testimony in the Dragomir Milošević case, 

Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić testified that she did not remember seeing any soldiers on the tram 

nor could she remember any combat activity surrounding it,
12324

 and explained this fact by 

noting that she was standing in the last section of the tram, while the soldier in question 

appears to have been standing next to KDZ289.
12325

 

3752. This incident had a major psychological impact on KDZ289.  After a medical 

assessment, she was moved to another job within the company.
12326

  Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić 

still suffers from anxiety due to the fear experienced during the conflict although her fears 

have subsided due to her faith.
12327

  After his injury, Alija Holjan was unable to use his right 

hand for extended periods of time and experienced pain when the weather changed.
12328

  He 

was declared 20% disabled.
12329

 

3753. The Chamber received a CSB Sarajevo‘s case file relating to this incident, containing 

a number of reports prepared by the CSB Sarajevo investigating team, including those 

prepared by witnesses Kuĉanin and Sabljica.
12330

  Kuĉanin, a criminal inspector within CSB 

                                                            
12319  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1668–1672.  See P435 (UNPROFOR daily report, 27 February 1995).  
12320  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1675–1677; P1552 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić). 
12321  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, T. 6785–6786 (15 September 2010).  
12322  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1674. 

12323  P2413 (KDZ289‘s statement to BiH authorities, 1 March 1995), p. 1; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 19 April 2006), p. 2; 

KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1623–1624; KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 

624–625.  
12324  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1656. 
12325  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, T. 6759–6760 (14 September 2010), T. 6789–6790 (15 September 2010).  
12326  KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 1626–1627.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2982.   
12327  Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, P1551 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D Milošević), T. 1659–1660. 
12328  See Adjudicated Fact 2981.   
12329  See Adjudicated Fact 2981.   
12330  See P1729 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street). 



Sarajevo, prepared his report on 28 February 1995.
12331

  He testified that the tram was hit by 

eight bullets, four of which passed through the tram causing entry and exit holes.
12332

  

Because of the damage caused, the investigators were unable to move it back to the position it 

was in when hit.
12333

  Nevertheless, by interviewing the driver of the tram and determining the 

angle and direction of fire, the investigators concluded that the fire had come from the ―fourth 

skyscraper in Grbavica‖ on the Lenjinova street, that is, from the westernmost building.
12334

  

The report also notes that the tram was found some 100 metres away from where it was 

shot.
12335

  It also reports that five people were injured in this incident,
12336

 and that a 

―deformed 7.62 mm calibre bullet jacket‖ was found, as well as other bullet fragments, which 

were then sent for analysis.
12337

  (#Absurdity#! How these “investigators” explained at 

least two circumstances: first, #how Alma and KDZ289 could have heard the outbursts 

of an automatic fire from within the four high-rise buildings, because the Chamber 

accepted that the nests were deep in the rooms; the tram was moving and therefore 

making a quite amount of noise? And second: how an automatic fire could have been so 

concentrated from this distance?) 

3754. As stated above, Sabljica also participated in the investigation of this incident.
12338

  In 

his earlier testimony in the Perišić case he testified, like Kuĉanin, that the team was able to 

determine the origin of fire as being one of the four skyscrapers in Grbavica.
12339

  However, 

the ballistics report signed by him on behalf of MeĊedović, provides that the exact origin of 

fire could not be determined as the tram could not be moved back to the exact location where 

it was hit; it also notes that the bullets came from the left hand side of the tram, from the front 

backwards, from the left to the right, and from above downwards.
12340

  When asked in the 

present case to explain the discrepancy between Kuĉanin‘s report and his own ballistics 

report, Sabljica stated that he stood by the latter and that the most that could be established, 

given that the tram could not be returned to the location where it was when hit, is that the 

                                                            
12331  Mirsad Kuĉanin, P16 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 4712–4714; P23 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 12 

November 1995), e-court p. 2; P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court pp. 2, 4–6. 
12332  P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court pp. 2, 4–5.  Mirza Sabljica testified, however, that only two 

bullets were found inside the tram and had entry and exit holes.  See P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 

2010), p. 73. 
12333  P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court p. 2.  
12334  P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court pp. 2, 5.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 11219–11220 (3 

February 2011); P2209 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan). 
12335  P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court p. 4.  
12336  In addition to Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić, the other victims listed are Rabija Jerlagić, Alija Holjan, Senad Kešmer, and Sead Beĉić.  

See P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court p. 6.  This is confirmed by their medical records, 

namely, P1546 (Medical record for Rabija Jerlagić); P1549 (Medical report for Senad Kešmer); P1248 (Medical report for Sead Beĉić).   
12337  P21 (Witness statement of Mirsad Kuĉanin dated 21 February 1996), e-court pp. 4–6.  
12338  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), pp. 72–74.  
12339  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 73; P1719 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Mirza 

Sabljica).  
12340  The report also states that the bullets came in at the angles of 16, six, and seven degrees in relation to the ground.  P1729 (BiH MUP 

Reports re sniping incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 23.  According to Sabljica, sometimes reports 

prepared following an incident would not be consistent with the ballistics report, mostly because the investigators would not wait for the 

final ballistics report and would instead draw conclusions on the basis of their own findings and observations.  Sabljica denied, however, 

that he and his team were under pressure of any kind to identify particular buildings as the origin of fire.  See Mirza Sabljica, T. 7693 (11 

October 2010), T. 7735 (12 October 2010). (Anyway, there is already #too many contradictions# that it can not 

be used on the account of the President. Between the tram in the case and the Serb positions there were 

a several objects and lines possessed by the ABiH units, and such an inaccuracy in findings qualify this 

case at least for a principle “In dubio pro reo”!) 



bullets came from the south, from the direction of Grbavica.
12341

  He could not explain how 

Kuĉanin reached the conclusion about the fourth skyscraper.
12342

  He also testified that it 

would be impossible for bullets fired from Vrbanja Bridge to reach the location of the tram 

incident at the moment at which it was shot due to a number of obstacles and the lack of 

visibility.
12343

 (But the investigators didn’t even consider the two Museums as a possible 

source of the fire! These locations were close enough so to have a concentrated fire, and 

the bursts to be heard even in a closed and running tram.)  

3755. Hogan visited Zmaja od Bosne with one of the victims of this incident
12344

 who, while 

standing at the intersection between Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne streets, indicated that 

the location of the incident was between the School of Technology and the Holiday Inn, 

which is further east from the incident site as recounted by the witnesses above.
12345

   (A 

more of confusion!) 

3756. Van der Weijden then visited the incident site, using the co-ordinates given to him by 

the Prosecution, as well as Grbavica.
12346

  In his report, he placed the location of this incident 

at the intersection of Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne streets, that is the stretch of Zmaja 

od Bosne between the Museum and the Faculty of Philosophy, instead of further to the west, 

near the Maršal Tito Barracks, as recounted by the witnesses on the tram.
12347

  During cross-

examination, however, Van der Weijden recognised this discrepancy and marked the location 

of the incident so that it coincided with the witnesses‘ accounts, conceding that for the 

purposes of his investigation it would have been important for him to know the exact location 

of the tram when it was hit.
12348

 (But, he either didn’t know, or adjusted the site as to fit in 

the Prosecution’s expectations. What country in the civilized world would accept that 

kind of evidence as a basis for conviction?!?) 

3757.  Noting that there were multiple victims in this incident and having regard to their 

injuries, Van der Weijden concluded that most likely automatic fire was used to shoot at the 

tram, and that the weapons used would have been either M84 or M53 machine-guns in 7.62 

mm calibre, mounted on a bipod or a tripod.
12349

  He noted that machine-guns are more 

                                                            
12341  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7689–7693 (11 October 2010).  
12342  Mirza Sabljica, T. 7694 (11 October 2010).  The Chamber notes that Kuĉanin‘s report is dated 28 February 1995 while the other reports 

in the dossier related to this incident were prepared on the day of the incident, namely 27 February.  Thus, it appears that Kuĉanin had at 

his disposal all of the information prepared by the investigation team, including witness statements and Sabljica‘s ballistics report.  See 

P1729 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street).  
12343  P1695 (Witness statement of Mirza Sabljica dated 11 February 2010), p. 74.  
12344  The Chamber notes that the identity of the victim in question is not clear from the evidence.  In the video footage recorded by Hogan he 

is referred to only as ―Witness 61‖.     
12345  In addition, while standing at the intersection between Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne streets, and before the victim indicated the 

location of the incident, Hogan recorded the co-ordinates of what he referred to as ―this location‖ implying that the co-ordinates taken 

were those of the location at which he and the victim were standing.  Barry Hogan, T. 11204–11206, 11217–11218, 11255–11256 (3 

February 2011); P2190 (GPS locations for shelling and sniping incidents in Sarajevo); P2191 (Map of Sarajevo with scheduled sniping 

and shelling incidents); P2213 (Image re scheduled sniping and shelling incidents in Sarajevo); D1007 (Video footage re sniping 

incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street); D1008 (Video footage re sniping incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od 

Bosne street). 
12346  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 98.  
12347  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 98.  Because of this, Van der 

Weijden visited the Metalka building and noted that the rooms in the building offer direct and clear views of the stretch of Zmaja od 

Bosne, between the Museum and the Faculty of Philosophy.  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping 

Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 98.  
12348 Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7032–7034 (28 September 2010); D651 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden). 
12349  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 97.  See fn. 12122. 



effective against moving targets, such as trams, that are only temporarily visible.
12350

 (Was 

der Weijden #familiarized with the feature that the Muslim side used to fire at its own 

territory#? As all the Prosecution experts in the Srebrenica case, der Weijden also 

worked without a hint that the Muslim side was firing to its territory, and thus he had to 

obtain any possible opinion that fits to the idea that only the Serbs could have fired. But, 

his job was only to find out from which position, with the most probability, if not 

certainty, regardless of which army controlet the spot!)   

3758.    Poparić analysed this incident and concluded that the bullets came from a small 

distance, from a nearby building, such as the Museum of Revolution, for example, and not 

from Grbavica.
12351

  He came to this conclusion on the basis of the photographs taken by the 

CSB Sarajevo investigation team, in particular the photographs showing the entry and exit 

point of one of the bullets that hit the tram.
12352

  According to him, the photographs indicate 

that what was marked by the investigation team as the exit point of the bullet
12353

 was not an 

exit point but a dot drawn by a felt-tip pen,
12354

 whereas in fact the real exit point could be 

seen below the drawn dot.
12355

  The real exit point, according to Poparić, was between 20 and 

25 centimetres lower than the bullet‘s entry point meaning that the bullet entered at a high 

angle of descent, which would not have been possible from the white high-rises in 

Grbavica.
12356

   

                                                            
12350  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 97.   
12351  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 155, 156.  See 

also Mile Poparić, T. 39281–39282 (5 June 2013).  When put to him that a gunman shooting from the top of the Museum of Revolution 

would have been visible from SRK positions in the white high-rises, Poparić stated that the gunman could have opened fire and then hid 

immediately.  See Mile Poparić, T. 39281–39282 (5 June 2013); P1738 (Photographs of sniper nests), e-court p. 109.    
12352  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 153–155, 

Images 107, 108, and 109.   
12353  The CSB Sarajevo report described that exit point as being ―in the same place‖ as the entry point only on the inside of the tram, thus 

making the trajectory relatively horizontal.  See P1729 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne 

street), e-court p. 10, Mark 3.  See also Mile Poparić, T. 38998 (30 May 2013).  
12354  Poparić explained that he came to that conclusion because the dot was of the same thickness and colour as the arrow drawn by the 

investigation team.  He did not, however, want to speculate whether that meant that the team on the scene manipulated the evidence on 

purpose.  Mile Poparić, T. 38998–38999 (30 May 2013), T. 39279–39281 (5 June 2013).   
12355  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 154, Image 108.  
12356  Mile Poparić, T. 38998–39000 (30 May 2013); D3641 (Photograph of a tram marked by Mile Poparić); D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert 

report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 155.  Poparić explained that had the bullets 

come from the white high-rises, they would have had a trajectory of 90 degrees in relation to the axis of the tram.  See Mile Poparić, T. 

38996 (30 May 2013), T. 39184 (4 June 2103).  



3759. Poparić also recalled that four out of the eight bullets seem to have remained in the 

panelling of the tram, which indicated to him that they had not come from the white high-rises 

but rather at a great angle.
12357

  Furthermore, the differences in heights between the bullet 

entry points on the panelling of the tram were ―very small‖ according to Poparić, and would 

have been ―far greater‖ if they had been fired from the white high-rises.
12358

  He further stated 

that these holes were a result of a burst of fire and not due to sniper fire.
12359

   

3760. In addition to the evidence outlined above, the Chamber has also taken judicial notice 

of the following adjudicated facts which go to the origin of fire and which provide as follows: 

(i) the shots came from the high-rise buildings in Grbavica, to the south of the tram, from 

SRK-held territory;
12360

 (ii) the shots were fired by a member of the SRK;
12361

 and (iii) there 

was a clear view from the high-rise buildings on Lenjinova street in Grbavica onto the 

intersection at the Maršal Tito Barracks.
12362

 (#Deadly combination#! That is exactly why 

the Adjudicated Facts are not fair and not acceptable. Who opposed to it, who 

challenged it in these processes in which it was adjudicated? Maybe it was adjudicated 

in a case where the Defence wasn’t interested in rebuting it, and not interested in dealing 

with this incident at all. How many 92bis and AFs are the basis for the deliberation in 

this case?)  

 

3761.  As far as the exact location of the incident is concerned, the Chamber notes that the 

majority of the evidence before it places the tram somewhere near the Maršal Tito Barracks at 

the moment it was shot.
12363

 (For heaven’s sake, #it is not a matter of democracy, to vote 

about a site of firing#. Once there are more that one possibility, the principle #“in dubio 

pro reo” #should be applied. For inference!)  The Chamber has no reason to doubt that this 

is where the incident happened.  While Hogan‘s evidence suggests otherwise, the Chamber 

recalls that it is based on a recollection of a victim some 11 years after the incident took place. 

(#Contradiction#! In a similar situation, the Chamber dismissed the Poparic’s report, 

because he didn’t speak with a victim!) In addition, the Chamber does not have any 

information as to who this victim was.  As a result, and given the weight of the other 

evidence, the Chamber does not accept Hogan‘s evidence on this point as accurate. (Finally, a 

sort of criterion, although without an expected consequence – a minimal caution 

towards this kind of #late-late investigations and testimonies#. It is not the main issue as 

where the incident happened, the main issue is who fired and how was it established! To 

that point, it is unacceptable to have so many confused findings and a long menu, left to 

the Chamber’s discretion. There is no basis for the Chamber to choose either one. So 

                                                            
12357  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 152; Mile 

Poparić, T. 38997 (30 May 2013), T. 39284–39285 (5 June 2013).  Poparić argued that the angle would be even higher if the trace 

marked with a number 9 on Image 108 in his report was from a bullet.  However, the Chamber notes that, according to the CSB Sarajevo 

report, number 9 marks traces of blood of one of the victims.  Mile Poparić, T. 39285–39287 (5 June 2013); D3647 (Photograph 

showing part of a tram marked by Mile Poparić); P1729 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 27 February 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne 

street), e-court p. 11.  
12358  Mile Poparić, T. 38997–38998 (30 May 2013).  
12359  Mile Poparić, T. 39000 (30 May 2013).  
12360  Adjudicated Fact 2984.   
12361  Adjudicated Fact 2984.   
12362  Adjudicated Fact 2985.   
12363  See para. 3747, fn. 12297.  



more, since it happened in the middle of the permanent battlefield, and even more 

because the Accused didn’t have anything to do with the incident. The SRK reports 

didn’t even mentioned it!)  

3762. The Chamber further considers that this tram was a civilian vehicle, with mainly 

civilians travelling onboard who were not taking direct part in hostilities at the time of the 

incident. (Irrelevant, because #it was a civil war too, and civilians fired against eac#h 

other, as Gen. Abdel Razek testified, T5532:        As General Nambiar put it, it was a civil 

war.  The neighbours fought about the neighbours, the civilians fought against the military. 

We cannot really pin-point any particular party.  I know that everybody had strong feelings 

about that, and that was the nature of war.  The nature of the vehicle would be of a 

relevance if it was undoubtedly found that the SRK deliberately targeted it, but it wasn’t 

a case!) While one ABiH soldier was riding in the front section of the tram, this does not 

change the fact that on the day of the incident the tram was a civilian vehicle used to transport 

civilians and as such provided no military advantage to the ABiH, all of which would have 

been obvious to the shooter.
12364

  In addition, the evidence indicates that the tram was fairly 

crowded at the time, which would have made it difficult– from the SRK positions in 

Grbavica–to gauge the status of just one of its many passengers.  The Chamber is also 

satisfied, relying on the CSB Sarajevo reports and the medical records, that five people were 

wounded in this incident, including civilians Alma Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić and Alija Holjan. 

(With such a #broad menu, the Chamber was able to take “here and there” different 

elements from different reporst, to patchwork a finding# at the President’s account!)   

3763. In terms of the origin of fire, the Chamber recalls that Poparić reached his conclusion 

that the bullet came from the Museum or any other nearby building, on the basis of a number 

of speculations, some of which were highly questionable.  For example, using a photograph of 

one of the bullets‘ exit holes, he posited a theory that somebody drew that hole, thus 

implicating CSB Sarajevo members in a large-scale conspiracy.  In doing so, he relied purely 

on the visual observation of the thickness and the colour of the dot in relation to the thickness 

and the colour of the arrow drawn next to it.  The Chamber notes, however, that it is simply 

impossible to make such a definitive conclusion from the photograph in question, and there is 

nothing on the photograph that suggests that the CSB Sarajevo team drew an exit hole on the 

tram wall.  Further, if Poparić‘s speculation were true, presumably the investigators would not 

have at the same time photographed the actual exit point of the bullet according to Poparić.  

Thus, the Chamber considers it more likely, that the mark on the inside of the tram located 

below the mark indicated by the arrow as the exit point could have been related to an earlier 

incident or even completely unrelated to sniping incidents in Sarajevo.  The Chamber will 

therefore not accept Poparić‘s conclusions as to the origin of fire in this incident.
12365

  

                                                            
12364  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 99.  
12365  The Chamber notes that Poparić does not explain why the fact that four bullets lodged in the tram wall suggested a high angle of descent.  

The Chamber considers that it is also likely that some of the bullets became lodged in the tram‘s wall due to the strength of  the wall 

and/or the distance between the shooter and the tram.  Indeed, of the eight bullets that hit the tram, only four pierced the tram, three of 

which did so by passing through the windows.  This means that only one of the five bullets that hit the tram wall managed to pierce that 

wall and reach the inside of the tram.  In addition, as noted earlier in fn. 12340, Sabljica determined the angles of descent for three of the 

bullet marks and they were low rather than high, namely, 16, six, and seven degrees.  However, Poparić does not appear to have 

considered any of this when he made his conclusion as to the high angle of descent.  Accordingly, the Chamber finds his evidence 

entirely unreliable in relation to this incident.  In that case it couldn’t be fired from the same weapons and the 

same level.   



3764.  While there is a question mark as to whether the fourth white high-rise was the origin 

of fire in this incident, the Chamber is convinced that the burst of fire that struck the tram 

came from the south, namely from Grbavica.
12366

  In this respect the Chamber notes that the 

majority of the evidence, including the witness testimony and the ballistics report, clearly 

indicates that Grbavica was the origin of fire, as do the adjudicated facts. (Again, a 

majority!!! While in any country a #possibility of another source of fire would be 

sufficient for a doubt, in this case any possibility to decide against the President is 

welcome#! But, sothern from the site of incident first come the area under a formidable 

control of the muslim ABIH and the HVO!)  While the Accused also attempted to suggest 

during cross-examination of KDZ289 (It was a witness under the Rule 92bis??? This 

witness, KDZ289 hadn’t  been cross examined in this case!) and Mulaosmanović-Ĉehajić 

that the tram was struck by the bullets due to the exchange of fire on Vrbanja Bridge, the 

Chamber does not consider this to have been the case in light of Sabljica‘s evidence that the 

number of obstacles between the incident site and Vrbanja Bridge makes the Accused‘s 

position impossible to maintain. (Since #there undoubtedly was an exchange of fire#, the 

President didn’t mean that the tram was aimed exactly from the Vrbanja Bridge, but 

from a vicinity of it, i.e. from any spot in the area called “the area of Vrbanja Bridge”, 

which is more probable than anything else. If the exchange of fire was in the zone of the 

Bridge, it doesn’t mean that the combatants were on the very Bridge itself. Contrary, 

they were deployed all around  this zone, but nobody was on the very Bridge. Probably 

none of them were at the same level as the Bridge itself, because nobody could survive 

such an unfavourable position. It was unimaginable that the forces deployed in the 

Executive council building and the Assembly building didn’t participate in the exchange 

of fire in the zone of the Vrbanja Bridge, as well as all other forces in the zone of range!)   

3765.   In terms of the origin of fire, the Chamber is convinced, relying on the evidence 

outlined above and the adjudicated facts, that the fire came from one of the four white high-

rises.  This is consistent both with the approximate location of the tram when shot, the 

trajectory of the bullets and their angle of descent as described in the CSB Sarajevo report, 

and the witnesses‘ testimonies. (There was a great variety of the witness testimonies and 

statements. But simple #fact that the victims heard the burst of the automatic fire 

excluded the four white high-rise buildings, as well as the grouping (concentration of the 

hits) in a small area which couldn’t be achieved had the distance been such as the high-

rise buildings.# Anyway, any reasonable chamber would not consider such a clamsy 

investigation with so many diverse results and opinions!)    In addition, it is also consistent 

with the evidence the Chamber heard throughout this case about the prevalence of SRK 

sniping on Zmaja od Bosne and the presence of SRK snipers in the four white high-rises.
12367

 

(This mean nothing! There was also many Muslim snipers quite closer to the spot of 

incident and to the so called “Sniper Alley” that a mere presence of the Serb snipers at a 

distance longer that the Muslim one is a poor and desperate evidence! The UN shouldn’t 

do this that way!)  The Chamber is also satisfied that a machine gun, most likely an M84, 

was used in this incident and that it had the necessary range to accurately target the tram at 

                                                            
12366  The Chamber is also satisfied, relying on Van der Weijden‘s evidence, that a machine gun, most likely an M84, was used in this incident 

and that it had the necessary range to accurately target the tram at that distance.  The Chamber is further convinced that both the 1st 

Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade and the 1st Romanija Infantry Brigade had such a machine gun in its arsenal.  See fn. 11948.  
12367  See paras. 3621, 3656, 3662.  In addition, the Chamber also recalls that it rejected the Accused‘s arguments that ABiH forces were 

sniping at Bosnian Muslim civilians throughout Sarajevo.  See Section IV.B.1.d: Bosnian Muslim side targeting own civilians.  



that distance.  Both the 1
st
 Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade and the 1

st
 Romanija Infantry 

Brigade had such a machine gun in its arsenal.
12368

 (Did the Muslim units have the same? 

Naturally, yes!) Finally, given the visibility between the white high-rises and the location of 

the incident, the Chamber is also satisfied that the tram was deliberately targeted by the 

shooter, who would have been fully aware that it was carrying a large number of civilians.   

i.   Zmaja od Bosne street, 3 March 1995 (Scheduled Incident F.16) 

 

3766. The Indictment alleges that on 3 March 1995 Azem Agović, a 46 year old man, and 

Alen Giĉević, a 33 year old man, were shot and wounded while travelling in the eastbound 

tram on Zmaja od Bosne street.  According to the Indictment, the tram was near the Holiday 

Inn when shot.
12369

  In its Final Brief, the Prosecution argues that the bullets were fired from 

the SRK-controlled area of Grbavica.
12370

  The Accused claims, however, that the fire came 

from locations in the ABiH-held territory.
12371

 

3767. On 3 March 1995, Slavica Livnjak, a tram driver by profession, was driving her tram 

on the Zmaja od Bosne street, travelling eastbound in the direction of Bašĉaršija, with 

Miljacka River to the right of the tram.
12372

  There was another tram in front of her.
12373

  The 

day was bright and sunny.
12374

  It was the first day of the Bajram holiday.
12375

  Livnjak‘s tram 

was full, as it was a period of cease-fire,
12376

 and there were approximately 100 passengers on 

board, all of whom, according to Livnjak, were civilians.
12377

  Alen Giĉević and his girlfriend 

were passengers on this tram.
12378

  Also on the tram was Azem Agović.
12379

  Giĉević, who 

was an ambulance driver for the ABiH until July 1994,
12380

 was standing on the tram‘s right-

                                                            
12368  See fn. 11948. 
12369  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.16.  
12370  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 22.  
12371  Defence Final Brief, paras. 2292–2296.  
12372  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 855–856; Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Perišić), T. 643–644; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica 

Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 8; P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4.  See also Adjudicated 

Fact 2987.   
12373  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 855–856, 859–860; Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from 

Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 644; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of 

Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 8.  
12374  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 8. 
12375  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2986. 
12376  In fact, according to Slavica Livnjak, the trams were not in operation from the start of the war to March 1994, when they began operating 

again, but only in a limited circle line around the centre of Sarajevo, Skenderija, and Bašĉaršija.  Nevertheless, in March of 1995, they 

would pass the Holiday Inn every four minutes or so.  See P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 641–643; P495 (Witness 

statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 9; Alen Giĉević, T. 7650 (11 October 2010).  The Accused confronted Alen 

Giĉević with a combat report from the VRS Main Staff which stated that on 3 March 1995 the enemy opened fire in the area of Vrbanja 

bridge but that the VRS forces were unaffected.  When asked if he could see this in the report, Giĉević answered in the affirmative and 

made no other comment about it.  See Alen Giĉević, T. 7650–7653 (11 October 2010); D730 (VRS Main Staff combat report to RS 

President, 3 March 1995), p. 2. (Does it mean anything? How much is needed for a shade of reasonable doubt? 

Or the facts do not matter? And whao all of it has to do with this Accused, particularly since he was 

informed as in D730?)  
12377  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 859–860; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 

November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 8; P1690 (Witness statement of Alen 

Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4.  
12378  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2988.   
12379  See Adjudicated Fact 2988.   
12380  Alen Giĉević, T. 7616–7617, 7621–7623 (11 October 2010).  See also Adjudicated Fact 2989.   



hand side, near the third door, facing Vraca, Grbavica, and the Jewish cemetery.
12381

  He was 

wearing black trousers.
12382

  Around noon, as the first tram slowed down to take the S-curve 

in front of the Holiday Inn, its right-hand side came under sniper fire.
12383

  Immediately 

thereafter, the right hand-side of Livnjak‘s tram also came under sniper fire.
12384

  Giĉević 

confirmed that, as the tram was passing the area of the Holiday Inn and the S-curve, he heard 

two to three shots and was wounded above his right knee.
12385

  There was panic on the tram, 

everybody fell on the floor, and, according to Livnjak, an older man was badly injured in his 

neck.
12386

  Livnjak wanted to get cover for the tram so she continued driving and brought it to 

a stop near the Executive Council building.
12387

   

3768. Giĉević, helped by his girlfriend, went to the nearby State Hospital.
12388

  He was 

operated on seven days after the incident and a fragment of the bullet was removed from his 

knee.
12389

  He continues to feel pain when walking, and also has Hepatitis C, which he 

believes he contracted through a blood transfusion he received after either this incident or 

after the sniping incident he was the victim of in 1995.
12390

  Furthermore, he is ―struggling 

somehow with the psychological effects‖ stemming from the ―1.000 days of such 

uncertainty‖.
12391

  Agović was brought by a car to Koševo Hospital where he stayed for a 

month, 16 days of which were in intensive care.
12392

  He required treatment for another three 

years and initially could not walk far, drive a car, or carry heavy things.
12393

 

3769. Giĉević was cross-examined by the Accused on the exact location of the tram when it 

was struck by fire.  Despite his first statement to the Prosecution, in which he appeared to be 

saying that the tram had already passed the Executive Council building when hit,
12394

 Giĉević 

remained adamant that the tram was hit before it entered the S-curve (and thus before it 

passed the Executive Council building).
12395

  He explained that he must have made a mistake 

                                                            
12381  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4. 
12382  See Adjudicated Fact 2989.   
12383  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 857–858; P438 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by 

Slavica Livnjak); P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica 

Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), paras. 7–9.  
12384  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 857–862; Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Perišić), T. 645; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica 

Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), paras. 7–9; P438 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Slavica Livnjak); P439 (Aerial photograph of 

Sarajevo marked by Slavica Livnjak); P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P2413 (KDZ289‘s 

statement to BiH authorities, 6 March 1995), p. 1; KDZ289, P485 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Perišić), T. 625–626.  See also 

Adjudicated Fact 2990.   
12385  Alen Giĉević, T. 7610–7612 (11 October 2010), 7640–7641; P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), pp. 4–

7; P1691 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); P1693 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); P1694 (Photograph of 

Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); P1532 (Medical record for Alen Giĉević); P1547 (Medical records for Azem Agović and Alen 

Giĉević). 
12386  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 7; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 

2006), para. 9; P1547 (Medical records for Azem Agović and Alen Giĉević).  See Adjudicated Fact 2992.   
12387  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 9.  
12388  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 7; Alen Giĉević, T. 7641, 7666–7667 (11 October 2010); P495 

(Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 9.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2993.   
12389  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 8.  See also Adjudicated Facts 2992, 2993.  
12390  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 10.  See also Adjudicated Fact 2993.   
12391  Alen Giĉević, T. 7614 (11 October 2010).  
12392  See Adjudicated Fact 2994.   
12393  Adjudicated Fact 2994.   
12394  D727 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 15 November 1995), p. 2. 
12395  Alen Giĉević, T. 7630–7633, 7642–7648, 7667 (11 October 2010); D728 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D729 (Map 

of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević). 



and that he had always maintained that, once hit, the tram passed the Executive Council 

building and stopped at Marin Dvor.
12396

  Giĉević was also asked about another discrepancy 

in relation to his position in the tram.  While in his original statement he had stated that he 

was standing on the left hand side of the tram when the tram was struck,
12397

 in his later 

statement and testimony in these proceedings, he maintained that he was standing on the right 

hand side of the tram.
12398

  On cross-examination, Giĉević remained adamant that he was 

standing on the right-hand side of the tram when wounded and that, from that position, he 

could see the Jewish cemetery and Vraca.
12399

 (Nobody could see Vraca even from the 

ground, let alone from a tram with a limited view through windows! But let us ask: how 

come that the original, contemporaneus statements, given to the official investigators 

who had other sources about the spot of impact, are less reliable than the later 

statements-testimonies, given after several decades? In the earlier statements the 

investigators would certainly notice this discrepancy and clarify it with the witness, but 

it didn’t happen. It looks like an adjusting the real spot to a fake, visible from the SRK 

positions!)  

3770.   Immediately following the incident, the trams travelling behind Livnjak‘s tram were 

signalled by the local police and UNPROFOR soldiers at the scene to continue and stop at a 

safer spot.
12400

  As one UNPROFOR soldier was taking a statement from Livnjak,
12401

 shots 

were fired at the incident site again and UNPROFOR returned fire.  The exchange lasted for 

about 15 minutes, resulting in the wounding of an UNPROFOR soldier.
12402

  

3771. Livnjak testified that the sniper fire came from her right-hand side, and more 

specifically from the Metalka building.
12403

  KDZ289 (who was present during this incident) 

and Livnjak both testified that the second round of fire also came from VRS-held positions in 

Grbavica.
12404

  Livnjak also confirmed that the confrontation line was some 50 to 100 metres 

away from the scene of the incident, across Miljacka River, and that there were no military 

facilities in the vicinity of the location at which her tram was attacked, nor was there any 

fighting at the time of the incident.
12405

 (However, #this is in contradiction with the 

Regular combat report of SRK, which said that the ABiH violated the CF#, see fn. 

12383)  On cross-examination, she reiterated that there were no uniformed soldiers (other 

than UNPROFOR soldiers) or any tanks or mortar/artillery pieces where her tram was 

                                                            
12396  Alen Giĉević, T. 7630–7633, 7642–7648, 7663–7666 (11 October 2010); D726 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Alen Giĉević); D728 
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12398  P1690 (Witness statement of Alen Giĉević dated 16 February 2010), p. 4.  See also Alen Giĉević, T. 7666–7667 (11 October 2010).  
12399  Alen Giĉević, T. 7633–7634, 7636–7637 (11 October 2011).  
12400  P2413 (KDZ289‘s statement to BiH authorities, 6 March 1995), p. 1. 
12401  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 10. 
12402  P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 16 November 1995), p. 2; P2413 (KDZ289‘s statement to BiH authorities, 6 March 1995); 
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12403  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 

2006), para. 9.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 11219–11220 (3 February 2011); P2208 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan); 

P2209 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan). 
12404  P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P2413 (Witness statement of KDZ289 dated 16 November 

1995), p. 2; P2413 (KDZ289‘s statement to BiH authorities, 6 March 1995), p. 1.  
12405  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 862–863; Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Perišić), T. 649–650; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 20 November 1995), p. 2; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica 

Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), paras. 9, 12–13.  See also Adjudicated Facts 2986, 2991.   



shot.
12406

 (#Deadly combination#! Of course, a cross examination, as well as an 

adjudicated fact from another case. This Defence didn’t have an opportunity to cross 

examine this witness!) Also during cross-examination, she confirmed that her tram consisted 

of two cars, with two doors each, connected by an ―accordion‖ and that, as it entered the S-

curve, it adopted the shape of a crescent and the second car of the tram was then hit, between 

the accordion and the third door from the front.
12407

   

3772. Giĉević testified that he was sure that shots came from the south, either from Grbavica 

or the Jewish cemetery.  He also identified two buildings in that area, namely the Metalka 

building and the tall white high-rise from where he thought the shots could have come 

from.
12408

  He believed that the bullets were fired from one of these two buildings because 

these buildings were fired from before.
12409

  He also stated that there were no military 

installations near the incident site except for the Maršal Tito Barracks, some 400 to 500 

metres away, where UNPROFOR was based.
12410

 (There may have been a crew of the UN, 

but the Marsal Tito Barracks were primarily a basis of the ABiH, which was protected 

by the UN presence, although there was a permanent firing by a high calibres from the 

Barracks. So, this kind of a “disguise” – with a half of sentence about the UN presence to 

disguise the real nature of the Barracks, which is a part of usual unfair practice in this 

case.     Further to the west of the Maršal Tito Barracks was the building of the traffic 

police.
12411

  He conceded that the Executive Council building, the Museum complex, the 

Assembly building, and the Faculty of Philosophy were all in the area of responsibility of the 

ABiH but said they were ―merely observation posts manned by few soldiers‖.
12412

  (#This is 

senseless to accept this assertion, since we have seen the evidence that these buildings 

had been possessed by a huge forces, which fired at the Serb parts of Sarajevo by 

snipers, mortars and even recoilless cannons from deep within the rooms.# It was also 

well known that the ABiH soldiers frequently appeared on Vilsonovo Setaliste, a street 

along the right bank of Miljacka. If this witness’s statement was correct, how come 

many Serbs on Grbavica died from a fire from those buildings. We also have an 

evidence that the Museum had mortars on it’s roof! See D197 
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The file of the case is full of such a documents that contest many findings based on a 

circumstantial evidence and inferred without any support in a real evidence, while 

rebutted by the real evidence for which the Chamber didn’t show aby interest!)  

3773.   The incident was investigated by a CSB Sarajevo team, including, inter alia, an 

investigating judge, two ballistics experts, MeĊedović
12413

 and Sabljica,
12414

 and an 

investigator, Mioković.
12415

  Mioković was the team leader for the on-site investigation,
12416

 

and the site was also visited by the investigating judge.
12417

  According to the reports prepared 

by this team, the incident happened at the cross-roads of Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne 

streets, (How come these investigators didn’t notice Gicevic’s omission in determining 

the spot of impact?) and resulted in injuries to three persons, namely Alen Giĉević, Azem 

Agović, and another man.
12418

  The investigation was conducted at the Marin Dvor stop, some 

200 to 300 metres from the site of the incident.
12419

 (Even children would have known that im 

such a dense deployment of the confronted forces there would be no any value in an 

investigation that was moved 200 to 300 metres away from the original spot!)  The team found a 

hole with an entry and exit points in the right hand side of the tram‘s body.
12420

  MeĊedović 

concluded that this damage was caused by a bullet which was fired from the right side of the 

                                                            
12413  P129 (Witness statement of Zlatko MeĊedović dated 20 November 1995), p. 3; P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 

1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 5.  For Zlatko MeĊedović‘s qualifications, see P129 (Witness statement of Zlatko MeĊedović 

dated 20 November 1995), pp. 2–3; P130 (Witness statement of Zlatko MeĊedović dated 5 September 2000), pp. 3–5.  
12414  P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 7.   
12415  P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court pp. 5, 7.  This team did not investigate 

the wounding of the French UNPROFOR soldier as that soldier‘s command wanted to conduct its own investigation.  See Mirza 

Sabljica, T. 7683 (11 October 2011); P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court 

p. 5. 
12416  Dragan Mioković, T. 8610–8612 (29 October 2010); P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 25, 29.  

For Dragan Mioković‘s qualifications, see Dragan Mioković, T. 8544–8545, 8548–8551 (28 October 2010); P1830 (Witness statement 

of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), pp. 2, 28–29. 
12417  Dragan Mioković, T. 8612 (29 October 2010); P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne 

street), e-court p. 4.   
12418  P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street).  See also P1830 (Witness statement of 

Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 32; P1832 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković); Dragan Mioković, T. 

8613–8615, 8624 (29 October 2010); D846 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković).  
12419  Dragan Mioković, T. 8613–8615, 8624, 8632–8633 (29 October 2010); D846 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković); 

D847 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković); D848 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković).  See also 

P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 3. 
12420  P157 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street); P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident 

of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 13.  See also Dragan Mioković, T. 8634, 8638–8637 (29 October 2010).  



tram, ―from back to front, from right to left, and from above downwards‖.
12421

  The trajectory 

of this bullet, in relation to the right side of the tram, was 80 degrees, while, in relation to the 

ground, it was 4 degrees.
12422

 (In such a case, there was a high declination of the 

trajectory. If it was from back to front, making 80 degrees with the tram’s body, it 

couldn’t be from Grbavica at all, nor from any place behind the first row of the ABiH 

held buildings, because there was no a space for such an oblique shot, particularly for 

such a low trajectory. It must have been from one of the Museums.   MeĊedović testified 

that, since the tram was moving when fired upon, the team could not identify the precise 

location at which it was hit, and, as a result, could not determine the precise origin of fire.
12423

 

(For the Defence, it was a quite sufficient argument for a reasonable doubt!)   However, 

it was able to determine that the fire came from the south, from ―enemy positions in 

Grbavica‖.
12424

 (How could they determine this? Between the site of impact and the Serb 

held territories there are the ABIH positions and a territory of some 300 to 400 metres, 

with the fortified buildings and a permanent military presence, active against the Serb 

parts of the city?) Mioković, like MeĊedović, testified that the team was unable to pinpoint 

the exact location of the sniper in this incident, and he could not say from which side of 

Miljacka River the bullet came.
12425

 (Isn’t it enough?)  Mioković also conceded that the area 

in and around Franje Raĉkog street, south of Zmaja od Bosne and north of Miljacka River, 

was in the area of responsibility of the ABiH,
12426

 but testified that the team never 

investigated the possibility that the bullet may have come from one of the buildings in the 

ABiH controlled territory.
12427

 (As well as other witnesses of the Prosecution. Had they 

had a single clue that it was possible, they wouldn’t do too many “stretching” to fit their 

findings in a Prosecution expectations and needs to confirm that the Serbs fired, and it 

was only to determine from where. There was no question as whether the Serbs did it, or 

not. For not to take into consideration this possibility, it is a proof of their inadequacy, a 

biase and non-professionalism!)  When asked if the fact that three people were injured by 

what appeared to be one bullet meant that a fragmentation bullet was used in this attack, 

Mioković responded that he could not say this with certainty on the basis of BiH MUP 

reports, as the three victims could have been injured by regular bullet ricocheting.
12428

 

3774. When visiting Zmaja od Bosne street with one of the victims, Hogan recorded the co-

ordinates of the location of the incident, placing it at the intersection between Zmaja od Bosne 

and Franje Raĉkog streets.
12429

  He also testified that both Metalka and the four white high-

rises in Grbavica had a view of this site.
12430

 (Did the two Museums have the same views? 

                                                            
12421  P157 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street). 
12422  P157 (BiH MUP Report re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street). 
12423  P129 (Witness statement of Zlatko MeĊedović dated 20 November 1995), p. 3.  
12424  P1727 (BiH MUP Reports re sniping incident of 3 March 1995 on Zmaja od Bosne street), e-court p. 2.  See also P1830 (Witness 

statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 32; Dragan Mioković, T. 8625–8627 (29 October 2010); D846 (Photograph of 

Sarajevo marked by Dragan Mioković). 
12425  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 28.  
12426  Dragan Mioković, T. 8635–8636 (29 October 2010); P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 27. 
12427  Dragan Mioković, T. 8636 (29 October 2010).  
12428  P1830 (Witness statement of Dragan Mioković dated 26 October 2010), p. 26. 
12429  Barry Hogan, T. 11204–11206, 11217–11218 (3 February 2011); P2190 (GPS locations for shelling and sniping incidents in Sarajevo); 

P2191 (Map of Sarajevo with scheduled sniping and shelling incidents); P2213 (Image re scheduled sniping and shelling incidents in 

Sarajevo). 
12430  Barry Hogan, T. 11218–11220 (3 February 2011); P2208 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan); P2209 (Photograph of 

Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan).  



Did the ground between the site and the Miljacka River had the same view? As if the 

Prosecution witnesses didn’t have any obligation to establish who fired, but only 

whether the Serbs could have fired, and when seen some of the Serb positions, they are 

“satisfied” as the Chamber was in many doubtful occasions!)  Van der Weijden also 

visited the incident site, the Jewish cemetery, and Grbavica.
12431

  Having done so he did not 

consider the Jewish cemetery to have been the source of fire in this incident because of the 

―lack of warning‖ for approaching trams coming from the west, which is the direction from 

which the two trams were travelling on 3 March 1995.
12432

  Van der Weijden visited the 

Metalka building noting that the rooms in the building offer direct and clear views of the 

stretch of Zmaja od Bosne, between the Museum and the Faculty of Philosophy.
12433

 (#Must 

be Indians#! As this case shows, it was sufficient to establish that the Serbs were 

somewhere around, and to conclude that they did it. But, taking the angle of the 

trajectory, there couldn’t be fired from Metalka, because it would only be 90 degrees 

angle, or if it was while the tram was on the S-curve, the angle would be rather sharp, 

and the trajectory would be from front to back of the tram!)  He also determined that the 

tram would be exposed to the shooter located in the Metalka building for at least eight 

seconds.
12434

  Noting that there were multiple victims in this incident and having seen the 

medical reports relating to their injuries, Van der Weijden concluded that most likely 

automatic fire was used to shoot at the tram, and that the weapons used would have been 

either an M84 or an M53 machine-gun in 7.62 mm calibre, mounted on a bipod or a 

tripod.
12435

  He noted that machine-guns are more effective against moving targets, such as 

trams, that are only temporarily visible.
12436

 (None of the investigators and experts did 

indicate for how long time the tram had been visible from the ABiH positions on the 

Executive Council and the Assembly buildings, the Faculty of Philosophy building, the 

two museums buildings!?! It was an unhindered view, and taking into account the 

multiple store buildings, any flore level was possible! And the arbitrary assertion about a 

“machine-gun” additionally comnfirms how invaluable this investigation was. What if it was 

fired from the territory north from the Miljacka River, from the Muslim army positions? In 

such a case a “machine-gun” wouldn’t be inevitable, but any automatic weapons!)   

3775. Poparić testified that the tram was not hit from the Metalka building but from locations 

in ABiH-held territory.
12437

  According to him, the wound sustained by Agović, while sitting 

in a specific seat in the tram, did not correspond with the incoming trajectories of a projectile 

fired from the Metalka building.
12438

  He based this finding on the specific seat which was 

photographed by the CSB Sarajevo investigation team and was at an angle of 45 degrees vis-

à-vis the tram wall, as well as on the injuries Agović described in his evidence in another case 

before this, namely that the bullet entered above his left hip, passed through his body, and 

                                                            
12431  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 101.  
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exited on his right side.
12439

  Poparić did concede, however, that he did not know the specific 

position Agović was seated in and simply assumed that Agović‘s sitting position was 

―normal‖, that is, that he was facing directly forward while in his seat.
12440

  Poparić also 

pointed out that the witnesses all gave contradictory statements as to the location of the tram 

when hit and stated that even if Giĉević‘s first statement was correct and the tram was hit after 

it passed the Executive Council building, the fire would have still come from the ABiH-held 

positions.
12441

  

3776. In addition to the evidence outlined above, the Chamber has also taken judicial notice 

of the following adjudicated facts which go to the origin of fire: (i) more than one bullet hit 

the tram and injured Azem Agović and Alen Giĉević;
12442

 (ii) the shots came from Grbavica, 

which was SRK-held territory;
12443

 (iii) the shots were fired by a member of the SRK;
12444

 

(#Dealdy combination#! How this Judgment would look like if there was no these 

“Adjudicated Facts” which were completely out of the Defence possibility to check and 

cross examine? Even if the bullet came from Grbavica, it doesn’t mean that the 

Chamber had any basis to conclude that a shooter was a member of the SRK, let alone 

when neglected the most possible and very probable ABiH positions as a source of fire!)  

and (iv) the visibility on the day of the incident was sufficient for a shooter to identify the 

victims as civilians.
12445

 (This is senseless, #since from outside, particularly from such a 

diostance that is suggested, nobody could identify anyone within the tram, but it is 

irrelevant if not established who was firing!#) 

3777. As far as the exact location of the incident is concerned, the Chamber notes that the 

evidence before it places the tram at the intersection of Franje Raĉkog and Zmaja od Bosne 

streets at the moment it was shot.
12446

  Contrary to Poparić‘s testimony that the witnesses were 

inconsistent as to the tram‘s location, Giĉević and Livnjak were in fact consistent on that 

issue.  While at first he seemed to indicate a different location, the Chamber is satisfied with 

Giĉević‘s explanation as to why that happened and notes that he was adamant that the tram 

was hit when passing the Holiday Inn and entering the S-curve. (Gi~evi} got a chance to 

correct himself for the benefit of the Prosecution, but he wasn’t the only one who said 

about another spot!)  The Chamber also notes that Livnjak‘s evidence was given from the 

vantage point of a tram driver with another tram targeted in front of her.  She first saw the 

sniping of that tram, as it slowed down to enter the S-curve, and then anticipated that the same 

would happen to her as she entered the S-curve.  The Chamber finds her evidence on the 

location particularly credible and corroborative of Giĉević‘s evidence.  Accordingly, the 

Chamber is not convinced by Poparić‘s evidence that all witnesses testified to a different 

location.  (It is only more contradictions and confusion! Ms. Livnjak was driving the 
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first, not the second tram, see para 3770 of the Judgment, and her testimony to that 

aspect was wrong. Anyway, with so many contradictions, this case shouldn’t even be 

offered to the Chamber!)   

3778. The Chamber further considers that this tram was a civilian vehicle, with around 100 

civilians travelling onboard and that both Giĉević and Agović were civilians, not taking direct 

part in hostilities at the time of the incident. (No matter it was a double car tram, a 

hundred passingers would be too crowded that it would have another consequence of the 

impact!)   

3779. The Chamber does not accept Poparić‘s evidence that the fire in this incident came 

from the locations in the ABiH territory.  Poparić based this conclusion on the location and 

nature of Agović‘s injuries in relation to the location of his seat in the tram and his seating 

position.  He also conceded that he simply assumed Agović‘s seating position was ―normal‖. 

(If it wasn’t “normal” it was the investigating team’s obligation to describe what the 

position was. Since it wasn’t  underlined, a “normal” position is the most “normal” to 

meditate of!) However, as noted above, the Chamber heard that the tram was full, with 

approximately 100 passengers onboard.  Thus, it is also possible that Agović was sitting in his 

chair squeezed into the wall of the tram and thus with his left hip parallel to the wall.  

However, Poparić does not seem to have even considered that possibility. (On the contrary: 

if the tram was overcrowded, then Agovic couldn’t sit else than “normal. No “squising 

was possible, since no two persons could sit on one chair, and “squeezing” would have 

been only in the middle of the tram, where the people were standing! But anyway, why 

Mr. Popari} would `uestion and reconsider the way of sitting since the investigators 

didn’t give even the smallest hint aboun any unusual sitting?)  Further, Poparić never 

spoke to Agović to determine his actual seating position and the exact nature of his injuries.  

Accordingly, the Chamber does not accept the conclusions Poparić drew about the origin of 

fire as they were, at best, highly speculative. (#Did Van der Weijden speak to Agovic? Why 

the Defence experts would have to speak to the victims, since they are estimating the 

official materials, from the official investigations?# The Defence didn’t have any 

obligation to prove who and how did wound the victims, but only to estimate what can 

and can not be concluded on the basis of these materials!) 

3780. The Chamber is satisfied that the fire originated from Grbavica and more specifically 

from the Metalka building, which was held by the SRK at the time.  In this respect, the 

Chamber relies on the adjudicated facts as well as the ballistics report which found an angle 

of descent to have been four degrees, which is in turn consistent with fire coming from 

Metalka.
12447

 (And only from Metalka??? #From how many other places it could have 

come?#) Furthermore, the witnesses were all consistent that the source of fire was Metalka. 

(This is not true at all. There is several of them, particularly the investigators, who 

couldn’t decide about Metalka or any other source! Pertaining to the passingers, how 

could they say anything about the source of fire? They had been in the tram, didn’t see a 

blaze from a barrel, or anything, not even a sound before the bullet hit the tram. As one 

of the witnesses in an earlier incident (in this Judgment) said “everyone knew that” i.e. 

                                                            
12447  The Chamber recalls that Van der Weijden calculated that the angle of descent of a bullet fired from Metalka would have been around 

four or five degrees.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7015–7017 (27 September 2010), T. 7059 (28 September 2010). 



that the fire came from Grbavica, from the “agressors positions”! but this can not and 

must not be a basis for deliberation of a responsible and reasonable chamber!)  While 

Giĉević thought that the fire could have also come from the Jewish cemetery, Van der 

Weijden excluded that possibility due to lack of visibility.  The Chamber also recalls that 

following the shooting on the tram, some of the witnesses were able to observe the exchange 

of fire between UNPROFOR and the SRK in Grbavica thus confirming that the fire on the 

tram came from SRK-held positions in Grbavica. (Where is a reference for this assertion?)  

Given the visibility on the day and relatively small distances involved, the Chamber is also 

convinced that the SRK shooter deliberately targeted the tram in question while fully aware of 

its civilian status.  The Chamber notes that all these findings are consistent with the evidence 

it heard about the preponderance of SRK sniper fire in the area of Zmaja od Bosne.
12448

 

(Aside with all those doubtful situations and the same conclusions, another #several 

questions must be answered#:  

1. What this Accused has to do with all of this.  

 

2. We had seen so many convincing evidence that even the SRK Commanders didn’t know, 

let alone ordered any action of that kind.  

 

3. If anything like that happened, it would be against all the Accused’s orders, convictions, 

believes and efforts. 

 

4.  And why the SRK soldiers would be so fool to fire in front of the entire journalist corps, 

while on the rest of 64 km of the front line didn’t take any advantage to kill, although 

they did have many opportunities, with the people cutting woods, sheparding goats and 

cows, collecting fruits and mushrooms.  

 

5. Even on the same area, a two hundred metres from the Holiday In, along Vilsonovo 

Setaliste, as we had seen in a report of the Muslim side, the Serb soldiers waited till the 

civilians vacated the area, and only then they engaged the HVO soldiers, present all the 

time. How this could be in accord with those assertions.  

 

6. Why it was not of any importance that the Accused at the beginning of the war issued an 

order to the VRS to refrain from any shooting during the holiday of Bajram, see: D4610 

of 13 March 1994 
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It is clear that the Accused and the Serb side were aware of the set-ups by the Muslim 

side!)   

 

 

 

 

ii. Southwestern suburbs: Dobrinja, Nedţarići, Alipašino Polje  

3781. Dobrinja is a suburb of Sarajevo that lies to the western end of Sarajevo, close to the 

Butmir airport, and was constructed for the Winter Olympics in 1984.
12449

  It is divided into 

several apartment blocks, namely Dobrinja 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C4, and the Airport Settlement.
12450

  It 

is a predominantly residential area with a number of high-rises, most of which are six storeys 

high and some of which have seven or eight storeys.
12451

  The Lukavica Barracks are located 

to the east of Dobrinja, Butmir airport is to the south of Dobrinja, the suburb of Nedţarići is to 

the west and northwest of Dobrinja, and Mojmilo Hill and Alipašino Polje are located to the 

north of Dobrinja.
12452

  Like Dobrinja, Alipašino Polje is a residential neighbourhood.
12453

  

Nedţarići consisted mostly of low buildings, one or two storeys high.
12454

 

3782. Until mid-June 1992, the Serb Forces held the Butmir airport and Mojmilo Hill, and 

were also positioned in Nedţarići and the Lukavica Barracks, thus cutting off communications 

between Dobrinja and the Sarajevo centre.
12455

  In mid-June 1992, the ABiH took control of 

Mojmilo Hill thus establishing contact with the city, while the airport was handed over to 

UNPROFOR in late June 1992.
12456

  In addition, after July 1993, Dobrinja was connected to 

Butmir via a tunnel built by the ABiH under the airport runway; many people would pass 

through the tunnel, including ABiH units, even though the entrance and the exit were 

frequently shelled by the Bosnian Serbs.
12457

 (The tunnel was a legitimate target, and it was 

not destroyed, although could have been!) The purpose of the tunnel was to make it easier 

to get in and out of Dobrinja and Sarajevo proper, for both soldiers and civilians, and to get 
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humanitarian aid into the city.
12458

 (This is not correct, and the Chamber knew that! The tunnel 

served only for the illegal activities, an the entire military units used to come and go throu it, 

together with all the military materials that couldn’t be smuggled in the humanitarian convoys. 

If the tunnal served for humanitarian aid, then why the Serb side was under the pressure about  

the humanitarian aid?)   People who were not using the tunnel would run across the airstrip to 

come to Butmir and would get targeted.
12459

 

3783.  The conflict in Dobrinja began on the night between 2 and 3 May 1992 after which 

the shelling and sniping did not cease until the end of the war.
12460

  Dobrinja residents,
 
some 

25,000 to 30,000 of them during the conflict,
12461

 would spend nights in cellars of their 

apartments but would get out during the day, when it was peaceful, to get some food.
12462

  

According to Youssef Hajir, a doctor who established and worked in Dobrinja Hospital during 

the conflict,
12463

 there were no organised military units in the area in May 1992, only about 

100 ―unorganised people who were armed‖.
12464

 (The said doctor couldn’t have known this. 

If we see the Halilovic’s evidence about forming the PL, it would look quite opposite, 

there was a Patriotic League unit in all and every Muslim settled place!)  

3784.    Around the end of 1992, after the confrontation line became established, residents of 

the ABiH-controlled part of Dobrinja became aware of sniping incidents at certain 

intersections.
12465

  Sniping would come mainly from Mojmilo, Lukavica, and Dobrinja 4.
12466

  

As a result, barricades, usually bags filled with sand, containers, metal sheeting, or blankets, 

were erected as protection against sniper fire at those locations.
12467

  Even with those 

                                                            
12458  Youssef Hajir, T. 8838–8842 (2 November 2010); D856 (Excerpts from Nedţad Ajnadţić‘s book entitled ―Odbrana Sarajevo‖); 

Adrianus van Baal, T. 8516 (28 October 2010); Michael Rose, T. 7573 (8 October 2010); P1638 (Witness statement of Michael Rose 

dated 26 March 2009), para. 127; Herbert Okun, P776 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Krajišnik), T. 4204; John Wilson, T. 4117–4118, 

4119 (23 June 2010); David Harland, T. 2113 (7 May 2010); Dušan Zurovac, T. 30295 (14 November 2012); Colm Doyle, T. 2867 (27 

May 2010). 
12459  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 36; John Hamill, P1994 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Galić), T. 6176–6177; P1258 (Witness statement of Hussein Ali Abdel-Razek dated 16 July 2002), e-court p. 19; Hussein Abdel-Razek, 

T. 5658–5660 (21 July 2010) (testifying that Galić told him that UN should stop the crossings otherwise the SRK would continue to 

fire); D523 (UNPROFOR daily report, 10 January 1993); P6060 (Record of interview with KDZ185), e-court p.17; P1054 (UNPROFOR 

protest letter to Stanislav Galić, 10 February 1993); D2870 (Official note of Ilidţa SNB, 25 November 1992); D2871 (Official note of 

Ilidţa SNB, 3 December 1992) (noting that both civilians and military personnel were crossing across the airport runaway).  In order to 

prevent the killings at the airport, UNPROFOR managed to negotiate an agreement with the Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Croats to allow 

UNPROFOR to transport people out of Sarajevo through the airport.  However, the agreement was never implemented as the Bosnian 

Muslim side opposed it, in particular whent it came to Bosnian Serbs living in Sarajevo. (Why such a significant data are in 

the foot note, and not in the main text?)  See P6060 (Record of interview with KDZ185), e-court pp. 17–18; P5908 (Record 

of interview with KDZ185), para. 4; P1064 (SRK combat report, 10 February 1993), p. 2; KDZ185, T. 4231–4234 (28 June 2010) 

(private session).  See also Hussein Abdel-Razek, T. 5662–5665 (21 July 2010) (testifying that UN was not allowed to cater to requests 

for people to leave the city as that was considered a type of ethnic cleansing); Pyers Tucker, T. 23233 (18 January 2012).   
12460  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), paras. 12, 17; Youssef Hajir, T. 8805 (1 November 2010).  For 

example, Slavica Livnjak who lived in Dobrinja testified that some time in July of 1992, her husband was wounded when a bullet hit a 

wall of their apartment and then hit her husband on his right cheek.  See Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. 

Milošević), T. 872–873; P495 (Witness statement of Slavica Livnjak dated 25 April 2006), para. 5.  
12461  Hajir testified that before the war Dobrinja had around 40,000 residents but this number reduced to between 25,000 and 30,000 people 

during the war.  See P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), fn. 91; Youssef Hajir, T. 8836–8837 (2 

November 2010). 
12462  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 12, fn. 91.    
12463  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), paras. 1–2, 25–33; Youssef Hajir, T. 8786–8787, 8808 (1 

November 2010); P1870 (Excerpts from Youssef Hajir‘s book entitled ―Dobrinja Hospital‖).  
12464  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 14; Youssef Hajir, T. 8845–8846 (2 November 2010).  See 

also John Wilson, T. 3993–3994 (21 June 2010); D330 (Ilidţa Police Station note re Green Berets in Dobrinja, 23 May 1992). 
12465  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3516–3517.  
12466  According to Hajir, a large number of snipers were located in Dobrinja 4 as they had a good view from there.  P1866 (Witness statement 

of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), paras. 19–20.   
12467  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3517, 3533. 



barricades, however, walking around the neighbourhood and between the buildings was very 

dangerous.
12468

  In addition, the people who went down to the Dobrinja river to fetch water for 

cooking and washing would get fired at.
12469

  (The Mojmilo hill was in the Muslim hands 

while still the JNA was there, and this fact is known to everybody! If there was no a 

water in Dobrinja, it meant that either the Muslims closed it, or the water didng reach 

Mojmilo! The Serbs never deprived civilians of water!) 

3785.  There was no water in Dobrinja during the conflict, but there were five wells where 

people would line up to get water.
12470

 (However, the Mojmilo water installations were in 

the Muslim hands, and the Serb side was depending on it. Had there been a power 

supplies at the main springs at Vrelo Bosne, the Mojmilo facilities would have the 

water!)  These water lines were shelled about 15 or 20 times.
12471

  There were also fuel and 

food shortages, especially at the beginning of the conflict, but UNPROFOR eventually 

provided aid—the French Battalion at the airport and the UN at the PTT building regularly 

provided food, fuel, and medical supplies to the hospital, which allowed it to survive 

throughout the war.
12472

 

3786. People killed in Dobrinja were buried close to where they were killed, often in parks 

and people‘s yards, as the one cemetery in the area was full and it was too dangerous to give 

them a proper burial.
12473

 

1. Confrontation lines and snipers in the area  

3787. Dobrinja was divided between ABiH and VRS units and the confrontation line ran 

along the road between the apartment blocks referred to as Dobrinja 3 and Dobrinja 4.
12474

  

Dobrinja 1, Dobrinja 4, and the Airport Settlement were under Serb control.
12475

  The SRK‘s 

Ilidţa Brigade was positioned in the area and its zone of responsibility ran from Dobrinja, 

across the Airport Settlement, Nedţarići, along the Dobrinja river, Pijaĉna street, and the 

railroad to Miljacka River.
12476

  The other side of Dobrinja, namely the area between Dobrinja 

and Lukavica, was first in the zone of responsibility of the 2
nd

 Sarajevo Light Infantry Brigade 

                                                            
12468  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3534.  See Adjudicated Facts 114, 128.  
12469  Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11744–11745 (14 February 2011).  
12470  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 48.  
12471  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 48. 
12472  Hajir explained that the aid depended on the airport being open so during the periods when the Serbs closed the airport the situation was 

more difficult for the population in Dobrinja.  See P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 51.  
12473  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 55; Youssef Hajir, T. 8796–8797 (1 November 2010), T. 

8854–8855 (2 November 2010); P803 (Sky Newsreport, with transcript). 
12474  Slavica Livnjak, P493 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. D. Milošević), T. 873; Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. 

Galić), 3515–3516, 3528–3529; P2294 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Sanija Dţevlan); D1254 (Decision on the Formation of the Serbian 

Municipality of Ilidţa, 8 May 1992). 
12475  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 20; Youssef Hajir, T. 8806 (1 November 2010); D2633 

(Witness statement of Milorad Šehovac dated 8 December 2012), paras. 11, 15; D2648 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Šehovac); 

D2649 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Milorad Šehovac); NeĊeljko Prstojević, T. 13561–13562 (17 March 2011); Adjudicated Facts 91, 

2832.  
12476  D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 December 2012), para. 14; D2589 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Vladimir 

Radojĉić); Stanislav Galić, T. 37162–37168 (15 April 2013); D3381 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Stanislav Galić); D3382 (Map of 

Sarajevo). 



and then was transferred, after August 1993, to the responsibility of the 1
st
 Sarajevo 

Mechanised Brigade of the SRK.
12477

 

3788. Alipašino Polje was on the ABiH side of the confrontation line which separated it 

from Nedţarići,
12478

 which was under Serb control.
12479

  The line at this point extended from 

west to east and curved into ABiH controlled territory.
12480

  The result was that Nedţarići was 

bordered on three sides by territory controlled by the ABiH; a west-running corridor 

connected this neighbourhood with the more expansive SRK-controlled territory to the 

west.
12481

  The portion of Nedţarići east of Ante Babića street and south of Đure Jakšića street 

(now renamed Adija Mulaobegovića), where there are higher buildings, was controlled by the 

ABiH, together with Alipašino Polje.
12482

 

3789. Mile Sladoje, who was with the 1
st
 Battalion of the Ilidţa Brigade in Nedţarići 

throughout the war,
12483

 and Svetozar Guzina, who commanded that Battalion from 1993 

onwards,
12484

 both testified that the 1
st
 Battalion‘s zone of responsibility included buildings 

such as the Faculty of Theology and the School for the Blind, as well as the Nedţarići 

Barracks and a check-point on Kasindolska street.
12485

  Guzina explained that both the School 

for the Blind and the Faculty of Theology were very important facilities in the area—the 

former was a dominant building and faced the OsloboĊenje building and the student 

dormitories, while the latter was not very tall but dominated that part of the area and had a 

view of Mojmilo Hill and Dobrinja.
12486

  In the area of the School for the Blind, the ABiH and 

SRK forces were only a few metres apart.
12487

  On the other side of Dobrinja, towards 

Lukavica, was an Orthodox Church, which could be seen from the three bridges that linked 

                                                            
12477  D2633 (Witness statement of Milorad Šehovac dated 8 December 2012), paras. 11–12; D2648 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Milorad 

Šehovac); D2789 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Dragomir Milošević); D2790 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Dragomir Milošević). 
12478  See Adjudicated Fact 83; Richard Mole, T. 5842–5845 (17 August 2010); P1430 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Richard Mole); D537 

(Map of Sarajevo marked by Richard Mole). 
12479  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 7; D2480 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); Mile 

Sladoje, T. 30563–30564 (28 November 2012); P6009 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); D2553 (Witness statement of 

Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), paras. 34–35; D2555 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina); D2556 (Map of 

Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina).  See Adjudicated Fact 2833.   
12480  See Adjudicated Fact 83. 
12481  See Adjudicated Facts 83, 84.  
12482  See Adjudicated Fact 85. 
12483  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), paras. 2, 5; Mile Sladoje, T. 30562 (28 November 2012).  
12484  Guzina was the Commander of the 5th Battalion until 1993 when the Ilidţa Brigade was re-organised thus turning the 5th Battalion into 

the 1st Battalion.  See D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), paras. 34–35.   
12485  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 7; D2480 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); Mile 

Sladoje, T. 30563–30564 (28 November 2012); P6009 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); D2553 (Witness statement of 

Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), paras. 34–35; D2555 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina); D2556 (Map of 

Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina).  Nedţarići Barracks was located some 300 to 350 metres away from the School for the Blind and 

some 150 to 200 metres from the Faculty of Theology.  See Mile Sladoje, T. 30563 (28 November 2012).  Guzina testified that the area 

around Kasindolska street was surrounded by Muslims on all three sides which meant that the battalion suffered more casualties than any 

other battalion in the brigade.  See D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), para. 35.  
12486  According to Guzina, the tallest building in Nedţarići, namely the Old People‘s Home, was occupied by an UNPROFOR observation 

post.  It was located some 100 metres in front of the Faculty of Theology.  See D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 

December 2012), para. 36; D2557 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina), Svetozar Guzina, T. 31153–31155 (6 December 

2012), T. 31173, 31190 (11 December 2012); P6037 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina).  
12487  See Adjudicated Fact 86.  



Dobrinja 2 to Dobrinja 3.
12488

  The church was in the zone of responsibility of the 1
st
 Sarajevo 

Mechanised Brigade of the SRK.
12489

 

3790. The 1
st
 Battalion numbered about 300 men

12490
 and had infantry weapons, 82 and 120 

mm mortars, a tank, and two APCs.
12491

  In terms of infantry weapons, the 1
st
 Battalion had 

M48 and M76 rifles with scopes.
12492

  Vladimir Radojĉić, the Commander of the Ilidţa 

Brigade from January 1993,
12493

 testified that the whole Ilidţa Brigade had about 30 snipers, 

half of whom used M76 rifles, while the other half used M48 rifles with improvised 

sights.
12494

  As for the mortars, those were located around the Faculty of Theology, while the 

tank was at the Nedţarići Barracks.
12495

  The Battalion also had machine guns, as well as a 

recoilless gun, which were positioned at the Faculty of Theology and were used to open fire 

on Dobrinja 2 and 3 and Alipašino Polje.
12496

  Radojĉić testified that the Faculty was not used 

as a sniper nest but rather as an observation post.
12497

   

3791. While the Ilidţa Brigade had snipers in the section of Dobrinja it held, according to 

Stanislav Galić, the Commander of the SRK between September 1992 and August 1994,
12498

 

the ABiH controlled the high-rise in Mojmilo and thus had better control and over-view of the 

area.
12499

  Galić also testified that ABiH was most active in the direction of Dobrinja and 

Nedţarići
12500

 and confirmed that parts of ABiH-held Dobrinja were under constant fire.
12501

   

3792. The units opposing the 1
st
 Battalion belonged to the 101

st
 Brigade of the 1

st
 Corps of 

the ABiH, positioned in Alipašino Polje and Vojniĉko Polje, and the 102
nd

 Brigade of the 1
st
 

Corps of the ABiH located in Stup.
12502

  The 155
th

 Brigade of the 1
st
 Corps, formerly known 

as the Dobrinja Brigade and then as the 5
th

 Brigade, was located in Mojmilo and Dobrinja 5 

where there were mainly high-rises from which the ABiH snipers would target 1
st
 Battalion‘s 

                                                            
12488  See Adjudicated Fact 93.    
12489  Blagoje Kovaĉević, T. 29041 (18 October 2012). 
12490  Sladoje testified that there was not a single professional officer in his battalion.  See D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 

November 2012), paras. 6, 20.  
12491  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 6; Vladimir Radojĉić, T. 31236 (11 December 2012).  
12492  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 21; P6014 (Reply of Ilidţa Brigade to SRK order, 31 
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snipers with M76 rifles, which were positioned towards Butmir airport.  See Svetozar Guzina, T. 31156–31158 (6 December 2012), T. 

31161–31162, 31165–31166 (11 December 2012). 
12493  D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 December 2012), paras. 1–2.  
12494  Radojĉić confirmed that these snipers were deployed mostly in the area of responsibility of the 2nd and 3rd Battalions, that is, outside the 

built-up areas, because they were more efficient there.  See Vladimir Radojĉić, T. 31224 (11 December 2012).   
12495  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 6; D2481 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje).  
12496  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 6; D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 

December 2012), para. 36; D2557 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Svetozar Guzina); Svetozar Guzina, T. 31192 (11 December 2012); 

P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), para. 65.  
12497  D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 December 2012), para. 116.  
12498  Stanislav Galić, T. 37154–37155 (15 April 2013), T. 37528 (22 April 2013).  See Adjudicated Fact 27.  
12499  Stanislav Galić, T. 37162–37168 (15 April 2013); T. 37466 (22 April 2013); D3381 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Stanislav Galić); 

Svetozar Guzina, T. 31193 (11 December 2012); Youssef Hajir, T. 8844 (2 November 2010).  
12500  Stanislav Galić, T. 37189–37190 (15 April 2013).  
12501  Stanislav Galić, T. 37522–37533 (22 April 2013), T. 37831–37834 (7 May 2013).  
12502  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 7; D2480 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); Mile 

Sladoje, T. 30569 (28 November 2012); P6011 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); P6012 (Photograph of Sarajevo).  See 

alsoAdjudicated Fact 83.  According to Sladoje, these ABiH forces had infantry weapons, 82 and 120 mm mortars, a tank in depth of the 

Alipašino Polje, APCs mounted with 14.7 mm anti-aircraft guns, hand-held launchers, and rifle grenades.  They were also supported by 

artillery from Mt. Igman.  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 10.  



positions.
12503

  Indeed, Hajir testified that the ―local BiH command building‖ was located 

some 150 to 200 metres to the west from the Dobrinja Hospital but clarified that the ABiH 

was never in the hospital itself.
12504

  He also explained that at the beginning of the war there 

was no real army on the Bosnian Muslim side and that the army ―in the true sense of the 

word‖ was formed later, around August or September 1992.
12505

  Galić testified that a larger 

part of Dobrinja was in the zone of responsibility of the 5
th

 Brigade, later 155
th

, of the ABiH 

1
st
 Corps, which had been estimated to have had some 3,000 troops in the area.

12506
  

According to him this brigade had a sniper unit since ABiH used specialised sniper units at 

the brigade level.
12507

 

3793. According to Sladoje, all ABiH positions were in civilian areas where people lived in 

apartment buildings and there was not a single ―entirely civilian settlement‖ that did not have 

a military target in it.
12508

  Nevertheless, according to Sladoje and Guzina, the battalion never 

received or issued any orders to target civilians and the soldiers were explicitly told that 

civilians should not be targeted.
12509

 (EXCULPATORY!)  Instead, soldiers were allowed to 

open fire only in response to enemy fire and only at observed firing positions, which, Sladoje 

conceded, meant that given the environment there was a high risk of ―civilian collateral 

casualties‖.
12510

  When cross-examined, Guzina conceded that he had said, back in 2003 

                                                            
12503  Emir Turkušić, T. 9040–9041 (4 November 2010); D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), paras. 6, 9, 25; 
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by Milorad Šehovac); D633 (Order of ABiH 1st Corps, 25 October 1993), para. 5.4. 
12504  P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), paras. 24, 33; Youssef Hajir, T. 8779, 8783–8786 (1 November 

2010), T. 8847–8848, 8850 (2 November 2010); P1867 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Youssef Hajir).  
12505  Youssef Hajir, T. 8814–8817 (1 November 2010); P1866 (Witness statement of Youssef Hajir dated 25 February 2010), para. 34.   
12506  Stanislav Galić, T. 37496–37498 (22 April 2013); D3445 (SRK combat report, 7 June 1993), pp. 1–2.  
12507  Stanislav Galić, T. 37497–37498 (22 April 2013).  He relied on the SRK combat report of 7 June 1993, which refers to sniper fire being 

opened from Dobrinja 1, 2, and 3 on the positions of the 1st Sarajevo Mechanised Brigade.  See D3445 (SRK combat report, 7 June 

1993), pp. 1–3.  
12508  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 11; Mile Sladoje, T. 30570–30571 (28 November 2012).  

According to Sladoje and Guzina, the following were military targets located in the territory controlled by the ABiH: Standard, Zora, 

Bitumenka, OsloboĊenje, student dormitories, the Geodesic Institute, the Vodovod building in Majdan street, Prvomajska street, Geteova 

street, Radio Television building, and Fatima Gunić School.  See D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), 

paras. 18, 25; D2482 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje); Mile Sladoje, T. 30571–30573 (28 November 2012); D2553 (Witness 

statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), para. 46.  See also D2633 (Witness statement of Milorad Šehovac dated 8 

December 2012), para. 23. 
12509  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), paras. 12–13, 15, 17; Mile Sladoje, T. 30571 (28 November 
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P6039 (OTP information report, 5–6 October 2003).  On re-examination, however, he confirmed that the Accused issued orders to 

protect civilians.  See Svetozar Guzina, T. 31195–31197 (11 December 2012); D2561 (SRK Order, 15 May 1993); D314 (Radovan 

Karadţić‘s letter to SRK, undated).  Radojĉić, Guzina‘s commander, testified that Ilidţa Brigade received brochures from superior 
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December 2012), paras. 15, 31–32.  
12510  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), paras. 12, 15, 17; Mile Sladoje, T. 30571–30574 (28 November 

2012); D2562 (Witness statement of Vladimir Radojĉić dated 8 December 2012), para. 30.  Guzina explained that sometimes civilians in 

his zone of responsibility would turn up on the frontlines in order to visit their houses and speculated that the same happened on the 

ABiH side of the confrontation line thus resulting in civilian casualties.  See D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 

December 2012), para. 39; Svetozar Guzina, T. 31151–31152 (6 December 2012).  



during his interview with the Prosecution, that any man or woman close to the confrontation 

lines was considered a threat.
12511

  He also conceded that the targeting by his troops improved 

as the war went on.
12512

   

3794. The goal of the 1
st
 Battalion was to prevent the ABiH from reaching Ilidţa and 

connecting with the ABiH forces outside of the Sarajevo ring.
12513

  Guzina testified that the 

lines of disengagement in the 1
st
 Battalion‘s zone of responsibility were often only street-

width apart, which meant that observation was difficult.
12514

  He also stated that his soldiers 

had the right to use a firearm independently, without command, if they or their location were 

under attack and there was no other way to repel the attack.
12515

 (#That is a sovereign right 

of any soldier, and there is no commander or president who could ban it!#) 

3795. The UNPROFOR was based in the PTT building in Alipašino Polje, while the Radio 

Television building was nearby.
12516

 

ii.   Dobrinja, 11 July 1993 (Scheduled Incident F.3) 

3796. The Indictment alleges that on 11 July 1993 Munira Zametica, a 48 year old woman, 

was shot dead while collecting water from the Dobrinja river in the area of Dobrinja.
12517

  

According to the Prosecution, the fire originated from the SRK-held territory in the area of the 

Orthodox Church, the tower of which was a ―notorious sniping location‖.
12518

 (This is an 

#uncorroborated lie, since the priest would never allow any soldier to abuse the church 

assets! #There is evidence on this circumstance! Also, “notorious” is the Prosecution’s 

hot-spice, since there is the only one ABiH report about the Church tower used as an 

observation post, “with a rare shooting”!) The Prosecution also argues that Zametica was 

deliberately targeted.
12519

  The Accused argues that Zametica could not have been deliberately 

targeted from the Orthodox Church as it was too far from the incident site.
12520

  He also 

argues that the SRK forces in the area were at the time deployed for operation Lukavac 93, 

taking place on the other side of the Butmir airport.
12521

 

3797. On 11 July 1993, Munira Zametica was filling her bucket with water from the 

Dobrinja river when she was shot.
12522

  It was too dangerous for Sadija Šahinović and for 

Vahida Zametica, the 16 year old daughter of the victim, to leave the protection of the bridge 

over the Dobrinja River in order to assist the victim
12523

 as the perpetrator repeatedly shot 

toward Munira Zametica, preventing rescuers from approaching her.
12524

 (#A pure 

                                                            
12511  Svetozar Guzina, T. 31170–31172 (11 December 2012); P6039 (OTP information report, 5–6 October 2003).  
12512  Svetozar Guzina, T. 31184–31185 (11 December 2012); P6039 (OTP information report, 5–6 October 2003).  
12513  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 8.  
12514  D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), para. 37. 
12515  D2553 (Witness statement of Svetozar Guzina dated 3 December 2012), para. 38.  
12516  D2479 (Witness statement of Mile Sladoje dated 25 November 2012), para. 18; D2482 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Mile Sladoje).  See 

also Adjudicated Fact 14. 
12517  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.3.  
12518  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, paras. 26–27.  
12519  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 4.  
12520  Defence Final Brief, paras. 2194–2198.  
12521  Defence Final Brief, para. 2198.   
12522  Adjudicated Fact 165. 
12523  See Adjudicated Fact 165. 
12524  See Adjudicated Fact 171.  



speculation#! Nobody could have known intentions of an assumed perpetrator! A 

multiple shooting rather indicated an exchange of fire!) Vahida Zametica heard the 

shooting continue and saw the bullets hitting the water near her mother.
12525

  Munira Zametica 

was lying face down in the river, blood coming out of her mouth.
12526

  ABiH soldiers passing 

by the bridge saw what had happened, positioned themselves on the bridge behind sandbags 

and shot in the direction of the Orthodox Church.
12527

  The victim, Munira Zametica, was 

pulled out of the water and taken to hospital; she died later that afternoon.
12528

   

3798. Hogan visited the site of the incident and recorded the exact position of the victim 

when shot, as recounted to him by an eyewitness to the incident.
12529

  Hogan testified that he 

was told by witnesses that, when shot, Munira Zametica was kneeling on the concrete 

embankment of the river, facing the river and trying to reach towards it with a bucket.
12530

  

She was located some five metres away downstream from the bridge.
12531

 (It had been said 

that the victim was on the left bank of the river, the same as the Orthodox Church, 

which makes a possibility of a visibility very low, maybe impossible! Also, there was 

never recorded what side of the victim’s body was entering wound, nor wounds had 

been described, nor a calibre of bullet determined. Also, by kneeling, the victim 

appeader to be a smaller target, which wasn’t even mentioned, let alone considered! 

Simply, #inadequate investigation#!) 

3799. Van der Weijden also visited the incident site, and described it as a canal forming a 

―natural trench‖, thus preventing the victim from being seen from all the buildings lining the 

canal.
12532

  He explained that he was given the exact location of the victim, who was standing 

on the river bed on the north bank of the canal, by the Prosecution, but had no information as 

to which direction she was facing.
12533

  According to Van der Weijden, the only buildings 

with a line of sight on the incident site are the apartment block, which is 636 metres away, 

and the Orthodox Church, which is 1104 metres away.
12534

  Van der Weijden was told by the 

Prosecution that the apartment block was occupied by the ABiH at the time of the incident 

while the SRK troops occupied the red roofed apartment buildings across the street, the latter 

offering no view on the incident site.
12535

  He thus concluded that the shooter was most likely 

located in the Orthodox Church tower since (i) ABiH troops were unlikely to have their focus 

                                                            
12525  Adjudicated Fact 165.  
12526  Adjudicated Fact 165. 
12527  Adjudicated Fact 166.  
12528  Adjudicated Fact 167.  
12529  Barry Hogan, T. 11209, 11257 (3 February 2011); P2196 (Photograph re sniping incident of 11 July 1993 in Dobrinja marked by Barry 

Hogan); P2207 (Images re scheduled sniping incidents in Sarajevo); P2190 (GPS locations for shelling and sniping incidents in 

Sarajevo); P2191 (Map of Sarajevo with scheduled sniping and shelling incidents). 
12530  Barry Hogan, T. 11258 (3 February 2011).  
12531  Barry Hogan, T. 11258–11259 (3 February 2011); D993 (Video footage re sniping incident of 11 July 1993 in Dobrinja). 
12532  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 42.  
12533  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7156–7157 (29 September 2010).   
12534  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 42.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 

11209 (3 February 2011); P2196 (Photograph re sniping incident of 11 July 1993 in Dobrinja marked by Barry Hogan).  Van der 

Weijden also observed that there was some scrub lining the canal in places when he visited but noted that it would have not been there at 

the time of the incident to block the view.  See P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo 

‗92–‘94‖), p. 43. 
12535  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 43.  This is confirmed by the 

evidence before the Chamber, namely that the confrontation line at Dobrinja ran along the road separating Dobrinja 3 and Dobrinja 4.  

See para. 3787. 



on the canal with their enemy so near by in the red roofed apartment buildings; (ii) the tower 

of the church was under construction at the time, thus providing a good location for a sniper 

nest or even a machine gun emplacement; and (iii) the church offered a clear unobstructed 

view of the incident site.
12536

  Van der Weijden never visited the Orthodox Church tower, 

however.
12537

  (Why there was no a single report of the Sarajevo Police investigators, 

except an invalide and unprofessional note admitted as D672: 

 
The “two rounds” that fatally wounded the victim #had never again been mentioned#, 

although this fact lessens the probability that it was as described by the Prosecution. The 

time of the incident was in accord with the testimony of Sadija Sahinovic! Also, during 

the process it was mentioned that the victim (M.Z.) was on the left bank of the river, 

which means, on the south bank! There is no a serious and reasonable court that would 

accept to decide in such a case without the elementary data!)  

3800. During cross-examination, Van der Weijden accepted that his conclusion gave only 

the ―most likely‖ position of the shooter.
12538

 (Insufficient for a criminal case! As if “less 

likely” positions had been reasonably excluded! Why he didnt quote them, and why he 

didnt prove for what reason he excluded them? In any case, der Weijden gave a proof that his 

conclusión wasnt “the only one”!)   However, he rejected the Accused‘s contention that 

Zametica was killed as a result of the exchange of fire,
12539

 noting that the civilians 

collecting water were located under ground level so the ABiH forces would have had to 

have been in the water for there to have been an exchange of fire and, if so, would have 

been exposed to the SRK fire.
12540

  (This is really an unusual inference. What would happen 

with the bullets which missed those that had been aimed on a ground level? Would these 

bullets fell down somewhere? Could it be that it had fallen in the water? Is it a case that 

everything is allowed in a cases against the Serbs?)    

 

                                                            
12536  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 43.  
12537  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 43. 
12538  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7165 (29 September 2010).  
12539  The Accused based this claim on the statement of Sadija Šahinović in which she said that on her way to the river she heard ―sniper fire‖ 

and was told by the people hiding under the bridge that the bullets were hitting the water.  She also stated that two people managed to get 

water without being hit before Munira Zametica was shot.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7162–7163 (29 September 2010). (Why 

there would be any fire while the witness and others had been hiding under the bridge, it it wasn’t an 

exchange of fire? Had it been aimed at the civilians, there wouldn’t be any bullet straying around!) 
12540  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7162–7165 (29 September 2010).  



3801. Van der Weijden further opined that the calibre of the bullet used in this incident was 

either 7.62 mm or 7.92mm and would not have been greater than 7.92mm as that would have 

caused far more serious damage.
12541

  Thus, the most likely weapon used was a semi-

automatic rifle, probably an M76 or M91, although the distance of 1,100 metres would be an 

extreme range for those rifles.
12542

  (Again, #uncertainties, insufficiencies, 

controversions#… how come there was no a precise data about the spot of impact, the 

nature of wound and the calibre?)  This is why, according to Van der Weijden, the people 

saw bullets hitting the river before the incident as the shooter probably tried to target them but 

failed because of the great distance involved; in other words, according to Van der Weijden, 

the shooter was simply bracketing the distance.
12543

 (This is an unacceptable speculation!) 

Van der Weijden concluded, based on all of the above, that the shooter would have been able 

to identify the victim as an adult woman fetching water from the canal.
12544

 (Whyle the 

victim was kneeling over the river???)  

3802. Poparić accepted that there was a line of sight between the top of the Orthodox Church 

and the incident site.
12545

  However, he testified that Zametica most likely died as a result of 

an exchange of fire between the two forces positioned in the area, although not from the 

Orthodox Church.
12546

  He based his conclusion on several grounds.  First, even though the 

time of the incident was uncertain,
12547

 Poparić argued that regardless of whether the incident 

took place in the afternoon or in the evening, the shooter would not have been able to identify 

the victim as a civilian nor hit her twice from a distance of 1,100 metres
12548

 because she 
                                                            
12541  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 41.  On cross-examination, Van 

der Weijden conceded that his conclusion on the calibre of the bullet was only a possibility as he had no access to the victim‘s medical 

records or any data on whether the bullet was retrieved from the victim.  See Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7156, 7159 (29 September 

2010). 
12542  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 41.  According to Van der 

Weijden‘s report, the ―maximum effective range‖ for these two rifles is 800 metres.  See P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der 

Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), Appendix A, p. 1.  
12543  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7163–7164 (29 September 2010).  
12544  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 43. 
12545  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 66; Mile Poparić, 

T. 38947 (29 May 2013).  
12546  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 65, 67.  Poparić 

also thought that the bullets that hit her most probably ricocheted off of the concrete river bed.  See Mile Poparić, T. 38948–38949 (29 

May 2013).   
12547  With respect to the uncertainty of the time of the incident, Poparić refers to Šahinović‘s testimony in the Galić case where she first said 

that she and Zametica went to fetch water as the night was about to fall but then corrected herself when prompted by the Prosecution, saying that 

they went to the river between 2 and 3 p.m.. (Then, why the Prosecution didn’t testify??? (Onda zašto Tužilaštvo nije 

svjedočilo??? It didn’t have to, since the OTP witnesses were kind enough to please the Prosecutor needs and 

adjust their contemporaneous statements, no matter a 15 years later. However, the Sadija [ahinovi}’s 

statement is in accord with the “official note” of the Muslim police, D672:  

 
            Poparić also refers to the official BiH MUP report, which has not been tendered into evidence by the parties in this case, and which records the 

time of the incident as being between 7 and 7:30 p.m.. (Incorrect! It had been tendered and admitted as D672, quoted 

above!) Poparić further refers to Zametica‘s death certificate which records the time of death as 4 p.m. and the evidence of her daughter in 

the Galić cases who was at the scene and who testified that the incident took place between 2 and 2:30 p.m..  Having outlined all of the above 

evidence, Poparić concluded that the BiH MUP‘s official report was the most reliable source and thus is of the view that the incident 

happened between 7 and 7:30 p.m..  See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 

August 2012), pp. 63–64, 67; Mile Poparić, T. 38947–38948 (29 May 2013), T. 39199–39201 (4 June 2013). (Sufficient to drop the 

case!) 
12548  According to Poparić, this distance alone meant that the probability of targeting Zametica was low as the sniper rifle‘s best results are at 

800 metres whereas anything above that would yield poorer results.  See Mile Poparić, T. 38951–38952 (29 May 2013); D3635 (Map of 

Sarajevo marked by Mile Poparić).  This was confirmed by Van der Weijden.  See fn. 12542. (Sufficient to drop the case!) 



would have been in the shadow in the afternoon or because, at twilight, the visibility would 

have been bad.
12549

  Second, Poparić points out that, according to eyewitness‘s evidence, there 

was sniper fire throughout that day but two people nevertheless summoned the courage and 

collected water, one by one, before Zametica went to collect the water herself; to Poparić this 

meant that people knew that the bullets hitting the river were not intended for them but were 

the result of exchanges of fire.
12550

 (Absolutely! If it was aimed at the civilians, why then 

there was shooting why the civilians were in shelter? To presume that a sniper was 

sowing his bullets around, while having a good visibility and view – is not real, as well as 

such a frequent hits!) Third, Poparić argues that the two ABiH soldiers who returned fire 

were not simply passing by, as testified to by Šahinović in the Galić case, but were on duty, 

positioned on the bridge.
12551

  This, he argues, is confirmed by the fact that the bridge was 

protected by sandbags which were up to two metres high, according to the witnesses, leading 

him to conclude that there were holes in the sandbags through which soldiers could shoot; in 

other words, the sandbags were not there to protect the civilians but to protect the ABiH 

forces.
12552

  Finally, Poparić testified that he went to the Orthodox Church tower and that he 

would never place a sniper there as the space was too small to be secured by sandbags and 

was exposed so that it could easily be destroyed by a rocket-launcher.
12553

  He did concede, 

however, that he did not know what the church tower looked like at the time of the 

incident.
12554

 (Certainly, could be only less built up, and less finalised, and wouldn’t be 

more comfortable at the time of incident!) He was also not privy to the report from the 

ABiH intelligence organ, dated 2 October 1993, which provides as follows: 

From Dobrinja IV towards the [Orthodox Church], the enemy has made a connection trench, and 

in the area behind the garage, a bunker was built from which they open fire only at night.  The 

area around the church towards our positions is mined with anti-personnel mines.  The enemy 

uses the church at Veljine exclusively as an observation post.  According to our information 

till now in the church there are 6 observers per shift.  The observers are armed with snipers 

and pam /anti-aircraft machine-gun/ which is in a well fortified nest in the church.  From the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
12549  Poparić argues that if the incident happened in the afternoon, the place where Zametica was collecting water would have been under a 

shadow, created by the sandbags, which in turn would have ―greatly interfered‖ with the shooter‘s ability to identify her as a civilian and 

strike her from that distance.  Similarly, if the incident happened during twilight, conditions would have been such that the shooter 

would not be able to deliberately target a person who was bending over.  See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms 

Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 66–67; Mile Poparić, T. 38951–38952 (29 May 2013).  When cross-

examined on this conclusion, Poparić conceded that he did not take any photographs of this shadow when he visited the incident site but 

explained that that would have been pointless as the sandbags were not there.  See Mile Poparić, T. 39210–39213 (4 June 2013).  
12550  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 64–65.  
12551  Poparić reached this conclusion by arguing that the ABiH was organised ―under the same principles as the JNA‖ and thus the transfer of 

duty would normally take place in the mornings, meaning that these two men could not have been reporting for or returning from duty.  

See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 65, 67.  

When cross-examined on this conclusion, he conceded that he never participatyed in combat and never served in the ABiH.  When asked 

if ever identified the two ABiH soldiers in question or tried to interview them, he responded in the negative but explained that he thought 

they were probably on duty because they were armed.  See Mile Poparić, T. 39206–39209 (4 June 2013). (Poparic wasn’t obliged 

to make any additional investigation, nor to serve in the ABiH, but if it was organized as same as the 

JNA, it was sufficient to mention that. Poparic as a Defence expert worked on the existing evidence, 

collected by the Prosecution, and found it not sufficient to establish any fact beyond a reasonable 

doubt!)  
12552  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 65–67. 
12553  Mile Poparić, T. 38953 (29 May 2013).  
12554  Mile Poparić, T. 39201–39202 (4 June 2013). 



church fire is rarely being opened, and when it is opened, a sniper with a silencer is used.
12555

 

(How come, all of a sudden, the Chamber is paying credit to the intelligence report of 

one of the sides, while the file is crowded by the genuine reports of the Serb side, a secret 

reports that were accurate, the Chamber didn’t even notice o comment!)  

3803. When asked if this report contradicted his opinion that a sniper should not be placed in 

the church tower, Poparić insisted that the report classified the post as an observer‘s post from 

which fire was seldom opened.
12556

   

 

3804. Dragomir Milošević testified that according to his information there was no ―activity‖ 

from the Orthodox Church and denied that the origin of fire that killed Zametica was the 

Orthodox Church as soldiers were not allowed to climb the church tower.
12557

  He also 

excluded the possibility that Zametica was deliberately targeted and noted that if this were the 

case then it did not come about as a result of an order or permission from the SRK.
12558

 
(12558)

 

(Let alone from the Main Staff, or the Supreme Commander, i.e. the Accused!) Galić 

testified that he never received reports about sniping incidents such as the one involving 

Zametica and noted that he did not remember his soldiers ever going to the Orthodox Church 

because it was a new building at the time and was damaged by recoilless gun-fire from 

Mojmilo Hill.
12559

  Galić also stated that he never ordered or received a report that one of his 

subordinates ordered this attack.
12560

  When asked why a combat report sent by the SRK 

Command to the VRS Main Staff, on 11 July 1993 at 5 p.m. provides that ―provocative 

enemy fire‖ was opened ―along most of the corps‘ defence line‖ but makes no mention of the 

incident involving Zametica, Galić explained that this was  

a time of the Lukavac 93 operation, which meant that all forces on both sides were engaged on 

the other side of the airport, near Dobrinja.
12561 (12561)

  

 

3805. The Chamber also took judicial notice of a number of adjudicated facts which provide 

as follows: (i) there was a line of sight between the tower of the Orthodox Church and the 

incident site;
12562

 (ii) the area of the Orthodox Church from where the fire came was within 

SRK-controlled territory;
12563

 (iii) at a distance of 1,100 metres, a well-equipped perpetrator 

would have been able to observe the civilian appearance of Zametica;
12564

 and (iv) on 11 July 

                                                            
12555  P6360 (ABiH 1st Motorised Battalion report, 2 October 1993), p. 2.  The information in this report was confirmed by Thomas, who 

visited an ABiH sniping location in a school in Dobrinja, which was located opposite to the Orthodox Church from which, according to 

Thomas, the Serbs were firing into Dobrinja.  See P1558 (Witness statement of Francis Roy Thomas dated 13 May 2009), paras. 1, 64.  

See Adjudicated Fact 92. 
12556  Mile Poparić, T. 39201–39205 (4 June 2013).  Poparić was also referred to his conclusion that Šahinović‘s claim in the Galić case that 

she did not hear the bullets meant either that her hearing was impaired or that a silencer was used.  When asked if the ABiH report of 3 

October 1993 confirmed his theory that a silencer was used and responded that this was a possibility.  See Mile Poparić, T. 39205–39206 

(4 June 2013).  
12557  Dragomir Milošević, T. 33117–33118 (4 February 2013).  
12558  Dragomir Milošević, T. 33118 (4 February 2013).  
12559  Stanislav Galić, T. 37495–37496 (22 April 2013).  Another report of the SRK Command indicates that the ABiH had a recoilless gun in 

Dobrinja 2.  See T. 37408 (18 April 2013); D3424 (SRK combat report, 13 August 1993). 
12560  Stanislav Galić, T. 37496 (22 April 2013).  
12561  Stanislav Galić, T. 37498–37500 (22 April 2013); D3418 (SRK combat report, 11 July 1993).  The next day, on 12 July 1993, Galić 

ordered the continuation of operation Lukavica 93 but never ordered any activity against Dobrinja.  See T. 37391–37393 (18 April 

2013); D3419 (SRK Order, 12 July 1993). 
12562  See Adjudicated Fact 168.  
12563  See Adjudicated Fact 169.  
12564  See Adjudicated Fact 170.  



1993, Zametica, a civilian, was deliberately shot from SRK-held territory.
12565

 (#With how 

many “ifs” is made this deliberation# And how come, the Chamber always takes that if 

the Serbs could have fired, it must be they really fired? What is with other possibilities, 

such as the Muslim fire, or an exchange of fire? And why the Serb side would keep a 

“well-equipped perpetrator” in this place, while the main events were within the 

Lukavac 93 operation?)  

3806.  The Chamber notes that, in addition to the unpersuasive evidence of Galić and 

Milošević,
12566

 (What evidence the two Generals could have submitted except their 

knowledge and contemporaneous documents? Why it was unpersuasive? They couldn’t 

prove their innocence, neither they should! Why would to professional high officers and 

excellent persons lie about thic issue? What benefit would they have from these sniper 

incidents? Is there any evidence, any clue about their duplicity pertaining to this issue? 

How come that in so many “strictly confidential” documents, or intercepted 

conversations, or anywhere, there was no a slightest sign of their criminal intent in 

ordering or tolerating the illegal shooting against civilians? Somebody is very sinful  in 

front of these gentlemen.)   the only substantive evidence the Accused brought to rebut the 

above adjudicated facts was that of Poparić.  However, the Chamber finds his analysis 

unconvincing as it is based on numerous tenuous speculations, often on issues that are 

completely outside of his area of expertise. (It was not possible to the Defence experts to be 

“convincing” if the Chamber had already been convinced about the Accused’s guilt, on 

the basis of so many adjudicated facts. Thus, the Defence was supposed to prove the 

innocence, as in an appeal phase, instead to point out the truth and unveil the wrongness 

of allegations! Even if it was in accord with this judicial system, the Accused is then 

submitted to a judicial system that was strange to him! And there was no any 

“presumption of innocence” whatsoever!) For example, the Chamber is not convinced by 

Poparić‘s claim that because people ventured to the riverbank after having seen bullets hitting 

the river, they knew this was not sniper fire but thought it was an exchange of fire.  The 

Chamber considers this to be pure speculation as it is equally plausible that the people in 

question, including Zametica, saw sniper fire but decided to wait until they felt it was safe to 

approach the river. (In a case of an “equal plausibility” the Chamber should decide in 

favour of the Accused, if the principle “In dubio pro reo” still exist! Also, why would 

bullets hit water so many times while the victim and witnesses were hiding? The hidden 

people had every reason to presume that they hadn’t been a target!)  The Chamber also 

cannot accept Poparić‘s claim that the two ABiH soldiers who returned fire were on duty at 

the time of the incident as he bases it on the fact that they were armed and that in the JNA, on 

which ABiH was supposedly based, the soldiers would transfer duty in the mornings. (But 

this was a well known fact that the Muslim soldiers used to leave their weapons at the 

lines, since they didn’t have surplus weapons to bring it with them to home. If they were 

at the vicinity, as the bunkers of the sand bags show, they may have been attracting the 

                                                            
12565  See Adjudicated Fact 172.  
12566  The Chamber acknowledges that both Galić and Milošević testified that the Orthodox Church could not have been the source of fire in 

this incident because it was not used by the SRK soldiers.  However, the Chamber is more persuaded by the report of the ABiH 

intelligence organ, dated 2 October 1993, in which the church is mentioned as an observation post and an occasional source of sniper 

fire, particularly as this seems to be corroborated by the evidence of Thomas.  See para. 3802. (How the ABiH intelligence 

organ could have known it better that the Commanders? It could only to guess, or to suspect, but not 

to have known!) 



fire too!)    Having not served in the ABiH or even the SRK, Poparić‘s musings on when 

ABiH soldiers would transfer their duty and/or carry their weapons is baseless and outside of 

his expertise.  Indeed, his opinions on military strategy in general were proven wrong when he 

was shown a document clearly indicating—contrary to his opinion—that the SRK had a post 

in the Orthodox Church tower from which it opened sniper fire, albeit seldomly. (A Muslim 

Army document, not one of the SRK. Why Poparic would be trusting this speculative 

document more that the original data of the SRK? Beside that, it should already be 

known to the Chamber that the Serbs didn’t abuse their sacred places for a military 

purposes!) The Chamber also does not accept Poparić‘s analysis that the incident must have 

happened in the evening as opposed to the afternoon, given that he relies on the BiH MUP 

official note which was, as shown during his cross-examination, corrected by Sadija 

Šahinović during her testimony in the Galić case. (How it was possible that an official note 

of the only organ supposed to register and investigate the incident, is worth less than a 

witness re-statement, corrected under the influence of the Prosecution? So, it was not 

corrected by Sadija Sahinovic, but by the Prosecutor!To remind us: the very first 

statement of Sadija [ahinovi}, given at the time of incident, was identical to the official 

note of the BH MUP!)   Furthemore, his claim that if the incident happened in the afternoon 

Zametica would have been hidden by a shadow of the sandbags is pure speculation as the 

sandbags were not there when he visited the incident site.  For all those reasons, the Chamber 

has decided to discount most of Poparić‘s analysis on this incident.  

3807. The Chamber notes, however, that both Poparić and Van der Weijden agree that there 

was a line of sight between the Orthodox Church tower and the incident site, and is therefore 

satisfied that such line of sight did exist.
12567

 (This can only support a possibility, not 

probability, or any other certainty-close element! Or the criteria for the Serbs are 

different? A “line of site” existed from the Moon too, but it was a poore possibility that 

up there were some Serbs who would fire down there!)   The Chamber also acknowledges 

that Poparić and Van der Weijden are united in their view that the distance of 1,100 metres 

was somewhat extreme for the sniper rifle most likely used in this attack.  The Chamber 

recalls, however, that neither Poparić nor Van der Weijden testified that it would have been 

impossible to hit Zametica from that distance, only that the probability of hitting her 

deliberately was lower than it would have been if she were 800 metres away from the origin 

of fire.
12568

 (So, it seems that a #possibility is much more important than probability. 

#How many other possibilities of a source of the fire existed, with a much more 

probability, such as all the ABiH positions between the spot of incident and the 

Orthodox Church? Why none of it was even mentioned#?)  Further, Van der Weijden 

thought that the shots fired by the sniper prior to the killing of Zametica were indicative of the 

sniper ―bracketing‖ or judging the distance immediately prior to the incident, thus preparing 

                                                            
12567  In addition, the Chamber has been to the incident site during the site visit and confirmed that the line of sight does exist.  The Chamber 

recalls that in its Order on Submissions for a Site Visit, dated 15 November 2010, at paragraph 6, it stated that the purpose of its site visit 

to Sarajevo was not be to gather evidence or receive any submissions from the parties but to permit the Chamber to become more 

familiar with the topography of certain key locations and thus assist it in its determination of the charges in the Indictment related to 

Sarajevo.   
12568  As noted above, Poparić‘s conclusion that it was impossible for Zametica to be deliberately targeted by a sniper located in the Orthodox 

Church tower was based on the combination of two factors, namely great distance and lack of visibility due to either a shadow or 

twilight conditions.  See para. 3802.  However, as noted by the Chamber above, in paragrah 3806, the Chamber considers that the 

incident happened in the afternoon and it also does not accept Poparić‘s analysis as to the shadow. (Yes, but after the 

Prosecution corrected the witness, which was in accord with the MUP official note!!!)  



to hit his target when it appeared. (That is yet another possibility, not probability, but it 

could have been considered provided all the other, more probable variants had been 

considered and rejected.) 

3806.    Bearing all of the above in mind, and particularly recalling Van der Weijden‘s 

evidence that only one other building had a line of sight onto the location of the incident, 

which he discounted as the origin of fire in this case, (Why was  it discounted? Because it 

was in the ABiH possession? So what? Would it be the first time the ABiH fire against 

it’s territory?)  the Chamber is persuaded that the origin of fire was the Orthodox Church, 

which was in the SRK‘s zone of responsibility at the time. The Chamber is further 

reinforced in this view by the fact that the two ABiH soldiers who were at the scene 

promptly returned fire and were also seen to be shooting in the direction of the Orthodox 

Church. (Why was it important? Did they see the bullet flying? How they could have 

determined from where the fire came? What could they have done with their 

ordinary rifles, with the range of few hundred metres, against a presupposed enemy 

that was more than 1,100 metres far away? And all between these two spots was “in the 

direction of the Orthodox Curch”! Is there any limitation to such a speculations? Well, is 

there any sense in conveying such a processes about pure military matters, without any 

military judge either in the Chamber, or in the Prosecutor’s office? The exhaustion of the 

Defence has many forms, but this one is the most drastic – to prove something that can 

not be proven, and would not be needed to prove to a nyone knowledgeable of the Law of 

war and technology of wars!) 

 

3810.   The Chamber also finds, based on the evidence above, that Munira Zametica was a 

civilian who was simply attempting to collect water from the river and thus was not taking 

direct part in the hostilities at the time of the incident.  In addition, given Van der Weijden‘s 

evidence, which the Chamber accepts, that the shooter was bracketing the distance 

immediately prior to the incident, the Chamber is convinced that an SRK sniper located in the 

Orthodox Church deliberately targeted Zametica, fully aware that she was a civilian collecting 

water at the river. (Van der Weijden didn’t submit an evidence that it was so, but brought 

a #possibility, which is not as same as evidence#. Or it is, if the Serbs are in question. For 

inference. Also, the contemporaneous and official reports pertaining to a crucial 

elements, such as time of incident, are not accepted by the Chamber, if the Prosecution 

“reminded” witnesses of another possibility?!?) 

 

(3)    Nikole Demonje street, 6 January 1994 (Scheduled Incident F.6) 

3810.   The Indictment alleges that, on 6 January 1994, Sanija Dţevlan, a 32 year old woman, 

was shot and wounded in her buttocks while riding a bicycle across a bridge on Nikole 

Demonje street in Dobrinja.
12569

  According to the Prosecution, Dţevlan was hit while on the 

northwest side of the bridge by fire that originated from the SRK positions in the direction of 

                                                            
12569  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.6.  



the Orthodox Church some 800 metres away.
12570

  The Accused argues that Dţevlan was not 

hit by fire that originated at the Orthodox Church as she would have been difficult to detect 

from that distance.
12571

 

3811.  On 6 January 1994, Sanija Dţevlan was cycling home from the Dobrinja Hospital 

where she had gone to pick up medication for her mother.
12572

  When crossing the bridge over 

the Dobrinja river, connecting Dobrinja 2 with Dobrinja 3, on Nikole Demonje street,
12573

 she 

was shot at and wounded in the buttocks.
12574

  Dţevlan felt a blow but only realised she had 

been wounded once she saw three or four more bullets ricocheting from the concrete on the 

street.
12575

  She did not know how many bullets had struck her,
12576

 but the medical report 

relating to her injuries noted ―an entry-exit wound through both gluteal areas‖.
12577

  She 

managed to cycle home where she was helped by her neighbours and taken to the hospital, 

from which she was discharged ten days later.
12578

  The day after Dţevlan was shot, another 

person was brought to the hospital, having been shot in the same location.
12579

   

3812. Dţevlan was the only person in the area at the time of the shooting and was wearing 

brown pants and a yellow jacket; she had very long hair which was not tied up, carried no 

weapon, and there was no military equipment nearby.
12580

  Dţevlan testified that the day was 

―exceptionally quiet‖ as there was no sniping or shelling,
12581

 and that it was still daylight and 

the visibility was good.
12582

  During her testimony in the Galić case, Dţevlan testified that the 

shooting happened sometime between 3 and 4 p.m..
12583

  However, in her earlier statement to 

the BiH police, dated 30 September 1994, she stated that the incident occurred at 4:30 

p.m..
12584

  When asked about this discrepancy, she explained that she did not know the exact 

                                                            
12570  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, paras. 26, 28–29.   
12571  Defence Final Brief, paras. 2213–2219.  
12572  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3517.  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11748–11749 (14 February 2011).  

See also Adjudicated Fact 189.   
12573  While the witness did not know the name of the street on which the bridge was located, the maps provided to the Chamber indicate that 

Nikole Demonje is the name of the street.  See Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3535.  
12574  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T3517–3519; P2295 (Video footage re sniping incident of 6 January 1994 

on Nikole Demonje street); Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11751–11752, 11758–11760 (14 February 2011); D1048 (Aerial photograph of Dobrinja 

marked by Sanija Dţevlan); D1049 (Photograph of Dobrinja marked by Sanija Dţevlan); D1050 (Video footage re sniping of Nikole 

Demonje street of 6 January 1994).  See also Adjudicated Fact 189.  
12575  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3519.  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11754 (14 February 2011).  
12576  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3519. 
12577  P1893 (Discharge form for Sanija Dţevlan).  During cross-examination Sanija Dţevlan indicated that she thought that she was hit with 

two bullets, even though originally she said she did not know how many bullets had hit her.  However, on the basis of the medical report 

the Chamber is of the view that there was only one entry-exit wound rather than two and that therefore only one bullet hit and injured 

Sanija Dţevlan.  See Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11761–11763 (14 February 2011). 
12578  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3519–3520.  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11748 (14 February 2011).  

See also Adjudicated Fact 190.  
12579  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3529.  
12580  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3518, 3530; Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11747, 11769 (14 February 2011).  
12581  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3518–3519, 3536; Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11764 (14 February 2011).  See 

also Adjudicated Fact 194.  When confronted with an UNMO report suggesting that throughout the week of 31 December 1993 to 6 

January 1994, the ABiH fired some 10 to 50 rounds in the areas of Lukavica, Grbavica, and Vogošća, she remained adamant that she 

could not hear any sniping or shelling on the day in question and that if she had, she would not have left the house. (It only meant 

that she didn’t hear it, not that it didn’t happen as described in the UN MO report!) See Sanija Dţevlan, 

P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3536–3545; P2293 (UNMO weekly report, 7 January 1994).  See also Sanija Dţevlan, 

T. 11764–11766 (14 February 2011). 
12582  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3517–3518.  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11743–11744, 11757 (14 

February 2011).  
12583  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3518. 
12584  D670 (Statement of Sanija Dţevlan to BiH MUP, 30 September 1994). 



time of the incident as she was not wearing a watch when she was wounded.
12585

  However, 

she noted that it must have been daylight, as it would have been impossible to move at night 

time due to the lack of electricity in the neighbourhood, and also explained that she had left 

her house around 3 p.m. to go to the nearby hospital and pick up the medication.
12586

 

(#Another ambiguity?#!? It is well known that on 6 January the day-lite time is very 

short, and visibility very bad. However, it is a pattern, that the contemporaneous official 

documents are corrected afterwards, as to fit to the Prosecutor needs!)   

3813. As for the direction from which the bullets came, Dţevlan testified that they came 

from her right as she was cycling, that is, from the direction of Dobrinja 4, either from the 

high-rise buildings or the Orthodox Church in that area.
12587

  According to her, this area was 

under the control of the VRS,
12588

 while the ABiH controlled Dobrinja 3, as well as the 

summit and the left side of the Mojmilo Hill, which was in front of her as she was cycling 

home.
12589

  Dţevlan explained that there were barricades on both sides of the bridge, and 

noted that she was shot as soon as she emerged from behind them, while getting off the bridge 

on its northern side.
12590

   

3814. Hogan visited the site of the incident and recorded Dţevlan‘s exact location when she 

was shot.
12591

  Van der Weijden visited the same location and noted, bearing in mind that the 

shots came from the victim‘s right, that is east-southeast,
12592

 that while the bridge was largely 

screened off from view to the east and southeast, there were ―uncovered stretches at both 

sides of the bridge‖.
12593

  He thought that the shooter must have seen Dţevlan when she was 

getting on the bridge on the south side, as there was also a non-screened part on that side, and 

then waited for her to get off the bridge on the north side.
12594

  The only buildings located east 

of the bridge that had a line of sight on the bridge were the apartment block, which is 355 

metres away, and the Orthodox Church, which is 820 metres away.
12595

  Van der Weijden was 

                                                            
12585  Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11745–11746, 11755 (14 February 2011).  
12586  Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11743, 11745–11746, 11755, 11757 (14 February 2011).  
12587  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3523–3529; P2292 (Photograph of Dobrinja marked by Sanija 

Dţevlan); P2294 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Sanija Dţevlan); P2295 (Video footage re sniping incident of 6 January 1994 on Nikole 

Demonje street).  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11742 (14 February 2011).  When asked on cross-examination why she identified Dobrinja 

4 as the area from which the fire came, Dţevlan explained that it was because Serb forces were there and there was, therefore, no other 

place the fire could have come from.  See Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11763–11764 (14 February 2011). 
12588  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3527.  This is confirmed by Adjudicated Fact 192.   
12589  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3515-3516, 3546–3547.  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11751–11752 (14 

February 2011); D1048 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Sanija Dţevlan). 
12590  Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3525, 3527; P2292 (Photograph of Sarajevo marked by Sanija 

Dţevlan); P2295 (Video footage re sniping incident of 6 January 1994 on Nikole Demonje street).  See also Sanija Dţevlan, T. 11742–

11743, 11745, 11753, 11754–11755 (14 February 2011).  Following the two incidents at this location, more barricades made of sandbags 

were placed on the bridge to make the location safer.  See Sanija Dţevlan, P2291 (Transcript from Prosecutor v. Galić), T. 3529. 
12591  Barry Hogan, T. 11211–11212 (3 February 2011); P2200 (Photograph re sniping incident of 6 January 1994 on Nikole Demonje street 

marked by Barry Hogan); P2201 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan); P2207 (Images re scheduled sniping incidents in Sarajevo); 

P2190 (GPS locations for shelling and sniping incidents in Sarajevo); P2191 (Map of Sarajevo with scheduled sniping and shelling 

incidents). 
12592  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7133 (29 September 2010).  
12593  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 48.  
12594  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 49; Patrick van der Weijden, T. 

7138 (29 September 2010).   
12595  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 49.  See also Patrick van der 

Weijden, T. 7133 (29 September 2010).  This is confirmed by the evidence before the Chamber, namely that the confrontation line at 

Dobrinja ran along the road separating Dobrinja 3 and Dobrinja 4.  See para. 3787.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 11211–11212 (3 February 

2011); P2200 (Photograph re sniping incident of 6 January 1994 on Nikole Demonje street marked by Barry Hogan); P2201 (Map of 

Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan). 



told that the apartment block was occupied by the ABiH at the time of the incident while the 

SRK troops occupied the red roofed apartment buildings across the street, the latter offering 

no view of the incident site.
12596

  Van der Weijden concluded that the shooter was most likely 

located in the Orthodox Church tower since (i) ABiH troops were unlikely to have their focus 

on the bridge with their enemy so near by in the red roofed apartment buildings; (How this 

kind of speculation is called? What does it mean? The “enemies” were looking the 

eastern apartments of the ABiH occupied building, while a possible Muslim shooter was 

on the west oriented side of the building!) (ii) the tower of the church was under 

construction at the time, thus providing a good location for a sniper nest or even a machine 

gun emplacement; and (iii) the church offered a clear unobstructed view of the incident 

site.
12597

  As noted earlier,
12598

 Van der Weijden never visited the Orthodox Church tower.
12599

  

Noting all of the information above, he concluded that the shooter would be able to identify 

the victim as an adult woman on a bike.
12600

 (No matter how short period she was visible to 

him?) 

3815. Van der Weijden also noted that the calibre of the bullet used in this incident would 

not have been greater than 7.92 mm as bullets of such calibre would have caused far more 

serious damage.
12601

  He recalled Dţevlan‘s evidence that she heard multiple bullets and 

assumed that this was a reference to automatic fire, which led him to conclude that the 

weapon used was a medium machine-gun, either an M84 or an M53 which can fire with 7.62 

mm or 7.92 mm bullets.
12602

  He also explained that these machine-guns can be mounted on a 

tripod and fitted with a telescopic sight which makes them suitable for long-range 

engagements.
12603

 (No matter it could have been so, was it so??? #How many other 

possibilities existed#? If so able and concentrated weapon was used, why there was so 

many stray bullets, ricocheting from the asphalt?)  Van der Weijden conceded that his 

conclusions in relation to the calibre of the bullet used were speculative, but denied the 

Accused‘s suggestion that the VRS did not possess 7.92 mm calibre bullets, noting that he 

personally saw ―Serbian troops‖ with machine guns in that calibre.
12604

  The Chamber recalls 

that Galić confirmed that SRK had various M48 rifles of 7.92 millimetre calibre, which had 

optical sights and which were referred to as sniping rifles.
12605

 

3816. On cross-examination, Van der Weijden was asked why he excluded the possibility 

that the shooter was located between the apartment block and the victim, and responded that 

that area was an open field, which meant that the shooter would be exposed to fire from all 

sides, and thus would be risking his own life.
12606

  Van der Weijden also confirmed that the 

                                                            
12596  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 49.  See also Barry Hogan, T. 

11211–11212 (3 February 2011); P2200 (Photograph re sniping incident of 6 January 1994 on Nikole Demonje street marked by Barry 

Hogan); P2201 (Map of Sarajevo marked by Barry Hogan). 
12597  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 49.  
12598  See para. 3799. 
12599  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 49. 
12600  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 49. 
12601  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 47. 
12602  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 47.  
12603  P1621 (Expert Report of Patrick van der Weijden entitled ―Sniping Incidents in Sarajevo ‗92–‘94‖), p. 47. 
12604  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7138–7139 (29 September 2010).  
12605  Stanislav Galić, T. 37463–37464 (22 April 2013).     
12606  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7133–7134 (29 September 2010).  



confrontation line was around 400 metres to the east from the location of the incident and that 

the view of the bridge from that confrontation line was obstructed by the apartment block 

mentioned above.
12607

  When asked if he would conclude that the victim simply cycled into 

the line of fire given that she was shot as soon as she left the confines of the metal screen on 

the bridge, Van der Weijden, conceding that this was a possibility, said that he would not 

necessarily conclude so since the victim was visible before she cycled onto the bridge and 

thus the shooter could have been waiting for her to come out on the other side.
12608

 (How 

many conditionals and “ifs”?) The Accused cross-examined Van der Weijden on visibility 

in the Sarajevo valley at 4:30 p.m. but the latter was only able to agree that the surroundings 

would impact on visilibity and that the time of day would be relevant to a shooter but that the 

shooter‘s efficacy would also depend on the equipment used.
12609

 (Another uncertainty, 

depending of speculations and “ifs”) 

3817. Poparić testified that in his view Dţevlan was shot from a much shorter distance then 

the Orthodox Church and by a bullet that was directed at the asphalt but then richocheted, 

which to him implied that this was an accident and that the shooter was trying to scare 

her.
12610

  He based his conclusion on several grounds.  First, in his view the incident took 

place around 4:30 p.m. as first stated by Dţevlan in her statement to the BiH MUP,
12611

 which 

meant that visibility was low, such that a sniper located at a distance of over 800 metres away 

would not have been able to see her.
12612

  Second, even if visibility was good at the time of the 

incident, Poparić concluded that she could not have been shot from the church because the 

sniper would have had to start shooting some 0.99 seconds before Dţevlan came into his 

view.
12613

  Third, Poparić noted that Dţevlan testified that she was hit by two bullets which 

would not have been possible given the time needed for each of those bullets to reach the 

incident site and the time she would have been visible and exposed to the sniper.
12614

  Finally, 

Poparić observed that the incident site was not a location known for being exposed to sniping 

from VRS positions and that, therefore, this incident did not involve a sniper but an automatic 

weapon.
12615

    

                                                            
12607  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7135–7136 (29 September 2010); D668 (Aerial photograph of Sarajevo marked by Patrick van der Weijden).  
12608  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7136–7138 (29 September 2010); D669 (Witness statement of Sanija Dţevlan dated 24 September 2001).  
12609  Patrick van der Weijden, T. 7139–7142 (29 September 2010).  
12610  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 95. 
12611  Poparić bases this conclusion on the fact that Dţevlan went to visit her mother in the Dobrinja Hospital after 3 p.m. and that, since the 

visiting hours officially finished at 4 p.m. (but would often be ―prolonged by an extra 15 minutes or so‖), it was more likely that she was 

cycling back home around 4:30 p.m..  See D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–

1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 88–89.  However, Dţevlan never went to visit her mother in the hospital – instead she went to buy 

medication for her mother. (But she stated in her first statement that the incident took place at 4:30, no 

matter where she was heading to!) See para. 3811.  See also Mile Poparić, T. 39164–39168 (4 June 2013); T. 39259–39260 

(5 June 2013).    
12612  To establish poor visibility, Poparić compiled a number of photos of the area taken on 6 January 2012 around 4:30 p.m..  See D4884 

(Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), pp. 88–91; Mile Poparić, T. 

38963–38964 (29 May 2013).  
12613  Poparić bases this analysis on (i) the distance between the church and the incident site (which he says is 855 metres according to Google 

Maps), (ii) Dţevlan‘s position when shot (which he obtained from the video footage of Barry Hogan with Dţevlan) and the estimated 

distance between her and the protective fence on the bridge, (iii) the estimated distance she must have covered to go from one exposed 

side of the bridge to another, (iv) the estimated time Dţevlan would have taken to cycle through that distance (based on average cycling 

speed of a female cyclist aged 35), and (v) the estimated time a bullet fired by an M84 rifle and travelling at its highest velocity would 

take to reach the incident site.  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 

August 2012), pp. 92–93; Mile Poparić, T. 38961–38963 (29 May 2013).   
12614  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 93.  
12615  D4884 (Mile Poparić's expert report entitled ―Small Arms Fire on the Sarajevo Area 1992–1995‖, 15 August 2012), p. 93.  



3818. Galić, in addition to his testimony about the Orthodox Church referred to above,
12616

 

testified that he did not receive a report about this incident or issued orders to fire on that 

area.
12617

  When shown a regular combat report sent by the SRK Command to the VRS Main 

Staff on 6 January 1994 at 5 p.m. which makes no mention of the incident, Galić stated, 

noting that this was the eve of the Orthodox Christmas, that the SRK respected all religious 

holidays and would refrain from activities on such days.
12618

 (As frequently ordered by the 

President, see D4610, pertaining to the Bajram, a Muslim holiday celebration, quoted in 

para 3780 avobe!) On cross-examination, when confronted with an UNMO summary of 

events for the week ending on 6 January 1994, showing that the VRS was shelling northern 

and western areas of the city, together with the centre, all week long, Galić explained that all 

of the shelling happened outside of Dobrinja and that he could not see any link to the incident 

in which Dţevlan was wounded.
12619

  In any event, according to him, the SRK was engaged in 

defensive action at the time as it had been attacked by the ABiH on 5 January.
12620

 (Which 

was true, as it can be seen from D3523:     

   
Consistant with this one is another report on 5 January 1994 from the neighbouring 

battalion, D2595: 

      
How possibly this fierce firing of the Muslim side (ABiH) exactly at the same location, 

sowing so many bullets, could have been neglected as a source of the fire causing this 

incident? Let us see what the UN document of 6 January 1994 said about the situation. 

D178: 

                                                            
12616  See para. 3804.  
12617  Stanislav Galić, T. 37517–37518 (22 April 2013).   
12618  Stanislav Galić, T. 37519–37522 (22 April 2013); D3452 (SRK combat report, 6 January 1994). 
12619  Stanislav Galić, T. 37827–37831 (7 May 2013); P2293 (UNMO weekly report 31 December 1993 - 6 January 1994).  
12620  Stanislav Galić, T. 38045 (9 May 2013); D3523 (SRK combat report, 5 January 1994), p. 1.   



 
This corroborates the Galic’s statement about the SRK defensive action! Further, the 

same document D178: 

   
So, #the Serbs sustained the majority of it#! It is undoubted fact that the Serbs wouldn’t 

shell their positions on the Jewish Cemetery, or Grbavica district, but the ABiH was 

trying to move the confrontation line and conquer Grbavica and the Jewish Cemetery, 

see further, report for 7 January 1994. D178: 

Obviously, the ABiH wanted to change the front line, on the Orthodox Christmas! That 

is what Lord Owen meant, how “highly” the Muslim side respected the Serb 

Christmas!) 

3819. The Chamber has also taken judicial notice of the following adjudicated facts: (i) 

Dţevlan‘s clothing, the activity she was engaged in (riding a bicycle), and the fact that she 

was unarmed were indicia of her civilian status and would have put a perpetrator on notice of 

her civilian status;
12621

 (ii) the bullet, coming from Dţevlan‘s right-hand side, came from the 

direction of the Orthodox Church located approximately 800 metres from the site of the 

incident,
12622

 and (iii) Dţevlan was a civilian who was deliberately targeted from SRK-

controlled territory.
12623

  (#Deadly combination#! If the adjudicated facts were so 

important, then this process was unnecessary. But, if it was an automatic fire, as 

Dzevlan suggested describing the ricochet fire, the Orthodox Church would be to far, 

and should be excluded as a possible source!) 

3820. The Chamber notes that, in addition to the unpersuasive evidence by Galić and 

Milošević relating to the Orthodox Church,
12624

 the only substantive evidence the Accused 

                                                            
12621  See Adjudicated Fact 191. 
12622  See Adjudicated Fact 195. 
12623  See Adjudicated Facts 196, 197. 
12624  As noted earlier (see fn. 12566), the Chamber acknowledges that both Galić and Milošević testified that the Orthodox Church was not 

used by the SRK soldiers for sniping.  However, the Chamber is more persuaded by the report of the ABiH intelligence organ, dated 2 

October 1993, in which the church is mentioned as an observation post and an occasional source of sniper fire, particularly as this seems 

to be confirmed by the evidence of Francis Roy Thomas. 



brought to rebut the above adjudicated facts and the evidence tendered by the Prosecution was 

that of Poparić.  However, the Chamber finds his analysis problematic. (Nothing else in this 

incident is problematic, but the Defence expert’s report???) First, he mistakenly 

concluded that Dţevlan was on the bridge at around 4:30 p.m. whereas Dţevlan testified that 

she was on the bridge somewhere between 3 and 4 p.m. which was in line with her activities 

on that day. (But contradicted to her first statement!)  More importantly, she confirmed 

that it was still daylight at the time, with good visibility.  Second, Poparić‘s calculations as to 

the time Dţevlan would have taken to cross the bridge are based on the average cycling speed 

of a woman aged 35.  However, there is nothing to suggest that this is the speed at which 

Dţevlan cycled on that day and he never spoke to her to confirm that fact. (Big deal! It 

certainly was not a slow walking! Riding a bicycle was much faster tan any walking, even 

running, and a visible piec of the bridge was too short to enable registring Ms. D`evlan and aim 

at her!) Accordingly, Poparić‘s analysis that a sniper located on the Orthodox Church tower 

would not have been able to deliberately target Dţevlan is misguided.  For the same reason, 

his argument that it was even less likely for her to be hit by two bullets is equally flawed, 

particularly given that the gun most likely used in this incident was a semi-automatic gun. (A 

semi-automatic gun would not be as precise on this distance, nor would fire automatic 

fire that Dzevlan had seen ricocheting!) Accordingly, the Chamber does not accept 

Poparić‘s evidence in relation to this incident.   

3821. Bearing in mind her clothing and the fact that she was cycling, the Chamber is 

satisfied that Dţevlan was a civilian and was not taking direct part in hostilities at the time of 

the incident.  The Chamber is also satisfied that there was a line of sight between her location 

on the bridge—when she cycled outside of the protective barrier–and the Orthodox Church.  

In addition, the distance between the two locations was such that a sniper positioned in the 

Orthodox Church would have been able to observe Dţevlan‘s civilian status.  The Chamber 

also accepts Dţevlan‘s evidence that it was daylight at the time of the incident and that the 

visibility was good and finds that, contrary to Poparić‘s claim, she would have been an easy 

target for a sniper located in the Orthodox Church, particularly given the range of the gun 

most likely used in this incident.  The Chamber recalls Dţevlan‘s evidence that the day was 

quiet and that she did not hear fire prior to getting shot.  Accordingly, the Chamber is not 

convinced by the Accused‘s claim that she cycled into the line of fire, nor is it convinced by 

Poparić‘s conclusion that the incident happened by accident while the shooter was trying to 

scare her, as there appears to be no basis for that conclusion other than that Dţevlan heard a 

bullet ricochet. (Not #“a bullit” but “bullits!”#, the first statement of Ms. Dzevlan, given 

03 September 1994, eight months after the incident, see D670: 

or 

Ms. Dzevlan’s statement given to Mr. Hogan on 24 Sept.2001, D669: 

  
Why this detail about the “bullets” and “an automatic weapon had evaporated from the 

case? This detail was very important in assessing the distance, and the Church would be 

excluded!)  Bearing in mind Van der Weijden‘s analysis as to why the Orthodox Church 



tower was the most likely origin of fire, and coupling that with Dţevlan‘s testimony as to the 

direction the fire came from, the Chamber is of the view that she was hit by a bullet that 

originated from the Orthodox Church. (The #Church was not the only possible source#, 

and certainly not for an automatic firearm. Thus, a possibility meant “probability” but 

still not the only one! What is with this kind of deliberation? A new practice, a new 

principles?) Further, given that the church was located in the SRK-held territory, the 

Chamber finds that Dţevlan was shot by an SRK sniper. (That is why the detail of the 

multiple bullets fire, about the outburst, an “automatic weapon” had to vanish, in order  

to recover the insignificant idea about the Orthodox Church. And this is something that 

should hopefully be banned forever!)    Finally, since that sniper needed to carefully plan 

his shot from the moment Dţevlan cycled onto the bridge until the moment she left the safety 

of the protective barrier, the Chamber has no doubt that the SRK sniper deliberately targeted 

her, fully aware that she was a civilian.   

1. Nikole Demonje street and Bulevar AVNOJ, 25 May 1994 (Scheduled Incident F.7) 

3822. The Indictment alleges that, on 25 May 1994, Sehadeta Plivac, a 53 year old woman, 

and Hajra Hafizović, a 62 year old woman, were both shot and wounded in their legs while 

travelling in a crowded bus near the junction of Nikole Demonje and Bulevar AVNOJ 

(currently Bulevar Branioca Dobrinje) in Dobrinja.
12625

  According to the Prosecution, the fire 

came from Nedţarići which was an SRK-held area and from which there was a direct sight to 

the incident location.
12626

  The Accused denies that the fire came from the VRS positions and 

argues that the bullet must have come from a ―relatively short distance‖.
12627

 

3823. In 1994, Ramiz Grabovica, an ABiH conscript in logistics, was employed by the 

public transport company to drive civilians on a regularly scheduled bus route between the 

Alipašino bridge and Dobrinja during cease-fires.
12628

  On 25 May 1994, a sunny day, at 

approximately 11:40 a.m., Grabovica reached his last stop at the intersection of Nikole 

Demonje street and Omladinskih Brigada street in the centre of Dobrinja, stopped the red and 

white bus, opened the three doors of the bus and turned off the engine to save fuel.
12629

  The 

bus was visibly a civilian vehicle, which only functioned during cease-fires along a regularly 

scheduled bus route.
12630

  As he waited for passengers to board, Grabovica heard a single shot 

coming from the direction of NeĊarići, which was controlled by the SRK, precipitating panic 

on the bus.
12631

  Ramiz Grabovica saw that two middle-aged women had been injured.
12632

  

The one sitting on the right side of the bus was holding her knee and the other sitting in the 

opposite side of the aisle was bleeding profusely.
12633

  The victims, Sehadeta Plivac and Hajra 

Hafizović, were taken off the bus and remained at the hospital where they received medical 

                                                            
12625  Indictment, Scheduled Incident F.7.  
12626  Prosecution Final Brief, Appendix C, para. 34.  
12627  Defence Final Brief, paras. 2224–2225.  
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12631  Adjudicated Fact 200.    
12632  Adjudicated Fact 201.    
12633  Adjudicated Fact 201.    



assistance.
12634

  Medical documentation in evidence records that Hafizović was wounded in 

―both lower legs (through-and-through wounds)‖, while Plivac was wounded by a sniper 

bullet in the ―upper part of the right lower leg‖ and had to have surgery so that a ―foreign 

object retained in popliteal area‖ could be removed.
12635

 

3824. Hogan visited the site of the incident with Ramiz Grabovica and filmed the visit while 

Grabovica indicated the exact location of the bus when shot at, as well as the location of the 

two victims when wounded.
12636

  Grabovica can be seen in the video footage indicating that 

the front of the bus was facing southwest, that the shots hit the right hand-side of the bus and 

came from the northwest, that is, from the direction of Nedţarići.
12637

   

3825. Van der Weijden also went to the site of the incident where he was told by the 

Prosecution that the bus was parked with its nose orientated south/southwest and its right side 

exposed down the Branioca Dobrinje street to the northwest.
12638

  According to his report, the 

bullet that wounded the victims penetrated the wall of the bus on its right hand side, struck the 

knee of one of the victims, and then hit the other victim on the other side of the bus.
12639

 (This 

is already a #miracle#! Such a smart and vivid bullets are a miracle! Another word, a 

Serb bullets!)   Van der Weijden noted that there were no possible shooting positions for 

some 550 metres away from the incident in the direction of the northwest, including between 

the protective barricades that were located at the end of the Branioca Dobrinje street and the 

incident site, as the shooter would have had to lean outside one of the buildings lining the 

street in order to shoot.
12640

  Therefore, the shooter must have been beyond that distance and 

above ground level to be able to see the bus.
12641

  While his report notes that the alleged 

shooting position was the Faculty of Theology in Nedţarići, Van der Weijden testified that he 

never visited that location and was in fact unable to determine the precise location of the 

shooter because the area had been heavily rebuilt since the time of the incident.
12642
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3826. Since there was a lack of possible shooting positions closer than 550 metres away, the 

bullet that was used was most probably of a 7.62 mm or 7.92 mm calibre.  Furthermore, given 

the distance and the fact that only one shot was heard, it is most likely that a sniper rifle, 

either an M76 or an M91, was used.
12643

  According to Van der Weijden, it would have been 

impossible to identify the passengers inside the bus from that distance but given that the bus 

was coloured in red and was stationary it would have been easily identifiable as a civilian 

vehicle.
12644

  On cross-examination, Van der Weijden conceded that the only conclusion he 

was able to reach about this incident, based on the information provided to him by the 

Prosecution, was that the bullet could have come down the Branioca Dobrinje street and that 

it was ―probably of a certain calibre‖.
12645

 

3827. In his report Poparić focused on the Faculty of Theology arguing that the bullet could 

not have come from there, as alleged by Grabovica in the Galić case, because the faculty was 

1,527 metres away (and thus too far for either a sniper rifle or machine-gun to reach) and 

there was also no line of sight between the two locations.
12646

  However, the Chamber notes 

that the evidence tendered by the Prosecution in relation to this incident does not suggest that 

the fire came from the Faculty of Theology.
12647

  Instead, as noted above, the Prosecution 

argues that the fire came from Nedţarići generally.
12648

  Accordingly, the Chamber will not 

focus solely on the Faculty of Theology as the origin of fire.   

3828. Poparić then argued that the fire could not have come from the VRS side of the 

confrontation line in the area because, according to a map marked by Ismet Hadţić in the 

Galić case, the confrontation line was some 250 metres behind the protective screens and the 

VRS soldiers did not have a line of sight from those positions.
12649

  Furthermore, the 

protective screens were placed on Nikole Demonje street in order to protect the command of 

the ABiH Brigade which was located in the street, which meant that armed ABiH soldiers 

must have been in the area securing the facility.
12650
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3829. Sladoje, an assistant commander of the 1
st
 Battlion of the Ilidţa Brigade positioned in 

the area of Nedţarići at the time of the incident,
12651

 testified that no one from his battalion‘s 

command issued orders to fire at the street where the incident happened.
12652

  While 

conceding during cross-examination that the very front of his battalion‘s defence position was 

approximately 550 metres from the incident site, Sladoje denied that the fire on the bus could 

have come from that position because the ABiH forces in Dobrinja 5 were only 100 to 150 

metres away and, in addition, Dobrinja 5 was ―sheltering‖ Dobrinja 2 and 3.
12653

  Guzina, 

however, conceded that it was possible that the fire came from the VRS side of the 

confrontation line but not from the Faculty of Theology.
12654

  Radojĉić testified that he never 

received any information about this incident.
12655

  Similarly, Stanislav Galić testified that he 

received no reports about this incident and noted that there was a general ban on opening fire 

on public transport as it was well known that passengers were civilians.
12656

  

3830. The Chamber has also taken judicial notice of a number of adjudicated facts which 

state that: (i) the passengers of the bus were targeted from the area of Nedţarići;
12657

 (ii) there 

was one line of sight between the site of the incident and Nedţarići;
12658

 and (iii) the area of 

Nedţarići was controlled by the SRK at the time of the incident.
12659

  The final adjudicated 

fact concludes that on 25 May 1994 civilian passengers of a civilian vehicle were deliberately 

targeted from SRK-controlled territory and such targeting resulted in the wounding of 

Sehadeta Plivac and Hajra Hafizović.
12660

 (#Deadly combination#! When there is no any 

evidence, then try with adjudicated facts, from other processes, in which this Defence 

hadn’t any chance to test the accuracy!) 

3831. Having weighed the above listed adjudicated facts against the evidence related to this 

incident, the Chamber is unable to come to the same conclusion beyond reasonable doubt.  As 

noted above, the Prosecution does not allege a specific location for the origin of fire in this 

incident and instead argues that the fire came down the Branioca Dobrinje street, from 

Nedţarići and from the SRK side of the confrontation line, which was 550 metres away from 

the incident site and thus within the range of a number of sniper rifles at the SRK‘s 

disposal.
12661

 

3832. It appears that the Prosecution‘s main argument as to the distance to the confrontation 

line is Van der Weijden‘s report in which he marked a location just behind the protective 
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barriers which was 550 metres away from the incident site.
12662

  However, Van der Weijden 

never claimed that this particular location was the confrontation line and instead testified that 

it signified a distance within which it would have been physically challenging or impossible 

for a shooter to have a position from which to take an accurate shot at the bus.
12663

  While 

Guzina and Sladoje both appeared to concede during cross-examination that the confrontation 

line was approximately 550 metres away, their concessions did not appear to have been based 

on precise knowledge of the distances involved.
12664

   

3833. Further throwing doubt on the Prosecution‘s suggestion that the distance between the 

incident site and the confrontation line was 550 metres is the evidence led by the Accused.  

For example, Guzina marked the relevant confrontation lines on a map,
12665

 which in turn 

correspond to the confrontation lines marked on a map Poparić used to suggest that the 

distance was bigger than 550 metres.
12666

  Thus, both maps suggest that the distance to the 

confrontation lines was more than 550 metres.  In addition, in the Chamber‘s own assessment 

of the maps in evidence, it would indeed appear that the confrontation lines in the area were 

more than 550 metres away from the incident site.  Accordingly, the Chamber has serious 

doubt as to the approximate distance between the incident site and the confrontation line.  Not 

knowing how far or where the SRK soldiers were located from the incident site, the Chamber 

is also unable to conclude that they had a line of sight to the bus from their positions 

particularly given that the evidence the Chamber received indicates that Nedţarići consisted 

of low-rise buildings, one or two storeys high.
12667

 

3834. Accordingly, the Chamber considers that the Accused has successfully rebutted the 

adjudicated facts listed above, through both his cross-examination of Van der Weijden and the 

evidence he brought during his case.   

3835. Additionally, the Chamber recalls that Van der Weijden conceded that the only 

conclusion he could come to from the information available to him was that the bullet could 

have come down the Branioca Dobrinje street and that it was ―probably of a certain 

calibre‖.
12668

  The Chamber also acknowledges that the Prosecution managed to extract an 

admission from Guzina that it was possible that the fire came from the VRS side of the 

confrontation line.
12669

  However, those two pieces of evidence are insufficient for the 

Chamber to be satisfied, beyond reasonable doubt, that the bullet fired on the bus came from 

the SRK‘s side of the confrontation lines and that it was fired in order to deliberately target 

civilians.   
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3836. For the foregoing reasons, the Chamber is not satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that 

the bullet that hit the bus came from SRK positions in the area of Nedţarići.  (This is 

#another miracle#! But, almost all of the incidents considered so far could have been 

concluded this way, because in all of them there were a huge amount of discrepancies, 

contradictions, confusions, unprofessional investigations, which all together shaded a 

remarkable doubts on the incidents and the Prosecution’s case against President 

Karad`i}!) 

 


